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Aris-

To Quack. To make a noise like a duck or frog.
tophanes represents the croaking of a frog by the syllables
Koae, Koae. Lat. coaxcre; G. quacken, quacksen, to croak
like a frog; Lith. kwak'eti, kwaks'ti, to croak, quack, cluck,
gaggle.
Quack, Quacksalver. The salving of wounds was so
ally taken as a type of the healing art, that no reasonable

gener-

doubt can be entertained of the meaning of the latter element
in G.
Du. kwa/czalver, kwakzalfster, B. quacksalver. The import of the element quak is not so clear. It

quacksallier,

has usually been explained as having reference to the noisy
outcry with which the quacksalver or mountebank (G. mar/ctschreier) vaunts his wares.
Seek out for plants with signatures
quack off universal cures,-Hudibras.

To

IDu. lcwak, a jest, or story. De kwakzalver vertelde aardige
kwakken, the mountebank told them funny stories.-P. Manin.
But when we look to the dialects of the north of Europe,
where the word seems to have originated, we are led to a
different explanation.
Qaackelen in P1. ~D. and Pu. signifies to babble, to talk
VOL. III.

B
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QUACKSALYER.

QUAI'F,

much and idly, and thence the meaning seems to have been
extended to trifling, acting inefficiently or without settled
purpose, dabbling, working unskifully, bungling. 'T qakkelt
soo wat met vriezen, it palters about freezing, does not set
seriously to work : whence quakkelwinter, a mild winter, freezing and thawing alternately. Quaklvelziekte, a trifling illness;
quakkelgeld, money spent in trifles. P1. D. 1k keer ml an keen
quakkeln, I stand no trifling, go my own way. Du. quack,
quackelinge, frivolum, nuga, res frivola .- Jigl. Dan. qua/dc,
to deal with what one does not rightly understand, to dabble,
bungle; quakleri i landbruget, i lwgekonster, dabbling in
farming, in medicine; kicerlingquakleri, old wives' doctoring.
Quakleri is also applied to trifling hindrances. Sw. quackla,
quacksalwa, to drug, to physic ;- med sig, to take too many
slops, to take a great deal of physic to little purpose-Widegren: quacklande,too much medicine, quackery, charlatanery.
-Nordforss.
The original meaning of quacksalver would thus be a bungler or ignorant pretender to medicine, an idea expressed
also (although from a different metaphor) by the Du,
synonym lapzalver, a bungler in medicine, properly a cobbler
of the body, from lappen, to patch, to botch, or mend
clumsily.
To Quaff. I quaugld, I drink all out, je bois d'autant.Palsgr.
In Scotland a child is said to wacht when sucking
so forcibly as to swallow a considerable quantity at once.
Waaght, a hearty draught.
Cou'd your skill
But help us to a ucaught of ale,
I'd be oblig'd t' ye a' my life.-Ramsay.

To wauokt, waught, wauck, to drink copiously.
Thay skink the wyne and wauckitis cowpys full.-D. V. 210. 8.
Nather Lord nor iKnicht he lute alane,
Except his coup war wachtit out alway.--Burne in Jam.
Thay wauchit at the wicht wyne.-Dunbar.

The forum above cited seem to represent the sounds made in.

QUAFF.

QUAIL.

an eager draught of liquid, as Sw. qu4fwa, to choke, does the
sound of gasping for breath in choking. Analogous forms
whff, to draw the breath, waft, a
are G. haucchen, E.
draught of air; the resemblance in sound between the act of
drawing breath and of taking a draught of liquid.being
witnessed by Sc. souch (ch gutt.), souf, to draw a deep breath
as in sleeping, and G. sazfeit, to drink deep; sofJ a draught,
or gulp.
Quag, Quagmire. See Quake.
Quail. Du. quackel, It. quaglia, Grisons quaera, a quail,
quacken, to cry as a quail ;
from the note of the bird.
P1. D. quackein, to tattle. Mid. Lat. quaquila, Prov. quisquila, a quail; quilar, Sw. quilra, to pipe, to twitter.-Zulu
queile, expressive of a ringing sound, partridge; quali, the
small wild red pheasant, so called from its noise.-Ddhne.
To Quail. 1. To curdle as milk.-B. In s. s. It.
cagliare, Ptg. coalkar, Fr. cailler XY. ceulo. It. quaghlo,
gaglio, Pu. quaghel, W. caul, Lat. coagulum, rennet, the infusion used to curdle milk. Of these the Lat. coagulum,
rennet, or curdled milk, derived from con and agere, to drive
together, is commonly supposed to be the original. But the

huff,

Du.

quag-

hare,

word admits of a perfect explanation from the Germanic root

shown in Prov. E. qitaggle, a tremulous motion (Hal.), G.
quackeln, to waver, on the same principle on which N. quail,
is derived from ON.
soft gelatinous body, soft fat or
quapa, to tremble. In like manner may perhaps be explained E. curdle, properly cruddle, from Prov. crotlar, OFr.
crodler, crosler, to shake. Compare also Swiss hottern, to
shake, to jog, with Pu. hot, hotte, curds ; Sc. liattit crcamn,
clotted cream. If we may judge from the words signifying
butter and cheese, the Latins seem to have .learned dairy
operations from the Germanic races, and coagulum may be an
accommodation of the form quagel to a Latin derivation, in the
same wvay that the G. butter was made to bear a reference to the
animal from whence it was produced, when adopted. in Greek
under the form of f3ovrvpov, as if from /3ovs, an ox.

flesh,

a

B2

QUAIL.

QUAINT.

2. To quail, as when we speak of one's courage quailing,
is probably a special application of quail, in the sense of curdle. The bodily effect of fear or horror being very similar
to that of great cold, these mental emotions are represented
as causing the blood to congeal or curdle.
Yet I express to thee a mother's care:
God's mercy, maiden, does it curd thy blood
To say I am thy mother ?
To-day a mighty hero comes, to warm
Your curdling blood, and bid you Britons arm.-Garth.
Mi s'agghiacciO ii sangue per la paura, my blood congealed
with fear. So also It. cagliare, Piedm. quaj, to curdle as
milk, to begin to be afraid of one's adversary, to quail in
one's courage.--F1. The metaphor is carried still further in
It. cagliare, to hold one's peace; Sp. callar, to keep silence,
to abate, become calm.
When somer took in hand the winter to assaile
With force of might, and vertue great, his stormy bla&ts to quaile.
-Surry in R.
We are apt to be distracted from the foregoing explanation
by Du. quelen, to pine away, to languish, to fade. 'T gewas
queelt op het veld, the herb fades in the field. De hoochste
van het volck des lants quelen: sink, are overcome.-Bible
in Weiland. Devonshire queal, to faint away; squeal, infirm, weak. But the resemblance is purely accidental, the
latter forms being from the pipy tones of a sick person. Pol.
kwilic, to pule, wail, whine, lament, Du. quelen, quenen,
gemere, languere, languore tabescere.-Kil.
Quaint. Fr. coint, neat, fine, dainty, trim.-Cot. Bret.
koant, pretty.
It. contezza, information, advertisement,
knowledge of, familiarity, acquaintance, also quaintness,
neatness, spruceness; contigie, curious ornaments, quaint
trimmings used of women rather for grace and show than for
use.-Fl. Prov. conte, cointe, coinde, conge, gracious, agreeable, pretty; coindansa, acquaintance, agreeableness; coin-

QUAINT.

QUAKE.

dleiar, Fr. cointoier, to deck forth, embellish, make oneself
agreeable. It. accontare, to acquaint or meet with.
Notwithstanding the singular agreement with Lat. comptus, trimmed, adorned, the word must be derived either from
Lat. cognitus (as Diez supposes), or from G. kund, lundig,
known, acquainted with, a sense in which Fr. coint was formerly used. Dunt i jca bien fut cointe: of which he was
already informed.-Alexis in Diez. The transference to the
later signification arises from the amenities which grow out
of civilized intercourse. So from the equivalent AS. cuth,
known, we have Sc. couth, couthy, familiar, agreeable in conversation, pleasant, loving, affectionate, giving satisfaction.
-Jam.
A mankie gown of our own kintra growth
Did make them very braw and unco couth.

Uncouth is the opposite of quaint; awkward, revolting, displeasing. ON. kunnliga, comiter, familiariter.
To Quake, Quag. There is so much analogy between the
qualifications of sound and of movement that we can apply
the terms tremulous or broken to either subject. Hence the
representation of a tremulous or broken sound is applied to
signify a movement of like nature. To chitter, signifying
originally the chirping of birds, is applied to shivering or
trembling. ,To twitter also is used in both senses. The E.
giggle, representing the broken sounds of suppressed laughter,
is identical with Bay. gigelen, gigkeln, to shiver, twitch, palpitate. In like manner, Du. gagelen, to gaggle, or make the
harsh broken sounds of a goose, Swiss gaggi, the clucking of
a hen, lead to Swiss gageln, to joggle; gagen, to rock; OE.
goggle, to roll to and fro, and gogmire, a quagmire, or shaking
bog. In the same way we pass from Du. quacken, to gaggle
like a goose, cry like a frog or a quail, ON. quaka, quackla, to
twitter as birds, P1. D. quackeln, Fr. quagueter (Cot.), to
tattle, to G. quackeln, to waver, shake, totter, E. quaggle, a
tremulous motion (Hal.), quaggy, soft and tremulous, and
quake, to shake. To waggle, wag, Du. waggelen, to totter,

QUAKE.

QUAP.

stagger, G. wackeln, to jog, totter, shake, are closely related
forms in which the initial
is softened down to a simple w.
Qualm. A feeling of sickness, fig. a distressing thought
suddenly coming over us.

qu

They sayed, our soul is qualmyshe over thys meate-and is readye to
caste it up agayne.-Udal in R.

AS. cwealm, cwyin, destruction, pestilence, death.
Vol of syknesse, and of qualm and sorwe thys lond was tho,
Of honger and of vuele (evil) geres.-R. G.

The radical image is shown in Dan. qucle, to choke, offering
a type of absolute destruction when the breath is entirely
stopped, or of every degree of oppression from positive torture to mere sickness of the stomach. Sw. qualja, to turn
the stomach, produce sickness; fig. to grieve, torment;
qual, torment, suffering, oppression of the chest, sickness;
samwets-qual, remorse, qualms of conscience; dods qualet,
the agony of death; qualm, hot, stifling weather; qualmig,
qualmish, sickening. G. qualm, a vapour, exhalation, thick
smoke, properly a choking smoke; qualmig, full of steam or
smoke.

To Quap, Quave, Quaver. To quap, to quake, pant, tremble.-B. To quake, to have a tremulous motion.-R. Earthquave, quavenire, earthquake, quagmire. ON. quapa, Bay.
quabeln, G. quabbeln, to shake like a jelly, or loose fat; Du.
quabbe, a dewlap, from its quavering movement; Swab.
quabbe, a morass. To quaver with the voice is to utter a
shaking note, to rise and fall in the musical scale, to speak
unsteadily. A squabble is a noisy wrangling. We have
seen under Quake the mode in which terms originally representing a broken sound are applied to movements of
analogous character. Now it is matter of indifference in
representing an abrupt sound whether the syllable is made to
end with a guttural or a labial. Thus the Du. makes use of
the syllables quak! or quap ! to represent the sound of a sudden fall. Dat gaf eenen harden quak !-Weiland. Quakken,
to throw down. Hee strukelden, en quap ! daar li 'e, he

QUAP.

7-

QUJARRY.7

stumbled and slap! there he lay.-Overyssel Almanach.
Dan. quoppe, quobbe, to rumble.
Quarrel. 1. Fr. qtterelle, quarrel, broil, altercation. Lat.
querela, complaint; queri, to complain. The representation
of the high tones of complaint or anger by a root similar
to that which gives rise to the foregoing forms is widely
G. quarrom, to cry as children, to grumble,
spread.
wrangle.

Menschenfreundlich,

nicht em quarrer

1st der bibelfeste pfarrer-Sanders.

ON. kurr, complaint, murmur; Fin. kurista, to speak in a
high thin tone, to complain, cry as a child; kiristt, to cry as
a child; kiric, querulous.
2. Fr. quarreau, a quarrel or boult for a cross-bow, an
arrow with a four-square head.-Cot.
Quarry. 1. Fr. qaarriere, carri;re, a place where stones
are hewn for building; quarrieur, a quarrier, a hewer of
stones in quarries.
Mid. Lat. quadra, Fr. quarre, anything cut square; G.
quader, quaderstein, Proy. caire, a stone squared for building;
Fr. quarer, to cut square.
2. Among falconers any game flown at and

killed.-B.

In this sense the word is from Fr. curee, the entrails of the
game which were commonly given to the dogs at the death.
Garde, a dog's reward, the hounds' fees of, or part in, the game
they have killed.-Cot.

Norm. couraie- (Pat. de

Brai),

It.

curata, corata, corada, coradella, the intestines of an animal,
heart, liver, lungs, &c. From cor, heart. Gorata, intestini

intorno al cuore.-La Crusca.

In the dialect of Lyons cora

is the pluck of an animal ; courde de mouton, fressure de

mouton.-Dict.

Etym.

Mid. Lat.

corallum, OFr. corailles,

intestines.-Duc.
The word is written cuyerie by De Foix in his Miroir de
la Chasse, and was imported into E. under the form of querre
" unor querry. The book of St Albans instructs us
doing " a hart to take out "1the tongue and the brains, lay-

in

QUARRY.

QUARTER.

ing them with the lights-the small guts and the blood upon
the skin-to reward the hounds, which is called the querry."N. & Q. May 9, 1857. To make a hawk to the querre is to
teach him to find his game. In the following passage of
Heywood the word is clearly used in the sense of the Fr.
original:
Aye, but 't was at the querre,
Not at the mount like mine:

i.e. at the distribution of the reward, which was made at the
close of the chase. In the same sense must be explained a
passage of Hollinshed, which has been misunderstood by
Nares. " The vii of Auguste was made a generall huntyng
with a toyle raised of foure or five miles in lengthe, so that
many a deere was that day brought to the quarrie:"
brought to the distribution, not to the square (carrie) or inclosure where the animal was killed. Considered with reference to the dogs, the cure'e or querre was the practical
object of the chase, and thus came to be applied to the animal itself. Defendre la curee, was to keep the dogs from the
game till it was properly prepared for them. And metaphorically soldiers are said to be en curee when they have
seized their quarry, or are making valuable plunder.Trevoux.

Quarter. The conformation of our bodily frame naturally
leads us to divide the horizon into four quarters, fore and
aft, right and left. Hence quarter is taken as the type of
position, or division; as when we ask a person what quarter
he is come from, or speak of a certain quarter or division of
a city.
In a more confined sense, quarters, in military language,
is the special residence appointed to particular army corps,
or even individuals.
Again, from signifying a definite position the word is
To
extended to the notion of limitation, conditions.
keep quarter is to keep within certain bounds, limits, or
terms.

QUARTER.

QUEACH.

9

They do best who if they cannot but admit Love, yet make it keep quarter, and sever it wholly from their serious affairs.-Bacon in Todd.
Friends all but now
In'quarter and in terms, like bride and groom
Divesting them for bed, and then but now
Swords out and tilting one at other's breast.
"Mr. Wharton, who detected some hundred of the bishop's mistakes,
meets with very ill quarter from his lordship:" very ill conditions.-Swift
in Todd.
Clarendon speaks of "offering them quarter for their lives if they
would give up the castle."

Finally, to give quarter was used in an elliptical sense for
sparing life, keeping within bounds, not proceeding to the
utmost extremities.
That every one should kill the man he caught,
To keep no quarter.-Draytonin R.
Quartz.

G. quarze or querze, a name formerly given to

crystals forming in the earth from the solution of disintegrated elements, but now confined to crystallized silex.
Quarzchen von alaun ; salzquarze, crystals of alum, of salt.-

Sanders.
To Quash.

Fr. quasser, casser, to crash in pieces, quash

asunder, also to casse, annul, abrogate.-Cot. Lat. quassare,
G. quetschen, to quash,
to shatter, dash to pieces, enfeeble.

crush, bruise. Imitative.
To Quaver. See Quap.
Quay. See Key, 2.
Queach, Queachy.

Queach is used in two senses, the con-

nection between which is not very obvious, though immediately derived from a common root. The term is commonly applied by Drayton to boggy unstable ground.
Whereas the anvil's weight and hammer's dreadful sound
Even rent the hollow woods and shook the queachy ground.

Here the word is identical with the element quick in quickmire, a quagmire-Hal., quicksilver, ON. quikr, mobilis,

IQUEACHH.

10

QUEER.

tremens, and with the verb to quiche, quectelt, quinci, to stir,
to move slightly.-Hal.
In the second sense, a queach is a plot of land left
unpioughed because full of bushes or roots of trees.
Forby.
Al sylvan copses and the fortresses
Of thorniest queaches.-Chapran.

Here the radical idea is the spontaneous growth of bushes
and thorns by which the land is infested, and the word is
identical with the name quickgrass,
or squitch, the
troublesome grass that spreads over our corn-fields.
Du.
quegeken, quicken, to breed; P1.ID. queken, to propagate,
quek, Du. queec, Ditmarsh quitsch, squitch. G. queck is extended to weeds in general.-Sanders. Prov. E.
thorns.-lal.
Quean. An abusive term for a woman. Du. queen;4a.
barren cow, thence applied as a term of abuse to a woman:
een oude queen, une vieille brehaigne, a barren old woman.-Ilalma. Quene, mulier vana, garrula, improba, et meretrix ;
quenen kiap, ineptime, aniles fabue.-Kil. P1.ID. queue, a
heifer, also a spayed cow.

quitch

quiekwood,

Probably connected with ON. quiga, Sc.

qucy,

a heifer ;

quigindi, a heifer, calf.

Queasy.

Sickish at stomach.-B.

Quisey,

confounded,

dejected.-llal. Perhaps, as uneasiness of stomach affects
the breath, from ON. q l sa, kcasa (E. wheeze), .to pant. N.
kvcesa, to wheeze, to hiss. Prov. E. quezzen, to choke. See
Quell. N. queis, sickness after a debauch ; ON. quelsa, colic.

Wall.

quase, a belch.

Queen.
Gwen;"

AS. owen, woman, wife, queen. " Abrahames
Caseres cwen."
Cweunfugol, a hen-bird.
ON. quinna, a woman ; qon, quen, queen, woman, wife.
vivcen

"thes

konungs, the king's wife or queen.

Queer. It is singular that two cant words, rumn and queer,
signifying good and bad respectively, have both come
be
~uscd in the sense of curious, out of the common way, odd.

to

QUEER.

QUENCI.

1

11

Quier, badde; quyer erampringes, boltes or fetters; quyerkfyn, a pryson house-iarman canting diet., A. D. 1566, in
Modern Slang.
To Quell. The primitive meaning of the word is shown in
Dan. qucele, to choke, strangle, suffocate, fig. to quell or suppress. Quellyn or querkyn, suffoco.-Pr. Pm. Sw. quidja,
to oppress the stomach, cause sickness. Det qucljer mig, I
feel sick, qualmish. Fig. to torment, distress; qualja samwetet, to wring the conscience ; - nagons ratt, to violate the
rights of one. Qzcaijas, to suffer, be ailing, languish. AS.
czellan, acquellan, GE. quell, to kill; AS. ewellere, a killer,
manslayer, tormentor. In.the same way N. querka, to
strangle, choke, to slay, kill; Sw. qu4/wa, to suffocate,
strangle, suppress, tame, extinguish.
The origin of qucele, to choke, like that of G. kehdc, the
throat, is to be found in a representation of the guttural
noises made by a person choking. We represent by the
syllable quawk the deep guttural note of a raven, or the inarticulate sounds of a person choking.
E'en roused by quawkiing of the flopping crows.-Clare.

Quawicened (made to cry quawk) , almost choked.-Mrs Baker.
quaka, to sigh ; P1. D. quakken, to groan. In a frequentative form to quaekte, to interrupt breathing, formed to

ON.

express the inarticulate sound then uttered (Forby), to
choke (Hal.). ilence forms like Lith. kakias, the neck, and
contractedly (as E. quail compared with Du. quaekel),
leehie, the throat. In the
Esthon. kael, kaal, the neck ;
AS. geagi, gealilas, throat,.
from
ehowi,
jowl,
same way E. joll,

G.

jaws.

To Quench. AS. ewinean,- OFris. kwinlva, to waste away ;
AS. ewencan, aewenean, aewinan, to quench. The radical
image seems to be the whining tone of a sick person, the
representation of which is used to signify the sick condition
of the patient, a languishing, failing state, gradual extinction. Du. quonen, quenen, gemere, languere, languore

1QIJENCII.

12

QIJERN.

tabescere.-Iil. P1. D. quinen, to wail, complain, to be
poorly.-Brem. Wtb. Dan. tvine, to whine, whimper, to
pine away;
twinca, to languish, to fade away, to perish.
AS. cwanian, to mourn, to languish; wanian, to lament, bewail, also to wane, to decrease. The final c, ch, of AS.
ewencan, E. quench, indicates a frequentative form answering
to ON. queinka, to keep complaining; Prov. E. whinnock,
intensitive of whinny, to whimper like a child-Forby; Bay.
quenken, queniveln, to whimper; G. quengein, to speak in a
whining tone of voice.
The verb signifying extinction of life is subsequently
applied to a flame from the analogy between the subjects
with which we are so familiar. Thwt fyr acquan wces, the
fire was quenched.
To Querken, Wherken. To choke. Chekened or querkened.
-Pr. Pm. Noi6, drowned, whirkened.-Cot. From the
guttural sounds made by a person choking. Lith. quarkti,
G. quarken, to croak like a frog. Prov. E. to
to grunt,
to moan.-Hal. Querking, the deep slow breathing of a person in pain, a tendency to groaning.-Exmoor Scolding.
Fris. quarke, to breathe hard, to catch the breath; querke,
to throttle ; querk, the throat.-Outzen. In the same way
from quawk, representation of a guttural sound, quawkened
or quockened, almost choked.-Mrs Baker.
To the same imitative root belong Fin. kurkica, kulkku,
the throat, chops, neck, G. gurgel, Lat. gurgulinm, the
pipe.
Quern. A handmill. Goth. quaernus, AS. eweorn, 011G.
quirn, ON. quarn, a mill ; Lith. girna, Boh. zernow,
Lith. girnos (pl.), Pol. Marna (pl.), handmill.
Connected by IDiefenbach with AS. cerene, Sw. kurna, a

Sw.

querk,

wind-

stone;

churn, in accordance with the reference, which I now

mill-

believe

to be erroneous, given under Churn to AS. cerran, to turn.
It is more likely that churn is connected with G. kern, the
pith, marrow, or choice part of a body, and the name must have
been given long before the implement assumed a rotatory

QUERN.

1

QUERY.

13

form, previous to which it would have had no resemblance to
a mill. The most natural origin for the designation of a
mill would be from the noise which it makes in turning.
Du. qtuirren, to creak, G. kirren, to make a shrill tremulous
sound; W. chwyrn, whizz, snarl, whirl; 01G. quirnan,
MHG. zwirnen, to whirl. Prov. Dan. quarre, to crush, may
be another application of the same imitative sound. Sanscr.
jfrna, tritus.
Querpo. Sp. cuerpo (Lat. corpus), body, and specially
trunk of the body.
cuerpo de earisa, in his shirt-sleeves,
half dressed. En cuerpo, in his doublet, without the cloak
necessary to complete the out-door
Hence in querpo
was used by our writers of the 17th century for in undress.

the

En

attire.

Boy, my cloak and rapier, it fits not a gentleman of my rank to walk
the streets in querpo.--B. & F. in Nares.

Quert. Ease, quiet, safety. Quert or when, incolumis,
sanus, sospes. To make quarfulle, prosperare.-Pr. Pm.
Bitwene the adder and the grehound
The cradel turned upsodown on
The stapeles hit upheld all

ground-

quert,

That the child n'as nowt ihert.-Seven Sages, 771.
Than was the king ful glad in hert
That thai were hale and in quert.-Ibid. 3862.
My life, my hele and all my hert,
My joy, my comfort and my quert.
Ywaine and Gawaine, 1488.

Hoier

N. kvar, still, quiet,
~erat ease.
saa kvart og stilt.
Kvare seg, kurre seg, to set oneself to rest. ON. kyrr, tranquil.

At sitia urn

kyrt, to

live quiet at home.

At kyrraz,

to grow calm. Kttra, rest.
The origin would seem to ho the cowering attitude of a
bird at rest. N. kura, to bow the head, rest, lie still, sleep.
Kure seg is said of birds when they put their heads under
the wing to sleep.
Query. From Lat. Qucere (seek, ask, inquire), which is often
used as a mark of intcrrogation to call attention to a ques-
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tion we are about to ask. It is doubtless from this source
that the mark of interrogation is derived, representing, as it
unmistakeably does, the initial Q of Quaere.
Quibble. To play with words, to equivocate, to move as
the'guts do.-B. A word of like formation with G. quabbein,
mentioned under Quap, but indicating (like quiver, compared
with quaver) a finer, quicker movement by force of the thin
vowel i. Bret. gwiblen, a weather-cock; Gal. cuibklc,
circular motion; W. chwip, a quick flirt or turn. See Quip,
Quirk.
Quick. The analogy between sound and movement is nowhere better illustrated than in the origin of quick, and the
numerous connected forms. The radical image is a quivering sound, the representation of which is used to signify a
quivering movement, and thence applied to express the idea
G. quick! quick!
of life as the principle of movement.
quick ! are used interjectionally to represent a sharp shrill
sound, as the squeak of a pig or a mouse, the grating of a
wheel; gequiece, gequiics, gequietsch, squeaking, twitter.
Quicksen wie junge Eule." " Ferkel quietschen so.""Den
quitscheitden tonen der violinen."-Sanders. Silesian quickern, to titter. Bay.. quitsecher, quitschern, to twitter, to creak ;
a nasal, Du. quineken,
der quicker, the chaffinch.
quinckelen, quinekeren, to warble, quaver, Fl. D. quinkeim,
quinkeleren, to warble, twitter.-Brem. Wtb.
to quick, to stir ;
Then passing to the sense of

With

movement,

to quetch, to budge or stir, to cry.-.B.

To

quitsch, queach,

quinch, to make a slight noise, to stir, to flinch.-Hal. I
quytchie,- I styrre or move with my bodye, or make noyse, je
tinte ; I

qaynche, I

make a noyse, je

tinte.-Palsgr.

ON.

quika, to move ; quiktre, a peg that moves to and fro ; quiksandr, a quicksand. Du. quicken, vibrare, librare, agitare,
movere, mobilitare, also, vivere et moveri ; quincken micare,
motitari, dubio et tremulo motu Ferri.-Kil. Dan. quickst/crt,
a wagtail ; Fris. quinkslccrt, an earwig, from the way in
which, it turns up its tail when threatened.

QUICK.
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From the notion of mobility to that of life is an almost
imperceptible step. ON. qikr, moveable, tremulous, active,
live; E. quick, active, rapid in movement, also living, having
the principle of movement in oneself. Quicksand, a moving
sand; quicksilver, moving silver, or living silver, argentum
vivum. Dan. quceg, living, quick; quwy sand, quicksand,
uniting quick with quag. Fris. quek-, quik-, quagfjackt
(jacht~light), a wandering light, will-o'the-wisp.
and w gives a
to
The softening down of the initial
similar series. Prov. E. w/iicker, to neigh; wiink, a sharp
cry; ON. hvika, kvika, to flinch, to totter; Du. wicken, to
vibrate; E. wink; Du. wiket, wincket, a wicket, or little door
moving easily to and fro; Prov. E. whick, lively, quick;
whicks, quick grass.
piece of tobacco rolled about in the mouth like a
Quid.
cow chewing the cud, in some parts called chewing the quid.
Quide, or cud, the inner part of the throat in beasts.-B.
See Cud.
Quiddity, Quiddit. Mid. Lat. quiditas, the whatness or distinctive nature of a thing, brought into a by-word by the
nice distinctions of the schools. Quiddity or quiddit, a subtilty or nice refinement.-Nares.
By some strange quiddiU or some wrested clause,
To find him guilty of the breach of laws.
IDrayton's Owl in N,

qu wh

A

It. quiditativo, full of quiddities, quirks, or wranglings, also
obscurely, doubtful.-Fl.
Quill. Quylle, stalke, calamus..--Pr. Pm. G. kiel, quill,
stalk, narrow water pipe, shaft of lance ; kegel, a cone,

pin, peg;

nine-

Dan.

k ogle,

Ikongyel,

a fir-cone ;

Swab. ken gel, a

quill, stalk, icicle ; lilien kengel, a lily stalk.

G.

keil,
quill, stalk ; kl,
keel of a ship. As the

wedge; Fr.

distaff

iMiG. kil,

skittle, the
is described by Hupel (Esthon.
aille, a

IDiet.) as the " kegel oder stock" on which the flax to, be
spun is bound, the foregoing forms may be identified with
W. cogel, a distaff or truncheon ; Bret. kegel, kigel, a distaff
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(commonly a reed-Legonidec); Gael.'cuigecl, Lap. kkkel,
Pol. kcadziel, Bol. kuzel, distaff; kuzelaly, conical; kuzelka, a
skittle. The ON. kdngull, N. kokie, kugla, kungle, a fir cone,
lead to G. kcunkel, distaff. Whence Mid. Lat. concula, It.
conocchia, Fr. quenouille.
The primitive signification, as in the case of many words
signifying pointed objects, would seem to be a splinter or
fragment split off from a mass of wood or stone. Fr.
esquaille, escaille, ascale, pieces of wood wherewith crannies
left between stones in building are filled up; mur escaille, a
wall full of cracks or chinks; escaillures de Pierre, shards or
spalls, small pieces broken or hewed from stones; esquille, a
little scale or splint of a broken bone.-Cot. Prov. E. squails,
ninepins. Squails were also the sticks or pieces of cleft
wood used in cock-throwing. Fr. quille also can only have
the sense of chip in the expression trousser son sac et ses
quilles, to pack up his sack and his chips, to be compared
with Du. zijne spillen pakken (E. spill, splinter, chip), or, as
we say, to pick up his orts (or droppings), to take himself off.
It. squillo was formerly used in the sense of spilio, properly
a splinter, then the vent-peg of a cask, the hole itself, or the
gimlet by which it is bored. IDiciamo spillare la botta, per
assaggiarla, traendole non per la cannella il1 vino, ma per
spillo, cioe piccol pertugio fatto con instrumento detto anch'

lo

egli spillo, e dagli antichi

squillo.-La

Crusca.

G.

spule,

Pl. D. spole, a quill, is identical with E. spall, speal, &c.,
splinter, fragment. From the sense of a splinter, or split
piece of wood, the passage is easy to that of a wedge, or anything wedge-shaped or tapering, a cone, ninepin, the pointed
end of a feather, whence probably the name of keel is applied to
the backbone of a ship, from which the ribs and planking are
given off on either side like the web from the stalk of a feather.
Quillet.
Why may net this be the scull of a lawyerP where be his quiddits now,
his quillets, his cases, his tenures, and his tricks P--Hamlet.

Notwithstanding Nares' objection that the scholastic term

QUILLET.
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was quodlibet, and not quidlibet, the derivation from this
source is probably correct. It. qaililctto, a quidlibet.-Fl.
Fr. quodlibet, a low joke, play upon words. A quodlibet was
a question in the schools where the person challenged might
choose his side. Quodlibetum, quia quod libet
Vossius.

defenditur.-

Many positions seem quodlibetically constituted, and like a Delphian
blade will cut on both sides.--Brown, Christian Morals in R.

Quilt.

See Counterpane.
Quince.
Formed from Fr. coignasse,
the
greatest kind of quince; coignacier, the tree which bears it.
-Cot.
Going, It. cotogno, Lat. cotonneam, cydonium, a quince.
Quinch. See Quick.
Quinsy.
Fr. squinance, the squinancie or
Lat. cynanche, a bad kind of sore throat; Gr. cvvayyj, literally a dog-throttling.
Properly a cut, a smart
Quip. A.jibe, jeer, orflout -B.
stroke. W. chwip, a quick turn or flirt; chwipio, to whip,
to move briskly. ON. hvipp, saltus, celer cursus; kvipp inn
og hvatpp inn, in and out, here and there.
Quire. 1. Fr. hcesur, Lat. chorus, a choir or band of singers.

pear-quince,

squinzie.-Cot.

2. Fr. quaier (Roquef.), cayer, cahier, a quire of written

paper. There is no reason to doubt that it is formed from
Lat. quaternio, analogous to iRouchi q ayiere, kayfire, a seat,
from cathedra, or quarry, from quadraria. Assit ei (scriptori) quaternio [glossed quaer] .- Neccham in Nat. Antiq.
Sp. quaderno, four sheets of paper stitched together ; duerno,
two sheets so stitched. Du. quatern, catern, a few sheets
quair, a
stitched together ; Fr. ca/ier, a copy-book.
book.
iDiez suggests a derivation from a supposed codicarium.
Quirk. A shift, or cavil- B. Properly a quick turn.
Prov. E. quirk, to turn.
And by the barn side we saw many a mouse
Qutirking round for the kernels that littered about.

OE.

VOL. III.
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Quit, Quite, Requite, Acquit. The Lat. quietus, at rest,
was specially applied to the sense of, free from any claim of
another party. " Et accepi pretium ego venditor a te emptore
meo-et finitum pretium testor apud me habere, ita tamen
ut omnibus temporibus seeurus et quietus maneas." "Libera
et quieta in perpetuam eleemosynam tenenda."
Hence It. quieto, queto, a discharge from legal claims;
quetare, to, discharge, absolve, acquit. Quietum cluinare, to
quit claim, was to acknowledge another to be freed from the
demands of the speaker. Acquietare was sometimes used in
the sense. of quieting the demands of a debtor, viz., by paying his debt or discharging his claim.
h eredes
testamenta patrum-servare et debita eorum tcq ietare."
Hence simply to pay.
"Petitum est ut Clerus adquietaret
novem millia marcarum." Hence to quite or requite a service is to pay it back, to discharge the obligation incurred,
to quiet the claims to which it gave rise.
A quit rent, quietus redditus, is a rent paid in money in
discharge of services which would otherwise be due.
The adverb quite, or quitely as it was formerly written,
signifies absolutely, discharged from any condition which

"Tenentur

would interfere with the full meaning of the term to which

it is applied.
Lo here this Arcite and this Palamon
That

quitely weren

out of my prison,

And might have lived in Thebes really.-Chaucer.

To Quiver.

To shiver or shake.-B.

iRelated to quaver as

quick to quake, and parallel in sense and form to Lat. vibrare.
The formally equivalent Sp. quebrar signifies to break, an
idea the connection of which with that of shaking is. sh owvn
by the expression of breaking a thing to shivers. Du.Ikugyen, kuyveren, huyveere, to shiver,
From the figure of moving to and fro, quiver was used in
sense of active, lively.

tremble.-Kil.

tlo

Thy quick and quiver wings-Turberville.
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Simeon-of body feble and impotente, but of soule quicer and lustie.
-Udal in R.

Quiver.

OFr. quicie, G. kieler, Dan. koger, Mod. Gr.
Pu. koker, case; messen-,
boog-, plil-kokter, a knife-, bow-, arrow-ease, or quiver.
van den mast, the receptacle in which the mast is stepped.
Fin. ktukkaro, a purse.
David prit les armes d'or et les quivres d'or.Livre des Rois
Quoin. Lat. cune'ts, a wedge.
Quoit. Prov. E. coit, to toss, to throw; Sc. coil, as Fr.
cotlir, to butt or strike with the horns.
If thou dost not use these grape-spillers as thou dost their pottle pots,.

KovKovpov, It. coccaro, quiver;

Koker

quoit them down-stairs three or four at a time,-Wilkins in R.

I coyle,. I play with a coyting-stone.-Palsgr. The radical
sense of tossing or hurling through the air seems preserved
in Fin. au/ctta, a quoit; faut/i/o, a shuttlecock; frau/do-kiwi
(kiwi, stone), a white pebble, a chuckie-stane.
To Quote. To cite or note with chapter and verse. Lat.
quot, how many ; quo/uas, what in number.
Quoth. The terms significative of much or idle talking
are commonly taken from the sound of dabbling in water, or
from the chattering or cackling of birds. Then, as the image
from which a designation is taken is commonly a caricature
of the thing ultimately signified, the term which originally
signified much talking is applied to talking in general.
Thus Pu. lc//en, to tattle, seems to point out the origin of
XaXctv, to speak, while EL. prate shows an earlier accept-

Cr.

ation of the word than Gr. bpacecv.

in

the wet is represented in G. by
The sound of dabbling
so wet as to
the syllables quatscfr, or snatsch.
In demn
instance.
give a sound, like water in the shoes, for
dreck herurn quatschcn, to tramp through the dirt. Qualsehein,
to dabble.-Westerwald. M atsch and quatsch, slush, soft mud,
also senseless chatter. P~as ist hinter quitsch quatsck was du
P.
slight variation,
Qualsehen, to chatter.
sao-st.
quaddern, to. dabble-Brew. MWth., Pan. qltcadcr, soft mud,

Quatsek-nass,

With

c2

P1.
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the quacking of ducks, or their snubbling in the wet, and
according to Diefenbach, chatter, tattle. In Harzgebirg and
Saterland, quaddern, to chatter foolishly; Brunsw. koddern,
to tattle, to talk; Cimbr. koden, kLen, to speak or say. We
arrive at the same end from forms representing the chirping
or chattering of birds. Westerwald quilselern, Sw. quittre,
Dan. quiddre, Du. quelelen, to twitter, warbie-lil., quetteren, to chirp, warble, prattle. The connection between the
piping of birds and the high tones of complaint or song
lead to Sw. quida, to lament, to cry; qucda, to sing; OSax.
quithean, to lament ; ON. queda, to sing, to recite, to say, to
resound; AS. cwcethan, Goth. quitha, to
gossip, tattle ; c.wedl, report, news, a saying, story; ciwedleua, to chatter, to talk, or discourse. Thieves' cant, whids,
words; to whiddle, to tell tales, to inform.-Grose.

say; We ckwedlai,

R.
To Rabbit. To channel boards. To rebate, to channel,
Babat, an yron for a carpentar, rabot.
chamfer.-B.
Babettyng of bordes, rabetture. I plane as a joiner dothe
with a plane or rabatte.-Palsgr. Fr. rabot, a plane. The
radical image is a broken, rattling sound, represented by
Fr. rabalter, ratbaster, rabdier (Jaubert), to rumble, rattle,
clatter, whence raboteux, rugged, rough, uneven, and raboter,
to remove the unevennesses, to plane. In the same way,
from Du. hobbelen, to stutter, to jog, and thence kobhelig,
rough, uneven, we are led to. G. hobein, to plane. From
Du. rouw, rough; het laklen rouwen, to take away the roughness from cloth, to comb cloth. The expression of the idea
of roughness from the figure of a rattling sound is shown in
Du. rampelen, to rumble, rattle, rompelig, rough, uneven.
Rabet, young cony.-Pr. Pm. Central Fr.
Rabbit.
ratbotte, Wall. robett, Du. robbe, robbeken, a. rabbit. Fr.
rabouillere, a rabbit burrow, a hole.

Rabble.

Du. rabbelen, to gabble, garrire, blaterare, pre-

cipitare sive confundere verba-Kil. ; rabbel-taai, gibberis1h,

RABBLE.
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jargon.
Swiss rdibeln, to clatter, make a disturbance;
rablete, gr.Ylel, an uproar, crowd of people, noisy disturbance;
ribelkilth, a loose assembly of young people. Lat. rabulare,
to bawl, make a noise; It. rabalare, to prattle, scold, to
rabble, to huddle.-Fl. Swab. rapplen, to talk quick and
unclearly, to be wrong in the head.
The original sense is a noisy confusion of voices, then a
noisy crowd.
Thus, Father Travis, you may see my rashness to rable out the scrip.
tures without purpose, rime, or reason.-Fox in R.
And after all the raskall many ran
Heaped together in rude rabblemen,-F. Q.

See Rubbish, Rammel.
Race. Used in several senses, which may, however, all be
derived from the figure of violent action or rapid movement.
In this fundamental signification we have OE. race, to
dash, to tear.
His bannerman Wallace slew in that place,
And soon to ground his baner down he race.
Wallace in Jam,
And in her swounde so sadly holdith she
er childrin two, whan she gan ther embrae,
That with grete slight and grete difficulte
The childerne from her armes they gan to race.
Clerk's Tale, 2124.

OFr. esracer,-esracher,Fr. arracher, OE. arace, to pluck off,
pull down. .Erased (in Heraldry), anything violently torn
off from its proper place.-B. A race, or dash with the
pen, liture, rature ; to race out (to strike. out), rayer, effacer.

-Cot. G.reissen, to

rage, to tear, to snatch. Der Wind
reisst die ziegel von den
reisst, tobet, lbrauset, rages,

roars*;

ddchern, hurls down the tiles from the roofs. femanden
nieder reissen, to dash one to the ground ; sich reissen, to
rush, move along with a swift force, to tear along. Emn
reissender Strom, a violent current. Biss, a cut or blow with
a stick, a rent, a draught, sketch. Pol. raz, a stroke, blow,
..cut ; Fin. raasia, to scratch, to tear ; AS. hreosan, reosan,

RACE.
ON. hrasa, properly to move with a noise, to rush, to fall
AS. myceluim rwse, with great violence. A race is then a
rapid course, whether of horses or of waters, or, with the
signification softened down, simply course, the current of
events.
Bot gif yee weigh the mater weill and consider the (race of the history.-Bruce in Jam.
ON. rds, a rapid course; ras ,4esta, cursus equorum; rasir
-dweg ra, cursus dierum; vats rds, a watercourse, outlet of
waters. N. raas,, course, stream; rcsa, to go straight forwards, to stream, flow in abundance.
Tflhe sense of a violent current of water is exemplified in
Venet. rota, Prov. rasa, OFr. rase, a mill-race, the stream
which turns a mill, the characteristic feature of which is the
tail-race or agitated part below the wheel, though the name
is extended to the tranquil conduit above.
Another application is to currents produced by the conflict
of tides in the sea, as the Lace of Alderney, of Pentland.
Thai raysyt saile and furth thai far,

And by the mole thai passyt
And entrit som into the rase,

yar,

Quhar that the stremys sa sturdy war.

Barhour in Jam.
Pu. raes, aestuarium.-Kil.

ras.-Palsgr.

Rase, as the iRase of Blretayne,

Race, in the sense. of breed, lineage, line of

descent, Fr. race, It. razza, Sp. rata, has been commonly
derived from Sp. and OFr. rain, root, as signifying the root
or stock of the family.
Ban hurjon de bon

raiz

Et de haut Pere vaillant fiz.-Chron. Norm. 2. 12738.

But doubtless Piez is right in rejecting

that derivation and

connecting the word with 011G. rein, reiza, a line, in. accord-

row-;

ance with Wal. tsr, race, compared with Fr. liere, line,
or AS. tuddor, race, compared with Pu. laudder, layer, tether,
strap,
or with P1. P. town, strap, also progeny, race.
He might however have found a form more nearly connected

row;
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in O. race, a dash or stroke with the pen, the simplest type
of a line. Sp. rata is not only race, but a ray or line of
lig~ht.
A RaCe of ginger is OFr. rain, root. It is written rasyn
of ginger in Pr. Pm. Fr. racine de gengimbre.
To Rack. 1. To rack wines is to decant, to draw them off
the lees. Lang. araca le bi, transvaser le yin. From drdco or
rdco, dregs, the husks and solid remnants after pressing wine
or oil. So from Venet. morga, lees of oil; iorgante, travaFr. raquce, dirt, mire; yin raque,
satore di olio.-Boerio.
small or coarse wine squeezed from the dregs of the grapes.
-Cot.
2. To strain, to stretch. Du. rekken, G. recken, to stretch.
To rack one's brains is to strain them; rack rent is rent
strained to the nttermost.
You find it necessary to say as we say, and are afterwards to rack and
strain invention to find out some subtile and surprising meaning for it. Waterland in R.

Rack.

1. An instrument for stretching.

These bows were bent only by a man's immediate strength without the
help of any bender or rack.-Wilkins in Worcester.

As the stretcher of a cross-bow was provided with a series
of teeth which held the string while it was gradually drawn
onwards, the name of rack-, or ratchet-work is given to a row
work.
of teeth into which the cogs of a
2. Du. racke, reck- ancke, a frame on which torture was inflicted by stretching the joints; recken, racken, to stretch, to
torture.-Kil. G. recken, to stretch ; einen vcrbrecher atuf der
folterbank reecken, to put a criminal to the rack ; Sw. stra'cka,
to stretch ; s tra~ck bank, the rack.
3. A receptacle for hay formed of a range of -upright bars,
and generally the name seems to be given to any set of
linear things fixed parallel to each other like the teeth of a
comb or rake. A plate-rack is a frame for holding plates,
composed, like a hay-rack, of upright bars. The term is then
extended to frames for holding other things in which the

wheel
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characteristic feature of upright bars is lost, as in a bottlerack.

Pl. D. rakk, a bookstand ;

tleerakk, glaserakk, a

stand for tea-things or glasses; klederrakk, a row of pegs
for hanging clothes on.

Du. reke, regge, a rake or comb-

Biglotton; rak, rek, a dresser, clothes-horse.-Halma.
On the same principle, Fr. ratelier, a rack for hay, from
rateau, Lat. rastellum, a rake, while G. raqfe, an implement

like a large comb, used in separating flax from the seeds,
is also used in the sense of a hay-rack.
4. The drift of the sky.
The winds in the upper region which move the clouds above, which
we call the rack.-Bacon in R.
For swifter than the sailing rack that gallops
Upon the wings of angry winds.-B. & F.
ON. reka, to drive; rek, drift, motion.

Isinn er i reki, the

ice is driving; skyrek, the rack or drifting clouds.
Three glorious suns, each one a perfect sun,
Not separated by the racking clouds.-H. VI.

Sometimes confounded with reek, a mist, or vapour.
They must needs conceit that death reduces us to a pitiful thin pittance
of being, that our substance is in a manner lost, and nothing but a tenuious reek remains.-More's Immortality of the Soul.
Rack, Rackel.

Rack, in the expressions gone to rack, rack

and ruin, is to be understood in the sense of crash, breakage;
gone to smash. Sc. rak, crash, uproar.
They met in mell6 with ane felloun rak,
Quhill schaftis all to schudderis with ane crak.
D. V. 386. 14.
From the rutis he it lousit (the rock) and rent,
And tumblit doun fra thyne or he wald stentThe river wod affrayit with the rak,
And demmit with the rolkis ran abak.-D. V. 249. 31.
Boh. rochati, to make a crash; Fin. rackkia, cum strepitu

concutio, fragorem edo.

Prov. E. rackle, to rattle.

From

RACK.
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this source seems to spring OE. rakyl, rackle, impetuous, unbridled, rash.
Racket. Noise as of things knocking about, disturbance.
Sc. rack, crash, shock; iBouchi raque, expression representing the noise made in striking the hands together. Boh.
raehotiti, to make a noise; rachoceni, crash, noise. Gae. rae,
to tear, sonnd as things tearing; racaid, noise, disturbance,
blow on the ear.
To racket about is to move noisily about, and hence the
name of racket was given to the game of tennis, in which the
ball is violently driven to and fro, and ultimately to the bat
or racket, Fr. raqaetle, used in striking the ball.
And though I might, yet I would not do so,
But canst thou plaien racket to and fro,
Nettle in, dock out, now this, now that, Pandare ?-Chaucer.
Thus like a tennis ball is poor man racketed from one temptation to
another.-IDr Hewet in R.

Racy. Flavorous, pungent.-Worcester. Race and racines
in wine signifies a kind of tartness.-Blackstone in R.
Brisk racy verses.-Cowley.
The radical meaning of the word is that of Fr.piquant,inciting, appetising, from G. reizen, Sw. reta, to provoke,
entice, allure. Beta smaken, piquer le gout ; retande, charm-

ing, appetising.

Bay.

rassen, incitare ;

sharp in taste, pungent ;

rass, Swab. ress,

zapf-rasser wein, wine

fresh from

the tap ; der rassling, agariens delicioss.-Schm. 011G.
rater win, racy wine. Swiss riiss, sharp, cutting, astringent ;
rdsses messer, rasser wind, raIsse lauge.
Radish. Fr. radis, Walach. radike, It. radice, G. rettig,

from Lat. radic', root.

Raffle.

It. raffo, a hook, or drag; raffilare, to rake,

drag, scrape together by hook or crook, to rifle for.-Fl.
Raflola-ruj ola, riffraff, by hook or

crook.

Fr. rafter, to

scrape or scratch, to catch or seize on violently ; faire une

raffle, to rifle, sweep

all away before them ; jeter

une

throw three dice alike, as three aces, &c., to win

rafle, to

all.

ON.
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-RAG.

together;

It. arrqfare, to grab ; G. rcen,
to rake together, to take away everything by force and
rcaflut,, spoil, pillage.
violence ; Piedin. rafa,
To rcff was formerly used in our own language in the
sense of scraping or raking.
Now that churchales ought to be sorted in the better ranks of these
twaine may be gathered from their causes and effects, which I thus re
up together.-Carew in R.
, scrapings, scum, refuse, the refuse of
Hence raft;
society; raff (like rake), a debauched, unprincipled person.
a conis a scraping
In another application,
fused heap.
of errors and superThe Synod of Treat [was called] to settle a
hrajla, to scrape

G.

together,

rqft

rqff

stitions. -Barrow in R.

A

Raft, Rafter.
raft is a float made of spars of wood.
Rai -merchant, a timber merchant.-Brockett. Rafter, a
piece of timber for building-., but specially one of the
spars of a roof. ON. rftr, a pole, stake, small beam;iDan.
raft, a long thin piece of timber, spar, lath, pole; limleraft,
a hop pole. Fris. rafte, dackrcf, a lath; Swab. raf, rafen,
,a spar, especially roof spar ; Bav. rafen, the roof spar, also
young stem of tree fit to make a rafter. Rafun, capriuns;
rco, tignus, luctans, asser.--GI. in Schm.

The name is probably connected, as Outzen suggests, with
Fris. rabb, Du. ribb, rihbe, Sw. ref, a rib, from the rib-like
appearance of the timber used in roofing.

Rag.

The primary meaning is probably a jag or project-

ing piece, the word being formed on precisely the same
principle as jag or shag. Sw. ragg, long coarse hair, like that
of goats ;
shaggy ; Dan. rage, to project ; Lith.
ragas, horn, projecting corner, tooth of a wheel. The radical
image seems to be a harsh broken sound, the representation
of which is applied in a. secondary sense to signify an abrupt,
reciprocating movement, the path traced out during such a
movement, or finally, a single element of that path, an

raggig,

abrupt

projection.

RAG.
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My voice is ragged, I know I cannot please you.-As You Like It.

In the original sense, It. ragghiare, to bray like an ass, to
make a harsh broken sound; rugghiaure, to roar; Swiss raggen,
to make harsh disagreeable sounds in speaking or singing;
rdggig, hoarse; Esthon. raggisena, to crackle ;iNagy. regetlni, rekegni, to croak; Dan. rcgle, to rattle in the throat.
Then passing to the idea of motion, Sw. raggla, to totter, to
rigga,
make zigzags; ragglande, zigzags.
rIgla, rugga, rugla, to rock, waver, hang loose. Prov. Dan.
.rwgle, rlgle, torn hanging rag, tatter; raggeret, ragged.
Gael. rag, stiff; rigid, also a rag, a wrinkle; ragach, ragged,
wrinkled.
AS. Itracod, torn ; Gael. rae, to tear; raeadh, act of tearing, or of sounding as cloth in the act of tearing, seem
.radically distinct notwithstanding the similarity of meaning.
Rage. Lat. rabies, It. rabbia,
Prov. rabia, Ptg. rabia,
ravia, Sicilian raggia, Fr. rage, rage. Ptg. ralear, Prov.
raviar, raujar, ratjar; enrabiar, enrapyar, enraar,to rage.
The radical image is probably
senseless utterance of a
madman. Pu. rabbelen, to gabble; G. rapjeln, to rattle;
Swab. rapplen, to speak in a quick and confused way, to be

-Nordforss. N.

Sp.

the

cracked. in the head, unrichtig im

kopfe-

seyn.-Schmid.

See IRave.
Ragout. A highly seasoned dish. Fr. ragouter, to restore
the appetite ;. ragout, sauce to stimulate the appetite and
restore the taste for

food-Trevonx.

A

word of
Rail. 1. A bar or strip of wood, metal, &c.
diminutive or frequentative form, from It. riga, a streak,
line, ruler ; Prov. rega, a line, furrow ; Piedm. riga, a line,
ledge, rod, thin slip of wood, ruler; P1. P. rige, rege, a row
or string. From forms like these we pass to Pu. regel, a row
or line ; P1. P. regel, G.. riegel, a bar,- bolt, rail ; riegelholz,
timber for rails or bars. Fr. rayaax [sing. ragal], bars, or
long and narrow pieces of metal.--Cot. The Cat. form is
ralla, a line, whence passar ralla, to cancel, to be compared
with Lat. eancelli, rails. IRouchi role, line, furrow ;. voile, :line,
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window- or chimney- shelf. Norm. railer, to score, to draw
lines; railette, the division of the hair; roile du dos, the
backbone. See Ray.
2. Fr. rasle, rdle, Fin. r&cakka, W. cregen yr yd, the rail
or corncrake, a bird of peculiar harsh note, represented by
the foregoing names. It. ragliare, to bray like an ass; Ptg.
raihar, to grate; Dan. rcegle, G. rocleln, Fr. rasler, rdier, to
rattle in the throat.
3. AS. ltraegel, ragel, a garment; nihtes-hrwgel, a nightrail, night-clothes; hrwegel-hls, vestry. 01G. hragil, indumeutum, cothurnus, tropeea,spolia; gihragilon, ornare ;
Grisons raglia (in a depreciatory
anthragilon, exuere.
sense), clothes, children's clothes, ragged clothes; ragliun,
a ragged person. Other cases in which the designation of
clothes is taken from a rag are given under Hater and Duds.
To Rail. 1. To use opprobrious words.-B. Fr. raller,
Dan. ralle, to
to jest, sport, deride, mock, scoff
rattle ; N. ralla, radla, radda, rassa, to tattle, jabber. Prov.
Dan. ralde, ralle, to rattle, to talk idly."Jeg troer du railer,"
you are joking, said to one who tells an improbable story.
D.
Du. rallen, rellen, blaterare, garrire, jol.
rallen, to make a great noise as children playing, to sound
as the waves beating on the shore.-Brem. Wtb.
2. To trickle, as tears, or blood from a wound.

at.-Cot.

.The purple drops down railed purple red.-Fairfax in R.

From the unsteady trembling movement of trickling drops.
Du. rillen (for riddelen-Weiland), trillen, grillen, to tremble,
shiver. To trill, it will be observed, is also used in the sense
of to trickle. Fr. griller, to shiver, also to trickle, steal, run
glib along.--Cot.
Raiment. See Array.
Rain. AS. racgn, regn, ren, G. regen, Fris. rein, Goth.
rigs.
To cause to rise. Goth. urreisan, -rail,
To Raise.
rsen, to stand up ; raisjan, urrais/an, to raise, to rouse.
reisa, to go,. to excite, to raise. At reisa flock, to raise
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a tumult; -kits, to build a house; -a"fwtr, to set up. Rim,
to rise.
The primary origin is probably rasa, to go straight forwards, to rush, to move with violence; ras, precipitancy,
fall. AS. reosan, hreosan, to rush, to fall. See Race.
Raisin. Fr. raisin, Prov. razii, razain, grape, Lat. racemus, Sp. racino, a bunch of grapes.
Rake. 1. From the noise of raking or scraping. Bret.
raka, gralca, to make noise in rubbing a hard and rough
body, to cluck, croak; Gael. rac, rake, harrow, make a noise
like geese or ducks. ON. raka, to scrape. Sw. raka, to
shave, to make a disturbance; rakande, noise, disturbance.
Fr. racier, to scrape, rasp, grate, rake. Du. raecelen,
raecken, to rake. Maori rakuraku, to scrape or scratch, an
implement to scrape with, a rake, small hoe.
2. In the sense of a dissipated person or profligate, is commonly snpposed.to be a contraction from rakekell, but in the
first instance it may probably signify nothing worse than
noisy merry-making.
Than all thay leuche upon loft with laiks full mirry,
And raucht the cop round about full of ryche wynis,
And raiket lang, or thay wald rest, with ryatus speiche.
IDunbar in Jam.

Bret. rakca is used of many kinds of importunate noise, to
figuratively to babble, tattle.
cackle like a fowl, to croak,
Swed. ralka, to riot about ; rakande, rioting, disturbance,
IDessa
noise, courses, tapage, vacarme, sabbat.-Nordforss.
:
igenom
nattena
hela
farligen
der
rakat
kattorna hafwa
these cats have kept a horrible racket (y ont fait un sabbat
epouvantable) all night through. Ra/ca om/cring, to rove
about. -Widegren. Bueca, to run about. Raca bestatndigt
fram och tilbaka, to keep running to and fro ; raeca omkring
hela Paris, to run about all Paris. To rake, to gad or ramble idly-Forby ; to rove or run about wildly as children.

and

-Mrs

Baker.

To reike, to walk

about idly.-Hal.

ruawic, to idle in neighbours' houses- Tim Bobbin.

To
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And right as Robartes men raken aboute
At feyres and at full ales, and fyllen the cuppe.-P. P. Crede, 143.

In the latter class of senses, however, rake may be from a
different root. ON. reika, to vacillate, waver, to rove
N. reika, to go out a walking; NE. rake, to walk or move
about.
Now pass we to the hold beggar

about;

That raked o'er the hill-Robin Hood.

Sc. raik, to range, wander, rove at large; the extent of a
course, walk, or journey. A lang raik, a long extent of way;
sheep-raik, a sheep-walk.
The radical image from which these significations are
taken is very doubtful. It may be from the notion of
stretching or ranging, or of sweeping over the country. Sw.
racka, to stretch, to reach to; racka, extent; i en rcccka, at
a stretch. Prov. raig, rack, ray, line, direction; Sw. rak,
straight; Craven raik, raitek, a streak, scratch; Du. recken,
strecken, to stretch; streke, a stroke, streak, extent, tract,
'course; Sw. sek, a dash, stroke, streak, line; Sc. straik, to
rub gently, to stroke, to spread butter or plaister; a strak,
foot;
an extent of country ; a fang straik, a long excursion
upo'

straik, in motion,

on

in a state of activity.

With sterne staves and stronge thei over lond strakethi.-P. P. Creed.
Lolleres lyvynge in sleuthe, and over lond stryken.-P. P.

G. streicken, to rub, to. stroke, to sweep along, move rapidly
along or away, to wander, ramble, rove, or run about, to exSw. stryka, to stroke, rub, wipe, move
tend in length.
along. Stryka orn/kring, to rove about ; -frbi, to graze, to
shave; -ut, to strike out, draw a line through writing to
efface it.
IRendered by Minsheu, taugeniehts, fairefer;
Rakehell.
a profligate, the scrapings of hell.
Such an ungracious couple [Domitian and Commodus] as a man shall
not find again if he raked all hell for them.-Ascham in R.
On the same principle are formed P1. D. 'leUllenlbessen/, hell-
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bosom (Danneil),

Dui helleveeg (ceegen, to sweep), terms of
abuse, especially for an angry violent woman, a shrew, a
vixen.
It is sometimes supposed that rakehell is a mere corruption
of Fr. racaille, the base and rascal sort, the dregs or offals of
any company--Cot., a word signifying simply scrapings, offscourings, from Bret. raka, P1. P. raoken, to scrape; as
rascal,from It. rascare; Fr. respaille, Pu. raepalje, the scum
of the people, from It. respare, Fr. rper,,Pu. raepen, to
scrape. And doubtless the two words were confounded in
our older writers, and rke/t/ell written where only rascal is
meant.
And far away amid their rakehell bands
They spied a lady left all succourless.-F. Q.
In record whereof I scorn and spew out the rakehelly rout of our ragged
rhymers.-Spenser in R.

The confusion is increased by the resemblance in sound
and meaning of the OE. relcel, raccl, impetuous, unbridled,
passionate.
The jolly woes, the hateless short debate,
life that longs to love's disport.-SurreyinR.
The

rakeltell

See Rack, Rackle.
To Rally. 1L Fr. railler.

See Rail.

2. Fr. rallier (Lat. religere), to re-assemble, re-unite,
gather dispersed things together.-Cot. IRouchi raloier, to
}
put together the bits of a broken thing.
Eftsoones she thus resolved Before they could. new counsels reallie. -F. Q.

Rant. Dui. rem, Bay. ramm, rammer, G. rammn, rammen,
Commonly derived from the
remind, the male sheep.
strong smell of the animal. Prov. E. remn, acrid, fetid ; Dan.
rem, rank in smell or taste, as old cheese, or a he-goat ;
andrainr, one whose breath smells

ill.

ON.

But it is more pro-

bable that the word is a special application of a general term
signifying originally the male of animals, from 011G. remmealon, G. ramnmeln, to cover the female, said of sheep, hares,
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rabbits, cats, &c.; rammier, the male of such kind of animals;
MHG. rarnmelwre, a ram; ranmelcerin, dissoluta Yirgo. See
Ramble.
To Ram. To strike like a ram with his head, to thrust in.
So Dan. bukke, to ram, from ble, a buck or he-goat, an animal equally prone with a ram to butting with the head.
At ramne paele ned, at bukie pwle, to drive in piles. Barbuka, a rammer. Lat. aries, a battering-ram.
Ramage. Fr. espervier ramage, a brancher, a ramage
hawk.-Cot. From ramage, boughs, branches, of or belonging to branches; also ramage, haggard, wild, homely, rude.
-Cot. It. rarno, a branch; ramigno, branchy; ramingo,
ranengo, a ramage hawk.
Ramas. In Pembrokeshire a rigmarole, a string of nonDan. ramse, rense, string of unmeaning words,
sense.
rigmarole; at Ure paa ramnse, to learn by rote. At ramse
noget op, to repeat a thing in a monotonous way without reference to sense, to say by rote. Sw. en lang ramsa af ord,
une kyrielle de mots.-Nordforss.
Sc. rammes, to roar, rame, to cry aloud, to roar; rane, a
cry, especially when the same sound is repeated. "He has
ay ane ramne," when he continues to cry for the same thing,
or to repeat the same sound.-Jam.

Fr.

rawas,

a heap,

medley, mingle mangle, probably belongs to this head, signifying originally a confused noise. Cette histoire n'est qu'un
carnas d'impostures. Fr. ramage, the song of birds, chatter
of children, is another shoot from the same stock. Qduel
rarnage font ces enfant la !
To Ramble. 1. The syllables ram, rom, rum, are used in
numerous class of words framed to represent continued multifarious~ noise, clash, clatter, then applied to the sense of
noisy, riotous, excited action. We may cite Prov. E. rame,
to cry aloud ; Lat. rumor, murmur, noise, confused sound ;
It. rombare, rombazzare, rombeggiare, rombolare, to rumble,
clash, clatter ; G. rumor, a noise, bustle, stir, clamour,
tumult, commotion ; Westerwald rainoren, Austrian romot-

a'
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ten, Hamburgh ramenlen, to make a clatter, make a disturbance; Prov. E. raimaking, behaving riotously and
wantonly; ramracketing, a country rout where there are
many noisy amusements ; Sw. ramla, to rattle; Pu. rammelen,
to rattle, chink, clash. De ramieling der wapenen, the
clash of weapons; met geld rammelen, to clink with money.
BRainmelen is then applied to tumultuous, noisy action, perstrepere, tumultuari.-Kil. Mit juingen mdgden rammien, to
sport with girls;. sic/i im bette rammein, to rout about in bed.
" Tanzen and ramnmeln." "Ball spielen, laufen und rammein."
Next from'the excited action of animals pairing,
G. rammeln is specially applied to the pairing of animals, as
hares, rabbits, cats, sheep. The wild conduct of hares under
this influence is witnessed by the proverb,
mad as a
March hare."
die hasen rammein, so jagen sie
einander herum." "Per im Marz rammeinden katzen."Sanders. Pu. rammelen, lascivire, catulire, efferari libidine,
et domo relict vagari.-Kil. Rammeler, a male rabbit, and
a libidinous man, a sense in which E. rambler also is vulgarly
used. Sc. rammis, to go about in a state approaching to
frenzy under the impulse of any "powerful appetite; to rammis about like a cat, to be rammising with hunger.-Jam.
The sense of wandering up and down is derived from the
notion of noisy movement, disturbance, agitation. Pu. rammelen, rommelen, strepere, turbare; rommelen (inquit
robust6 et celeriter sursum deorsum, ultro citroque se
movere.-Kil.

-Sanders.

"as

"Wenn

Beca-

nus)

In his sieve-he had a silver teine,
lie slily toke-it out this cursid

And

heine,-

in the pannes bottom he it lafte,

And in the water rombled to and fro,
And wonder privily toke up also
The copper teine.-Canon Yeoman's Tale.
The people cried and roinbled up and doun.
Monk's Tale.

Nero.

The same train of thought is shown in N. rang/a, to rumble,
VOL. III.
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tinkle, to revel, riot, to ramble, wander about; Dan. ralde,
to rattle; N. ralla, to tattle; of beasts, to rut, to be on heat,
also to ramble or gad about.
2. To ramble, in- the sense of being delirious, talking in
an incoherent way, is probably not from the figure of wandering in speech, but from the primitive sense of rattling,
clattering; Sw. ramla, to clatter, to tattle, analogous to Sc.
clash applied to idle talk ; Pu. rammelen, to talk idly, loosely,
confusedly, rabbelen, kakelen -Ialma; reelen, delirare,
ineptire.-IK-il. Comp. rallen, rellen, strepere, garrire, blaterare, deliramenta loqui.-Kil.
Ramel, Rubble, Rubbish. Rammel, rubbish, especially
bricklayer's rubbish, stony fragments.
To rammel or moulder in pieces, as sometimes mud walls or great
masses of stones will do of themselves.-Florio in Hal,

Sw. rammel, rattle, clatter; rammel af stenar som ftlla ur
muren, rattle of stones falling out of the wall; ramla, to
rattle, to fall with a crash.
tenar ramlade af beret, stones
rattled down from the mountain. Ramla omivll so7
to tumble down as a wall. Prov. E. rames, ruins, remnants.
An old rrnes of a house.

en mar,

In the same way from the parallel form Du. rabbelen, to

bustle-

gabble (properly to rattle, as shown in P1. P. rabbel,
Panneil, rabbeltasch, ~a rattle, a great talker-Schii tze), is
formed E. rubble, what comes rumbling down, the ruins of
old walls.
Rubbell or brokell of old decayed houses."Hluloet. " Rubble, as mortar and broken stones of old buildings."-Baret.

"

On the same principle Rubbish (commonly explained as
what comes off by rubbing) is from Fr. rabaseher, rabaster,

raballer,to rumble, rattle ; rabasehiement, a rumbling or tr
rible rattling.-Cot. So from the form rabaster, Lang.
rabaslos, silk rubbish, remnants of silk spinning. Comp.
P1. P. rabakkven, to rattle ; een oold rabale, an old ruinous
house or furniture, a rattle trap. P1. P. rabuselh (pronounced
as Pr. rabouge), confusion.
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To Ramp, Romp, Rampage.
It is shown under Ramble
that the element rani or rom is used to represent noise in a
long series of words signifying noisy, riotous, excited action.
The radical sense is shown in It. rombare, rombazzare, rombeggiare, to rumble, clash, clatter; Pu. raminelen, to rattle,
clash, clink, then in a further developed sense perstrepere,
tumultuari. -Iil.
G. ranmelen, to rout about, to sport in
an excited manner, to caterwaul. The It. rombazzare, rombeggiare, may be identified withiVIIG. rambieze, spring
wildly about -Zarncke, and with E. rampage, to be riotous,
to scour up and down, ranmpadgeon, a furious, boisterous, or
quarrelsome fellow-Hal., while.Ilamburgh ramenten, to
make a clatter, corresponds to Lincolnsh. rampantoas, overbearing ; and It. ramnpegare, raiceare,to clamber or grapple,
to E. rammaling, behaving riotously and wantonly.-Hal.
From the syllable ranm or ramp, which lies at the root of all
these forms, springs the verb to ramp or romp, signifying
unrestrained bodily action, throwing about the limbs, scrambling, jumping about, pawing.
And if that any neighcbour of mine
Wol'not in chirche to my wife incline,
Or be so hardy to hire to trespace.
Whan she corneth home she rampeth in my face,
And cryeth, False coward wreke thy wife.
Chaucer, Monk's Prologue.
Yet is this an act of a vile and servile mind, to honour -a man while he
lived-and now that another had slain him, to be in such an exceeding
jollity withal-as to ramp in manner with both their feet upon the dead,
and to sing songs of victory, &c.-North, Plut. in R.

It. rampare, ramnpegare, rampeggiare,to ramp, clamber, drag,
or grapple, to paw like a lion or a bear; Fr. ranper, to
climb, to creep.
When Clare speaks of ramping willows, he conceives them
as scrambling about, pushing out their limbs in an excessive
degree, growing luxuriantly, in the same -way that G. ramnmein, 'which when used of children signifies tumbling and.
D2
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tossing about, throwing about the limbs, is also applied to
plants in the sense of shoot, spring, sprout.-Sanders.
A ramp or romp is a young person of unrestrained spirits,
a girl noisy and boisterous in play. G. Mit jiingen magden
rammein, to toy or romp with girls.
Rampallion. A coarse vulgar person.IDevonsh. BumblCastrais rambal, confused noise,
lion, a great
bustle and movement of a house; ramballa, to disturb, trouble; ramboul, a mess; ramboulka, to disorder, turn topsy
turvy. Comp. Sc. rallion, clattering, noise, with rullion, a
coarse masculine woman.-Jam.
Rampart, Rampire. Fr. rempar, rempart, a rampier, the
wall of a fortress; remparer, to fortify.-Cot. It. riparare,
to ward off a blow; riparo, a defence, remedy, a rampier,
fence, covert, place of refuge.-Fl. See Parry.
Rancid, Rank. It. rancire, to become rank, tainted, or unpleasant in taste or smell. Rancore, raneara, rancour, rage,
spite; rancorare, to rancour, fester, rage, rankle.-Fl. Fr.
ranci, musty, tainted, unsavoury, ill smelling; ranaeur,
rancour, hatred, rankling despight.-Cot. Central Fr.
ca
disgust; 9a fait rancieur. Du. ranst, ranstig, G. ranzig,
rancid.
The radical meaning is impetus,
Random, Randon.
violence, force. Randoun, the swift course, flight, or motion
of a thing.-Jam.

tumult.-Hal.

ran-

Mr,

HeI rod to him with gret randoar.-Beves of Hampton.

Then rode he este with grete randowne.-MS. in Hal.

The adverb at random is to be explained as left to its
force, without external guidance.

ow"

TJhe gentle lady loose at randon left
The greenwood long did walk. -F. Q.
Fr. randon, force, violence ; de randon,

impetuously.-Roquef.

Aller a grand randon, to go very fast ; sang respandu a
Prov.
gros ras-ndons, blood spilt in great gushes.-Cot.
vers
a
randa,
es
violence.
Faitz
effort,
randa, randon,

lo
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the verse is made at one effort, at a blow. Las regnas romp
a un randon, he breaks the reins at a blow. Cant ac nadat
un gran randon, when he had swum a good bit.-Raynouard.
The radical image is the noise which accompanies impetuous action. Fr. rantanpian, rubadub, the beating of a
drum. Pielm-. rabadan, ramadan, Gloucestersh. randan,
noise, bustle, uproar. It. randellare, to make a whirling
noise, to turn as a whirlwind, to hurl or fling.furiously;
randello, a violent hurling or whistling noise in the air;
a randello, in flinging manner, at randon.-Fl.
dall, random.-Coles in Hal. Randy, boisterous, noisy,
obstreperous. G. randcil, noise, uproar.-Sanders. Prov. E.
ran, violence, force.
Range, Rank. Fr. rang, reng, renge, Prov. rene, rengua,
Cat. renc, Lyonnese ranche (GL. Genev.), W. rhene, Bret.
renic, Piedm. ran, rein, row, line, rank; Fr. ranger, to
arrange, dispose, set in order; rangde, a rank, row; Prov.
rengar, arrengar, arrenjar, It. rangiare, to range or set in
order. Sc. raing, row, line; to raing, to rank up, to be
arranged in line; also to go successively in line, to follow in
succession. "The folks are rainging to the kirk." It. ranglare is used as E. range, in the sense of making stretches up
and down. To range along the coast is to move along the

OE.ran-

line-of coast ;

to range over the country, to stretch over

the

country in extensive sweeps.
The Britons renged about the field.-R. Brunne, 194"
And in two renges fayre they hem

dress

e.--Knight's Tale.

Diez' explanation from ring, a circle of listeners, is very unsatisfactory. In a circle there is no priority, which is the
ruling idea in rank. It is far more probable that the origin
is to be found in a nasalized formi of Pu. recon, Sw. raccka, to
stretch, to reach to. Pu. recice, Sw. ratcka, rank, line. I en
raeca, at a stretch, in a continued line. The range of a gun
is

as far

as the gun will reach.

A

range of mountains

is

a stretch or line of mountains, and a reach of a river is an
analogous expression, so far as it extends in one direction.
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RANGER.

2. MHG. viur-ram, a fire-grate, kitchen range;

G. rahmen, a frame.
Ranger of a Forest. So called because it is his duty to
range up and down in the forest [ad perambulandum quotidie
per terras deafforestatas-Manwood] to see to the game, and
the duty of the keepers in their several walks.-Minsheu.
The guardians of the forest are termed regardatores, inspectors, in the Charta de Foresta, 9 H. III., rendered rangers
in the old translation of the Statutes, while facere regardum is
rendered, to make range, or make his range. Now to make
range is not an English expression, and certainly is not a
translation of facere regardum, to make inspection. It is
obviously framed to correspond with the name of the Ranger
(by which the officer was known in the time of the translation) in the same way that the phrase facere regardum corresponds to regardatorin the original, and therefore cannot
be used in support of Minsheu's derivation. The probability
is, as it seems to me, that the name of ranger was taken from
ramageur, the name by which the guardian of the forest was
known in France. The right of cutting branches in the
forest for fodder or other purposes, and the duty payable to
the lord for the exercise of the right, were called ramage,
Mid. Lat. ramagium, from ramus, branch. "Ego Audiernus
dedi B. ramagium per omnes buscos meos in curte de M. ad
hoc ut homines de C. accipiant ad omnes necessitates suas."Chart. A. D. 1104 in Due. Hence OFr. ramnageur, an officer
whose duty it was to look after the woods and to receive the
payments on account of ramage. " Pasturages communs
sanz en riens payer au ramageur."-Chart.A. D. 1378 in
Carp. The corruption from ramageur to ranger will cause
little difficulty if we compare the Fr. raim, rain, rains,
rainche, a branch or stick, derived from ramus. Cut brushwood is still called rangewood, or ringewood, in Northamptonshire.-Mrs Baker.
It would be perfectly natural that the superintendence of
the game should be given to the same officer whose business
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was to look after the woods, and it might easily happen that
the former duty might supersede the latter, as in England,
where, according to Manwood, the ranger had no care of vert,
but only of venison. It is not true however that such was
the ease with the regardatores of the Forest Charter.
Rank. The adj. rank is used in very different senses,
which however may perhaps all he developed from the
fundamental notion of violence or impetuosity of action.
The seely man seeing him ride so rank,
And aim at him, fell flat to ground for fear.-F. Q.
Ah for pity ! will rank winter's rage
These bitter blasts never gin to assuage P-Shepherd's Col,
Of many iron hammers beating rank-F. Q.

fre-

From the last quotation we readily pass to the sense of
quent, closely set, " As rank as motes i' t' sun."-Craven
0-.
And generally the image of vigorous action supplies
the senses of strong in body, luxuriant in growth, fully
developed, excessive in any quality, strong in taste or smell,
harsh in voice, &c.
"TIn the mene tyme certane wycht and rank men [viribus
validiores] take hym be the

Jam.

myddill."-Bellenden, Boeth.

in

" Seven ears came up on one stalk, rank and good."
" A rank modus."
"Rank idolatry."
"The
rank vocit swanys."-D. V.

-Gen.

Precisely analogous senses are expressed by forms

spring-

ing from the parallel root ram~p, ram, representing noisy,
excited, violent action, as shown under Ramble, Ramnp. ON.
raremr, ramr, robust, strong ; r. rynw, a loud

h'ildr, a sharp

fight ;

sharp smoke ; andramr, of rank breath.

"He

noise;

roman

r. ast, vehement love ; ramr reykr, a

In N. of E. rame,

fetid.
is as ram as a fox." Strong-tasted butter is
said to be rammish.-Craven Gl.
ram, strong in taste as
old cheese, bold in speech, thorough in respect of a bad quality.
Bin ram k jar Sw. rare 1ff, a rank thief. Sw. ram laki, rank
smell ; rama bondle, as Fr. un franc paysan, a
boor. Dan.

N.

mere
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RANT.

voy ramme alvor, in good earnest; at tale ram Jydsl,
should say, to talk rank Cockney.

as we

When frank Mess John came firstinto the camp,
With his fierce flaming sword none was so ramp-Jam.

The term is then applied to the luxuriant growth of plants.
By overshadowed ponds in woody nooks,
With ramping sallows lined and crowding sedge.-Clare.

Prov. E. rarnnily, tall, rank.-Hal. G. rammeln (of plants),
to spring, shoot, sprout.-Sanders. Cimbr. rammele, twig.
It. rampollo, a bud, sprig, branch.
With nk or ng instead of np or m in the radical syllable,
as in E. shrink, compared with G. schri nyfen, we have Dan.
rangle, to rattle, jingle; N. rangla, to rumble, tinkle, to revel,
riot, to wander about; G. ranken, rankern, rdnkeln (Sanders);
rangen (Brem. Wtb.), to sport noisily, run wildly about, tumble about, romp; ranken (of the sow), to be on heat. Banken
is also said of plants which cling to or climb up other
bodies by means of their filaments. Die gurken ranken auf
der erde fort, the cucumbers scramble, ramp, creep, or grow
along the ground. Banke, ranken, a branch, tendril, twining

sprigs of vines or hops.-Kiittn.
To Ransack. To search for plunder, to search thoroughly.
Sw. ransaka, to search for stolen goods, to try a cause. Ransaker skrifterna,

search-: the

Scriptures.

Ihre compares

the

word with the equivalent G. hauussuchen, Lombard salisuchen,
compounded respectively with haus and with sal, a dwelling,
and concludes that ransaka is from Goth. ramus, ON. rannr,
a house, and Sw. soka, to seek. Fris. hamsekene, a searching
and- an attack of a house.-Bosworth. Gael. rannsaich,
Manix ronsee, search, scrutinize, rummage.
Ransom.

Fr. rancon, OFr. raancon, raencon,

raention-

iRoquef., from Lat. re-empio, a purchase back. Redemption
is the same word with insertion of the euphonic d.

B.

To Rant, Rantipole. To rant, to rage, rave, or
; to drink or riot.-Hal.

swagger-

RANT.
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Let's drink and rant and merry make.-Craven G.

Ranty, wild, frisky, riotous. Randy, boisterous, obstreperous,
disorderly-Brockett, also lecherous, on heat.-Hal. Luxuriari, gogel sein, rant haben.-Schmeller. G. ranzen, ranten,
to make a noise, move noisily about; den ganzen tag im hofe
herum ranzen ; im bette herum ranzen, to rout about. Ranzen in sportsman's language is used of dogs and wild animals
on heat. Bay. ranten, to play tricks; sich ranten, to swagger; ju-ranten, to jodel, to cry ju! Swab. rande, j Unger
rande, a young sportive person; randlen, to sport, muthwillen treiben; rantschen, to ramble idly about; Du. ranzen,
to caterwaul, be on heat; randen, randten, delirare, ineptire, insanire.-Kil. In Franconia and Silesia rant is
noise, uproar, according to Frisch. See Ramble, Rank, Romp.
Rap, Rape, Rapid. The syllable rap is used in the first instance to represent the sound of a blow or hard knock, and
then to signify whatever is done with the violence or quickness of a blow. Rouchi rapasse, a volley of blows; Mod.
Gr. pa7trco, to smite. Sw. rapp, blow, stroke, and as an adj.
prompt, active, operating like a blow. Dan. rap, quick,
swift, brisk; rappe dig, make haste.
And Ich comaunde quath the kynge to Conscience thenne,
Rappe thee to ryde, and Reson that thou fette.-P. P. in R.

OE. rape, haste.
So oft a day I mote thy werke renew
It to correct and eke to rubbe and scrape,
And all is thorow thy negligence and rape.
Chaucer to his scrivener.

To rap out oaths is to utter them with violence and haste
like a volley of blows. Lat. rapere, to seize with violence;
rapidus, occupying a short space of time like a blow, quick.
Rapt with joy, rapt in admiration, signify carried away with
the emotion. Bay. rappen, to snatch. I rappe, I ravysshe.
-Palsgr.
In rap and ran, to get by hook or crook, to
seize whatever one can lay hands on, the word is joined with
the synonymous ON. rin, rapine. I rap or rende, je rapine.
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RASCAL.

-Palsgr. To rape and renane.--Chaucer. To get all one
can rap and ruzn.-Coles in
ON. ran ok hrfs (1trfs,
robbery) is used in the same way. Leida vikingum ranmok
hirfsan, to thoroughly plunder the vikings. Kilian has raep,
coliectio, raptura. Manx raip, to rend or tear. See Rend.
Rape. 1. Fr. rape, mare de raisin, the stalks and husks of
grapes in the wine-press.-Janbert. Properly the scrapings,
refuse. Lang. raspal, a besom; -raspalia, to sweep;Pu.
raepen, colligere, levare,_ auferreI-Eil., raepalie, refuse, rubbish.
division of the County of Sussex. ON. hreppr, N.
2.
repp, a district.
Rapier. Fr. rapiere, a long sword for thrusting, a word
commonly used in a depreciatory sense. From Sp. raspadera,
a raker (Neum.), demiespadon pour racler (Taboada), as if
we called it a poker. Bapiere, Spanische
908.
Rapparee. A wild Irish plunderer, so named from the
rapary or half-pike with which he was armed.-Iurnet.

Hal.

A

sworde.-Palsgr.

P

Was

Did
it not the priests that were the original of the Rapparees
they not enjoin every one upon pain of excommunication to bring a
his hand to mass P--Essay for the Conversion of
rapary or half-pike
the Irish. Dub. 1698, in N. & Q.

in

Ir. ropaire, a rapier, doubtless from the E.
Rascal.

The

of anything.
Pr. Pm.

meaning of rascal is the scrapings

and refuse

Rascaly or refuse, whereof it be, caducum.-

Raseall, refuse

beasts.-Palsgr.

N.

raska, to

scrape ; rack, offal, remnants of fish or the like. Sp. rasear,
raspar, It. rascare, to scrape.
In like manner from Bret. rakva, Fr. racier, rclper, Pu.
raepen, to scrape, are derived Fr. racaille, the_ rascality, or
base and rascal sort, the scum, dregs, offals, outcasts
[scrapings] of any company-Cot., Pu. racalie, raepalie, the
dregs of the people.-Bigl1. Kil.

ous.-Hal.
trash.

Yorkshire raggaly, villan-

Dan. rage, to rake, serape ; rageri, trumpery,
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scraping

The imitative character of the words signifying
is shown by their application to the act of hawking or clearing the throat, in which a similar sound is produced. It.
raschiare, rastiare, rascare, rassar°e, to scrape, also to keck
hard for to cough or fetch up phlegm from the lungs.-Fl.
ON. rweskia, screare cum sonitu. Sp. raspar, to scrape, may
be compared with G. rduspern, to hawk; I. recere, to retch,
to rake; ON. hrcekia, to hawk, with E. rake;
with G.
Dan. harke, to hawk, with Du. kareken, to rake; Ptg.
escarrar, to hawk, with G. scharren, to scrape.
Rash. G. rasch, quick, impetuous, spirited. Rasekes pferd,
a spirited horse; rascher wind, fresh wind; rasches fewer,
brisk fire. Bay. rosch, resch, Swab. raisch, fresh, lively,
quick; emn rosch schiagen thuen, acriter pugnare.-Schm.
ON. roskr, acer, strennus, validus.Arasek eare, a
vigorous beyond his years.--Jane. P1. D. rask, risk, quick,
brisk; Sw. en ung rasker ken , a brisk young fellow; Pol.
rzeski, brisk, smart, lively.
The word is formed on the same principle as the adj. rank
above explained, from a representation of the sound accompanying any violent action, for which purpose the Germans
in common life make use, according to Adelung, of the exclamations rr! hurr! ritsch ! ratsch !/ Hence many .verbal
forms approaching each other more or less closely. G.
rausehen, to rustle, roar, to rush, or move swiftly with noise
ON. raska, ruska, strepere, turbare, violare.
and bustle.
Fridr raskadiz, the peace was broken ; laumar raskiz, the
reins are broken. Sp. rasgar, to tear ; rasgo, a dash of the
pen, a stroke. AS. rascian, stridere, vibrare ; Sc. raseh,
dash, collision.

rechen,

man

Enee-anci Turnus

sarnyn in fere

Hurilis togiddir with thare scheildis strang,
That for grete rasis al the heuinnis rang.-ID. V.

fTo rash, to do anything with hurry or violence, to tear or
throw down, to snatch, to rush.
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RASH.

RAT.

There Marinell great deeds of arms did shew.Rashing off helms and riving plates asunder.-F. Q.
I missed my purpose in his arm, rasht his doublet sleeve, ran him close
by the left cheek.-B. Jonson in R.

To rash through a darg, to hurry through a day's work.Jam. I rasshe a thing from one, I take it from hym hastily,
Je arache.-Palsgr. See Race.
A rash is an eruption or breaking out of the skin, i. e. the
breaking out of an humour, according to the old doctrine.
Rasher. A rasher of bacon is a slice of broiled bacon.
The syllable rash represents the sound of broiling or
frizzling. Bay. r schpfann, a frying-pan ; gerbsch, a fritter;
reschen, to fry.-Schm. Prov. E. rash, to burn in cooking.
"How sadly this pudding has been rashed in the oven."Hal.
The term rash is provincially applied to things that rustle
in moving, as corn in the straw which is so dry that it easily
falls out in handling.-Hal. Bay. rosch, resch, crackling,
crisp, like fresh pastry, dry hay, straw, frozen snow.
To Rasp. The harsh sound of scraping is represented by
various similar syllables, rasp, rask, rast ; Sp. raspar, rascar,
to rake, scrape; It. rascare, raschiare, rastiare,to scrape, to
hawk or spit up phlegm with a harsh noise. The same two
meanings are united in E. rasp and G. riauspern, to hawk.
Bay. raspen, to scrape upon a fiddle, to scrape together; raspeln, to rattle, to scrape together.-Schm.
From the root rast, Lat. rastrum, a harrow, rastellunm ;
Bret. rastel, Fr. r&teau, a rake; ratelier, a hay-rack.
Raspberry. Formerly raspise or raspise-berry. It. raspo,
a bunch or cluster of any berries, namely, of grapes, also the
berry that we call raspise.-Fl. Doubtless from rasp, signifying in the first instance scrape, then pluck or gather. It.
raspolare, to glean grapes after the vintage. Bay. abreispen,
to pluck off, especially the burnt pieces of a torch, to make it
burn brighter.
Rat. G. ratze, It. ratto, Fr. rat, Gael. radan.

RATCHET-WHEEL.
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Ratchet-wheel. A cog-wheel having teeth like those of a
saw, against which a spring works, allowing the wheel to move
in one direction and not in the other. It appears to be named
from the resemblance to a watchman's rattle, where the noise
is made by a cogged wheel continually raising and letting
fall again a wooden spring. Lim. roqueto, a wooden rattle
(moulinet de bois) used instead of bells on Holy Thursday
and Good Friday. Doubtless so named from the racket
which it makes. It. rocchetto, the cog-wheel of a mill; the
wheel about which the string of a clock or of a jack goes.-Fl.
Rate. A calculated proportion, an assessment at a certain
proportion, a tax. Lat. ratus, settled, reckoned, calculated.
Rata pars, a proportion, proportionate part; pro rat&, in
proportion.
To Rate. To assess, to appoint one his due portion of
something to be done or paid. Hence to impute or lay somethingyto one's charge, to reprove or chide.
And God was in Crist recounceilinge to him the world, not rettynge
[reputans] to hem her giltis.-Wiclif in R.

By the same figure we speak of taxing a man with an
offence, or taking him to task on account of it. Tax and task
are synonymous with rate. "I sette one to his taske, what
he shall do or what he shall pay; Je taxe."-Palsgr. In like
manner from It. tansa, a taxing; tansare, rateably to sess a
man for any payment; also to tax a man with some imputation, to chide, rebuke, or check with words.-Fl.
Rathe, Rather. Bathe, soon, early; rather, sooner. I had
rather die, I would sooner die. When used to signify a
slight degree of a quality it must be understood as asserting
that the subject approaches nearer the quality in question
than the opposite.
Rather deaf, sooner deaf than not,
further advanced in the direction of deafness than the opposite.
ON. hradr, quick; hrada, to hasten; N. rad, quick, hasty,
ready, straight; radt (adv.), quick, readily, straight forwards.
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Du. rad, Picard rade, nimble, quick. It. ratio, quick, is probably to be referred to this root rather than Lat. raptus,
although undoubtedly the idea of rapidity is also developed
from the latter root.
Rattle. G. rassein, P1. D. rastern, Pu. ratelen, to make a
collection of sounds such as might individually be represented
Pl. D. ratters, to speak quick
by the syllable ras or
Gr. KpoTos, the
and indistinct, to rattle on.-Danneil.
sound of striking; KporEo, to knock, clap, clatter, rattle,
chatter, prate; KporaXov, a rattle.
Rattle-traps are old worn-out rattling things, hence a
slighting name for moveable goods. So from Norm. pataclas,
crash, clatter (IDecorde), Lim.. poloclan (properly rattle),
trumpery, goods. N'o empourta ton soun potoclan, he has
taken away all his rattle-traps. P1. D. rabakken, to rattle;
een oold rabak, an old worn-out piece of goods.
Lat. rapere gives rise to
Ravenous, Ravine.
Fr.
ravir, to snatch, to seize
arapar,
arabar,
rapar,
Prov.
ravage, spoil, havoc; ravine, Prov. rabina, violence, impetuosity; ravinteux, impetuous, violent. Et ii jaians par tel
ravine le fiert, the giant strikes him with such violence.
IRom. de la Violette. In E. ravenous the sense is confined
to greediness _'r eagerness in eating.

rat;

Ravage,

Puis menjue de grant ravine
Des plus belles qu'il eslut :

97.

Eats with great violence.-Fab. et Contes, i.
In a different application, ravine d'eau is a great flood, a
ravine or inundation of water which overwhehneth all things
that come in its way.-Cot. Thence in a secondary sense, E.
ravine is the watercourse of such a
a narrow steep
hollow cut by floods out of the side of a hill.
To Rave. The syllable rab is used as well as ram (as explained under ramble), in the construction of words representing a confused noise. Piedm. rabadan, ramnadan, crash,
uproar, bustle, disturbance. Fr. rabalter, rabaster, rabasc/wr),

flood,
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to rumble, rattle, or make a terrible noise, as they say spirits
do in some houses.-Cot.
o esprit done, hon feroit, cc me semble,
Avecques toy rabbater toute nuict.-Marot.
Prov. rabasta, chiding, quarrel, dispute. Champ. rabacle,
with the b
tapage; rabacher, radoter, to dote, to
passing into a v, ravacher, ravasser, racauder,radoter; ravater,
gronder, maltraiter ; rarer, vagabonder.-Tarbes. Fr. racacher, ravasser, to rave, talk idly,-en dormant, to sleep unquietly; racaudeur, one that either confounds or understands
not what he says, or one that neither says nor does aught
rightly, a bungler, botcher; revayde, a coil or stir; resver,
to rave, dote, speak idly.-Cot. ]?esver de nail, courir les
rues pendant la nuit; rarer par la clle, courir par la vlle.
-Roquefort.
Hence Pu. rabaud, a vagabond, properly a
noisy reveller, and with the exchange of b for v, ravot, revot,
et
caterva sive turba nebulonun ; ravotten,
luxuriari, popinari, to riot, revel-Kil., to romp, play in a
wild maner.- Bomhoff. The same radical syllable gives
also Pu. rabbelen, to rattle, gabble; P1.ID. rdbeln, to rave, to
he delirious.-Danneil. It. rabulare, to rabble, to huddle,
to prattle, or scold.-Fl. Wal. ralie, to dream unquietly ;
Pu. racelen, raceelen, oestuare, circnmcursare, et delirare,
Rlecelen, to rave, to dote.desipere, insanire,
Halma. Champ. revel, bruit, gait6, emreute. To the same
root belong Lat. rabies, It. rabbia, rage, madness ; Gael.
rabhtd, idle talk, coarse tiresome language ; Fr. rabacher, to
keep repeating in a tiresome way.
See. Revel, Riot, Ribald, Rove.
Ravel. Of thread, to become confused and entangled.
It. ravaqiare,Fr. raceler, Pu. ravelen, rajelcn, uitrqtfelen, to
ravel out ; rafeling, unravelled linen, lint. I fasyll out as
sylke or velvet, Ic raaele.-Palsgr. The primary image is
confused and rapid speech, from whence the expression is
entangled texture. Pu. rabbelen,
applied to a confused

rave, and

tumultuari,

furere.-Kil.

To

and

to rattle, gabble, precipitam e sive confundere

verba.-Kil.
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Rabbelscirift, scrawl, confused writing. P1. D. rabb'l, bustle,
disorder, confusion of head. Du. raoeli, revelen, to wander
in mind, talk confusedly, rave, dote.
The same passage from the figure of confused speech is
seen in Gael. mabair, a stammerer; mabach, stammering,
entangled, confused, ravelled; and in Du. hatteren, hutterei,
to stammer, falter; Sc. hatter, to speak thick and confusedly;
P1. D. verhadderen, to entangle, ravel.
Ravelin. Fr. ravelin, It. ravellino, rivellino, a ravelin, a
wicket or postern gate; used also for the utmost bounds of the
walls of a castle; also a sconce without the walls.-Fl.
Raven. ON. hrafn. From Du. raven, to croak. P1. D.
nayt-rave, the- night-jar or goat-sucker, from the croaking
noise it makes at night. Fin. raawyn, the croaking of crows
or rooks. Lat. ravus, hoarse.
Ravish. It. arrappare, arrappire, to take away by force,
to ravish. See Ravage.
Raw. AS. hreaw, hreoh, Du. rouw, road, rudis, austerus,
asper, insuavis gustu, visu, tactu. Rouw, rauw, rudis, iaperfectus, non laboratus, immaturus, crndus. Bouwen, ronden, pectine pannos rudes confricare. ON. hrdr, raw, not
dried, cooked, salted. Sw. re wed, green wood ; radt weder,
AS. hreoh weder (Matt. xvi. 3), wet weather. Sw. ra, rude,
uinworked, unpolished; 0G. rauk, rough, raw ; It. ruvido,
rough, rugged, rude; Lat. rudis, rough, unwrought, undressed, raw ; crudes, raw, rough, unpolished, unripe. Bret.
eriz, W.
eni, unprepared, raw ; Fin. raaca, ra'an, unripe, uncooked, untilled, rude ; G. rok, raw, undressed, uncooked, unpolished, rough.
Ray. Fr. ray : m. a ray or beam of the sun, spoke of a
wheel ; raie : f. a ray, line, streak, row, spoke of a wheel.
Prov. rai, raig, rait, rach, rah, ray, line, current; rega, streak,
furrow ; raia, ray. It. radio, raggio, razzo, a ray ; Sp.
a ray, beam. of light, straight line, radius of circle, spoke of a
wheel ; raya, stroke, dash of a pen, streak, line ; rayado,
streaky. Rayar, to streak, to rifle, to draw lines, to ex-

crai,

rayo,

RAY.
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punge or strike out; rata, ray, beam of light. Piedm. riga,
a line, stroke, strip of wood; rigd, striped. We see a m.
and f. form running throughout the Romance languages,
of which the m. is doubtless from Lat. radius, but the f. has
probably come from a Gothic influence. G. reihe, P1. D.
siege, E. row, line, order, rank. But possibly these and Lat.
radis, as well as Pol. rzad and W. rites, line, rank, may be
from the same ultimate root. The radical image would
bably be a scratch. Comp. Lat. striga, a row, as of mown
grass; strigatus, furrowed, with strigilis, a scraper; sigmentum, scrapings. G. reissen, to tear, tear along, to draw
or trace an outline; ritzen, to scratch. Lat. radere, rtsan,
to scrape, shave, scratch. See Race.
ras,
To Raze. To lay even with the ground.-B.
shaven, cut close by the ground, cut close away. Couper
tout ras, to cut clean off, sweep clean away.-Cot. Lat.
radere, rastum, to shave. Fr. rez, level, ground, floor, bottom;
rez de chaussee, level with the pavement, ground floor. Mettre rez pied rez terre, to raze, make even with the ground.
Cot.
To rase, in the sense of scratching out a word in writing,
is singularly confounded with race, to obliterate by a stroke
of the pen.
race, I stryke out a word or a lyne with a

pro-

Fr.

I

pen, Je arraye. I race a
a pomycs or penknife. Je

writynge,

efface

I take out a word with
des mots. I rase, je defface ;

I rase or stryke out with the pen, j'arraye.-Palsgr. In the
same way erase, to scrape out, is confounded with arace, to
strike out. I arace, I scrape out a word or a blot, je
efface.-Palsgr.
Probably this is one of the numerous cases in which ultimate unity of origin shows itself in close resemblance between remote descendants, and Lat. radere, rasurn, to scratch
or serape, belongs to the same class with G. reissen, to tear;
arracher,E. arace, race.
OE. rash, to dash, to tear ;
To Reach. G. reichen, to extend to ; recken, to draw out,

Fr.

to stretch ; Du.
VOL. III.

reiken, to

reach ; P1. D. Talken, rekeon,
E

to
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READ.

-brin

unto. Gr.
reach, to touch ; It. recare, to reach unto,
opEyEtv, Lat. porrigere,to reach forward; dirigere, to direct, &c.
A reaCh of a river is so far as it stretches in one direction.
To Read. The comparison of corresponding forms in the
cognate languages leads to the fundamental sense of
ing, forming a conception, exercising the mental faculty.
Hence, on the one hand, to devise a plan of action, to consult,
advise, or command, and, on the other, to conjecture, to make
out the meaning of something presented from without, to interpret a dream, a riddle, to gather the sense of written
characters, or read.
AS. rwedan, to advise, command, interpret, read. Swa swa
Josue him rcedde, as Joshua commanded him. Bwt eallam
gesceaftum, governs all creatures. ic rcede the, I advise thee.
Ic rcrede swefu, I interpret a dream. Sc. red, rede, to dispose
of, discourse of, interpret. To red a dream, a riddle. "The
gude king gaif the gest to God for to rede :" rendered up
his spirit to God to.dispose of.-Jam. ON. recta, to consult,
to plot, to govern, to interpret. ]Btcicttha thig frdi thvi illvirici,
put that crime out of your head.
etcma raga, if I may
decide.
rcta draum, to interpret a
rinar,
stall, to interpret runes, writing. :Ratnir stagi, litterau explicataw. Uppracta bref, to readt aloud a letter.-Egills. Dan.
raad, deliberation, counsel, device, plan, design, expedient,

imagin-

Ef

At

dream;-

011G.

ratcan, to conjecture, consult, conmeans, remedy.
trive ; unarrdtan. incomprehensible. G. rathen. to conjecture,

consult, advise ; vorrath, provision. The Goth. form is redan,

pr. rairoth; garedan,
wrpoopt

,Etv,

rrpovoEto-Oat,

to provide ; fauragaredan,

to fore-appoint.

ON. rcecta, discourse, speech ; rcecta (G. reden), to talk, to
speak, are derivative forms on the same principle on which
Xoyos' is both the inward thought and the word or outward
form. in which the word is expressed. Sc. rede, to discourse,
to speak at

large.-Jam.
And

for-Mekill

of him may spokyn be,

J think of him to redie,
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And to schaw part of his gude dede,
I will discryve now his fassoun.-B.

B.

ad-

The loss of the final dental in the N. raa, for raade, to
vise, govern, have command, provide, may indicate an
analogous corruption in Lat. reor, rates, to think.
In some of their applications the foregoing forms are apt
to be confounded with others from a totally different root
ON. rkct, Sw. rad, a line, rank, row ; ON. raa,to arrange;
Lith. re'dyti, to arrange, clothe, dress; Pol. rzo d, rank,
line, order, rule, government; rzadzid, to direct, govern,
manage.
Ready. AS. rwd, gerced, P1. P. reed, redce,Pu. gereed, G.
bereit, ready ; Dan. rede, plain, straight, clear, ready, prepared. Rede sl,- penge, ready money; en rede sag, a clear
case. Rede, to prepare, to deal with. At rede en seng, to
make a bed;
sig, to acquit oneself;
haar, to comb
one's hair; -siy id cv, to extricate oneself. At giore rede
for, to give account of a matter.]9edskab, tool, implement,
with which anything is done. Sw. reda, to prepare, to set to
rights, to dress, to fit out, to arrange; reda, order; redlg,
clear, regular, orderly. N. relug (for reidug), ready. ON.
reicta, to deal with, drive, set forth, prepare. Reicta sverdit,
to wield a sword; -fraom mat, to set out food; -felt, -ut

-for

acd, to

pay money.

-sit

Reicta

thzinc dyrct, tuam gloriam cele-

brant. Reida, apparatus, preparation; tit reide, in readiness.
Beicti, harness, rigging of a ship. Sc. to red, to disentangle,
to clear, make way, put in order.
Realm. OFr. realme, reattime, recurne, Prov. reycime, It,.
reamne, kingdom. According to iDiez through a form regalimen, from regalis.
Ream. Pu. riem, a strap or thouno ; riemn papiers, a bundle
of 500

sheets-KiL.

In like manner Fin, ri/tine, a band or

tape, is used to signify a bundle of 40 squirrels' skins. Pu.
reep, a rope or cord ; eec reep Dolt, a cord of wood, a bundle
of certain size.
The corrupted It. form risma, Sp. rezma, a ream of paper,
n 2
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has led to suppose that the word was from Gr. aptOpos, number, analogous to It. arismelica, arithmetic.
To Reap. Sc.
reip, NE. reap, AS. ripa, ripe, is a
handful of corn in the ear, and the verb to reap,
lrwpan,
ripan, is to gather reaps, to harvest the corn. The remote
origin is shown in Goth. raupjan, G. raufan, Du. roopen,
ruepen, P1. D. riuppen, repen, to pluck.
Goth. raupjan ahsa,
to pluck ears of corn.--Marc. 2. 23. In the Salic laws
reffare segetenm. So from Swab. raspen, to pluck, to gather,
G., raspe, rispe, an ear of corn; iM G. respe, a bundle of
twigs; It. raspolo, a bunch of grapes.
Rear. Thin, rawish,' as eggs, &c., boiled rear.-B. -are,
raw.-llal. ON. rir, thin; rra, rirka, to become thin, to diminish. Probably identical with Lat. rarus,
thinly spread. Boh. ridky, Pol. rzadki, thin, rare, scarce,
seldom.
Rear. Prov. reire, OFr. riere, from
retro, behind;

rep,

AS.

underdone,

Lat.

It. dietro, Proy. dereire, Fr. derriere, behind.
To Rear.

Another form of raise, analogous to Bu, verli-

ered and verliesen, to lose; kieren and kiesen, to chuse, &c.

AS.

rceran, to rear, raise.
Rebeck. Bret. rebet, rebed, Fr. rebeque, rebebe, reberbe.Roqluef. It. ribecca, ribebba, a crowd, or fidler's kit. Fl.
OE. ribible. Corrupted from Arab. r'ubabalt. " Besides this
they have the one-stringed rubabah or guitar."-Thomson,
Pilgrimage to Medina.
Au expression formed on the same principle as the
vulgar blow up, to scold. " He gave him a good blowcing ip."

Rebuff.

It. b? fa, a puff, blurt with the month made at one in scorn,
also a brabble or brawling contention ; rabbi(ftare, ribizflare,

to check, rebuke, chide- Fl. OFr. reboufler, to repulse,
drive away with conternpt. Roquef.
Rebuke. It is difficult to make up our mind as to the Fr.
form from which the word is taken. The closest resemblance

Te' s'ras

rebit-

is to Rouchi rebuquuer, to give one blows.
ben
qu 6. you will catch it.
sense agrees better with Fr.

But the
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rebeequer, to peck again as one cock at another, to answer
saucily.-Cot. Bret. rebecla (Fr. ek), to rebuke, reprove;
It. ribeecanento di parole, a check or rebuke with taunting
words; rimbeecare, to retort back word for word or blow for
blow, to beat back by direct opposition; rinboceare, to retort
word for word, to upbraid, to twit or hit one in the teeth of
anything done for him.-Fl. As It. bocca corresponds to
Norm. bou que, mouth, rimboccare should be replaced by
Norm. rebouquer, which however is only given in the sense
of Fr. reboacher, to nauseate (ne pouvoir plus
Decorde) ; reboacker le ceur, to turn the stomach. Genevese
rebequer, degouter, soulever le ceur. Perhaps however the
word may be a mere equivalent of the vulgar E. to row, to
make a noise at, to scold. Pl. D.
Fr. rabasher,
make a clatter; Champ. rabache, noise, clatter; rabacher,
ravasser, racauder, radoter; racacher, radoter, gronder;
ravater,gronder, maltraiter.
Rebus. A riddle vhere the meaning is indicated by things
(Lat. -rebus) represented in pictures, the syllables forming
the names of the things represented having to be grouped in
a different manner. Thus the picture of a fool on his knees
with a horn at his mouth is to be read in Fr. fol genoux

manger-

rabakken,

tromnpe

to,

a

(tromnper, to blow a horn), but read in a different

manner it gives fol age sous tromnpe.-Cot. Rebases in
Heraldry are such coats as represent the name by things, as
three castles for Castleton.
To Rebut. Fr. rebater, rebouter, to put or thrust' back, to
reject, refuse ; boater, to thrust, put, push forwards. It.
buttare, to throw, cast, fling ; ribuftare, to cast back, repulse,
rej ect.
To

Recant.

It.ricaidare, to sing a gain.

Fr. desehanter,

to recant, unsay.
Receipt,

Recipe..1Receipt, a medicine prepared for the cure

of diseases.-B.

-Pals

R~eceyte

of dyvers thynges in a medicine:

recepte.
gr. Originally applied to medicine, the termn
is extended to signify instructions for compounding any
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other kind of thing, as a receipt for making soap, for tanning
leather, &c.
The word is sometimes spelt recipe, from that word being
placed at the head of a physician's instructions for the medicine to be taken by his patient.
To Reek, Reckless.
AS. r'can, recca, pr. rolte, P1. D.
rocken, Du. roecken, roclden, 011G. ro4/-tn, ruache, OSax.
rokean, rucokeam, to reck, regard, care, care for;P1. D. rikcloos, Du. reukelos, 0. ruchlos, reckless. ON. rce4/a, to care,
to take care of; afrolkjaz, to neglect; rweja veictffang, to
attend to fishing; rweljandi, qui curam gent, curator. Heat
rcckir thik2 cnj us rei rationem habes? quid curse tibi est?
O1-. ruaaa,ro"ka, care. Lith. rupeti, to concern. Kas tai
law rup', what does that concern you??upus, careful;
-urpinti,to take care of; ner,{pus, reckless, careless.
regard to the origin we can only suggest with great
reserve Du. raaken, to touch, to hit, thence to concern, to
regard. Dingen die my raaken, things which concern me.
Hy wierd door Haar elende geraakt, he was touched by her
misery. JWat raakt
dat2 what does that concern you,
what is that to you? Compare Sc. Quhat
what does
it signify, what do I care ?

With

u

Flaltry. I will ga counterfeite the freir,

raik?

preiche-

Dissait. A freir ! quhlair to ? tlb w cannot
Quhat raic? bot I can flatter and fleiche.
Lyndsay in Jam,

Flatiry.

On the other hand, Lith. rokandas, reckoning, is also used in
the sense of affair, concern. Tai mano rokandas, that is my
business. ON. rok,
things ; 010. racka, rahha,
thing, cause ; Pol. rzecz,. speech, subject, fact, affair, thing.

*events,

See

Rekon.

To Reckon. AS. recan, reccean, to say, recite, tell, number, reckon. Ic maeeg reccan, I can relate.
reccan,
to tell a parable. Areccan of Lwedene on Englise, to translate
from Latin into English. Gereccean tisanleas, to give thanks.
Racce, narration, account, speech. 01G. raltha, res,

Bigspell

ratio,

RECKO
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causa, fabula ; raithon, raciton, rechen, gerecken, to say, tell,
interpret; Goth. raaltjan, to count, account, rckon; faurarahiz/an, to prefer; P1.ID. reken, rekenen, G. rechnen, to
reckon.
Lith. rok6ti, to say,, tell, reckon; rokotis, to reckon with
oneself, consider. Rokundas, reckoning, concern; rokuba,
reckoning, number, account.
Pol. rachowad, to count,
reckon ; rachamnek, account, reckoning, bill; rachunki (pl.),
arithmetic; rachuba, calculation.
Bze6, rzeknad, to say;
Boh. rcy, 7kati, to say. Pol. rzccz, speech, subject, matter,
affair, thing. Esthon. rcldmna, raakna, to speak ; racklena,
to reckon. Fin. rctista, to speak, speak loudly, loquens
strepo ; raking, sermocinatio.
To Recoil. Formerly written recule or recull; Fr. reculer,
to draw back, from cul, the rump.
To Recoup. To diminish by keeping back a part as a
claim for damages.-Worcester.
Fr. recouper, to cut again
in order to correct the fault of a first cntting.-Trevoux.
Recreant. Mid. Lat. reeredere, It. ricredere, OFr. recroire,
are not to be explained as originally signifying tochange
one's belief,.but to give up, give back
subject of dispute,
to give in, to yield, to fail.
"Cum Blanclha comitissa Campania3 cepisset et captum teneret dilectum et fidelem meum II,

the

ipsa per preces et requisitionem

ineam

ilium mildi reeredidil,

[delivered him up to me] tali pacto quod ego cepi super me
et cidern dominme mere concessi, sient homo snus ligius, qnod

infra quindenamn quam ab ipso, inde fuero requisitus_ predictuma H illi reddam in snui captione apud Pruvinum."-Docu-

D.

ment A.
1211 in Carp. "L'evesqne de Chartres me requist fist le roy que je li feisse recroire cc que je tenoie, du
sien. "-oinville, ibid. But it was often used for, virtually
giving up or acknowledging the right to be in another, and
giving pledges for actual delivery. when required. Beddere
vet recredlere is to give actual possession, or to give security
for delivery in due season. "Cognoscentesque rei veritatern
atque comprobationern statim se recredidterant," they gave
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in. "Tassilo venit per semetipsum tradensque so in maims
domini regis Caroli in vassaticum, et recrediditse in omnibus
se peccasse [he gave himself up as having been altogether in
the wrong] et mala egisse, denuo renovans
Annales Francorum A. D. 787 in Due.
"Quando i vescovi del tempio vidlero che '1 re si rieredea
d'andare a adorare i loro Iddei si ebbero grande paura:"
when the priests saw that the king gave up worshipping
their gods. "I Fiorentini ordinarino di fare
in
mare per fare ricredenti i Pisani della loro arroganza :" to
make the Pisans abate their arrogance.-La Crusca.

sacramenta.-

armata

Ne direz ja que failliz seie
Ne que de valeir ee recreze.
Chron. des duet de Norm. 1. 418.
You shall not say that I am failed, nor that I have given
up my valour.
The active and passive participles, It. ricredente, ricreduto,
Fr. recreant, recreu, were used in general of one who yields
in battle, and especially of the beaten party in a judicial
combat.
Yedrai, in uno stante o vivo o morto
?icredente it faro : datti conforto:

in one instant alive or dead I will make him give in.

"E

se tn mi vinci, rimarr6 vostro ricredente siccome il cavalier
che combatte it torto :" and if you conquer inc I will remain
at your mercy like the champion who
for the wrong.
The formula to be pronounced by the champion undertaking
a duel is given in the Assises de Jerusalem. " Je suis prest
de le prouver de mon corps contre le sien, et le rendrai mort
ou recreant en une heure don jour, et ve'ez cy mon gage."iDuc. Thus recreant became a term of abuse of the utmost
infamy, equivalent to poltroon, coward, convicted traitor.
Coward, recreant.-Palsgr.
Recruit. From Fr. recroist, a re-increase, a new or second

fights

growth;- recroistre, to grow or spring up again.-Cot.
To recruit, to supply

or fill up, to

reinforce.-B,.

'RED.
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Goth. rauds, ON. raucr,W. rhwdd, Lat. rutilus, Gr.

EpVi'puS.

Redan, Redent. In fortification an indented work with
salient and re-entering angles.-B.
Redoubt. Fr. reduite, It. ridoto, Sp. reducto, reduto, a
blockhouse, or little fort, within which soldiers may retire
on occasion. It. riducere, ridurre, Fr. reduire, reduit, to bring
back ; redit, a place of retiral.
Reed. Du. net, 011G. hriot, AS. Ireod. Probably named
from their rustling or whispering sound. Pu. ri/sselen, ri/telen,
susurrare, levi strepitu moveri.-Biglotton.
Fin. rytista, to
rustle, to sound lightly as a reed breaking; nyu, reed, sedge.
So from kaatut, to rustle as a mouse among straw, to whisper as the wind among reeds; kahila, reed. So also ON.
neyra, stridere, fremere (Egils.) ; AS. lreran, to agitate;
ON. reyr, reyrn, a reed.
Reef, Riff. 1. A ridge of rocks projecting above the
water. G. raufe (from rautfen, to pluck), provincially rti;
ne/f (Westerwald), naifel, reffel, rafel (Kiittn.), a kind of
fixed comb through which the flax or hemp is drawn to
pluck off the heads of seeds ; ON. krifa, a rake. Pu. rieve,

comb.-Kil.

riqfte, a rake or
From the figure of a comb the
term ratf, neff, is in Swabia applied to a row of long project-

ing teeth. Westerwald zahnrahf, a gap in the teeth ; rcffel,
r4 fiel, zakn-r~tjfel, a broken-toothed person.
The comparison
to a row of broken teeth is equally applicable to a ridge of
rocks.
The whole fleet was lest on a rff or ridge of rocks that runs off from
the isle of Aves.-Dampier in R.

Bay. riftenn, nifteln, to ripple flax ; nrJed, a jagged ridge of
rocks. A similar figure is shown in. Sp. sierra, a

saw, .a

ridge

of mountains and craggy rocks, standing out like the teeth of
a saw against the sky. 011G. rz la, Serra.- Gl. in Schin.
In Pu. ri7; nrfif?, the term is improperly extended to a

jecting

pro-

sand-bank or spit of sand.

sand-bank.

Sw. ref, reef of rocks,
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REAVE.

2. A reef, Du. reef, rif, is a row of short ropes stretching
across a sail for the purpose of tying the strip of sail above
the reef up to the yard, and so diminishing the size of the
sail.
loose they hang against the sail like the teeth
of a comb, from whence apparently the name. Rif or rift
inbindlen, to take in a reef.-Kil.
Reaks. To revel it, to play reals.-Cot. in v. degonder.
See Rig.
1Reasty or reezed bacon is bacon grown rancid by
keeping, now generally pronounced rudy from an accommodation of the name to the rusty yellow of bacon in that
condition. Fr. relant, musty, fusty, resty, reasy, dankish,
unsavoury.-Cot.
reast, I waxe ill of taste, as
Palsgr. p. 688. Caro rancidus, rest flesh.-Eng. Vocab. in
Nat. Ant. The radical meaning seems to be stale or overkept bacon, as chtars restez (remnants, broken meat) is glossed
in Bibelesworth by resty
(resty flesh), and resty or restive
(from Fr. rester) is pronounced reasty in the N. of E. "A
reasty horse."-Brocket.

When

Reasty.

I

bacon.-

flees

II avera payn musy ho cerveise assez egre,

Bare assez reste, moruhe assez megre:

-stale

or rancid

butter.-Reliq.

Ant. 155.

Of the finely dressed ladies returning from the feast and
putting on their homely attire, it is said :

la

Pas s'en vont a 'ouste1, retornent de la feste,
E tantost si eharsgent
bele lusante teste,
Cele ikefu sifreseheja derient si reste,
Ike le miarehant se repent ke achata cele beste.

she who was so fresh now becomes so stale.-Satire on
Ladies,iRel. Ant.. 163.
On the other hand, the word may be the equivalent of G.
ratsch, rass, ressig, sharp tasting, harsh-Adelung ; Swab.
ras (was die zunge reizt), over-salted, sharp, biting, harsh in
taste. Fr. rete, rough to touch.
To Reave, to Rive. Of these verbs the latter is nearer the

1{EA E.
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original form. ON. rifa, to tear asunder; ri/lnn, ragged,
torn; riufa (pret. raif, ptcp. rofid), to tear asunder, to break
up. Hence AS. reaf, P1. D. roof, G. raub, spoil, what is
torn away, carried off; AS. reafian, Goth. raubon, P1.ID.
roven, Dan. rove, to rob; ON. ratfari, reyfari, Sc. reiver, a
robber.
The sense of robbing or violently taking away is commonly taken from the figure of scraping or scratching. Sw.
rfwa, to scratch, tear, claw, grate, rasp. Bifwa ned et hus,
to tear down a house. Dan. rive, to rasp, to ryc, rend, tear.
Pu. rj/een, to rub, rake, scrape. Bret. skrapa, to seize with
the claws, gripe, carry away, rob; siraba, to scratch, to
scrape, to rob. In the same way the original sense of Lat.
rapere, to seize, to rob, has probably been that of P1.ID.
raopcn (Danneil), G. rccfe, to scrape or rake.
To Recover. Fr. recouvrer, It. ricocerare, It. Lat. ricaperare, to recover or get again. This verb, which has no deits explanation in Swab.
rivation in Lat., would seem to
a basket, whence Swab. kobern, erkobern, to
kober, E.
get, to earn; Bay. erkobern, erikowern sick (sich erholen), to
recover health or strength. Irkoboron, adipisci.-Otfr.

find

coffer,

But what glut of the gomes
May any good kachen,
ile will kepen it himself,
And cofrene

itfaste.-P. P. Creed,

To Reek. To smoke, to steam.
rachi, Pu. rook, smoke.
To Reel.

133.

AS. rec, ON. reykr, G.

To move unsteadily like a drunken

man, to turn

round ; Sc. reilc, to roll the eyes. The formation of the
word may be explained by Swiss riegein, to rattle, then to
wriggle, swarm ; Bay. rigein, to set in motion, to shake, stir ;
rogel, roglet, loose, shaky ; N. rigga, rajjga, to shake, rock ;
rigla,,-rugla, to be loose, to waver, totter ; Sw. ragla, to reel,
In like correspondence to E.
stagger, move in zigzags.
wriggle, we

have Sc. wreil, to turn about.
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ilha
no

is attaichit Leto ane staik we se
May go
forther, but zereil about that tre.-D. V. 8. 27.
Qi

The Scotch reel is a dance in which three or four dancers in
a row twist in and out round each other. It is known in
Norway and IDenmark under the same name of ni or riel,
Gael. righil.
To reel silk or thread is to wind it round an appropriate
implement, so as to make a skein of it. Gael. ruidhil,
ruidhie, ruidhlichean, a reel, probably from the E.
The designation of a broken or a confused motion is commonly taken from the representation
a sound of like
character, and it may be that reel is not so much a contraction of forms like the foregoing as a parallel form, like
them originally a direct representation of sound. Sc. reiling,
a loud clattering noise, confusion, bustle; reil, a confused
motio.-Ja . Supp.
P1. D. rallen, to make a noise as
children at play; Prov. Dan. rale,role, to cry; Dan. vraale,
to bawl, squawl.
Reeve. The bailiff of a franchise or manor.-B.
AS.
gerefa, ON. grefai, a prefect, governor; Du. graef,
G.
graf, count. In composition, shire-reeve, or
portreeve, borough-reeve.
Refuse. It. nifiulare, rfusacre, Sp. refusar, rekusar, Fr.
refaser. The word is explained by Diez as arising from a
mixture of Lat. recusare and refatare, but it can hardly be
necessary to resort to so doubtful a plan of origination. We
have Prov. refutzy, refut, re/tci (Fr. refits), refusal, contempt,
disdain ; refadar, refatydar, refuasar, Piedmn. r f ce to refuse ;
Castrais rafut, rufus,. refusal ; rauda, rausa, to refuse. It
is possible indeed that the true origin may lie in a different

of

graeve,
sheriff,

quarter. Lat. refucndere, refatsuwm, to pour back, is found in
the sense of reject. Refandit canities serta, grey hairs do
not admit of garlands. Hence re/isare might arise as a
secondary form. "Refused his wife," divorced

her. -=,Cap-

grave Chlron. 245.
To Regale.

Sp. regular, to make good cheer, to make

.REGALE.
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much of, to gratify, caress, entertain; regalarse, to fare
sumptuously, to take pleasure in, also to melt. Plibum
regalalita is explained by Papias liquefaction. It is not easy
to understand why Diez should separate the word from It.
gala, good cheer; Fr. galler, to entertain with sport, game,
or glee-Cot., galer, se rejouir.-Roquef. It has already
been shown that the latter forms spring from the image of
floating or swimming in delight. It. galare, to float, might
be used to explain Sp. regalar, as signifying to cause to float
or swim, then to melt. The connection between the ideas of
melting and of enjoyment may be illustrated by a quotation
from Spenser given under Gala.
Long thus he lived slumbring in sweet delight,
Bathing in liquid joys his melted sprite.

Regard. It. riguardare, Fr. regarder, It. guardare, to
look. See Guard.
Regatta. It. regata, regatta, a boat race much used at
Venice.--Vanzon. Sunt et alia spectacula-a pluribus seculis
usitata Florentite, Senae, Venetiis, videlicet, il gioco del calcio,
le regatte, &c.-Murat. iDiss. 29, 853. It. rigattare, to strive
or contend for the victory. Sp. regatear, to rival in sailing.
See next article.
Regrator.
huckster, or one who trimmeth up old wares
for sale ; but it is commonly taken for him who buys and
sells any wares or' victuals at the same market, or within five

A

miles thereof.-i1.

Fr. regrat, sale of salt by

retail;- mar-

chandises de regrat, trurmpery goods bought to sell again ;
regratter, to haggle, to sell salt in small quantities. C'est
un homme qui regratte sur tout, who haggles at the most
Begratier
article ; regrattier, a huckster, broker.
de sel, de vivres, &c.

trifling

We might be tempted to derive it from Fr.

gratter, to

scratch, as if it signified scouring or furbishing up anew, in
accordance with the explanation given by Cotgrave of regratter, to dress, scour, furbish, or trim up an old thing for

REGRATOR.

REHEARSE.

sale. But the truth is that regratter signifies to exercise the
trade of a regrater or broker, and is never used in the simple
sense of furbishing up. It is, in fact, a corruption of It.
rigattiere, a struggler or contender for the mastery, a sharker
for gain, wrangling pinch-penny, a huckster, retailer, regrater, or such a one as at a cheap rate engrosseth commodities, and then sells them very dear.-F1. It also
signifies a broker or furbisher up of old things for sale. Sp.
regatero, regatore, a haggler, huckster, regrater. Both forms
with and without the r are found side by side in the S. of
France. Limosin regrotaireor recotaire, a corn-badger, one
who buys corn at a cheap market and takes it to sell at one
worse supplied.-Beronie. It. rigattare,to wrangle, struggle,
scramble; Ptg. regatear, to haggle or dispute; Sp. regatear,
to wriggle, move sideways, use evasions, to haggle or higgle.
Regate, a quick motion of the body to avoid a blow, escape,
evasion. The form of the verb is disguised by inversion of
the vowel in Fr. ergoter, to wrangle, debate, cavil, contendCot., oVal. Iaricoter, to haggle; Rouchi hIaricotier, a huckster; Wal. halcoter, to joggle. The radical image would be
a rattling sound, leading to a joggling movement, and the
alternate impulses of struggling or debate. See Haggle.
Related forms are Fr. ragoter (Dict. du bas Lang.), radcoter,
to mutter; rabciter, to clatter; Rouchi ragada, a tinker,
bungler.
Regret. Properly to lament, then to grieve for. I mone
as a chylde doth for the wanting of his nourse, je regrete.Palsgr. Regreter was also to scold.
Que Madame m'a fait regret
Que j'ai affaiti6 mon chiennet.-Fab. et Contes, 4. 319.

Grate, reprimande.-Pat. de Champ. ON. gratr, weeping,
lamentation; Sc. greet, to cry.
To Rehearse. Fr. rehercer,to repeat what one has already
said.-Roquef. Properly to go over again like a harrow
(Fr. herce) over a ploughed field.
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Et si le rois o lui conseille
Molt at bien overte 'oreille,
Que ne lui covient hercier,
Ce que le rois ii velt chargier-Fab. et Contes, 2. 161.
-- it is not fitting to go over-the ground again, to make the
king repeat his charge.
The same met. is seen in ON. hrjfa, a rake, also iteration.
Hann kalladi upp i kri
clamitabat. To rake, to repeat a
tale.-Hal.
Gael. rc, rake, rehearse, repeat.-Armstrong.
Fr. resne, reine, the reigne of a-bridle-Cot.
OFr. regne, Prov. regns, regna, It. redina, Ptg. redea, rein,
bridle. According to Diez from retinere, to hold in.
Bret. ren, direction, government; rena, to direct, govern,
guide ; ranfjn, renjen, rein.
Relay. A relay of dogs or horses a supply of fresh animals posted to relieve and take the place of a tired set. The
explanation of the word is not to be found in the notion of
laying on the fresh animals, but in the release or dismissal of
the old. It. rilasciare, to release, to acquit or discharge;
rilascio, rilasso, a release or discharging. Ganl di rilasso,
fresh hounds laid for a supply set npon a deer already hunted by other dogs.-Fl. Fr. chevauux de relais, horses layed
in certain places on the highway for the ease of those one
hath already rid hard on.
relais, spared, at rest, that is
not used. .delayer,to succeed in the place of the weary, to
relieve or ease another by the undertaking of his task.Cot. BRelays, chose delaissee, abandonnee.-IRoquef.
Release. To release is to let loose, to let go the hold one
has on anything. Lat. relaxare, to slacken ; It. rilasciare,to
relax, release, relinquish ; Fr. relaisser, to relinquish, forego
again. See Lease.
Relief, to Relieve. Lat. relevare, to lighten, to raise or lift
up, to relieve from a burden, render more tolerable, refresh.
It. rilevare, rilievare, to raise, lift up again, to work raised
embossed work ; to comfort, to cure or recover again ; rilevo,
relievo, any uprising or uptaking, 'any raising or advancing,

fu,

Rein.

is

'A

or
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RENEGADE.

any ease or relief, also any raised or embossed work; also
leavings, remainders or scraps of anything (what is taken
up after a meal).-Fl. It. rilievo, Fr. relief, E. relief, was
also the duty paid by the heir to his lord on taking up the
inheritance of a deceased ancestor.
Relish. Savour, enjoyment of food. Central Fr. relicher,
to lick; se relicher, to show enjoyment by licking one's chaps
again. II a trouv6 ce plat si bon qu'il s'en reliclhe.-Jaubert.
The Academy uses the expression s'en lecher les babines.
To Rely. To rest or repose upon-R., properly to look to
for rest or repose; not from E. to lie, but Fr. relayer, to ease
another by an undertaking of his task; se relayans l'un
l'autre, easing one another by turns.-Cot. To rely on one
then is to look to him for a relay.
To Rend. ON. ran, rapine; rcena, to seize by violence,
plunder. Prov. E. ran, force, violence.-Hal. The radical
image is the sound accompanying violent action, produced
by giving way of opposition before it. Examples of the representation of such a noise by the syllable ran are given
under Random. We may add Gael. ran, roar, shriek, make
a noise; It. ranto, the noise made in the throat by difficult
breathing; rantolare,rantacare,to hawk or keck.
The resemblance between the harsh sounds produced in
the throat when oppressed by phlegm and the sound of tearing is witnessed by Gael. rdc, a crash, the noise of cloth in
the act of tearing, of a scythe in the process of mowing,
compared with N. rcelja, to hawk; Picard. raquer, to spit;
and by Bret. strak, noise, crack, crash; Gael. srac (for
strak), tear, rend, rob, spoil; It. stracciare, to tear, compared with Grisons scracchiar, Sicil. scraccari, to spit.
To Render, Rent. Lat. reddere, It. rendere, Fr. rendre, to
give up, to yield. It. rendclita della terra, the fruits of the
earth ; what it annually yields; rendita, rendclite (Fr. rente),
revenues, incomes, yearly rents, land profits.-F1.
Renegade. It. rinnegato, Sp. renegadlo, one who renounces
his faith, an apostate, a wicked, perverse person; renegare
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(Lat. negare), to deny, disown, then to blaspheme, to curse.
See Runagate.

Renown. Fr. renoin, renomn'e, renown, fame. Sp. yenombre, surname, epithet added to the name of a person, renown, reputation; renombrar, to give a name, to render
famous. The nasal sound of the final
n in Fr. being
unknown in E. was represented indifferently by m or n.
Thus Fr. norn, a name, became E. noun, a substantive, and
the word was written in the same way in our Norman Fr.
Les nouns de lour nief, barge, balengere, &c.: the names of
their ship, &c.-Stat. H. v. c. 6. On the other hand, renown
was often written with an n.

m and

Her name was Rosiphele,
Which was of grete renome.-Gower.
Go to then, thou far renowmed son
Of great Apollo.-F. Q.

0

Repair. 1. Lat. reparare, Fr. reparer,to get again, to restore, recover, renew.
2.
parer, to ward off, leads to It. riparo, a defence,
shelter, place of refuge; Fr. repaire, a lodging, haunt, den
of a beast, and thence repairer,to haunt, frequent, lodge in a
certain place, giving rise to E. repair, to resort to, to return

-Fr.

as

to one's den.

To Repeal. Fr. rappeler (Lat. re-appellare, to call back),
to revoke or make void.
To Repine. Properly to feel, then to express dissatisfaction.
Then the knyght retourned again to them and shewed the kynges
wordes, the whiche gretly encouraged them, and repoyned [se repentirent] in that they had said to the king as they did-Berner's Froissart
in R.

From It. repugnere, Fr. repvoindire, to prick again.
Now when they heard this they were pricked in their heart (weren
ii

comnpunet in herte.--Wicliff.)

Replevy.
VOL.

Mi.

-Acts

37.

See Pledge.
F
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RESEMBLE.

Reprieve. Formerly reprive or reprie.
If after she is repried and delivered of her child, and before the next
gaol delivery she he with child again.-Pulton de pace regis, p. 225.
No plausible explanation of the .word has been offered.
Reproach. Fr. Sp. reproche, It. rimproccio, Prov. repropche,
reproach, blame, outrage. Explained by Diez as equivalent
to a Lat. repropiare (analogous to Fr. approeker for appropiare), from prope, near; to bring a man's actions before him,
to twit him with them.
But repropiare, to bring near, is far from having the force
of G. vorwerfen, to cast before one. And though no doubt a
difficult step remains to be supplied, it seems more probable
that the origin is to be found:in It. brobbio, from opprobrium,
reproach, disgrace. Mi disse mille brobbii, he covered me
with abuse. Bimbrobbiare, rimbroggiare, or rimproppiare,
rimprocciare. The intermediate form rimbroccio is vouched
by Florio. The change from bbi to ggi is exemplified in
abbia, aggia, may have, while that from ggi to cci is seen in
staggia, staccia, a lath.-F1.
Reremonse. AS. hrerernus, a bat, equivalent to G. flttermaus, from the fluttering of his wings, from AS. kreran, ON.
krcera, to move. At krwera tw'ngu, to wag the tongue ;
-sverd, to brandish a sword.-Egils.
Rescue. OE. rescous, rescow, from OFr. rescouyr, rescourre,
to recover, redeem, deliver ; whence rescous, recovered ;
res~coueur, one who redeems goods from the hands of creditors. It. riscuotere (Lat. re-excutere), to fetch a thing out of

pawn, to exact payment ; riscuotersi, to escape ; riscossa, exaction of payment, recovery, retaking, rescuing, deliverance.

-Altieri.

Lat. excutere, to tear from, take away by force,,

to which corresponds OFr. escourre, to beat corn from the
chaff, as rescourre to riscuotere.
Resemble. From Lat. similis, like, similare or siniulare, to
make like, to

imitate;

It.' sembiare, sembrare, Fr. sembler, to

seem ; Prov. resemblar, Fr. rassembier, It. rassenibrare, to
resemble

.
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RESORT.
Resort, Resource. To resort,
to repair or betake oneself 6to.
Resource,
something to apply back to for
resortir,ressortir, to issue, go forth again, to resort, repair, to
appeal from an inferior to a superior court.
dernier
ressort, finally, without further appeal. Sans nul resort,
without delay.-Fab. et Contes, II.
Diez would explain the meaning from It. sortire, to obtain
or acquire, whence risortire would signify to get back, to
recover, and thence to betake oneself to, on the same principle on which ricoverarsi signifies to have recourse to, to fly
to for help. But risortire does not appear ever to have been
used in the sense of recover, and we have no occasion for this
hypothetical explanation.
The truth is, that Fr. ressort and ressource are parallel
forms with the same general meaning more or less directly
derived from Lat. surgere, to rise. Hence It. sorgere, ppl.
sorto, Fr. sourdre, ppl. sors, sours, to rise, spring, come out
of; se resourdre, to spring up again, recover, come to one's
former estate or vigour; resoars, raised, recovered, got up
again; ressource, a new spring, recovery, uprising, also refuge for succour.-Cot. From the other form of the parsurto, are formed Cat.surt, a bound or spring ;
ticiple,

succour.-B. Fr.

En

sorto,

Ptg. surto, the spring upwards of a bird, Fr. essort, essour,

flight

; ressort,-spring, elasticity, the
essor, source, spring,
spring which moves a piece of mechanism, and thence metaphorically, resource, supply of needful power.. II a fait jouer

resources.-

tous ses ressorts, he has used all his means,
From the substantive arises a secondary form of

Tarver.

verb, Sp. surtir, to spring as water (Taboada), Ptg. surtir,
to fly, to soar, Cat. surtir, to spring up, Fr. sortir, to go out.
To resort to a thing is to have resource to it, to come back to
it as the source or supply of what is wanting to meet the
emergency.
Al I refuse but that I might resorte

Unto my love, the well of goodlihede.-Chaucer.

The same met. sense is found in Prov. ressort.
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Contra mort ressort ni cubatura.

Against death there is neither resource nor protection.
Respite. Breathing time, delay, forbearance.-B. From
Lat. respectus, It. rispetto, Prov. respieg,
Fr. respit,
regard, consideration, expectation, then respite, delay.
"Tout prent sans nul respit avoir:" takes everything without regard for any consideration.-Fab. et Contes, 4. 445.
"Mando vobis ut respectetis benedictionem usque ad Paschain:" should delay the blessing until Easter.-Eadmer.
"Et ainsi fut respoitiez li allers a Adrenople a edo fois
was put off.-Yillehardouin.
Rest. Two words are confounded.
1. From Lat. restore,'to remain, to resist, stand firm, hold
out; Fr. rester, to remain; reste, a remainder; It. restare,
to remain, abide, or stay still in one place, to cease from, to
leave or be left overplus.
2. From G. rast, Du. ruste, raste, ease, quiet, repose.
Restive, Resty. It. restio, restivo, resty, drawing back,
loth to go as some horses, by met. slow, lazy.-Fl. Fr.
restf, stubborn, drawing backward, that will not go forward.
From Eat. restare.
To Ret. G. rotsten, P1. D. rotlten, Du. rotten or rootten let
viaseli, to ret flax, to steep it in water in order to separate
the
by incipient rotting. To rait timber, to set it to
H-ay is raited when it has been much exposed
to wet and dry.-Hal.
The word is a mere modification of rot. Sw. rota, N.
royta, to rot, putrefy, decay, to ret flax. B?3yte upy iciceda,
to rot clothes by much exposure to wet. .Royte harmp, slcinn,
to set hemp or skins to soak in order to loosen, the fibre in
the one case and the hair in the other ; roytct, rottenness,
long continuance of wet weather in which corn is in danger
of rotting, also the steeping or stripping of goods.
Retail. Fr. retail, a shred or small piece cut from a thing.
-Cot.
to cut.
Retaliate. Fr. talion, a pain equal to the harm done ;

respeit,

-Cot.

fibre

soak.-Ray.

Thiller,
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retaionnJ, requited or paid back with

the like.-Cot.
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Lat.

tails, such.
To Retch. It. recere, Lang. rata, to vomit. AS. iracan,
Picard. raquer, N. rwcekt, to retch, hawk, spit. ON. hrali,
spittle;
rachelen, to cough, to hawk and spit; Bret.
roe'ha, roc'kella, to snore, to breathe with difficulty. It.
recere 'anirna, to breathe one's last, expresses the stertorous
breathing of the death-bed.
The origin is a representation of the harsh raking noise
made in forcing the breath through passages encumbered

Du.

w'ith viscous secretions.

Retinue. Fr. retenir, to retain or hold land of a superior;
a holding, a train of retainers or persons holding of
or dependent upon one.
To Retire. Fr. retirer, to draw back; tirer, It. tirare, to
draw, pull, strike ; tiro, a throw, draught, stroke. Identified
by Diez with Goth. tairan,to tear, on the principle on which
we use tear for any violent action; to tear a paper down, to
tear along the road. It must always be remembered that
the original image from whence an expression is taken will
retenue,

commonly appear a gross caricature of the thing signified.

Retreat. Fr. retraite corresponding to a Lat. retracta,
frcm ret rahere, reiraclum, to withdraw.
To Retrench. Fr. retranelter, to cut off. See Trench..
To Retrieve. To recover, get again. See Contrive.
Revel. Commonly referred to. Fr. reveiller, to waken, as if
signifying one who keeps late hours. But reveiller is' to
awake, not to watch or. sit up late. The real origin is in
the notion of noisy merry-making. Swiss rdbleln, to clatter,
make a disturbance ; grdJbel, rdblele, disturbance, uproar,
confusion ; rdabelhilth, nocturnal assembly of young people.
Bret. ribla, to revel, lead a dissipated life. Champ. ribler,
to be out at night, lead a debauched life ; revel, noise, disturbance, gaiety; reveaux, pleasures, debauches.
Plains est de joie et dc rerel.-Roquef.
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Du. ravelen, raceelen, estuare, fluctuare, et circumcursare et
delirare, insanire, furere.-IKil. With a change of termination ravotten tumultuari et luxuriari, popinari, to riot, romp.
Connected forms are Du. rabbelen, to gabble; Swiss rcfteln,
to rattle; Gael. ramhlair, a noisy fellow; ramhlaireachd,
play or sport.
Revenge. Fr. revancihe, requital, revenge. See Vengeance.
Reverie. When ideas
'in our mind without any reor regard of the understanding, it is that which the
French call resverie, our language has scarce a name for it.
-Locke.
Besver, to rave, dote, speak idly; resveur, a
dotard or dreaming fop.-Cot. See Rave.
Rhyme. It. rima, Fr. rime, G. rein. Diez objects to the
derivation from Or. pvOpos, measure, proportion, regular
movement, metre, rhythm, that it would have given rise to
an It. rimmo or remno instead of rima, and he is more inclined to OHG. rim, AS. rim, germ, W. rhif Bret. rumm,
number. But in Fr., at least, there is no difficulty in the
formation of rime from the older spelling rithine, rime or
rnetre.-Cot.
].ithmailler (rimailler), to rime paltrily.

float

flection

Ibid.

The term ritlhnicarewas used in the sense of versify-

ing long after the introduction of rhyme, and it is perfectly
natural that rithmnus, which signified metrical writing, should
gradually have been applied to the rhyme which became its
most striking characteristic. Au Ars rithmnicandi written in
the

14th

century begins as follows : Ad habendumn artem

rithmicaudi
rithmus et

et dictaminis notitiam sciendum

ex

quot syllabis constare

est consonantia [the rhyme].
syllabarum sub certo numero

'it

debet-et

est

quid sit

ubi servanda

iRithmus est coiesona paritas

comprehensarum.-Reliq.

Ant.

i. 30. As consonantia is used throughout in the sense of
rhyme, seems that consona in the latter clause must be understood in the sense of rhyming, showing that in the apprehension of the author rhyme formed
essential element of
rhythm.

a~n
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rafter;

Rib. IDu. ribbe, a rib, beam, lath,
gerpe, P1. D. rff, rift, sceleton.-Brem.

G. ripe, rib;

Wtb. AS. 1ri7
the intestines, is probably what is contained in the framework of the ribs. Swab. raf, rafen, rafter or spar of a roof.
The radical image seems to be a framework of rods or bars,
perhaps originally from comparison with the parallel teeth
of a comb or rake. -. rauft, ralhel, riel, an iron comb for
plucking off the heads of flax-seed; raufe, Swab. raf, ref,
the rack or lath-work which holds the hay for cattle, the
cradle of a scythe. G. helnreife, the grate of a helmet or
bars which protect the mouth.-Brem. Wtb. G. rauft, Bay.
reff, reft, is also a basket made of rods for carrying on the
back; refirager, re/ever, higler, one who carries abont fowls,
eggs, butter, &c., on his back for sale. We have the same
word in E. rip, a panier for carrying fish; ripper, one who
carries about fish for sale.
The foregoing supposition would unite W. crib, a comb,
cribin, a hay-rake, Bret. cribin (as G. raufe, rftil), a comb
for flax, with C.
a crib, rack for cattle, any framework of rods or beams to be filled up with earth or stones.
Das fer Kirippen, to fasten a bank with stakes or piles, by
which the earth is held together, as the soft parts of the body
of an animal by the (gerippe) skeleton.
Ribald. OFr. ribcault, ribauld, It. ribaldo, a name applied
generally to any loose character. " Fares, exules, fugitivi,
excommunicati, quos omnes ribaldos Francia vulgariter consuevit appellare."-Matt. Paris in iDiez.
rabaud, scor-

2

krippe,

Du.

tator, lascivus, nequam, nebulo, mendicus fallax,

eruscator.-

Kil.
It is probable that the original signification is nothing
worse than a reveller or noisy companion, from Fr. rabalter,
to rumble, rattle, make a terrible noise, as they say spirits do
in some houses.-Cot. Du. ravotten, to riot, racket, lead an
uproarious life.--Halma.
Bavot, revot, caterva nebulonum
et lupanar.-Kil.

In ultimate formation the word

:is

a

representation of
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rattle, clatter, analogous to Piedm. rabadan, noise, uproar,
clatter; or to E. rubadub, rowdydow, from the last of which
is formed the American rowdy, a term exactlysynonymous
with OFr. ribauld.
Ribband, Ribbon. Fr. ruban. From Du.
rife, a
row or line; riigken, to string, to lace ; rijhband,rijghsnoer,
riVtgknestel, a lace, band, tie. Pu. nestel, a lace or strap, is
identical with It. nastro, a ribbon.
Rich. Prov. ric, noble, powerful, illustrious, rich; Sp.
ricos honrles, magnates, grandees.
Goth. reils, ruler;
reikinon, to rule. ON. rili, realm, power ; ri/ia, to reign;
rikdorni', riches. G. reich, empire, rich. Gad. righ, king;
r4,hic/c, govern. Lat. regerve, rex, &c.
Rickets. M.Lat. raeitiis, disease of the spine. Gr. paxc,
the spine.
Rick. AS. ireac, ON. hraakr,especially applied to a heap
of fuel; Itrey/cia, to pile up. N. ray/, rauck, a small heap, as
of corn-sheaves in the field, or of turf.
To Rid. ON. hrioda, to clear away; hrodl, rubbish, what
is cleared away; brodid skip, a ship in which all the defenders are killed;
a place cleared of wood, in E. commonly called riddings. Dan. rydde, to grub up, to clear ;
rydde op i en stue, to set a room to rights ; rydnings-pads, a
cleared place ; ryddle
rydde af veien, to clear away. G.
reten, Bay. rieden, to clear away, root out, extirpate ; das
vied, geried, rie/er, riddings, place cleared of wood and
bushes.
Sc. red, to clear away, set in order, clearance, removal of
obstructions ; red, outred, rubbish.
P1. P. redden, G. retten, Dan.
to save or rescue,
seems a wholly different word, signifying perhaps to snatch
from danger. AS. breddan, rapere, eripere.-Lye.

r*/ghe,

riodr,

bort,

redde,

Riddle. . 1.

ridel, AY

AS. hriddel, hridder, G. reiter, rider, Bret.
a corn-sieve.

rhldyll Gael. rideal, a sieve, especially

From the way in which a sieve is shaken whenever it is
used.
ON. rides, to tremble ; AS. Ihrethtadl, Du. ridde, a.

RIDDLE.
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fever or shaking sickness ; rilderen, ri7eren, rijelen, to shiver
with fever or with cold. -Thes. Ling. Teut. Prov. E. to rue,
to ree, to sift-ilal.; Sc. ree, a small riddle. Bay. erridern,
to shiver. The primary origin seems to be the representation of a rustling or rattling sound. G. ratte1n to sift. Bay.
yodel, a tin box with pebbles in it; rodein, radein, to shake,
to stir; 0-. ritteln, to shake, sift, winnow corn.
IporaXos,
a rattle; G-ael. crith, tremble, shake, quiver. AS. kriseian,
to make a rustling noise, to shake, frizzle.
2. AS. reedelse, an imagination, a riddle."Se leasa wena
and sio rwedelse thara dysigra monna
the false opinion
and the imagination of foolish men. ORG. ratsal, ratisca,
ratissa, rditersck, radish, a riddle. Rat mir dise rdtscken,
read me this riddle.
Bav. rdten, 0-. errathen, rathen, ON. rata, to conjecture,
divine, make out, imagine. Bathe was ist das, guess what
is that. Dan. raade, to divine, devise. Baade bod paa, to
devise a remedy for. See Read.
To Ride. ON. reicta, to sway, lift, brandish, weigh, move
up and down. La" reictir buk, the tide carries the corpse.
Skip reidduz, the ships were home on the waves. A ship
rides at anchor when she is borne up and down by the waves
without changing place. ON. rict, to be borne on a horse
or in a ship. Ricca
to be carried in a ship. To be
borne or carried aloft as a standard, a sword, an axe. N.
rida, to, sway to and fro as a boat resting on a stone. Pu.
ri/den, to ride on horseback, to be borne in a carriage, to
slide on the ice.
Parallel with reicta and ricta are ON. leicta, to lead, and
icta, to be borne. At licta i lopti, to be borne through the

Gr.

jol,

air.

Dui. li/den, to slide, to pass by.

The original meaning of the word would seem to be the
same as that of the parallel form to rise, viz., to come rustling, trickling or rattling down, then to be borne rapidly
along a surface. The ultimate image is a rustling noise represented by forms like Dan. risle, to purl or murmur ; Swab.
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grysselen, to shake with the wind; Swiss riesen, iesenen, to
rustle, patter, come pattering down; rieselen, to slide
down; rieslele, stones that come sliding down a hill side;
riesi, holy-riesi, Bay. risen, a slide by which timber is sent
down from the mountains. It will be remembered that Du.
rilden is used in the sense of sliding on the ice, and the
same interchange of d and s is seen in Bay. risein, Sw. rissla,
to sift; risel, rissel, a coarse sieve, as compared with E.
riddle, or in Swab. risarnen, to tremble; G. griesein, to shudder, as compared with Du. ri/deren, to shiver, tremble, shudder. Pu. rijsselen, rijtelen, strepere, susurrare,'submissum
murmur edere, levi strepitu moveri.-Biglotton.
Ridge. AS. hricg, ON. hryggr, P1. ID.rgge, Pan. ryg, G.
riicken, the back. Then anything formed like the back of
an animal, a long horizontal line from which the surface
slopes down on either side.
Riding.
For t4rhithng, one of the divisions of three
into which the county of York is broken up. ON. TlirJungr, N. tridjung, a third part.
Rife. Pu. riff, copious, abundant.
ON. r fr, 4fiegr,
liberal, munificent; rifka, to increase. In the N. of E. ripe,
prevalent, abundant.-llal.
Riffraff. Refuse, dregs, scum of anything.-B.. Rif' and
raf, tag rag and bobtail, every atom, scrapings and all.
iKyng Richard it wan and tille his sister it gaf,
The Sarrazins ilk man he slouh

alle

r-if

and raf.

IR.Brunne in IR.

Ii no lui lairra rif ni raf, he will strip him of all. On n'y a
laiss6 ni
ni rafle, they have swept it all away.-Cot.
It. raffola-ruffola, riff-raff, by hook or by crook. Lomb.

rf/l

o de riff o de

To Rifle.

rcqft,

in one way or another.

See Raff.

Fr. rifler, to rifle, ransack, sweep all away
before him. Pu. reil~n, to scrape, rub, seize.
It.
a
raffling, rifling ; r flio, any hook or crook, a rake, a

raffa,

drag;

rafolare,

to rake, drag, scrape together by hook or by crook ;
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iufglare, r/irae, to rifle, to filch or pilfer craftily. Lom
bard ruf, sweepings, dirt. See Raffle.
Rifle. A rifle is a gun having a barrel internally grooved
or, scored in a spiral in order to make the bullet revolve.
P1. D. rifeln, to streak, to furrow; Dan. rJe, to groove a
column. See To Rifle, Rive.
Rift. A cleft, chink, crack.-B. From rive.
To Rig. 1. N. rigga, to bandage, also to rig a vessel
(saette rig paa.-Aasen). ON. riga, to be stiff; rigbinda, to
bind fast together; riqadr, rigfastr, stiff tight. ThatIstendr
alit i rig, all stands stiff, all is tight. The rigging consists
of the ropes lwhich make the masts tight and rigid.
2. To rig about, to be wanton, to romp; rig, a wanton,
romping girl; raggish, rampant, ruttish.-B.
The wanton gesticulations of a virgin in a wild assembly of gallants
warmed with wine, could be no other than riggish and unmaidenly.-Bp.
Hall in R.

Probably from the excited movements of animals under
sexual impulse, as indicated under Ramble. N. rugga, rigga,
rugla, rigla, to rock or waver; E. wriggle. Manx reagh,
ruttish, wanton, merry, sportivelecherous; riggan, to rut ;
riggyl, as E. rig, ridgil, ridgeling, a ram imperfectly castrated,
and consequently liable to sexual excitation. To play reaks,
to run a rig, to act in an excited manner, to do something
outrageous.
Right. AS. ri/it, Goth. railds, G. reclht, Lat. rectus,
straight, stretched out ; porrigo, to stretch out; dinigo, to
stretch towards a definite point. Gr. opEycc, to stretch.
The meaning of right is always a metaphor more or less
direct from the image of straightness. The right course is
that which leads in a straight line to the object sought for.
Moral right is that which has to be done, which lies-in the
straight way to satisfy the conscience. The right hand is
the hand it is right to make use of.
Rigmarole. A repetition of idle words, a succession of
long foolish stories-Worcester ; a confused, unconnected
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discourse.--lHal. There can be little doubt that it is a corruption of ragman-roll, which was used in a very similar
sense.

Tindall-hath in the handling of that one matter alone utterly destroyed the foundation of all the heresies they have in their whole raggemans
rolle.-Sir T. Moore.

In the play of Juditian, Towneley Mysteries, p. 311, Tutivillos, one of the devils who had been employed in catching
people sinning, and comes to make his report, says,
Here a rolle of ragman of the rownde tabille
Of breffes in my bag, man, of synnes dampnabille.

The origin of the term has been made out by Mr Wright
in his Anecdota Litteraria. The name was originally given
to a game consisting in drawing characters from a roll by
strings hanging out from the end, the amusement arising
from the application or misapplication of the characters to
the persons by whom they were drawn.
A roll of this kind, from MS. Fairfax 16, is printed by Mr
Wright.
Here begynnyth Ragmane roelle,
My ladyes and my maistresses echone
Lyke hit unto your humbyl womanhede,
Resave in gre of my sympill persone
This rolle, which withouten any drede
Kynge Ragman me bad serve in brede,
And cristened it the merour of your chaunce.
Drawith a strynge, and that shall streyght you leyde
Unto the very path of your governaunce.

The popularity of the amusement is shown by the familiar
allusion of Gower.
Venus whiche stant withoute lawe
In non certeyne, but as men drawe
Of Ragemon upon the chaunce,
She leyeth no peys in the balaunce.-MS. in Hal.

The name of Ragman is given to the devil in P. P., and he

is probably made to preside at our game as the father of
sorcery. Sw. raggen, the devil.
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From the strings hanging out at the end of the roll by
which the characters were drawn, the name of ragman-roll
was given to any deed with a number of seals hanging to it,
and especially to the indentures by which the Scottish
Barons were made to subscribe allegiance to Ed. I., and of
which a record was kept in four large rolls of parchment
preserved in the Tower. Unum instrumentum sive cartam
subjectionis et homagii faciendi regibus Anglie--a Scottis
propter multa sigilla dependentia ragman vocabatur.-Chronicon de Lanercost in Wright.
Swa thai consentyd than
And mad upon this a ragman
TVith mony sells of Lordis, thare
That that tyme at this trette ware.-Wyntown.
There preached a pardoner as he a priest were,
Brought forth a bull with many bishops seales ;He--raughte with his ragman both ringes and broches.-P. P.

Rill. A trickling stream, from the sense of trickling, explained under To Rail 2.
Aganippe's spring
-with soft murmurs gently rilling
Adown the mountains where thy daughters haunt.-Prior.

P1. D. rille, a little stream or water-course, such as those
which the rain makes in running off meadows, or the tide
retiring from mud-banks.
Rim. AS. rimna, margin, edge. The rime of the sea was
used for the surface of the sea.
The weeds being so long that riding in fourteen fathoms water, many
times they streamed three or four fathoms upon the ryme of the sea.Hawkins' Voyage, p. 116.

It is perhaps in this sense that the membrane enclosing the

bowels is called the rim. Sw. and Dan. bryn is used as well
in the sense of edge or border as of surface. Dan. bryn, the
ryme or surface of the sea, also the brow or rim of the eye.
G. augenbraune, the eyebrow, is in other dialects augenbramen.
Thus rim, brim, and bryn, must be regarded as radically
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identical. N. bryning, Dan. brwmme, a border or edging.
W. rhim, rlinp, edge, rim.
Rime. G. red/; Du. ri/pe, rijm, Sw. rim, hoarfrost. ON.
BIrim, soot, hoarfrost. Bret. frirnm, Fr. frimas, mist which
freezes in falling.
Rimple, Rumple, Ripple. AS. irympel, Du. rimpe, rimpel,
rompe, rompel, a wrinkle, rumple, pucker. Words representing a broken sound are commonly applied to signify a broken
movement, then a broken, uneven, rugged surface. The
gentle sound of small waves breaking on the shore is represented by the word ripple, which is then applied to the uneven
surface of the rippling water, and rimple is used in the same
tense.
As gilds the moon the rimpling of the brook.-Crabbe in R.

P1. D. rumpein, originally signifying to rumble, to clatter, is
now chiefly used in the applied sense of jolting, jogging.
1?umpelgeest, as G. poltergeist, a clattering ghost. De bauk
rumpelt mi, my belly rumbles. De wage rumpelt up dem
steenwege, the carriage clatters along the road, or jolts along.
1k kan dat rumpein nig verdragen, I cannot endure the
jolting. Rumpumpein, to jolt excessively. Pu. rompelig,
uneven, rugged. Then as a shaking motion throws a surface
into confusion, to rumple, to disorder, disarrange, crumple.
See Rumble, Rumpus.
To Rince. Fr. rincer, ON. hreinsa, Pan. rense, to cleanse.
ON. hrein, G. rein, Pan. reen, pure, clean.
Rind. Pu. G. rinde, crust, bark.
To Ring. ON. hringia, to ring bells ; hringla, to clink,
ring, tingle. Hann bringlar gialldli, he chinks his money.
Pan. rinqle, klingre, to ring, tinkle. All imitative.
Ring.
hzringr, a circle, a ring ; kringr, a circle. Pan.
kringel, krinkel, crooked, twisted ; kringle, to go in folds, to
run round. E.. crinkle, to curl. The connection of the foregoing forms with ON. kringla, to tinkle, is probably based

ON.

on the principle so often

referred

to on which a crooked,
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figure

a

broken or
of
form is designated by the
quavering sound. W. crychlais, a quivering voice; cryc/iad,
a shake in music ; crych, a curling, wrinkling, rippling.
Riot. Fr. rioter, Bret. riota, to chide, brawl, jangle;
Gael. raoit, indecent mirth. It. riotta, riot, brawl; Pu.
rccvotten, tumultuari, et luxuriari, popinari; ravot, revot,
Bacaterva nebulonum, et lupanar, luxus,
votterig, bruit, tintam arre, charivari.-lalma.
A similar word to Fr. rabater, mentioned under Ribald.
To Rip. 1. To tear. Ultimately derived from the sound
scrape,
of scratching or tearing. See Raffle. ON. hfa,
roopen, reupon, ruppen,
rh fa, to tear ;Pu.
to snatch;
G. raufen, to pluck ; Fr. friper, to rub, to wear; fripon, a
rag.
2. ON. at 'rippa upp, Dan. oprippe, to rip up, to go over
again, to repeat. Jeg ci oprtpjpe vil det som jeg for har sagt:
I will not repeat what I have said before. Pu. Die zaak
werd niet gerept; men repte van die zaak niet: they did
not make mention of the thing.
curling

luxuria.-Kil.

to,

When each party had ripped up their sundry fortunes and perils
passed, they highly praised God.-Hackluyt in R.

It has been shown nder Rehearse that the figure of
raking is often used to express iteration. ON. krifa, a rake,

Esthon. riipma, to rake.

also iteration.
up old. grievances

are used indifferently.

To rip and to rake

Rip. 1. A panier for fish. See Rib.
2. A name applied to men and boys, and even to animals
if they appear to be lean, half-starved, or otherwise ill-conditioned.-Hal. A rip of a horse is a thin, worn-out horse.
P1. P. rif/ rift, a skeleton. G. gerippe, a skeleton. He is
een rift, so mager as een

rift.-Brem. Wtb.

Bay. ref, altes

ref, an old woman. E. rip is also applied metaphorically to
a morally ill-conditioned person.
To Ripe. To rake, to probe, and thence met. to search or
examine.
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Then fling on coals and ripe the ribs
And beek the house baith but and ben.=Ramsay.
All the hyrnis of his goist
He rypit with his swerd amid his coist,
So til his hart stoundith the prick of death.
D. V. 330. 38.
It is from this sort of action that a sword is called in Sp.
Esthon. riipn a,
ras})adera, Fr. rapiere, a raker or rasper.

to rake. See To Rip.
Ripe. Du. riJp, G. reif.
To Ripple. To pluck off the heads of flax seeds by drawing the straw through a fixed iron comb. Walach. grebla, a
comb or rake. Fris. rebbel, Dan. ribbel, a frame with iron
teeth through which thrashed straw is drawn and combed to
G. rat fen, rupfen,
save any remnants of the corn. -Outen.
Swiss riipfeln, to pluck; G. ratfen, raifeln, to ripple flax ;
raq /e, reft, raufel, reffel, r el, the corb used in that operation. P1. D. repen, reppen, repein, to rip, pluck, tear, to
ripple flax; repe, a rack for hay; repe, repel, a ripple. Dan.
rive, to rake, rive, tear, rasp.
To Rise. ON. rist, to rise; Goth. urreisan, AS. arisan,
to rise up ; reosan, to rush, to. fall. Du. riisen, oprilsen, to
rilsen, afriisen, to sink, to fall. 011G. risan,to fall ;
rise
anarisan, irruere ; arrisan, corruere, surgere ; zarisan, delabi,
rumnari.-Graff. iRegenes tropphen risente in erda, rain-

ft

up;

drops falling on the earth.-Notker,

Ps."71, 6.

Bay. reisen,

to fall ; reisuhr, an hour-glass, marking time by the trickling
of the sand. Swiss riesen, rauschend herabfallen ; laubriesi,
laubriesete, the fall of the leaf.
The radical image seems to be the rustling sound of fragments falling to the ground, which is represented by such
forms as Bay. risein, Swiss rieselen, to fall in drops, in little
bits. Es riselet, cadit nivosa grando. Der risel, hail.Schinller. Swiss rieslete, stones rattling down a hill-side ;
vies obst, worm-eaten fruit that falls prematurely. Sometimes the imitative syllable begins with gr or dr instead of
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a simple r, as in G. griesein, to fall in bits; Fr. gresiller, to
fall in rime; gre'sil, hail; Swiss drosein, trosein, to patter
down; E. drizzle. To these latter forms are related Goth.
AS. dreosan, to fall, in the same way as ORG. risan
to riseln. Gr. bpoo-os, Lith. rasas, Lat. ros, dew, probably
owe their designation to. being originally conceived as what
drizzles or falls in a fine shower. Bay. es rcisst nebel, a
drizzling mist falls.
The direction of the motion in the act of falling being
often expressed by a preposition, as when we speak of falling
down, tumbling down, coming pattering down, it was a
natural device to designate motion in the opposite direction
by the same radical with a preposition of opposite signification:. Du. afriisen, to fall down; opriisen, to rise up. In
English, where the compound signifying to fall was wanting,
the addition of the preposition in the compound expressing
the opposite idea would appear superfluous, and thus it may
have been that the simple verb to rise has come to include
the signification of motion upwards which it originally owed
to union with the preposition indicating that relation.
Risk. Fr. risque, It. risico,
Sp. riesgo, risk. Bret.
riska, riskia, to slip or slide ; riskaz, slippery. A slippery
path affords a lively image of' risk or danger.- So Gael.
sgiorr,.slip, slide, run a risk ; sgiorrach, apt to slip or stumble, running a risk.-Armstrong.
Rissoles.- Fr. rissoler, to fry meat till it is brown.-Cot.
From the rustling noise of frying. Dan. risle, to purl,

driusan,

risco,

murmur'; Swiss riesen, riesenen, krachen,

zitternd ransehen

-Stalder ; Swab. risselen, to rustle, shake in the wind ; Sc.
reissil, a clattering noise.
Rivel.

Wrinkle.

W.

Riveling,

turning in and

ot.-B.

of E. to reeve, to- wrinkle.-lHal. Du. ruyffelen, to
wrinkle.
The radical image is a confusedf noise represented. by a
form like Du. rabbelen, blaterare-BigI. ; E. rabble, a noisy
crowd;. and from signifying
confused noise the term- is.
VOL.

-a

III.
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figuratively applied to a confused, entangled structure.
Grisons rabaglia, a wrinkle; teila rabagliada,rumpled, tumbled cloth. E. ravelled, entangled. Parallel forms with an
a and i in the radical syllable are very common.
River. OFr. rivire, shore ; from Lat. riparia,derivative
from ripa, bank. It. riviera, coast. Ptg. ribeira, meadow,
low land on the bank of rivers, shore, coast; ribeiro, a stream.
Rivet. From Lat. ripa, shore, bank, are formed Lang.
ribo, Fr. rive, edge, border, strip along the edge of anything;
rivet, Lang. ribe, the welt of a shoe, the strip of leather turned in between the upper leather and the sole, to which they
both are fastened; Sp. Ptg. ribete, border, seam, binding, the
doubling down at the edge of a garment. Hence Fr. river,
Ptg. rebitar (for ribetar), to double back the edge or point of
a thing, to rivet or clench a nail; river un lit (in Berri), to
tuck in a bed; rebitar o chapeo, to cock or turn up the brim
of the hat; naris arrebitado, a turned-up nose. It. ribadire,
to clench a nail, seems borrowed. In Craven, rebbit, Sc.
roove, ru/, to clench, to rivet.
It is not surprising that the word should have been referred to a root which would account for the meaning so well
as It. ribattere, Fr. rebattre, to beat back, turn back the extremity, but such a derivation would destroy the connection
between Fr. river and E. rivet, nor could It. ribattere have
been corrupted to ribadire.
Road. From ride, pret. rode, a way through which men
ride. An inroad is a riding into an enemy's country; a
road at sea (Fr. rade, Du. reede), a place where ships may
ride at anchor.
To Roam. It. romeo, romero, OFr. romier, a pilgrim, one
who makes a pilgrimage to Rome. Chiamansi romei inquanto vanno a Roma.-Dante, Vita nuova. From romeo is
formed It. romeare, romiare, to roam or wander about as a
palmer.-F1. The verb to roam however could hardly have
come to us direct from the It., and it does not seem to have
had a Fr. equivalent. I am inclined therefore to believe
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that it is from G. ranum, E. room, space, analogous to Lat.
spatiari, G. spazieren, to walk abroad, from spatium, and
think it probable even that Dante's derivation of It. romeo
may be erroneous.
The usual signification of ON. ryma, G. rctWmen, Pu.
ruimen, is to clear a space, to make or leave room.
lii aliqte with drawe suerd, with matis mony on,
And with many an hard stroc rurnede her way anon,
Vort hii come up to the deis.-R. G. 536.

AS. rymn thysum manne setl: give this man place.-Luc.
14, 9. P1. P. raun hus maken, to vacate a house.
verb was then used in the special sense of leaving home,
wandering abroad. Uuanda andere fogela rument, sparo ist
heime: when other birds quit the nest, the sparrow remains
at home.--Notker, Ps. 101, 7. Hence OSw.
abroad
wvara
to be abroad, as opposed to wara iemma, to be
at home.-Ihre. From this application may be explained
the use of roam in the usual sense of wandering abroad.
Roan. Fr. routen, It. roano, Sp. ruano, roano, the colour of
a horse having a mixture of bay and grey hairs.
To Roar. AS.- raran, Du. reeren, from the sound.
Roast. It. rosta, a frying-pan; rostire, Fr. rostir, to
roast, broil, toast. G. rodt, a grate, trellis, a gridiron.
- eeuerrost, a fire grate ;
a gridiron ; lielmrost, the
grate of a helmet ; roster, to dress meat on a gridiron, to.
broil, fry, and more generally to roast or toast. Pol. roszt,
grate ; ros zzla, a rod, twig, small branch. See Roost.
Rob. It. robbo, Fr. rob, Arab. robb, the thickened juice of
fruits.
To Rob. Goth., biraitbon, to strip or spoil ; Prov. raubar,
OFr.
Sp. robar, It. rubare, Pu. rooven, P an. rove, E.,
reave, bereave, to' take by violence, to plunder, rob. The
Gael. reub has the simpler sense of rend, tear, .pull asunder,
but the meaning is completely developed in the derivatives
reubainn, robann, rapine ; reubal,', robair, a robber.
MHG. roubwa signifies both to rob and to rub, and it is
G2

The

rum,

rumme,

bratrost,

a,

rober,
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probable that the difference between these two forms has
only arisen from the tendency, which may often be observed
in the growth of language, to distinguish variations in the
application of a term by slight changes in the pronunciation
of the word. Thus Grisons rapar, to rub, and Du. raepen, to
scrape, will be connected with Lat. rapere, to rob. The
senses of rubbing, scrubbing, scraping, scratching, tearing,
gradually pass into each other, and acts of this kind being
accompanied by a peculiar harsh sound, while the effect of
the action when sufficiently forcible is to tear away a portion
of the body operated on, it furnishes language with a convenient type of robbery. Dan. rive and Sw. rifwa are used
in all the foregoing senses, to rasp, scrape, rake, rub, rend.
Rive farver, to grind colours ; rive noget af eens haand, to
snatch a thing out of one's hand; en rivende strun, a rapid
stream. Sw. r 'fwa af, to tear away, to take by violence. G.
raffen, to rake together, to take away everything by force
and violence.--Kiittn. Bret. krafa, krava, skraba, skrapa,
signify to scrape or scratch, and also to seize, steal, rob.
Robbins. G. raabanden, small ropes on board a ship that
fasten the sail to the yard, from ON. r, Sw. ra, a sail-yard,
and band, a tie..
Robe. It. roba, any robe or long upper garment for man
or woman, also goods, stuff, merchandise.---FL Fr. robe, a
gown, mantle, coat. Sp. ropa, cloth, clothes. The name is
undoubtedly taken from the notion of stripping, whether it
be from the fact that clothes originally consisted in skins
stripped from the backs of animals or that they were regarded as what might be stripped off one.
Prov. raubar, to rob; rauba, garment, spoil. Du. rooven,
to spoil; roof, spoils, plunder; roof van 't schaep, a fleece.
AS. reajian, to rob or spoil; reaf, garmerit, spoil, plunder.
Lith. rubas, a garment; rubiti, to plunder, also to clothe. It
has indeed been supposed that the derivation runs in the
opposite direction, and that the act of robbing takes its name
from the clothes which would constitute the earliest subject
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of plunder. And it must be admitted that such a relation of
ideas seems to hold good in the case of Prov. pan, cloth, panar,
to rob or steal. But it is incompatible with the relations established in the case of the verb to rob.
Robin. The most familiar of our wild birds, called Robinred-breast (from Robin, the familiar version of Robert), on
the same principle that the pie and the daw are christened Mag
(for Margery) and Jack. In the same way the parrot takes
its name from Pierrot, the familiar version of Pierre, Peter.
Rochet. It. rochetto, a garment of plaited lawn worn by
bishops. Central Fr. rocket, a smock frock. From G. rock,
a coat. See Frock.
Rock. 1. ON. rockr, OHG. rocco, It. rocca, a distaff. The
origin of the term seems preserved in Fin. and Lap. ruoko, a
reed, from the distaff having been made of that material.
Thus Legonidec in explaining Bret. kegel, a distaff, observes
" ce baton est ordinairement un roseau," and Altieri explains
rocca, " strumente di canna o simile."
2. It. rocca, Fr. roc, a rock, crag, cliff, a fortress or stronghold; roche, rocker, a rock, stony crag or hill. Bret. roc'h, a
rock; roc'hel, a mass of stone.
Diez' suggestion of a derivation from rupes through a
form rupica, analogous to avica, natica, cutica, from avis,
natis, cutis, is not satisfactory. Probably the original may
be merely a lump, then a small piece of stone for throwing.
Fr. rocque, lump of earth-Roquef.; It. rocchio, any round
rugged stone, any unpolished lump or mass of stone or
earth, any mammock or luncheon piece. Rocckino, a piece
of an eel or other fish baked in a pie. Roccetto, a bobbin
(a short piece of stick ?) to wind silk upon. Cat., Lim. roe,
a stone for throwing; OFr. rocker, to throw stones.
To Rock. Dan. rokke, N. rugga, to rock, shake, vacillate;
rugla, to waver, go up and down. Prov. E. to rog, roggle,
to shake; roggan, a rocking-stone; OFr. rocquer un enfant;
to rock a child. G. ruck, a shake, toss, or jerk. Dem tische
einen ruck geben, to give the table a shove.
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The original image would scem to be a broken sound, as
represented by Sw.
N. ruila, to rattle in the throat.
See uck, Rugged.
Rocket. It. rocehetto, any kind of rocket or squib of wild
fire.-Fl. G. rackete.
Rod. Du. roede, G. rut/ic, a rod. Walach.
a pole
or stick, the pole of a carriage, a stick of sealing-wax.
A boasting speech such as those of Rodomonte in Italian Romance.
Roe. 1. ON. rib, G. reh, a small kind of deer.
2. ON. lroga, Sw. roy, rorn, Du. roghe, roghen, the eggs of
fish.
Rogue. To rogue, to wander round the country. Fr.
dc(aguer, to stray, range, rogue about, wander inconstantly
up and down.-Cot.

rocila,

ruda',

Rodomontade.

Fye on thee, thou taynted doge!
What, laye thou still in that stonde,
And let that losinger go on the roge

Chester Plays II. 94, in Hal.

Apparently an equivalent of Fr. roder, to roam, wander,
vagabondize it, rogue abroad (Cot.), from Prov. rodar (Lat.
rotare), to roll, as N. ralla, to roll, also to tramp about. The
Prov. has a secondary form rogar, in the same sense, from
whence E. rogue seems to be descended in the same way as
Fr. rodler from rodar.
Peyras y rogan molt espes : stones roll

there thickly.

Swiss rugeln, to roll ; Prov. E. to ruggle about, to stir
about.
To Roil, Rile. 1. To roil, to disturb, trouble, vex.-Hal.
To rile, to render turbid, to vex,

disturb-Brockett,

to stir

up liquor and make it turbid by moving the sediment,
figuratively applied both to the temper and complexion ; a
riled complexion

is one coarsely

ruddy.-Forby.

" How

roiled the water looks :" i. e. muddy.-Mrs Baker.
ON. rugla, confundere, turbare; rug, confusio, ineptioe;
Gael. ruaimlicli, agitate water ; ruaimde, muddy water.
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2. To roil, to range.-B.
,Man shall not suifre his wife roil about.
" Don't roil about so"

Wife of Bath, Prol. 680.
is often said to restless children.-Mrs

Baker. ON. rola, to wander about; N. ralla, to roll, also to
vagabondize; Bay. rallen, to run about. Swab. rollen, to be
noisily merry ; roller, a rambler, a Tom-eat. Swiss rollen, to
run hither and thither, to toy, dally, romp.
To Roist, Roisterer. To roist, to swagger or boast; roisting,
noisy, bullying; roister, a rude, boisterous fellow.-B.
Gloucestersh. to roust, to disturb, to rouse.-Hal. Sw. rusta,
to make a rout or disturbance, tapager, faire du tintamarre.
Piedm. rustle', to squabble, quarrel;
a quarrelsome
person. Fr. rustre, a roister, hackster, swaggerer.-Cot.
Bret. rouestl, tumult, disturbance; rouestler, reustler, a disturber.
riastair, become turbulent or disorderly.
Perhaps the representative origin of the word is clearest
in P1. D. rastern, to clatter, do a thing noisily. In't hus
runun rastern, to racket about the
Holstein
(aastern,.to rattle ; raasterer, one who makes an outcry,
speaks with much noise.
To Roll. It. rotolare, Yenet.
Prov. rodolar,
rotlar, rollar, Fr. rouler, IDu. G. rollen, ON. rulla, Dan. rulle,
Bret. rua, NW.rhollo, to roll.
The origin of the word seems to be the rattling sound

rustlon,

Gael.

house.-Danneil.

rodolaro,

which is so marked a characteristic of rolling bodies, and
remains as the only meaning of the word when we speak of
the roll of the drum or of thunder. Swiss rollen (of 'a stream
of water), to brawl, to murmur. Dan. ralle, to rattle ; Prov.
Dan. rallesteen, loose rolling stones, rubble ; ralde, to rattle
along, to roll rattling along. Bret. ru/'a, to roil down, to
fall rolling.
If we were to adopt the ordinary derivation from Lat.
rota, we must suppose that the Scandinavian and Teutonic
forms above cited are borrowed from the Romance, a sup~
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position, in the case of the Scandinavian forms at least, extremely unlikely. On the other hand, if the origin of the
word be the representation of a rattling or rolling sound, it
would conversely afford a derivation of rota, a wheel, as the
implement of rolling, on the principle in accordance with
which we have in other cases had occasion to observe that
words of an imitative nature often seem to take their birth
in the frequentative form, from which the particle indicating
continuation is subsequently eliminated.
Romance. The name of Roman was given to the popular
language, Spanish, Provencal, French, &c., which grew out
of Latin in the different provinces of the Empire, and the
name is preserved in the native designation of the dialects
spoken in the Grisons and in Wallachia, Rumonsch or Rumauntsch, and Romanesca. The Walloon dialect was (in
Ducange's time) called by the Belgians la langue Romane, and
the parts of Flanders and Brabant where it was spoken, le
Roman pays. In Sp. the expression hablar en Romance signifies to speak in plain Spanish, to speak in plain words. A
chronicle of A. D. 1177, speaking of translations into French,
says, Multos libros et maxim6 vitas sanctorum de Latino
vertit in Romanum. In Provencal we find Latin called
letra, the letter or learned language in opposition to Roman,
the language of ordinary speech. Aquest peccat es epelat
en letra presomptio, mas en Romans se deu apelar folla
esperansa.
From the name of the language were formed Ptg. arromanar, Prov. romansar, Fr. romancier, to translate into or
to write in the vulgar tongue; and romans, romance, roman,
a writing in that language. " Lo libre que vos ay de Lati
romansat :" the book which I have translated out of Latin
into (in this case) Provencal. "Cel. que vola romansar la
vida Sant' Alban :" he who chose to write in the vulgar
tongue the life of St Alban.-Rayn. The name of Romance
was subsequently appropriated in different countries to different kinds of writings, according to the form which the
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popular literature took in each. In Spanish it came to
signify a ballad. In English, where the literature began
translations from the French, the name was commonly
given to the French original, but was subsequently used in
the sense the word had acquired in French, of a story of
fiction.

with

Whan Philip tille. Acres cam, litelle was his dede,
The romance sais grete sham, whoso that pas will rede.
The romancer it sais, Richard did make a pele.
R. Brunne, 118.
Men speken of ronaunces of pris,
Of Hornchild, and of Ipotis,
Of Bevis and Sir Guy.-Sir Thopas.

Romp. See Ramp.
Ronyon. A mangy person..

Fr. rogne, scurf, scabbiness,

mange.

Rood. 1. Mid. Lat. virgata, a measure of land, from the
rod used in measuring. Du. roede, a rod, a measure of ten
feet in- land-surveying.
2. AS. r6d, the cross; Ens, rode, gallows, cross. G.
ruthe (the equivalent; form) is by no means confined to such
a slender shoot as that to which we commonly give the name
of rod in E., but is applied to the beam of an anchor, and
specially to the swipe of a well, or long transverse pole
working at the top of an upright support which seems (as
we have argued) to' have furnished the original type of a
gibbet.
Roof. AS. itrof, ODu. roefiRuss. krov, krovle, roof. Serv.
krovnat, thatched ; krovnatsck, a straw hut.
*Rook. 1. AS. hroc, Pu. reek, roekvogel, not (as Kilian supposes) from the ,sooty colour of the bird (Pu. rock, smoke),
but from its croaking cry. Gael. roe, cry hoarsely, croak ;
rocas, a rook, a crow. Lat. raucus, hoarse.
2. It. rocco, Fr. roc; the- rook or castle at chess, from
Pers.

rokh, a camel.-Piez.

Roost.

AS. hrost, Pu. roest, sedile avium, pertica galli-.

0ROOST.
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naria.-Kil. Plausibly explained fromiDu. rust, G. rant,
rest. Prov. Dan. raste, to rest; solrost,-sunset. But the
true meaning of the word seems to be simply that indicated
by Kilian, the rod or perch on which the bird settles itself to
rest. Traces of this fundamental meaning may be found in
the proverbial expression to rule the roast, where the word
must probablybe understood as the rod, the emblem of
authority; to rule or wield the rod.
This yeir sail richt and reason rule the rod.
New Year's gift to Q. Mary, in Evergreen.

To

fall down at the roist, in the Flyting of Kennedy and
Dunbar, can only have the sense of kissing the rod or submitting to authority.

roist-

Thou raw-mou'd rebald, fall down at the
Say Deo mercy, or I cry thee dowa;
And leave thy ryming, rebald, and thy rows.

perhaps the word is in reality a derivative signifying a
collection of rods, as in G. rost, a grating or framework of
rods, or in Sc. roost, the spars forming the inner roof of a
cottage; OSax. h rost, roof. It would then exactly agree
with W. clwvydd, a hnrdle or frame of rods; elwydd iar (iar,
a hen), a hen-roost.
Put

Root. ON. rot.
To Root. AS. wrotan, IDu. wroeten, IDan. rode, to root as
a pig or a mole.

labouring
work.

N. rota, to dig, to dabble ; rot, digging,

in mud and dirt, long-continued and wearisome

Then from the use of the snout by a pig in rooting
AS. wrot, G. rttssel, a
Pu. rote,

snout';

(and not vice versa'),

an elephant's trunk.

Gr. opvo-o-co,

opvTvco,

jpig's

to dig ; oPv ~,a

rye,
snout.Bohem.
Pol. ryti, rypati, to dig, to root,
X to
engrave: rijak, rypaic, a snout. Pol. rycie, the act of digging, burrowing, rooting as swine, also of engraving ;

rytowa6, to engrave.
Rope.
ON. reip, P1. ID. reep, rope ; Goth. skaudcaraip,
shoe-tie ; Pu. reep, roop, rope, cord, strip
band, hoop ;
angeheep), a fishing -line.

or
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T1'he analogy of E. strap, It. stroppa,.Du. stroop, a noose or
cord; G. strippe, strap, string (Flilgel), in the
instance
probably a strip or narrow piece of bark striped from a tree
(Du. stroopen, to strip), would lead us to suspect a similar
origin of the word rope, which may have served to designate
a band ripped from a surface' of soni stringy material. G.
reif, rope, hoop; razufen, to pluck. The occurrence of
forms beginning with r and scr or str respectively is very
common. G. renfen and streifen both signify to groove or
channel, properly to stripe or streak. Rier, rierne, a thong,
strap, tie; striene, a stripe or streak,
Ropy. Viscous, stringy.
Viscous bodies, as-pitch, wax, birdlime, cheese toasted, will draw forth
and roape.-Bacon in R.
Rosary. Rosarium or rosarius, signifying properly a collection or garland of roses, was a title of many works (like
E. garland, a common name for small collections of popular
ballads-Hal.) consisting of compendiums of flowers as it
were culled.from preceding authors. Of these the most celebrated was that of Arnold de Villanova, entitled Liber quondam abbreviatus, verissimus thesaurus thesaurim,iRosarius
philosophorum et omnium secretorum maximum secretum,

first

parallel

&c. It begins as follows : Iste liber nominatur Compositor
alias IRosarius co quod cx libris philosophorum
abreviatus

est.-Carp.

breviter

In the course of time the name was specially appropriated
to a string of Paternosters and Ave Marias to be recited in a
certain order in honour of the fifteen mysteries of our Lord
in which the Virgin was a partaker, and from the collection
of prayers the name was transferred to the string of beads
used for the purpose of keeping count in the recitation.
The Rosary, otherwise called Virgin's Psalter, is a new manner of praying-which is made up of 150 Ave Manies and 16 Paters tacked together
little buttons on a string-Breviat in IR.

with

Rosemary. Lat. rosmnarinus, Fr. rosmarin, Sp. rornero.
Roster. In military language the list of persons liable to
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a certain duty; .Bav. der roster. Wackt-roster, the list of
those who are to take the watch. Probably from regiser,
tle common word for a list in G.-Schm.
To Rot. ON. rotna, to decay, to fall off. IIard rotnar,
the hair falls off. At rota skcinn, to strip the hair from skin.
Du. rot, rotten, rottenness.
Rote.
I know and can by roate the tale that I would tell.-Surry in R.
To learn a piece by rote is to fix it in the mind like the notes
a tune, so as to be
to repeat it without thinking of
the meaning of the words.

-able

.of

Now it lies on you to speak to th' people
Not by your own instruction, nor by th' matter
Which your heart prompts you, but with such words
That are but roated in your tongue.-Coriolanus.
To rote is to hum a tnne.
And if by chance a tune you rote
'Twill foot it finely to your
Some country song or roundelay I

note.-Drayton

in N.

roat.-Ibid.

Flemish

ruyten, garrire more avium, modulari.-Kil.
OFr.
rote, a hurdy-gurdy or some snch instrument was probably
from this sonrce ; roterie, a song, a tune ; rotuenge, a tune,
burden of a song.---Roquef. The more general sense of the
word is any murmuring or muttering sound. The rote or

rut is the distant roar of the sea.
I hear the sea very strong and loud at the North, which is not unusual
after violent atmospheric agitations, and when the wind has lulled.
They call it the rote or rut of the sea.-D. Webster in Worcester.

ON. sioar-rot, roar of the sea. AS. lirutan, to rout, to snore.
Sc. rout, to roar as the sea, to bellow as oxen.
Ane routand burn amydwart thereof rynnis
Rtumland and soundand on the craggy quhynnis--D. V.
N . rjota, to murmur, mutter, grumble, snore.
Rough.
G. rauch, Pu. ruyeh, ruyg.-Kil. AS. hruk,
ruh, rug, ruwv, Pan. ru, rough, hairy. AS. hreoh, Pan. raa,
Sw. r 6a, stormy, fierce, cruel, seems a' different word, though
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the two are sometimes confounded. Dan. ra Ihugger, raa
hugger, rough-hewer. G. das raucke heraus lehren, to turn the
rough side outwards, fig. to show severity; rauh, hoarse,
raulie ltft, a
rough, .disagreeable to the feelings.
severe,
inhuman,
sharp raw air. Pin ralcher mann, a rough,
austere man. Rauhk is also used for hairy.
Round. Lat. rotundus, It. ritondo, Sp. redondo, Prov.
redon, OFr. reont, roont, Mod. Fr. rond, round. From
rotare, to turn round. See Roll.
Fr. rondeau, rondelet de rime, a
Roundel, Roundelay.
rime or sonnet that ends as it begins.-Cot. Of rondelet we
have made rouncdelay, as if compounded with lay, a song.
To round one in the ear is to whisTo Roundror
per. G. rutunen, Du. roenen, ruenen, to whisper, to
in the ear.-IKil. Rouchi roan! roan! representation of
the noise made by a cat purring. Sp. runrun, rumour, report. Lap. rudn, fame, rumour, speech.
D.
Rouse. The radical sense of the word is shown in
to
rustle,
rauschen,
G.
disturbance;
racket,
noise,
rusie,
ruse,
roar, to bustle, rush, do things with noise and bustle. Der
bach rausckht; die wellen rauscen; der wind rauseki in

Elne

Rowne.

whisper

P1.

den

bischen.

Gr. po.Cos', any rushing sound, the whizzing

of an arrow, flapping of wings, &c. The original sense is
a roaring or crackling fire ; a
preserved in a rousing

fire,

rousing lie,

a cracker, a thundering lie.

Fris. ruwzjen, to

roar as the sea.-Epkem a. In the same way G. rausch is a
flare up, a sudden blaze. Einen rausck or raiisckeken in
den ofen machen, to make a quick, clear, burning fire in the
stove.-Kiittn. The same word is metaphorically applied
to excitation from drink. Sick einen rausck trinken, to have
a

flare

up, a drinking bout, to be made tipsy.

P1.

Im ersten

D. ruusk, ON. ruess,
rausek, in the first heat.-Stalder.
Du. roes, tipsiness.. When transferred to the cognate. sense
of a fall glass or bumper, E. rouse was not unnaturally,
supposed to be contracted from carouse (G. garaus), with
which it has a merely accidental resemhlance.
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I have took since supper
A rouse or two too much, and by GIt warms my blood.--B. & F.

Rouse, noise, intemperate mirth.-Ha1. From the noise
accompanying impetuous action, G. rausehen, Sw. rusa, to
rush, to move impetuously. Rusa opp, to rouse up, rise
briskly up. Han rasade opp ur sornmen, he roused up, started up out of sleep.
Eneas rouding as the foe came on,
With force collected heaves a mighty stone.
Pope, Homer.

More commonly however it is used as an active verb in the
sense of exciting others to vigorous action.
Rout. To. rout is to snore, to bellow as oxen; N. rjota,
To
ON. liota, ryta, to mutter, grumble, grunt, snore.
a
dismake
to
uneasily,
about
to
move
is
then
rout about
turbance. Prov. rota, tumult, confusion, rout. Mais dura
la rota que fan en l'albergada ; longer lasts the rout or.disde la
turbauce which they make in the lodging. Gaa
rota, he thinks to get out of the tumult.-See Rote.
From the noise made by a crowd of people, OFr. routc,
rout, come to signify a gang, .crowd, troop of
G. rotte,
people. " The rabble rout."

issir

E.

But nightingales a full great rout
That flien over his head

about. -R.

IR.

To rout together is to meet together in a rout, to consort.
On the same principle we have Lat. turba, tumult, confusion, uproar, then a crowd of persons, animals, things, a
company of soldiers. iDiez' explanation of rout in the sense
of assemblage, from Lat. rupta, as a fraction or division, is
quite unsatisfactory. It is however to this latter origin that
we must refer It. rotta, a breach, rout, or- overthrow' of an

army-Fl,

Fr. route, a rout, discomfiture, the breaking of a

troop or squadron of men.-Cot. On the other hand, Fr.
deroute, of precisely the same signific~ation, would seem to be
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from route, a troop. " I parte a rowte or company of men
asonder. Je desroute."-Palsgr.
Route. Fr. route, a trace, track, way; routes, the footing
of ravenous beasts, as the wolf, boar, fox. Bret. rouden, a
trace, line, vestige, mark. Wall. rote, arote, trace, footsteps.
To Rove, Rover. Rover was formerly used in the special
sense of a pirate or sea robber. Sir Ralph the Rover in
Southey's ballad of the Inchcape Rock is Sir Ralph the
pirate.
And over that the best men of the cytie by thyse ryotous persones
were spoyled and robbid ; and by the rovers also of the sea.-Fabyan in R.
There is no doubt that in this use of the word it is a simple adoption of Du. roover, a robber, from rooven, to rob;
Dan. roverskip, a pirate ship. But as pirates are eminently
a roving race, the verb to rove acquired from the coincidence
the special sense of ranging the seas in search of plunder.
Four score of them departed with a barke and a pennesse-and so

went to the islands of Hispaniola and Jamaica a roring.-Hackluyt in R.
Of the origin of rove, in the simple sense of ranging or wandering over the country, it is not easy to speak with certainty.
It may be a version of ON. rffa, to wander about, Dan.
rave, Sw. raga, to totter, stagger, reel. But the connection
is more probably with Fr. roder, to roll, to roam; roder les
yeux, to roll the eyes. Lat. rota (the origin of roder) becomes
roue in Fr. and roa, rova in Piedm. Hence rouer, to wheel,
to turn round and (according to Leduchat) to wander about.
Rouchi rouier, roder, aller, venir ca et la sans objet determin.--Hcart Reading v for u, as in Piedm. rova, would
give E. rove. Or the word may come from the same source
by a slightly different channel. The verb to roll becomes Sc.
row, to roll, to revolve.-Jam. Hence rowing, a roll of wool
as it comes from the cards, while the same thing in the cotton
manufacture is called a roving. Rove, a roll of wool drawn
out and slightly twisted.-Worcester. To rove then would
be to roll, a signification (as shown in Fr. roder) easily passing into that of ranging about.
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Row. 1. AS. raewa, rawa, P1. D. reqe, rige, G. reihe, Fr.
retie, a row or line; P1. D. rige, It. ruga, Fr. rue, a row of
houses or street. ON. rod, N. rad, rod, ro, Sw. rad, Pol.
rzqad, a line, row, rank. Lat. radius, a rod; spoke of a wheel,
beam, ray. Chaucer uses row of the
light.

rays-of

The owis red of Phebus' light.

Perhaps the original sense may be a rod or shoot of a tree.
Du. roede, roeye, rod.
2. Row is familiarly used in the sense of noise, disturb
ance, tumult. The imitative character of the word is shown
by the term rowdydow, formed like ruhadab to represent a
continued noise. Swiss rauen, rauwen, to make a dull, hollow, muttering sound; rausen, to run noisily about, to revel;
rausi machelzn, to make a row, make merry in a loud and
unrestrained manner; rusen, ruassen, to roar, buzz, snore
russen (rumoren), to make a row. P1.ID. ruse, noise, tumult,
quarrel. Swiss riiden, to bellow, to make a noise; umeriiiiden, to rove noisily about. NE. to row, to stir about.
To Row. 1. Du. roede, roeye, a rod, a pole. Roede isalso
an oar, the pole with a
blade by which a boat is propelled
in rowing. Hence roeden or roeyen het schip, to row. Roeden or roeyen den wi/n, to gauge a cask with a measuring rod.
G. ruder, Du. roer, an oar.
.2. To row, to dress cloth. IDa. roud, rouw, rough,- raw,

flat

unfinished ;

rouden, rouwen het laecken, to card or dress cloth,

to dress rough cloth and raise the nap upon it. Rowed or
unro wed cloth was what was sold as such after or before the
nap had been. raised respectively.
Sw. rugg, rough entangled hair ; rugga, to raise the nap
on cloth.
Rowdy. A noisy turbulent fellow, from rowdydow, an
pression framed to represent continued noise.
Rowel. Fr. rouelle, dim. of roue, a wheel, any small hoop,
circle, ring or round thing that is moveable in the place.
which it holds.-Cot.' Venet. rodar, a wheel; rodelaz, the
rowel of a spur.

ex-.

ROWNE.
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To Rowne. -To whisper. See To Round.
Roynous, Roynish. Fr. rogneux, roigneux, scabby, mangy,
scurvy; rogue, roiguae, Sp. rota, Bret. roue, It. rogna, the
mange ;
rogn, regn, itch, mange, also moss on a tree.
Fin. rohmcT, scurf, rubbish.
To Rub. ON. rubba, to move a thing from its place, to
rub; Sw. rubba, to put out of place, to disorder; Pan. rubbe,
to rub, scrub, rough-hew. W. rhwbio, Gad, rub, to rub. G.
reiben, to grind or rub, seems the equivalent of Dan. rive, to
grind, grate, tear, and not -of rub.
From the meaning of the Scandinavian forms it would
seem that the radical signification is to jog, to give an abrupt
impulse, whence may be explained P1.ID. rubberig, Pu.
robbelig, rough, uneven, pimply. From the sense of jogging,
that of moving abruptly to and fro and of rubbing would
readily follow.
Sc. rug, to tug, and thcnce to rob, is a parallel form, and
corresponding to rug and rub may be noted Pu. rucicen, rppen (Biglotton), to pluck, to rip, snatch away; G. riicken, to
push,-pull, remove, proceed; dem tische einen ruck geben,
to give the table a shove; ropfen, to pluck, to rob. MHG.
rouben is both to rab and to rob.
On the other hand, Lap. rzuobbet, to-rub, to scratch ; aiweb
ruobbet, to scratch the head.

Wall.

Rubbish, Rubble.

Sherwood.

Robrisshe

Rubbish or rubble, moilon,
of stones,

decombres.-

platras.-Palsgr.

These

words have a similar origin, and are not to be explained as
rubbage, or what comes away in the process of rubbing. The
radical image (as in rammel, rubbish, compared with Sw.
ramnla, to rattle, crash, fall down) is the rattling down of
fragments from a ruinous structure, and the origin of rubbish
may be found in Fr. rabascher, to rumble, rattle-Cot.,
while rubble (mortar and broken stones of old buildingsBaret) may be explained frora Pu. rabbelen, G. rqppeln, to

rabakken,

to
rattle ; Fr. rabaler, to rumble, rattle. P1. ID.
rattle ; een old rabak, a rattle-trap, old ruinous piece of goods.
1

OL.

I11.
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98Thck. A disorderly mass,
R1ICK.
a crease or fold in linen.
"Your gown sits all o' rucks." To suckle, to rumple or
work up into wrinkles. "The bandage ruckes up, so it
must all come off."-Mrs Baker.
ON. 1hrucka, to wrinle ; N. rukka; a crease, a wrinkle.
The course of derivation seems to be the same as.we have
had occasion to observe in so many other instances, from a
tremulous or broken sound, to a tremulous or abrupt movement, then to a wavy or broken, uneven surface.
Representing, broken sound may be cited Sw. rockla, N.
rukia, G. rocheln, to rattle in the throat; Pu. ruchelen, to
bray like an ass, cough, grunt, mutter; It. rugghiare, to
rumble, bray, grunt, roar ; Prov. E. ruggle, a child's
o rucket, to rattle. Then, in the sense of abrupt or broken
movement; N. rugla, to waggle, shake, rock; Prov. E. roggle, to shake; ruggle, to stir about; ruckle, a struggle; P1. P.
ruckein, rucken, to jog-Danneil; N. rugga, to rock, shake,
vacillate; Sc. rug, to tug. Roggyn or mevyn, agito.

rattle;

Pr.

Pm.'

Finally from the idea of a jogging or a jolting movement
to that of.a rough uneven surface is an easy step. The com-

plete transition from sound to shape is exemplified in N.
liurkia, to rattle in the throat ; glamra, skrangla, to rumible,
rattle ; hurkiel, glamiren, shranglen, rugged, uneven. In like
manner we pass from Pan. skrukke, to cluck as a hen, to N.
skrukka, a wrinkle, an unevenness ; skrukk/en, hard, uneven,
wrinkled.
The same

connection

between the image of a confused

noise and a rumpled structure is seen in Pan. tzummel, up-

a garment.

roar, racket, and E. tumbling of
To
To squat or cower down.

Ruck.

After a most comely sort she rucketh down upon the grounde, not
rmuche unlike the sitting of our gentlewomen oft-times here in England.
-Fardle of Fashion, A. D. 155.
But now they rucken in their nests
And restei.-Gower in

Mrs Baker.

RUCOK.
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A brooding hen is provincially called a rucking hen, doubt
less from her importunate clucking at that time. Gal. roe,
to croak. Dan. slcrukke, to cluck;skruklone, a brooding
hen. To rack then is properly, as It. chioceare, chiocciare,
to cluck as a brooding hen, also to cower or squat down as a
hen over her chickens. Fl. Dan. rage, to brood, to hatch.
The same transposition of the r that is found in N. rukia,
hurkia, to rattle in the throat, connects E.
with P1.ID.
hurken, dual harken, to squat down ; hu-rkpott, a pot of
embers over which women crouch to keep themselves warm.
Prov. E. to kar,1de, to shrug up the back; to kurek, to cuddle.
-Hal.
Rudder. 1. G. ruder, an oar; steuer-ruder, the steer-oar
or rudder, vessels having originally been steered by au oar
working at the stern. See To Row.
2. A sieve for separating corn from
G. reiler,
icler,
redle, reder, a sieve.-Kil. See Riddle.
Ruddy. Of a red colour. P1.ID. rood, W.
AS.
read, red ; AS. redo, redness; OE. rode, complexion, the red
colour of the face, and thence ruddy, full coloured. Gr.
Aos, the rose, is doubtless the same word;
rutilus,
red.
To Rue, Ruth. AS. hreowan, reowan, to rue, be sorry for,
grieve, lament. 0G. retie, 0110. hriuwa, mourning, lamentation ; ON. hryggr, sorrowful ; hrygd, E. ruth, pitifulness,
sorrow.

ruck

chaff.-B.

Du.

rhudd,

Lat.

Ruff,

Ruffle.

Another instance of the kind mentioned

under Ruck, where from a root representing in the first instance a tremulous or vibratory sound are developed forms,
signifying motion of like character, then a waving, uneven,
irregular surface.
In the original sense, E. rufle, a vibrating sound made upon
a drum less loud than the roll.-Stocqueler in Worcester.

When James Robertson

offered to speak upon the

scaffold

he was in-

terrupted by the rtzfe of the drumn.---Wodrow.
Sc.

ruff, the roll of the drum, beating with the
II 2

feet in token
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RUGGED.

of applause.-Jam. Ptg. r fa, rufla, a roll on the drum.
Fr. roijer, Lang. rouflar, Grisons grunflar, grz fllar, to snore;
E. gruftie, to growl.
ri en was used in the sense of shivering or trembling
is shown by the glossaries cited in Dief. Supp. Frigutire,
zittern vor frost, von kalte ruffen: van kelden roeffen:
.schaderende of bevende kald lijden. To ride is then to
throw a surface into elevations, to disturb, disorder, whether
in a physical or figurative sense. A breeze riffles or curls
the surface of the water; anger ruffles or disturbs the mind.
To riffle silk is to tumble or rumple it. A ruf is a plaited
collar; ruffles, plaited borders for the wrist or in other parts
of dress. Du. ruifelen, to rumple, wrinkle. Ptg. arrufarse,
to snarl as a dog, to set up his feathers as a turkey-cock, to
curl as the surface of water, to become angry. Cat. arr /hir,
to wrinkle, crumple ; arrirfarse, to bristle, to set up the hairs
or feathers; arrzufar las Bas, to turn up the nose, to show
displeasure. Castrais rtzfa, to wrinkle, crumple, crease;
Lang. rufo, a wrinkle, crease, rumple; r2 fr, rough, rugged.
Ruffian, Ruffler. To ruffle is to do anything with noise
and disturbance, to bustle, to swagger.

That

The night comes on, and the high winds
iDo sorely rife.-Shakesp.
The rising winds a r2 ffing gale

afford.-Dryden.

Fr. ron/Icr,' Bret. ro/la, to snort, snore, snift.. Hence rifter,
a bully. So Ptg. roncar, to rumble, roar, snore, also to hector ; roncador, a snorer, a fierce bully, a noisy fellow. Ba-

~fsta, a quarreler.

ru/Ian, E.

From the same origin is It. rufPiano, Sp.

re//an, properly a. swaggerer, swasher, a bully,

then the companion of a prostitute, and in It. a pimp or
pander. Sp. arriificinadn, quarrelsome, swaggering, insolent.
Rugged, Rug. A rugged surface is one broken up into
sharp projections, the idea of abrupt irregularities of surface
being expressed by the figure of sharp abrupt movements, as
ia the case of shagged, shaggy, from shot', or jagged, from jog.
Boggyn or mevyn, agito.-Pr. Pmn. Boggle, to shake.-

RUGGED.

RUMB.
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Brockett. Sc. rug, to tug, to snatch. N. rugga, to rock,
shog, jog. Sw. ruzgga sig, se herisser, to stand on end; ruggig, raggig, rugged, rough, shaggy; rugg, shaggy hair;
rugga kltde, to raise the nap on cloth. Water-rugs mentioned in Macbeth are shaggy water-dogs. A rug is a shaggy
garment. See Ruck, Rag.
Rule. Lat. regula, Prov. regla, Fr. regle, OE. rewele, reule.
Rum. Rome or rum, in the cant of rogues and thieves,
signified of the first quality, noted, good. Romevyle (rumville), London; rome mort (mort, woman), the Queen (Elizabeth) ; rome house (bouse, drink), wine.-Harman, A.D. 1566.
It is singular that rum and queer, one of which signified
good and the other bad, should both have come to mean odd,
curious, out of the way, in a contemptible sense. "A rummy
old fellow," or " a queer old fellow."-Modern Slang.
The word seems originally to have been taken from the
Gipsy tongue, in which rome signifies a man; romany,
speech or language, the Gipsy language. Borrow speaks
of the Gipsies as "the despised denizens of the tents of
Rome." Then from the natural partiality of men to their
own race, the name of rome or rum seems to have been given
to what is good or excellent.
From rum-booze, good drink, strong drink, wine, brandy,
the name of rum has been appropriated to the spirits distilled from the produce of the sugar-cane. Rumbooze, wine
or other good liquor.-Grose.
Rumb.
The angle which a ship makes in her sailing
with the meridian of the place where she is; one point of
the mariner's compass, or eleven degrees and a quarter.-B.
It. rombo, Ptg. rumbo, rsumo. The points of the compass
were in old charts marked by large lozenges or rhombs,
whence the name of rhumb is said to be given to the points
of the compass. Fr. rumb, a roombe, or point of the compass, a line drawn directly from wind to wind in a compass,
traversboard, or seacard.-Cot. But it is not unlikely that
the word may have been introduced with the compass itself,

PLUMB.

RUMMAGE.

which is supposed to have come through the Arabians. Now
Arab rub" is quarter ; rub"-i-takhta (takhta, board), a wooden
quadrant for taking altitudes, a graduated board.
To Rumble. Du. rommelen, to rumble, buzz; ronueling,
lumber, old furniture; ramnmelen, to clink, rattle,
ramineling, clash. G. ruminein, to rumble; rummel, gerlinpet, rummeley, lumber; ruimpeln, to rumble, rattle, clatter.
Prov. E. ronmle, to speak low or secretly; rommoek, to romp
boisterously; rainmaking, behaving riotously and wantonly
rumbullion, a great tumult; rainbustleal,
mage, lumber, rubbish ; rumpus, a noise, uproar ; It. rombare,
rombazzare, roibeggiare, to make a rumbling or clattering
noise; rombolare, to rumble, roar, clash, clatter.

tattle;

boisterous;_ram-

Rumbustical.

Boisterous.-Hal.

Fr. rabaster, to make a

clatter or disturbance.-Cot. Lang. rabastaire, rambalialme
(tracassier), a busybody; Castrais rabastraire, rabastej/a, to
trouble, importune.
Tunmage. Two words seem confounded. 1. Rummage,
the proper stowing of merchandise in a ship; rummager,
the person appointed to look to that duty; from Du. ralm,
Fr. rum, the hold of a ship.
The master must provide a perfect mariner called a rornager, to raunge
and bestow all merchandise in such place as is

convenient.-Hackluyt

in R.
And that the masters of the ships do look well to the

remiaging, for'

they might bring away a great deale mnure thani they do if they would
take paine in the roinaging.--Ibid.

Hence to rummage, to search thoroughly among the things
stowed in a given receptacle.
2. But in addition to the foregoing the word is sometimes
used in the sense of racket, disturbance.
And this, I[take it,
Is the main motive of our preparations,
The source of this our watch, and the chief bead
Of this post haste and romage in the

land.-Hamlet.
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In this sense it may be a parallel form with rumpus; It.
rOmlbaazo, romnbeggio, a rumbling noise; rammosdo, disturbance (shown in ramnoscinare,to rumple, rule-Torriano),
to
or with Sc. runnies, rummyss, to bellow, roar ;
rage about, and perhaps with Fr. ramage, the song of birds,
chatter of children. Under the same head must be classed
Prov. E. rummage, lumber, rubbish, probably from the rattling, shaky condition of old things. 0. rummel, rumble,
lumber, old things; rumpeln, to rumble, rattle; rumpelkasten, a chest for lumber, figuratively, an old coach, exactly
corresponding to E. rattletrap; geriimpel, lumber. P1. I.
rabakken, to rattle; een -oldrabak, an old piece of furniture.
Rumnier. Sw. remmer, Pu. roomer, G. romer, a large
drinking glass.
Rump. G. runmpf, Pu. rompe, trunk, body separate from
the extremities. Sw. rumpa, the tail, rump. We are led
from analogous forms to suppose that the primitive meaning
is projection, then stump, tail, tail-part or rump. Thuswe
have G. stars, shock, plunge, something projecting, stump,
dock of a horse's tail; sturz amnPflug, plough-tail. Againi
from stutren, to start,' push, knock against ; shits, shock,.
push, anything short ; stutzsehwanz, bobtail. Prov. E. runt,

ramiis,

stump of a tree, the rump.

Bay. stars, cabbage stalk, tail of

a beast.
The sense of projection would naturally spring from P1. P.
rumpqeln, rum puonpeln, to jolt, jog.
Rtumple. G. ruminein, rumnpehn, to rumble, rattle. P1. P.
rummein, runmpeln, both in the first instance identical with E.
rumble, are generally appropriated, the one to the originalsense, the other to the derived one of jogging, jolting. Do
steen_ wege : the carriage rattles or
wage rumpelt up
jolts along the road. Rlumpumpeln, to jolt greatly.
Then, as in so many other cases, we pass from the notion of
broken sound or shaking motion to that of disturbance,
a disordered, tumbled structure. Bay. ruminl, a
disturbance, uproar;: der Bayrische rummnel, the war of sue-

demt

fusion,

con-
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cession in 1778. To rumple clothes is to disorder by rough
usage. Du. rompelen, rinpelen, rompen, to
Bonpelig, rough, uneven.
In like manner rammel, rattle, clatter; G. rammeln, to
rout about, make a disturbance, move noisily to and fro.
Pas kind ramielt sich im bett hernm, das bett zu schande
verramnelt, the child tumbles about in bed, tumbles the bed
shamefully.
Rumpus. A disturbance. Rumbustious, rumbustical, boisterous, noisy. Sc. rummyss, to bellow, roar; It. rombazzo,
a clatter; Swiss runpusen, to pull one another about, to
contend in sport. ON. ramr, rymr, clash, noise.
Run. AS. rinnan, and transposed, yrnan, Pu. renmen, to
run. ON. renna (rann, runnid), Dan. rinde, to flow, to melt,
to run, to fly; ON. -renna, rensl, Dan. rende, a canal, a runnet. ON. renna (rendli, rent), to pour out, liquefy, to cause
to run; rennaIcopar, to smelt copper. Line. to rind or
render, to melt as lard, &c.-Hal.
Runagate. A refugee or runaway, from
gate, way.
Whom they coulde not overcome by battell, they overcame with fear of

wrinkle.-Kil.

OE

beating, and made them run away, not like enemies overcome by battell,
but like runnagate slaves-Golding, Justine in R.
Wondering at it, he demanded the cause of his runnagates, of whom a
great number resorted to him day by

day. -Id.

Cesar.

The word is then confounded with Fr. renegat, It. rinnegato, one who renounces his religion, from rinnegare, to renounce, deny. In Sp. renegador is commonly used in the
original sense of an apostate, while renegado is taken in the
secondary sense of a reprobate, a wicked abandoned person.
He letteth the runagates continue in scarcity.
Rundlet, Runlet, A small cask, a further dim, of OFr.
rondelle, s.s.-IRoquef.
Rung. A staff; a step of a ladder. Goth. rugga, a staff,
rod. Gael. rong, rongas, a staff; bludgeon, rib of a boat, any
piece of wood by which others are joined. ON. rating, rong,
rib of a boat.

RUNNET.
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Runnet, Rennet. The maw of a calf, used to make milk
run, or curdle for cheese.
As nourishing milk when runuet is put in
Runnes all in heapes of tough thicke curd, though in his nature thinne.
-Chapman, Homer in R.

G. rennen, to run ; rennse, rennet ; Pu. renuen, rinnen, runnen, to run, to coagulate; runsel, rensel, rennet.-1il.
Runt. Sc. runt, trunk of a tree; Iail runt, a cabbagestalk. Prov. E. runt, stump of underwood, dead stump of a
tree, the rump. From the sense of a stump or dead stock
the term is figuratively applied to a withered hag, an old
woman, or to poor lean cattle.
The occurrence of parallel forms with an initial r and-sir
or scr is very common, as rub aud scrub; G. rumpf and
strumpf, trunk, stock. In like manner, corresponding to runt,
we have Prov. E. strunt, a bird's tail; strunty, docked, short.
To Rush. G. rausehen, to rustle, purl as a brook, whisper
as the wind in the bushes, roar as the waves, to make a noise
or bustle, to rush, to move swiftly with a noise or bustle.
Kiittn. Pu. ruysscken, bombilare, strepere, fremere, susurrare et impetum facere, irruere, grassari.-Kil. N. rusk,
noise, rattle, uproar, sudden movement ; rough weather ;
ruska, to rattle, throw into disorder, do things with bustle:
and haste.
Rush. AS. rise, P1. P. rusk, aurusk, riseh. Probably
from the whispering sound when moved by the wind. AS.
kriscian, to make a rustling noise, to shake, vibrate, frizzle..

-Bosw.

Sw. rusica, ruskia, to shake. To shake as a rush
as een aurus/.-Brem.
lie
is a proverbial expression.

bevet

Wtb. -See IReed.
Russet. Fr. roux, It. rosso, Lat. russus, red.
Rust. G. rost, Pu. roest.
To Rustle. AS. hristlan, P1. P. russein, kvrusseln, rusehein,
G. rassein. P1. P. Pe muus russelt im stro ; G. die mans
rasselt im stroh. Sw. ruskia, to move with a slight noise, to
rustle in moving. Pirectly imitative.
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Rut. Fr. ruit, rut, the rut of deers or boars, their lust,
and the season when they engender; also a herd of female
deer followed by the male in that
In Bret.
the term recd or rut is applied also to domestic animals, as
dogs; ruda, to be on heat.
Doubtless from the violent behaviour of the animal under
sexual excitation. See Ramble, Rout. G. ranzen, to make
disorderly motions united with a loud noise, to rout about, is
applied to hogs and all four-footed beasts of prey when they
go to rut or to couple. Rauschen, properly to roar or
rustle, is also applied to hogs and especially sows on heat.
Swiss riidea, to make a noise, to bellow; umeriihden, to riot
about; der ruiedi, riiedibub (wildfang), an inconsiderate and
petulant young man. In a special sense riiden is to rut, to be
on heat; ried, riidi, a tom cat. Sp. ruido, noise, uproar,
tumult.

'season.-Cot.

S.

A

Sabbath.

Hebrew word signifying rest.
It. zibellino, G. zobel, Pol. sobol, ON. sc/aU or
saCli. Jornandes calls the fur pelles sapiiriuw.

Sable.

Sabre.

G. sabel, Ital. sciablo, Pol.

szabla, Nagy. szablya,

a sword, from ezabni, to cut.

Sack.

1.

Aword

common to a wide range of languages,

IHeb., Arab., Gr., Lat., G.,

&c.

Sp. saqucear, Fr. saccager, to sack a town, is from the use
of a sack in removing plunder. Du. sacicen, to sack, put up
in sacks,' thence to rob, to plunder. f$aclken ende ,packcen,
convasare omnia, furto omnia colligere. iSackrnan, a

derer, robber.-Kil.

plun-

In the same way we speak of bagging

game for bringing it to bag.
To give the sack is a very general expression for dismisslug one from his employment, equivalent to packing
him off, sending him off bag and baggage.
Fr. On li
a cdonne son sac et ses qucilles (said of a servant whom his
master bath put away), he hath his passport given him.
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-Cot.
Den sack sjnen knecht geven, to dismiss his servant
ignominiously.-Kil.
2. Sack (wine), vin d'Espagne, vin sec.-Sherwood, 1650.
Bishop Percy cites from an old account-book of the city of
Worcester, " Anno Eliz. 34. Item for a gallon of claret
wine, and seek, and a pound of sugar." The name was properly given to' the dry Spanish wine such as that still imported under the name of sherry. "Sherry sack, so called from
Xeres, a sea town of Corduba in Spain, where that kind of
sack is made."--Blount, Glossographia in Nares. Shakespeare uses sherris and sack as synonymous.
This valour comes of sherris, so that skill in the weapon is nothing

without sack.-H. IV.
Minsheu (1625) explains sacke, a wine that cometh out of
Spaine, Belgic6 Roomenije [Roomenije, vinum HispanienseKiil.], wijn seek, quasi siccumn, propter magnam siccandi
humores facultatem, giving the right derivation of the word
though he did not understand the meaning of the term dry
applied to wine. When the proper meaning of the name
was so early lost in England, it is not surprising that it should
have been applied to other strong white wines coming from
the same quarter, whether sweet or dry, and we hear of
Canary and Malaga sacks. Venner (Via recta ad vitamn
longam 1637 in N.), after discussing medicinally the propriety of mixing sugar with sack, adds: " But what I have
spoken of mixing sugar with sack must be understood of
Sherie sack, for to mix sugar with other wines, that in a
common appellation are called sack, and are sweeter in taste,
makes it unpleasant to the pallat and fulsome to the
stomach." " Canarie wine, which beareth the name of the
islands from whence it is brought, is of some termed a sacke
with this adjunct, sweet."
Kilian's sack-wijn, vinum percolatum, vulgo saccatum,
was a totally different thing, being a wash of the lees of
wine and water strained through a bag. " Saccatum, buffet,
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e'est beuvraige de lie de yin et d'eau coulee parmy un sac."
Catholicum parvum in Due.
Sad. - The radical meaning is at rest, steadfast,
serious, sorrowful.

fixed,

Though I be absent in bodi, bi spyryt I am with you joiynge and
seynge qour ordre and the sadnesse [in common version steadfastness3
of your bileve that is in Christ.-Wiclif, Coloss. e. 2, in R.
But we saddere [firmiores] men owen to susteyne the feblenesses of
sike men and not plese to ussilf.-Id. Romans, c. 15.
WN. sad, firm, wise, sober, discreet ; rerch sad, a discreet
woman. P1. D. sade, rest, stillness, quiet, from setten, to
set, to fix. Sik to sade geven, to be at rest; saden, sadigen,
Lat. sedate, to quiet, to bring to rest. ON. setir, Dan. sat,
sedate, steady, staid. Swab. sati, fast, firm, close.-Das
eisen liegt satt an.
Salt binden, to bind fast.
Saddle. Du. sadel, G. sattel, Bolem. sedlo. Lat. sella is a
contracted form'of, the same word, signifying a seat or contrivance for sitting on a horse. Bohem. sedeti, to sit; sedadlo,
Lat. sedile, a seat. Pol. siodlo, saddle; siedlisco, seat. The
word is very likely to have been formed among the equestrian Sarmatians.
Safe, Save. Fr. salt!, Lat. salvoes.
To Sag.. To sink gradually down, to be depressed ;

perly to sink as the surface of

pro-

water leaking away or sucked

up through the cracks of the vessel in which it is contained.
Sc. seg, seyg, to sink as liquids in a cask in consequence of
absorption. The roof of a house is seggit when it has sunk a
little inwards.-Jam. Gael. sing, suck, imbibe ; sugh, drain,
dry up, drink up. Swiss suggen, to suck ; siiggern, sitekern,
G. sicicern, to drain away, trickle, ooze. AS. sigan, pret. sah,
to suck in, to sink down, to set. " Sia swa sigende sond
thonne ren swylgth:" as thirsty sand swallows the rain. G.
saugen, pret. soy, to suck, to absorb moisture ; sogen, to drop,
trickle down, to sink, settle. Sw. suga, to suck, to soak ; suga i
sig, to absorb, imbibe ; saga or siga sig igenorn, to soak
through, to drip ; signa, to sink, fall gradually. N. siga, to
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ooze, as water through-the earth, to fall gradually by its
own weight, become gradually lower, sink. ON. at lata siga
undan, to give way. Byrdin sigr at, the load weighs heavy
on the horse, sags on him. I3av. ersaigen, to make the surface of water sink, to dry up, exhaust, waste; seigen, to sink.
"Die prawt swaig und saig nider in amacht: " the bride was
silent and sank down fainting. Du. seyghen, si/ghen, G.
seigen, seilien, to strain liquids, to cause them to sag or sink
an hour-glass, marking
down through a strainer.
time by the sinking of sand. Bay. seig, G. seicht, shallow,
having sunk down or drained away. Lith. nuseku, nusenku,
I flow away, dry up, sink; saekuzs, heavy. N. sakka, P1. D.
saicken, to sink down. Dat water is in't sakien, the water is
falling. De mudder, de barm is sakiet, the sediment is
or settled. Af sakkcen, hen under sakken (as Fr. sier en
arriere), to fall with the stream.
Sage. 1. Fr. sage, OFr. saive, It. savio, saggie, from Lat.
saphts, preserved in nesapius, imprudent, silly.-Petronius.
apere, to be wise. The original meaning of sapere is to
taste, thence to discriminate.
2. Fr. sanlge, Lat..salvia, the aromatic plant.
Sail. G. segel, OiN. segl, sail; sigla, to sail ; W. siglo, to
shake, rock, move, or stir.

Seiger,

fallen

S

Sake. AS. saca, contention, dispute, suit at
sacu betweox Abrahames hyrdemannum and

law. Wearth

Lothes.-Gen.

xiii. 7. .Forseegan, witsacan, andsacan, wilkersacan, to gainsay, deny, forsake. Goth. sakan, to object, reprove, contend
with ; andsakane, to oppose ; asakan, to accuse ; sa4/o, contest. PL. D. sake, suit at law, cause of a thing ; saken, to
complain, to bring an action; versaken, to deny. G. sache, a
complaint, process, suit at law, an affair, business, occurrence,
thing.
Salad. Fr. salade, It. insalata, properly a dish seasoned
with salt.
Sale. See To Sell.
Sallow. 1. AS. salig, salk, Gael. seileach, Lat. salix, WV.
helyg, Fin. s alawa, a willow.
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2. AS. scalowig, dark in colour. Bay. sal, discoloured,
"Der spiegel glitz was worden sal:" the
polish of the mirror was become dull. Goth. bisaulian, Fr.
salir, to dirty. Gael. sal, dross, scum, filth; salaich, to
sully; WXY. halawg, defiled ; halogi, to defile.
Most words signifying to dirty have their origin in the
figure of dabbling in the wet, as shown under Salve, Soil,
Sully. Under the latter head are indicated a parallel series,
Fr. soatiller, P1. D. solgen, solen, Flem. solowen, seulewen,
&c., to dirty, which it is difficult clearly to distinguish from
those in the present article.
Sally. Fr. saillie, a breaking out upon, a leap, spring;
saillir, to leap, go out, stand out beyond'others. Bret. sala,
Lat. salire, to leap.
Salmagundi. Fr. sahnigondlin, a hachee or meat cut in
little pieces and stewed with crumbs of bread, and wine, verjuice, vinegar, &c.-Cot. Corrupted from Sp. salpicon, cold
and dressed with oil, vinegar, salt, and
meat chopped
pepper.-Neumann. Salpicar,to bespatter, to sprinkle with
dirt, to powder with salt. Fr. saupiquet, pork sauce, any
kind of tart sauce.
Saloon. Fr. salon, a large hall ; Salle, It. sala, a hall;
011G. sal, ON. salr, AS. salo, house, palace, hall. Goth.
sal/an, to- lodge, to dwell ; salitlkeos, lodgings.
Salt.- Lat. sal, Gael. salaun, salt ; sal, salt water, the sea ;
lialen, salt ; hallt, salted. The
ilXs', salt, the sea ;
word is common also to the whole Finnish family. Fin.
sucola, Wogul sal, Magy. so.
Saltier. Fr. saultoir, properly a stirrup, from sauter, to
mount, but in Heraldry applied to signify St Andrew's Cross.
Salve. Goth. salbon, G. salvcn, to anoint ; P1. D. salven,
-dark, dirty.

small

Or.

W.

salcen,

to smear, to mess. Mit dein eten up'n teller herum
to make a mess on one's. plate in eating. Wo hest du di so

to salvet?2 how have you so dirtied yourself, made such aC
mess of yourself ? Sien tulg besalcen, to daub or dirty one's
clothes. Bay. salben, a -mishmash.
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The word is probably, like smear and others signifying
grease, formed from the image of dabbling in the wet, dirtying, then daubing with grease as the most permanent kind
of dirtying. It would thus be of a common origin with E.
sallow, Fr. sale, and the parallel forms sully, soil, &c. Traces
of the original sense of dabbling in the wet are to be found
in Bay. gesalb, gesalf, gesalfer, chatter, tattle, a sense constantly expressed by terms taken from the agitation of water;
salfern, to spatter; sulfern, to sip. Swiss sulpern, to blot, to
dabble. Bay. salber, one who works slow, on the same principle on which we give the name of a dabbler to an inefficient workman.
Salver. Sp. salva, salvilla, a salver, or piece of plate on
which glasses, &c., are served at table. As salva was the
tasting of meat at a great man's table, salar, to guarantee,
to taste or make the essay of meat served at table, the name
of salver is in all probability from the article having
originally been used in connection with the essay. The
Italian name of the essay was credenza, and the same term
was used for a cupboard or sideboard; credentiere, credenzere,
a prince's taster, cup-bearer, butler, or cupboard-keeper.Fl. Fr. credence d'argent, silver plate, or a cupboard of
silver plate.-Cot.
Same. Goth. sama, same; Slav. sam, RIuss. samrii, self;
Pol. sam, alone, by himself, mere, same, self. Sanscr. sama,
like, equal, plane, all, whole.
Fin. sama, same, in what is called the adessitive case, becomes samalla, which is used elliptically in the sense of 'at
the same time,' agreeing in a remarkable manner with Lat.
simul, and offering a far from singular instance in which an
explanation of Greek or Latin forms may be found in the
Finnish languages. Samalla muodolla, in the same mode or
manner.

Samphire. Fr. Hierbe de Saint Pierre, a marine plant.
Sample, Sampler. From Lat. exemplum, OSp. enxemplo,
Ptg. enxemplar, exemplar, a model. The same insertion of
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an n is seen in Ptg. euxame, a swarm of bees, from Lat.
examen.
Sand. ON. sandr, G. sand, Gr. f a1j o.
Te paddj et in den drekk
Sap. P1. D. sapp, juice, wet.
dat em de sapp um de oren flugt :" he paddles in the dirt so
juice.
that he is splashed over head and ears. G.
The word seems radically the same with sop, from the
noise of dabbling. P1. D. sappen, to sound as wet in motion,
to drip, leak, ooze. De schoe sappet, the water sounds in
one's shoe. Idt is so vuul up'r straten dat it sappet: it is
so dirty in the streets that one hears it splash, it is sopping
wet. Een sappigen weg, a soppy or muddy way. De appel
sappet dor den sakkk: the apple-juice soaks through the
sack. Bay. safferen, to squash or soundunder the feet like
wet ground, or shoes full of water; 011G. saf, G. saft, jnice.
To Sap. Fr. sapper, to undermine, to dig into; It. zappare, to dig; zappa, a mattock, spade, shovel; Wal. sapare,
to dig.
Essentially the same word as step, from the stamping
action of the foot in digging, on the same principle on
which Bohemi. kopati is to kick, and also to hack or hoe, to
dig. Venet. zapar, to tread, paw as a horse, stamp ; It. zappegatre, to trample.
Sap-green. G. safefdirbe, among painters, colours made of
the juices of the animal or vegetable kingdom as opposed to

safi,

minerals.

Saft-griin,

sap-green,

made of the juice of buck-

thorn-berries.
Sarcenet. It. saracine/to, q. d. Saracen's silk.-B.
nus Saracenici operis.-IDuc.
To

Sarce, Searce.

Pan-

Fr. sasser, to sift through a fine sieve ;

sas (OFr. se'as, Lang. sedas), a ranging sieve or searce.-

Cot. It. setaeeio, setazzo, a sieve or strainer made of horsehair ; Lat. seta, a bristle, horse-hair.
Sash. 1. It. sessa, a Persian turban [a piece of. muslin
wrapped round the

cap] .-Fl.

2. Fr. chasis, the slidinig frame of a window ; cltasse,
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framework in which certain things are held, a shrine for
-relics. La cltasse d'un rasoir, the handle of a razor; d'une
rose, the calix. See To Chase.
Satchel. Du. sackel, G. sdckel, a purse. Fr. sachet, a
little sack.
Satin. Ptg. setirn. Said to be a Chinese word.-N. and Q.
Sauce, Saucer. It. salsa, Fr. sauce, properly a mixture of
salt, then any relishing addition to food. Saucer, a little
dish to hold sauce.
Saucy. As sauce is a sharp-tasted"seasoning of food it is
metaphorically applied to sharp speeches, short sharp replies.
Fr. sauce, met. a reprimand. , A man is said to be bien sauce
when he has received a sharp reprimand.
Wo was his coke but if his sauce were
Poinant and sharp, and ready all his gere.
Chaucer. Prol.
If it be so, as fast
As she answers thee with frowning looks, I'll sauce
Her with bitter words.-As You Like It.
To Saunter. One of those cases in which either an l after
the initial s has been lost, or parallel forms beginning.with
s and si respectively have originally been developed, as in
Lat. sorbere and G. sch iarfen, E. sop and slop, P1. ID.sabbeirt,
sTbern, and E. slobber.
In like correspondence with sautnter we have G. scitlentern,
-Sw. slanlra, to wander idly about ; G. schtlendern, to saunter,'
loiter-Fliigel ; P1. P. slenderweg, a promenade.
The radical meaning would seem to be to trail or drag
along. G. scihlender, a gown with a train ; P1. D. slender,
the usual course. Prov. E. slade, to drag ; Sw. slade, E. sled,
a sledge or drag. Sw. slinta, P1. ID. slindern, to slide; IDan.
slunte, to idle.
Sausage. It. salsiccia, Fr. saucisse, from being cured with
salt.
Savage. Fr. sauvage, It. selvatico, selvaggio, salvaggio
(Lat. .sylvaticus),savage, wild, untamed, forest-bred.-Fl.
VOL. III.

I
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Fr. saucer, It. salvare, to make safe.

To Save.

cold.-

Saveloy. Fr. cervelas, a kind of dry sausage eaten
It. cervelada, a kind of yellow sausage in use in the

Cot.

Milanese. Doubtless from being made of (Fr. cerveille)
brains.
Savour. Fr. saveur, Lat. sapor, taste.
Saw. 1. G. sage, It. sega, Fr. scie, a saw. ON. sag, sawdust; sagla, to haggle with a saw. The origin is in all
probability the zigzag or seesaw movement by which the act
is characterized. P1..D. suggen, suggein, to hack, haggle,
cut with a blunt knife.
2. Du. saege, a narration, a saying. ON. saga, a narrative.
To Say. AS. seegan, ON. seiga, G. sagen.
Scab. Lat. scabies, It. scabbia, G. schabbe, scab, scurf, itch,
from scaben, Du. schabben, sciobben, schrabben, to rub, scratch,
scrape. Bret. skraba, to scratch, scrape.
Scabbard. A sheath for a sword, from being made of
scaleboard or thin board, in the same way that beaver was
used for hat. The original sense of the word was probably
felt by the authors in the following passages:
Nor in thy scabbard sheath that famous blade.-Fairfax.

!

What eyes how keen their glances ! You do well to keep 'em veiled :
they are too sharp to be trusted out o' th' scabbard.-Dryden in Todd.

Scaleboarci, a

thin slip of' wood used by printers ; a thirn
veneer or leaf of wood ; commonly pronounced sc&bboar.Worcester.
The ancients-used splints, which not only kept the members steady,
but straight ; and of them some are made of tin, others of scabbard and
tin, sewed up in linen cloths-Wiseman, Surgery.

esehaffaut,

Lang. escafold, eseliarfaut, escaFr.
Scaffold.
Prov. eadafalc.
dafaut, It. catafalco, catafarco, Sp.

cadqfalso,

From Prov. and OSp. catar (Lat. captare), to look, to see,
and It.

p9alco,

To, Scald.

a

planking.-Diez.
Fr. echlauder, It. scaldare, to heat, warm,
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scorch, scald; caldo, Lat. calidus, hot. Gael. sgald, scald,
pain, torture; Bret. skaota, to scald, sting like a nettle;
IDan. skolde, Sw. skolla, to scald.
Scale, Shale, Shell. Du. schaele, bark, crust, shell, scale;
schelle, bark, shell, skin, scale. G. shale, a shell, dish, cup,
bowl, bark of a tree, cover of a book, peel of fruit, shale or
mincral that separates in flakes. It. scagfia, scale of
shiver or splinter of stones, skin of snake; Fr. escaille, scale
of fish. Escailler des noix, to pill or shale walnuts; escailleures, shards or spalls, small pieces broken or hewed from
stones. Prov. Fr. challe de noix, the green husk or shale of
a walnut. The radical signification is something that splits
or separates or that is picked off. The shale or husk of fruit
or vegetables or scales of fish are what is picked off in order
to eat it. The shailes of hemp (Hollybahd) are the bits of
stalk that have to be picked from the fibre.
Lith. skelti, skilti, to split, burst; skeldeti, skaldyti, to crack,
burst, spilt; skalas, skillas, easy to split; skalal, splinters of
skyle,
fir for torches; skilstis, hoof of a cloven-footed
a split, hole, opening. Gr. c,-vXAW, to rend, tear, flay;
G-KVos, the skin of an animal;
o-Kva, arms stripped from a
slain enemy, spoils. Gael. sgil, sgiol, shell, unhusk ; sgiolta,
unhusked, active, quick ; It. sciolto, loosed, active. Pan.
skille, to separate. IX~elken siilles, the milk is turned. Prov. E.

fish,

animal;

to skeal milk, to curdle, to

separate

the parts of it- Ray.

It. scagliare,to shiver or spliter-Fl. ; Fr. mur escaill6, a wall
full of cracks or chinks.
Scall. Scurf in the head ; scalled or scald head, a scurfy
head. Pu. schelle, bark, shell, skin, membrane ; schellen
van 't hoofd, scurf of the head. iDan. skaldet, bald, bare.
Scallop. A shell-fish of a round indented shape, whence
scalloped, having the edge indented like a scallop shell. Du.
schelpe, shell, cockle-shell,

nut-shell;

schielpevis, shell-fish ;

St Jacob's schelpen, coquille de St Jaques, the scallop-fish or.
pilgrim's scallop-shell.
Words signifying shell, peel, husk, are commonly de-
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off,

rived from the notion of scaling, peeling, or picking
separating the outer useless portion. Pu. 8chelfe, shell, scale;
de vis scelfen, to scale a fish, to scrape off the scales; Bret.
skalfc, to separate, to split. Gal. sgealb, a quick, sudden
sound, the sound of a blow, a slap, then, from the crack of
things bursting or splitting, to split, splinter. Sgealbchreag, a splintered or shelvy rock. Sc. she p, a slap, blow,
stroke; to skelve, to separate in lamina.
Probably Lat. scalpere, to scrape, scratch, engrave; sculpere,
to form by cutting or carving; Gr. yXaco, yXv w, yXVIrrCo, to
hollow out, to carve, must be classed under the same head.
Scalp. It. scalpo, the skin of the head. See Scallop.
To Scamble. To scramble, to make shift. Fr. griffegraffe, scamblingly, catch that catch may.-Cot. Scambling,
sprawling.-llal.
Thus sithe I have in my voyage suffered wrack with Ulysses, and
wringing wet scamjnbled to the shore.-Gosson (1579) in Hal.
It. scarmigliare, to card cotton or wool, to scramble, scratch,
touse or tug by the hair; scarmigliato, scrambled, toused,
scratched, &c.
A parallel form with scramble, in the same way that we
have Du. schabben and schrabben, to scrape or scrub, or Prov.
E. scctfte and scraffle, to scramble.
Scamp. A cheat, a swindler.-Jam. A workman is said
to scamp his work when he does it in a superficial, dishonest
manner.

Swab. schampe, liederlicher

mensch.-Schrnid.

Pu. schsampen, to shave, scrape, slip away ; schampig, slippery ; schampschoot, a grazing shot.
To Scamper. Bay. gampen, gamp~ern?, to sport, spring
about. Sw. skumpa, to jog ;--sin wdg, to jog off, scamper
away. See Jump, Game.
To Scan. 1. It. scandere, to mount, ascend, also to scan a
verse, to examine it by counting the feet ; hence
2. To examine narrowly.
Scant, Scanty. Barely sufficient. ON. skarnmr, short ;
skamitr, a measured portion.

I skornum

skamli, circumcisa
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portione, i. e. parce, circumcis.-Egills. N. skant, a measuring rod, measured portion; skanta, to measure off, to cut
off a little so as to make a thing exact, to give sparingly,
reckon closely. Skanta, measured, exactly fitted, leaving
nothing to spare.
Scantling. A small piece of anything, also the size to
which a timber is to be cut. From Fr. chantel, chanteau, a
corner-piece, lump or cantle of bread, &c. (G. kant, edge;
It. canto, side, corner), are formed Fr. eschanteler, to break
into cantles, to cut off the corners or edges of; eschantillon,
a small cantle or corner-piece, also a scantling, sample,
pattern, proof of any sort of merchandise.-Cot. Hence to
scantle, to cut bits from. "The chines of beefe in great
houses are scantled, to buie chaines of gold."-Lodge (1596)
in Hal. Omnes denarii Jaccenses qui falsi non sint recipiantur ab omnibus hominibus-sive sint fracti, sive perforati, vel etiam scantellati.-ForiAragon. in Due.
The sense of measurement is explained by Sp. descantillar,
descantonar, to break off part of a thing, to lessen; descantllon, a small line marking the proper scantling to which
anything is to be cut.-Neum.
Scar. Originally a crack or breach, then specially applied
to the mark of a wound, a cliff, precipice or broken rock, a
fragment. It is used by Gower in the original sense.
And eke full ofte a littel skare
Upon a banke, ere men be ware,
Let in the streme.

Bret. skarr, crack in a wall, chap in the skin; skarra, to
crack, to open. Fr. escarre, breach, bursting open, opening
made with noise and violence. Faire grande escarre, to disperse people, to leave a wide space open; escarrir, to scatter,
disperse.-Trev. "Le canon a fait une grande escarre dans
ce bataillon, dans la muraille:" has made a great breach in
them.-Gattel. The foregoing must not be confounded with
Fr. escare, surgically, the crust of a burn or ulcer, from
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from whence E. scar of a wound is commonly derived
See Scare.
In the Scandinavian and Teutonic dialects the root is
found as well in the shape of scar as with the addition of a
final d. Du. scheure, schaercle, crena, ruptura, rina, schaere
(vetus) scopulus, rupes ; schetre, schore, scissura, ruptura.
Kil. ON. skor, N. skar, notch, breach, cleft in a rock. 01G.
scorro, scorra, pra ruptum montis, scopulus.-Gl. in Schm. in
v. schorren. ON. skard, a breach, nick, opening; skard i vdr,
Dan. hareskkaer, a hare-lip. Dan. slaar, a cut, notch, fragment, shard.
Prov. E. potscar, a potsherd; share, the
opening of the thighs; shard or sierd, a piece of broken
stone or pottery, a notch or gap, an opening in a wood.
Ec-xapa,

Hal.
The ultimate origin is in all probability a representation
of the noise made by a thing cracking or bursting. Comp.
Gael. sgairt, a loud shout or cry, and thence Fr. escarter, to
scatter, disperse, with Fr. escarre, escaurr.
Scarce. OFr. eschars, eschard, escar, close, sparing,
gardly; esharcer, eseharder, to diminish, to spare; eschas,
scarcely. Sp. escaso, scanty, narrow, small, short, sparing,
niggardly. It. scarso, scarce, scant, sparing. Bret. skcarz,
slender, little, close, niggard, clean, cleansed ; skarza, to
spare, retrench, diminish, also to cleanse, scour, steal. IRe
skarz eo ho sae, your gown is too .short. N6 ket skarz ann
6d-man, this corn is not clean. The radical meaning of the
verb would seem to be to scrape, leading on the one side to
the notion of cleansing, and on the other to that of paring,
shaving off, clipping, sparing. IPiedm. moneda scarsa, light
money, money that has been clipped or rubbed. Scarsoic', to
pluck off superfluous leaves and shoots from vines. Du.
schaers, a razor ; schaers afschaeren, to cut close ; schaers,
close, niggardly, also hardly, scarcely. It. cogliere scarso, to
strike a grazing blow shaving along the surface, to strike
slanting.
The root may- be traced through a wide extent of varia-

nig-
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tion. Sometimes it is found without the initial s, as in Bret.
karza, to scrape, cleanse, sweep, to clear out dung; karz,
sweepings, ordures; karzpren, kazpren, karpren, a ploughstaff, stick for scraping the coulter of the plough. The
Breton z changes to th in W. carthu, to scour, cleanse, carry
out dung from stables or cowhouses; carthbren, a ploughstaff; carth, offscouring, outside, rind, what is peeled off;
ysgarth, offscouring, ordures.
With the loss of the final d or z, ON. karra, kara, to
scrape, to cleanse, explaining Dan. karrig, sparing, niggardly;
ON. skara, to rake or scrape, to snuff the candle; G.
scharren, to scrape, to cleanse stables, streets, &c.
The ultimate origin is an imitation of the sound of scraping
or scratching, which are often represented by the same forms.
ON. karra, to creak as a wheel; Gael. sgairt, screech, shriek;
Sc. scart, to scratch, scrape, cleanse by scraping, gather
money in a penurious way. Scart, a scratch, a niggard.
" Move thee to scrape, to scart, to pinch, to spare."
The same train of thought is indicated in Gael. sgread, a
shriek, cry; sgreadan, a disagreeable sound, noise of anything tearing asunder; Sc. screed, any loud shrill sound,
the sound or act of rending, a rent, the thing that is rent or
torn off. See Shard, Shred.
To Scare. Sc. skar, skair, to take fright. A skair horse,
or a horse that skars, is one that is easily startled. Skare, a
fright, a scarecrow.-Jam. ON. skibrr, timid, shy. N.
skjerra, to frighten, to scare.
The idea of frightening is commonly expressed by the
figure either of the trembling symptomatic of fright, or of a
sadden noise which instinctively startles and produces fright.
It has been argued under Afraid that Fr. efrayer and G.
schrecken, to frighten, both have their origin in forms representing a crash or crack, and it is probable that scare is derived from a like source. Fr. escarre, breach, bursting open
with noise and violence.-Trev. Bret. skarr, crack, breach.
Gael. sgairt, a loud cry or shout.
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A similar connection may be observed between E. scream
and Sw. skrama, to frighten.
Scarf. Fr. eschlarpe, a scarf or baudrick; escharpe d'un
plerin, the scrip wherein he carries his meal.-Cot. It
would seem that the name of the scrip was transferred to a
scarf from the latter being worn over the shoulder in the
way that a beggar's scrip was carried. Scheler's explanation
of the word as signifying a strip of cloth from OFr. escharper,
to tear, is not satisfactory; OHG. scherbe, a scrip, comes still
nearer the E. form than Fr. escharpe. See Scrip.
Scarf-skin. The outside skin. Bay. schurffen, scherpfen,
to scratch or pick off the outside of a thing. Sich scherpffen,
summam cutis stringere. See Scurf.
To Scarf. To join timbers with a slanting joint. Sw.
skarfwa, to join together, to piece, eke out. Skarfwa en
arm, to lengthen a sleeve; -timmer, to scarf two pieces of
timber. Dan. skarre, N. skara, skjerve, to scarf timber;
skarv, a bit cut off the end of a plank. Bay. scharben, to
shred vegetables, to make a notch in a timber to receive a
cross-piece. Bret. skarfa, to scarf timber or stone.-Lepelletier.
The origin of the term is to be found in the scraping down
or slicing off a piece of each of the timbers in order to make
the joint. Sp. escarbar, to scrape or scratch the ground like
a fowl or beast; escarpar, to rasp or cleanse works of sculpture, to escarp or slope down a bank, to scarf timber. Escarpa, the scarp or steep slope on the inside of a ditch next
the rampart. It. scarpello, a chisel, lancet, tool for slicing
or paring.
.Scarlet. It. scarlato, Fr. dcarlate, G. scharlach.
The origin of the word has been much disputed, and it has
been supposed to be borrowed from an Eastern source. But
the name of an article of commerce is at least as likely to
have passed from Europe to the East as vice versa, and the
word admits of a plausible explanation in the Lat. carn,
flesh.
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It. scarnatino, flesh-coloured, became in Venet. scarlatin,
explained by Patriarchi as a colour of mixed white and red.
But the mixture of a colour with white is considered as a
dilution or weakening of the colour, and therefore if the
diluted colour were expressed by a diminutive, the full colour
would be signified by the primitive form. Thus
ltin, a whitish red, would be formed scarlato, full red,
scarlet. Com.pare Shakespeare's incarnadine, to dye with
crimson.
Scarp. It. scarpa, Fr. escaype, Sp. escarpa, the slope of a
wall or steep front of a fortification. See Scarf.
Scatches, Skates.
Fr. eschasses, stilts or skatches to go
upon.-Cot. Schaetse, in Flanders stilts,
scaCa," in
Holland skates.-Kil.
P1. P. skake, shank or leg. It.
zanca, shank; zanche, stilts. Sp. zanca, shank; zancudo,
long-shanked; zancos, stilts. So Lim. digo, a leg; diga, a
long-legged person; digas, stilts. The point in which stilts
and skates agree is that they are both contrivances for increasing the length of stride.
Pu. schaetse (from whence E. skate) would seem to be a
corruption of P1. D. shake, which was Latinized under the

from scar-

"vulgo

forms scaca, scata, scadea, scacia, scassa.-IDief. Supp.
Scathe. Goth. skathijan, G. schaden, to injure ; ON. shadi,
AS. sceatha, Pol. szkoda, damage, hurt. Gael. sgad, misfortune, loss ; sgath, lop off, prune, destroy, injure.
To Scatter. Pu. schetteren, to crash, resound, burst out

laughing,

to scatter.

It.

scaterare, to scatter.-Fl.

The

idea of a thing breaking to pieces is represented by the
of the sound of an explosion. So Fr. s'eclater, to
crash, to burst or shiver to pieces. Eclat de tonnerre, a clap
of thunder ; par eclats, in shivers. Pan. sprage, to crackle,
Sw. spraha, to crack, explode, show the origin of Lat. spargere,
sparkle, to scatter. Pan. shingre, to ring, clang,
resound ; Sw. skingra, to scatter, dissipate.
Scavenger. The scavage or shewage was originally a duty
paid on the inspection of customable goods brought for sale

figure
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within the city of London, from AS. sceawian, to view, inspect, look. The section De Scawanga, Liber Albus, p. 228,
commences as follows: "Qi est contenuz des queux marchaundises venauntz en Londres deit estre prys Scawenge
nostre Seignur le Roy; et comebien doit estre prys de chescun.-Et fait assavoir que
est dite come demonstrance, pur ceo qe marchauntz demonstrent as viscounts
marchaundises des queux deit estre pris custume, einz qe reen
de ceo soit vendue." The scawengers or scavagers were the
inspectors to whom the goods were actually shown. Afterwards the inspection of the streets seems to have been committed to the same officers, unless the name was used in the
general sense of inspectors. "Qe scawageours eyent poair
de surveer les pavementz et qe tonz ordures es rewes soyent
oustez," p. 585. The oath of the scawageour is given p.
"Vous jurrez qe
s surverrez diligientement qe les pavementz deinz vostre garde soient bien et droiturelement re
paraillez-; et qe lez chemyns, ruwes et venelles soient nettcz
des fiens et de toutz maners des ordures, pur honestee de la
cite; et qe toutz les chymyneys, fournes, terrailles soient de
pierre, et suffisantement defensable encontre peril de feu."
The labourers by whom the cleansing of the streets was
actually done were then called rakyers, or rakers.
Scent. Fr. sentir, to smell.
Scimetar. Fr. cimeterre, It. schinarra.
Scion. A graft or young shoot of a tree. Here also, as
in scent, the c is inserted without etymological grounds. Fr.
scion, sion, a young and tender plant, a shoot, sprig, or twig.
-Cot.
The proper meaning of the word is a sucker, a shoot that
sucks its sap from the parent tree. Sp. chu~par, to suck, to
imbibe moisture ; chupon, a scion or sucker of a plant, a

Scawenge

vou

young twig.

318.

Gr. ovfxov, a reed, straw, tube used- to draw

wine out of the cask, the sucker of a pump. It. stone, a pipe,
gutter, or quill to draw water through.-Fl. Another application of the sense of sucker is seen in Lat. siphon, It. sione,
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a whirlwind, 'waterspout, sucking up the water as it passes
over it. See Sip.
Scissors.
by Chaucer sisoures. Tt. cesore, a cutter,
a tailor; cesoie, Modenese cesore, scissors; Lat. esus, cut.
Scoff. ON. slvaujp, sicaif, skop, derision; drawaskaup at
einum, hafa i skcupi, to deride. Thad blaup yard at skaipi,
that inroad was in vain. OFlem. schop, schoppe, ludibrium;
Du. schobbe, scomma, sarcasmus.-Kil.
Possibly a shave, a
dry wipe. Compare Pu. sehan pen, to graze the surface, to
deride, scoff, abuse.-iKil. Lat. perstimgere is used in both
senses, to graze, and to censure, speak acrimoniously.
Scold. Du. seheldem, to scold, revile ; sheldnaem, nickname, name of abuse. From the loud shrill tone of scolding.
ON. skelir, clang, crash ; shella, to baug. ianskelicnpp
og h16: he burst out a laughing. Sw. skclla, to bark like a
dog, to cry out loud, to scold, make use of abusive language.
Alta hans kreditoren skalla efter honom: all his creditors
cry after him. iSkcila ut, to decry; skallsord, abusive
guage. N. sitella, a clapper, rattle.
Sconce. 1. A small fort. Pu. schaulse, a rampart made
of trees and branches, parapet, outpost; schantsem, to defend

Written

lan-

with a rampart ; schaniskorven,

gabions.-Kil.

G. schanzen,

to make a fence, intrench, fortify ; sehanzkleid, a canvas screen
drawn round a ship at the time of an engagement to prevent
the enemy from seeing. To sconce or ensconce oneself is to
post oneself behind a screen of some kind.
.The meaning of the word is something to conceal or cover
one from the enemy, from Fr. esconser. (Lat. abscondere,
absconsum), to hide, conceal, cover. Esconsail, a screen or
shelter, a sconce, abri, cachette,

refage.-Roquef.

Guigne-

ville (in Carp.) makes .man after the fall address God,

Fai moi dle toi uan esconsail,
Un abril [abri] et un ripostail
Ou je me puisse aler bouter.

2. A sconse or little lanterne.-Baret. 1580.' Scons to
sette a candel
lanterne a main.-Palsgr. Mid. Lat.

i n,
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absconsa, sconsa (Lat. absconsa candela, a hidden light),
originally a dark lanthorn. Abseonsa, abscons, absconse,
luchte, lanterne.-iDief. Sup. KDebet Prior cum absconsd
accensa per chorum ire ac videre quam regulariter sedeant."
"consas--nunquam Prior vel Abbas habuit nisi illam quae
omnium communis fuit."-Duc. "Lesquelz compaignons
alumerent la chandelle et la mirent dedens une esconse on
lanterne."-Lit. Remiss. 1451 in Carp.
Scoop. Du. schoepe, scitppe, a shovel; schoepen, scheppen,
to draw water, draw breath; schepvat, a scoop; scheplepel, a
ladle; G. schuppe, a scoop, shovel; sehbpfen, to draw water,
take breath, let in water.
'Tis as easy with a sieve to scoop the ocean
As to tame Petruchio.-B. & F.

P1. D. schuppe, a scoop, shovel. Fr. 9cope, a scoop for baling
boats.
Boh. kopati, to kick, hack, dig, hoe; Pol. lopa6, to dig,
hollow, scoop out; Serv. kopati, to dig ; copanya, a wooden
bowl.
To Scorch. Bohem. zsskwrknauti, to fizz in singeing;
sskwrknctutise, to shrink, frizzle up; sskwrkly, shrivelled,
shrunk up. AS. scorened, scorched.
All the peoples that the violent wind Nothus seorclith, and bakyth the
brennyng sandes by his drie heate.-Chaucer, Boeth.

P1. ID.schroggen, to scorch, to singe. It. scorciare, accorciare
(to shrivel np ?), to contract, to shorten. Sp. escarchiar, to
nip with frost, to curl the hair ; escarchado, that which is
crisp and crackly.
Score. A notch, then from the custom of keeping count
by cutting notches on a stick, account, reckoning, number,
the specific number of twenty, as being the number of notches
it was convenient to make on a single stick ; when that
number was complete the piece on which they were made
was cut off (Fr. laillee), and called a tally.
Whereas before our forefathers had no other books but the score and
the tally, thou hast caused printing to be used.-H.
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ON. skeret (scer, s/car, skorit), AS. sceran, seyran, Pu.
scheren, to shear or cut; ON. ekor, Pan. skaar, s/ure, Pu.
schore, schorre, a notch or score. See Shear.
Scorn. Two closely resembling forms from totally different
figures are found in the Romance languages. First, It.
scherno, Sp. escarnio, Prov. esquern, OFr. eschern, derision,
mockery; It. schernire, OFr. escarnir, eschernir, esehermir, to
mock.

" Eshermirs est quant l'en gabe homme seulement

de bouche.' -Roquef.
The foregoing forms are derived from 01G. s/ern, derision; slcernon, to mock; siirno, a mountebank.-Piez. The
radical meaning would seem to be to treat one as dirt, from
Pan. shamn, ordure, dirt, met. a scoundrel, worthless person.
ON. skarniega, shamefully. Prov. E. scam, dung; scanyhoeghs, a dirty drab.
Ambitious mind a world of wealth would have,
And scrats and scrapes for scorfe and scornie dross.
Mirror for Mag. in iR.v. Scrab.

In the next place, from the helpless condition of an animal
that has lost its horns we have It. scornare, to take off the
; scorno, a scorn, mock,
horns, and met. to scorn, mock,
; Fr. escorner, to deprive of horns, to take from
one a thing which he thinks an ornament and grace to him,

flout

flout-Fl.

to lop the boughs of

trees,

to deface, disgrace ; se laisser

escorner, to suffer himself to be made a fool, used like a gull ;
escorne, shame, disgrace ; escorne, unhorned, that hath lost
his horns, hence melancholy, out of heart, ashamed to show
himself, as a deer is that hath lost his head.-Cot.
To

Scoss or Scourse.

To change.-B.

See Horse-courser.

Scot, Shot. Fr. escol, payment of one's own share of a
common expense. It. scotlo, the reckoning at an inn. AS.
sceotan, to shoot, cast, throw down in payment, expend, pay.
P1. P. scheten,to cast ; schott, contribution, tribute. G. schiessen,
to shoot ; geld zusammenschiessen, to contribute one's share of
money ; vorschiessen, to advance money ; zusehuss, a dis-
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bursement of money for one's quota of expense. ON. skot
penningr, money for expenses on a journey.
Scoundrel. In the absence of any foreign analogue we
may suggest the possibility of the word having originally
been scumberel, from scumber, scumuer, to dung. " With
filth bescumbered."-Marston. Comp. Dan. sharn, dung,
dirt, met. a good-for-nothing, a scoundrel.
To Scotch. 1. To scotch or scoat a wheel, to stop it by
putting a stone or piece of wood under it.-B. Scote, a
prop, a dragstaff or stay by which a waggon is prevented
from running back when going up-hill.-Hal. Wal. ascot,
anything used to support an unsteady object; ascoter, to
prop, to scotch; Fr. accoter, to under-prop, shore, bear up,
stay from shaking or slipping.-Cot. Lang. acouta, to support, put a wedge under the leg of a shaking table; acouta
las rodos, to scotch the wheel.
The radical idea is a shock or push, as shown in It. cozzare,
to shock, to butt; Genevese cotter, to boggle, hesitate in reciting, to prop or support; rester cotte, to stop short; se
cotter, to break off; cotte, stay, prop, as of a loaded applebranch, shore of a ruinous building, wedge under the leg of
a ricketty table. Vaud. cottar, to push or shut the door, to
support, steady. Prov. E. scaut, to push violently; as a
noun, a dragstaff.
The same train of ideas is seen in G. stutzen, to butt, to
start or boggle like a horse; stiitzen, to stay or underprop;
Dan. stode, to push, thrust, jog; Pl. D. studde, stutte, a prop.
Scotch. 2. A notch; to scotch, to notch. Scotch-collops are
sliced or minced collops.
What signify scotcht-collops to a feast.-King in R.

The word is probably formed on the same principle as nock
or nick, representing, in the first instance, a sharp sudden
sound, then applied to a sharp sudden impulse, a projection
or indentation. It. coccare, to snap, click, crack; cocca, notch
of an arrow, nib of a pen; scoccare, to clack, snap, or pop;
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-un bacio, to give a smacking kiss;-ddlle hore, the striking
of the hours.
Prov. E. scottle, to haggle or cut badly.
The beef was scottled shamefully.

To Scour. There is little essential difference in the sound
made by the act of scraping, scrubbing, scratching, tearing,
and accordingly all these modes of action are designated by
closely resembling forms. Pu. scheuren, schorem, to tear; G.
scharren, to scrape, rake, scratch; scheuern, Pan. skure, It.
scurare, Fr. eseurer, to scour, cleanse; N. skura, to rub,
scrape, scour. Pol. ezoro wa(, to rub, scrub, scour, to drag as
a gown, to shuffle with the feet, also to go fast, as in E. to
scour the country.
Scourge. Fr. escouryge, a thong, latchet, a scourge or
whip.-Cot. It. scoreggia, coreggia, strap, scourge, whip.
Lat. corriqia, strap, from coriun, leather.
Bret. shouijez, a whip, rod. Gael. sguirs, to whip, drive
away. It. scuriscio, a switch; scurisciare, to switch.
Scout. OFr. escoute, a spy. Etre aux geoutes, to be on the
watch, to spy, from escouter, It. ascoltare, Lat. cuscultare, to
listen. To scout or reject contemptuously seems to be Sc.
scout, to pour forth any liquid

forcibly-Jam.;

to throw

away slops. " It is also used, in a neuter sense, to fly off
quickly, most erroneously applied to liquids."
But as he down upon her louted

Wi' arm raxed out, awa' she scouted.
P1. P. sc/sudden, to shake, to pour. In the last application

compare E. scud.

"

On the other hand, Pu. schutten, to stop, hinder, oppose.
lola ! dat sclhut ik : I forbid it. Pat zal ik zoo vul schutten
als ik kan : I shall oppose it as much as I can.
To Scowl. Pan. skade, to cast down the eyes, to scowl.
Perhaps the name may be taken from the way in which the
eyebrows are projected in displeasure, giving the eyes the
appearance of being sunk in the head. ON. skioleygdr,
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whose eyes lie deep,,from syjo'l, shelter, concealment, covered
place. Dan. skiul, cover, shelter, hiding-place.
G. schielen, Dan. skele, Prov. E..Skeliy, to squint, AS.
sceoleage, Dan. skeel5 let, squinting, ON. skjalgr, skew, squinting, may perhaps be distinct. At skjota s/jalgt augum:
to look askew; at skjota slcjalgt: to aim amiss. Sc. to showi
the mouth, to make wry mouths. Bohem. sskuliti, to squint;
Pol. sleulony, Gr. o-KoXLos, crooked, bent.
To Scrabble. To scratch with the nails, to scramble.
Hal. To feel about with the hands.-B.
He scrobbled up the tree.-Mrs Baker.
And he-fained himself mad in their hands, and scrabled on the doors
of the gate, and let his spittle fall down upon his beard. 1 Sam. xxi. 13.

The radical signification is not, I believe, the act of scraping
with the nails, from a direct representation of the sound, as
in Bret. scraba, Dan. skrabe, to scrape or scratch, but the
throwing about of the hands and arms, in accordance with
the principle by which the representation of a broken, rattling, or humming sound is used to signify broken, intricate,
multifarious movement. Thus from ON. spraka, to crackle,
we have sprokla, to throw about the arms and legs, to sprawl;
0-. spratzeln, to crackle ; Sc. sprattle, to sprawl. Lith. skrebeti,
to rattle, crackle, signifies also to struggle, sprawl, crawl.
Sw. sicrafia, rustle, crackle, leads to E. serc(/le, to struggle,
scramble, climb, to exert oneself industriously. In the same
way NFris. shrablik, to rattle, is used in a secondary sense
for struggling, working laboriously. A daskcar skrabbalt,the
plates rattled.-Johansen, p. 49. It. scarabillare,to make a
scraping or squeaking sound, screpolqre, to crackle, are used
as direct representations of sound, while the
sense
is exhibited in Fr. escarbiillat, stirring, 'quick, lively-Cot. ;
Sp. escarabajear, to scribble, scrawl, crawl to and fro like insects ; escarabajo, Ptg. escaraveiho, Lat. scarabceus, a beetle,
the scrabbling animal.
On the
principle Sw. shramla, to racket, clack, cackle,
Dan.. sicramle, to rumble, explain It. scararnelare, to play

to

figurative

same
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tricks of legerdemain, to make rapid and confusing movements with the hands. Sw. skrtla, to bawl, to make a
racket, Du. schrollen, to mutter, grumble, correspond to E.
scrawl, to crawl about, to make irregular confused scratches
on paper. Fr. grouiller, to rumble, in a secondary sense
signifies to move about in numbers, to swarm. Du. rabbelen,
to rattle, to speak quick and confusedly, figuratively to
scribble, scrawl; rabbelschrift, a scrawl. See Scraggle, Scrall.
Scrag. A lean scrag, a body which is nothing but skin
and bones.-B. Fris. skrog is used in s. s., while Dan. skrog
signifies carcase, the hull of a ship. Scrag of mutton, the
bony part of the neck; scraggy, lean and bony.
The scragged and thorny lectures of monkish sophistry.--Milton.

Prov. E. scrag, a crooked, forked branch; scrog, a stunted
bush ; scroggy, twisted, stunted.
The proximate origin seems to lie in the notion of shrinking or shrivelling. N. slrekka, srokkja, to parch, shrink;
skrok/jen, dried up, shrunk, hard, wrinkled; slcrokka, to
shrink; skruldca, a wrinkle, pucker, unevenness; skruklut,
wrinkled, shrunk. Prov. E. shrockled, withered. P1. D.
schrlilel, schrokel, a stunted, misshapen thing. Gael. sgreag,
shrivel, become dry,' parched, or shrivelled ; syreagair, an old
shrivelled or close-fisted man ; sgrcagait, anything dry,
shrunk, or shrivelled ; sgrog, shrivel ; sgrogag, anything
shrivelled and contemptible, a little old woman, useless old
timber, stunted tree.
To Scraggle. Dorset. to scramble.-llal. In Northampton used in the sense of struggle, make efforts with different
members of the body.
I'm often so poorly I can hardly scraggle along.

Scraggling, irregular, scattered.

Also applied to vegetation~
that. grows wild and disorderly.-Mrs Baker. Essentially
the same word with straggle or struggle, an initial scr or str
scruggell with one to get from
often interchanging.
him, je m'estrive."-Palsgr. The word originally represents

"I
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a broken sound, then a jerking irregular movement. N.
skrangle, to jingle, rumble, rattle. Palsgrave gives murmur
or grumble as the first sense of stroggell. "He stroggleth at
everything I do. Il grommelle a tout tant que je fays."
Probably Fr. escarquiller,to straddle, is an equivalent of E.
scraggle, having first signified to throw about the legs, then
to stretch them apart.
To Scrall, Scrawl. To scrawl or scrall is used in two senses:
first, to be in general movement; and, secondly, to write or
draw ill, to make irregular, ill-formed scratches. To scrall or
stir, muovere; to scrall or scribble, scarabocchiare.-Torriano.
Fr. grouiller, to rumble, also to move, stir, scrall, to swarm
or break out confusedly in great numbers.-Cot.
The two senses may be reconciled if we observe that to
scrawl or scribble is to scramble about the paper, to move
over it in an irregular variety of directions, while to scrall as
a set of young pullets, or an ant-hill, is to be in a state of confused, multifarious movement. It. scrollare, Piedm. scrole,
to shake, to wag.
The present is one of the numerous cases in which the representation of a rattling, crackling, rumbling sound is
applied to movement of fancied analogy. Fr. grouiller,above
quoted, is applied both to sound and movement. Devonshire
scrowl, to broil or roast (properly doubtless to make a crackling sound).-Hal. Du. schrollen, to mutter, grumble. Dan.
skraale, to bawl; skralde, to rattle; N. skrella, to bawl,
to rattle, crack, echo. ON. skridla, to rustle like dry
things.
To Scramble. To do something by repeated clutching with
the hands. To scramb, to pull or rake together with the
hands; to scramp, to catch at, to snatch.-Hal. To scraum,
to grope about as a person in the dark.-Craven G1. It.
scaramelare, to juggle or move the hands rapidly to and fro,
seems an analogous form.
The origin is probably similar to that of scrabble, scrafle,
scraggle, words in the first instance representing confused
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sound. Dan. slramle, to rumble; Sw. skramla, to clash,
clatter, cackle. It. scramare, to cry out. E. scream.
To Scranch. To- crash with the teeth, to make a noise in
eating. -B.
Directly imitative, like craunch, crunch. Du.
schrantsen, to gnash, chew, crauuch, cat greedily.
Scrap. Remnant, refuse, leavings, what is scraped ofla
small bit. Sw. afskrap, skrtp, refuse, rubbish,-lumber ; Pn.
skrab, scrapings, trash.
To Scrape. Direct from the harsh sound of scraping,
scratching, tearing. skrapa, to make a harsh sound, to
grate," scrape; skraapa, shsraaba, to creak, crackle ; sreppa,
to rattle; ON. skrapa, to creak or grate, to rattle as hail,
rustle as dry skin. Pu. schrabben, to scratch or scrape;
schraeffen, schrapen, to scrape. Bret. shraba, to scratch.
Sp.
to scratch or scrape like an animal with the
paw; esca par, to rasp; Prov. escarpir, eselarpir, to tear to
pieces. Cat. esgarrapar, Ptg. escarvar, to scratch, scrape.
Scrape in the sense of difficulty, disgrace, is perhaps from
the metaphorical sense of S.v. sreipa, to reprimand. Han
adrog sig en skrapa, he drew down a reprimand on himself,
got into a scrape. It may however be from the figure of a
narrow exit where you can only scrape through, on the same
principle on which we call a narrow escape a close shave.

N.

esearbar,

difficulty,

N. skrapa, to get on with
To Scratch,
Cratch.

Scrat,

to make shift to live.
As- in, the last. article, the pre-

sent forms are direct representations of sound. " Cratching
.of cheeks."- Chaucer.
Pu. krassem, to scratch, scrape,
splutter as a pen, croak as a raven. Kratsen, to scratch,
;scrub. ON. krassa, to scratch, to tear.. E. grate, to make a
harsh noise as a hinge or a wheel that wants grease ; Fr.
grater, to

scratch, scrape ; esgratigu2er, to scratch.

To Scrawl.

See To Scrall.

To Screak. Synonynmous with creak, as soraneit and cranch,

&c.

squash and quash, smash and mash,
Scream. It. scramare, selamare, to cry out ;
ysgarm,
outcry, bawling ; garm, shout, outcry. AS. hryntam, to cry
K 2

W.
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out, call; ON. ryrnia, to bellow, make a noise ; hreira, to
resound.
Screech, Shriek. Dan. shrige, Sw. shrika, to
shriek,
scream. It. scricciolare, scricciare, to screech. W. ysgrech, a
scream.
Screen, Shrine. Pol. chronic, schrori6, to shelter, to screen;
Bohem. chraniti, schraniti, to guard, protect, keep;schrana,
a receptacle, a screen. In the first of these senses Boh.
schrana corresponds to Lat. scrinium, G. sckrein, Fr. escrain,
a chest, casket, shrine; in the second with Fr. escran, ecran,
a skreen, the one being an implement to keep something of
value in, the other, to keep what is noxious off.
The final n is exchanged for an m in
schermen, to defend, scherm, a screen; G. schirnm, anything that affords
shelter or protection, a screen; It. schermaglia, a fire-screen;
schermire, scrernire, Fr. escrimer, to exercise the art of defence, to fence or fight scientifically with swords or foils.
Skirmish is quite a different word.
A screen for gravel or corn is a grating which wards off
the coarser particles and prevents them from coming
through.
Screw. Fr. escroue, G. schraube, Sw. skruf Dan. sicrue,

cry,

Du.

Pol. szruba.
To Scribble. 1. To scratch with a pen, write ill. Scribblescrabble, sorry or pitiful writing.-B. Fr. escrivaille, scribbled, baldly. written.-Cot.
From the same ultimate root with Lat. scribere and Gr.
ypa4 Ew,

to write, originally doubtless to scratch marks on

stone. Gael. sgriob, scrape, scratch, draw lines on any surface ; sgriobair, a graving-tool ; sgriobh, write.
Bret.
skraba, to scratch ; skriva, to write ; shrivel, W. ysgrafell, a
currycomb, instrument for scraping or scratching. Bret.
krafa, krava, W. kcrafa, to scratch, scrape.
2. To scribble wool, to card, scratch or tear it to pieces
with a wire comb.

Gael.

sgrz'oban,

a scraper, currycomb,

wool-card. Sw. sicrubba, to rub, to scratch ; shrabbel, a wool-
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card; skrublila, G. schrabbeln, to card or scribble wool. Pol.
grzebac, to scrape or scratch; grzebien, a comb; grepel, a
wool-card; grejlowaa, to card or scribble.
Scrimp. Scanty. G. schrumpfen, Dan. kryripe, to shrink.
W. crinmpio, to pinch or crimp. See Shrimp.
Scrip. P1. P. sc/trap, Fris. s/rap, a pocket. ON. s/crepa,
W. ysgrepan, Fr. escharpe, a wallet, scrip. Perhaps the receptacle of what the beggar scrapes together. Lith. /rapstyti,
to scrape; sukrqpstyti, to scrape together; /rapszas, beggar's
scrip.
Scrivener. Bret. skriva, to write; s/rivu/tr, one who
teaches to write, or who does writing for another. It.
scrivano, a notary, clerk, scrivener.
Scroll. Corrupted from scrow. See Escrow.
To Scrub. Sw. skrubba, Pan. skrubbe, P1. P. schrubben, to
rub, scrub; Pu. schrobben, to rub or scrape; schrabben, to
-scratch. Gael. sgriob, scrape, scratch, make bare by rubbing, curry a horse. A scrub, in the sense of a sorry fellow,
a person treated with contempt, might be explained by Dan.
s/crab, scrapings, fig. trumpery, trash, bnt more probably it
signifies only something stunted, poor of its kind. See
Shrnb.
To Scruse, Scrouge. To scruse, to press or thrnst hard,' to
crowd.-B.
Into his wound the juice thereof did

scruze.-F.

Q.

Fr. escrager, to crush and squeeze ont of; escraser, escrager,
to crnsh.-Cot.
Scud. Pu. schudden, to shake, toss, jolt, wag. Hence, as
the
of shaking expresses the exertion of superior
power over an object, E. scud is nsed to signify the movement of a body under the influence of overpowering force.
To scud before the wind is to drive before it without attempt
at resistance. A scud of rain is a violent shower driving
with the wind.

figure

Scuff..

The scuff,

scruff of the

neck, the loose skin hang..
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cuff

ing about the neck of a dog like the collar of a coat or
of a sleeve. Du. sehoef, collar of a cloak, replicatio, reflexio
tog

ae.

il.

Scuffle,

Shuffle. Sw.scuff, nudge, blow of the fist, thrust
with the shoulder, shock, jolt ;' skuff, to nudge, jog, shove,
push; skuffas, to nudge or push one another, to hustle,
scuffle; Pu. scliq/jlen, to drive by kicks or shoves.
schqftelde den bal voort met zijuen voet, he shuffled the ball
on with his foot. He tragt de zaak weg te schqfflen, he
tries to shuffle all the business. Schofel, a Dutch hoe or
scuffler, a stirrup-shaped implement, consisting of a horizontal
knife held between two prongs at the end of a pole, which is
driven forwards by repeated small shoves, cutting
the
weeds from their roots. Schoffelem, to
weeds.
To shule is to'do anything by repeated shoves or thrusts.
P1. P. sc1ifeln, to shuffle cards; to shuffle or act in an underhand manner; to shuffle in walking.
To Sculk. Dan. skullke, to slink, sneak ; skulke syg, to
sham sick. "I skowike,
hide myself, je me couche."Palsgr. P1. P. schulken, to shirk school; versehulken, to hide
a thing.-Brem. Wtb. Pu. schuilen, P1. P. gchulen, to conceal oneself, get out of the way from shame, fear, &c. ON.
s1/ol, Pan. skiule, cover, shelter, hiding-place. Pu. schuyle
macken, to shirk school.-Junius.
Fris. schuwl, shelter,

Hy

scuffle

off

I

concealment ; schawlejen, to shelter from rain,

&c.-Epkema.

Skull. 1. Pan. skal, shell ; hierneskal,brain-pan, skull. Sw.
skal, shell ; skalle, :1q;fwucl skalle, skull, pate, noddle. ON.
skal, bowl, scale ; hiarnskai, the skull. If skull be radically
identical with ON. skal, Pan. skcaal, Sw. skull, skull,
schal,
a bowl or- drinking-cup, it is not, as Jamieson suggests, because our barbarous ancestors used the skulls of men for such
a. purpose, but from the resemblance of the skull to a drinking bowl, the earliest contrivance for which would be a shell

OE.

of

some kind,

of a gourd, a cocoa-nut, or shell-fish.

It.

eocuzza, a gourd ; cocuzzolo, the crown of the head ; zucca, a
gourd:, also a
of round drinking-glass ; by. met. a man's

kind
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head,. pate, or nob.-Fi. We have seen that mazzar, the
head, is probably from mazer, a bowl.
And on we kest of warme milk mony a skul,
And of the blude of sacrifice coupis full.-D. V. 69. 22.
In fiakoun and in skull
Thay skink the wyne.-D. V. 210. 7.
Servanz war at thes bridale,
That biiled win in cupp and selal.
Small, Metrical Horn. 120.

2. A small oar. From N. skol, splash, dash, as Fr. gache, an
oar, from gacher, to splash. ON. skola, to wash; N. baureskol, the dashing of the waves.
3. A skull of herrings. See Shoal.
Scullery, Scullion. Two derivations are given for scullery,
either of which- would be quite satisfactory were it not for
the occurrence of the other. From Lat. sea/ella we have
It. scuclella, Venet. squvela, OFr. escuelle, a bowl, platter,
saucer; escueillier, place where the dishes are kept; sculler,
officer in charge of them.-iRoquef.
And as we have pantry
and buttery from the Fr., analogy would lead us to look
the same source for scullery. But the primary
scullery is that which is indicated in the definition given by
Bailey, a place to wash and scour in. In this direction we
are led to ON. skola,- Sw. skoja, Ban. skylle, to rinse, splash,
wash ; slcylle-regrn, a drenching shower, slkylle-vandl, N. skol,
dish-water, Sw. slch/ersk~a, a scullery-maid or scullion. The
corresponding E. form is swill or squill. " I swyll, I rynce
or dlense any maner vessell."-Palsgr. Swviller, a scullion.
Lixa, a swyllere.-Nominale, xv. Cent. Of the hero of a
story in the Manuel des Pecches who became a scullion it

to

office of a

is

said,
He makede hymself over skyle
P'ottes and dysshes for to swyle.-l. 5827.

squyler

of the
And shortly after he is spoken of as ".the
kechyn."--. 5913.1
instances of the use of squiller in

Other
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s. s. are cited by Halliwell. "The pourveyours of the buttlery
and pourveyours of the squylerey."-Ord. and Reg. p. 77.
Palsgr. has squillary for scullery, and Worcester gives
Norm. Fr. sqillerge in s. s.
In the case of scullery then we must pronounce in favour
of the Scandinavian etymology; but scullion would seem to
have a totally different origin in Fr. escoailon, escouvillon;
Sp. escobillon, a dish-clout, oven-malkin; Lang. escoube, a
brush, also a maukin for an oven.-Cot. Sp. escoba, Lat.
scopw, a besom, broom. W. ysgubo, to sweep. In the same
way malkin, mawin, is used both for a kitchen-wench and for
the clout which she plies.
Scum. ON. skum, 0G. schaum, OFr. escume, It. scliuma,,
sctma, Gael. sgun, foam, froth, scum. From the humming
sound of agitated waters. Pol. szumiec, to rush, roar, bluster
as the wind, waves, &c.; szumn, rush, roar, bluster, then (as
foam is produced by the agitation of the waves), froth, foam.
To Scummer, Scumber. To dung, and fig. to dirty. Perhaps from P1. D. schummein, to scour. Du. schom, scum, is
applied to moss, mold, growths that come over things by
neglect; schommen, to clear away moss ; sciommelen, to perform the part of a scullion, wash dishes,. scrape trenchers,
scour

pans.-

il.

Scuppers, Scupperholes. The holes in the side of a ship
by which the water runs off from the deck. Commonly de-.
rived from P1. ID. schu~ppen, to cast with a scoop or shovel.
Dat water
schuppen, to bale out water.. But it must be
observed that the action by which the water runs off through
the scuppers is very different from baling, nor are they
known by a name similar to the E. term in any Teutonic or
Scandinavian dialect, in all of which the name is spit-ho/es,
G. spei-gaten._We are thus reminded of Sp. esczupir, to spit,
to which however the designation of scuppers in that language (embornales) has no relation. Walach. scup'ihe, scaipire,
Bret. skopa, to spit.
To Scur, Skir. To scur, to move hastily ; to skir, to graze

uut
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skim, or touch lightly; to skin,to slide.-lal.
country round.-Macbeth.

137

To skin the

The light shadows
That in a thought scur o'er the fields of corn.-B. & F.

Gael. sgiorr, slip, slide, or stumble. Sw. skorra, Dan. skurre,
to grate, jar.
Scarrer in the sense of scout is probably distinct from the
foregoing, being taken from It. scorrere, to run, gad to and
fro.-Fl.
And he sent for the scurrers to advyse the dealynge of their ennemyes
and to see where they were and what number they were of.-Berners,
Froiss. in It.

Scurf. G. schorf, Du. schorfie, Sw. skorf, scurf, scab;
skorpa, crust, scab. Dan. skorpe, crust; skorpiud, scurf.
Lancash. scroof, dry scales or scabs.
The ideas of scratching and of itching, or the cause of it,
a rough, scabby, scurfy skin, are closely connected. Thus
from Lat. scabere, to scratch, rub, scrape, we have scaber,
rough, scabby, scabies, scab, itch, mange. On the same
principle, G. schabem, to scrape, schabe, the itch, scab, scurf;
kratzen,

to scratch, krdtze, the itch.; Sw. k4a, to scratch,

kiada, the itch.

It is probable that scurf or the equivalent

scruf,j scroof, has a similar origin in a form allied to E. scrub,
scrape, Du. schrabben, sckraqfJen, Sp. escarbar, Ptg. escarvar,
to scratch, scrape. Pol. skroba6 sie po glowie, to scratch
one's head. Another application of the same radical figure
is to express the notion of refuse, worthless, whence Prov. IE.

scroqi, scru~ff; refuse wood or fuel ; scrawf, refuse.-THal.

from G. kratzen, krilze, the waste
minerals.

So

or clippings of metals or

It is a strong confirmation of the foregoing de-

rivation that parallel with 'scurf, or the more original scruff

and related to it as rub and its numerous allied forms are to
scrub, are found widely spread among the European languages
a series of synonymous forms, of which perhaps the most instructive is Lap. ruobbe, scar, scab, itch, to be compared with
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ruobbet, to rub or scratch; aieb ruobbel, to scratch the head;
ruobbajes, scabby. Fin. rupi, scurf, scab, itch, small-pox;
Milan.
G. ref, ru/e, Fr. rouffe, It. raza, rofa,
sweepings, rubbish, filth, scurf; Venet. rifa, crust, dirt,
moss of trees; Swiss rife, rie/, eruption, scab; Sc. ref,
eruption, the itch ; AS. kneof, scab, leprosy; Ireojia, a leper;
scaliness of the
irieftho (to be compared with Du.
skin, scurf, leprosy; ON. trufa, roughness, crust, scab ;
hrtifla, to scratch the surface, slightly wound; Pl.D. roq/, rave,
rob, scab; Diu. rappe, scab, scurf, scabies quae plerumque
decerpi solet-Kil.; Prov. E. rove, scab.
Scurvy. 1. Scurfy, scabby, then shabby, mean.
2. Mid. Lat. scorbutus ; Fr. scorbut; Prov. E. scorvy.
Sw. sklrbjugg, G. scharbock, are doubtless corruptions of scorbutlus, the origin of which is unknown. Perhaps the disorder may have taken its name from the scurfy, unwholesome
skin of a scorbutic person.
provincially scrooby grass, the botanical
cochlearia, may be an accommodation from ON. skarfa gras,
from skar/r, a cormorant, the plant growing on seaside
rocks.
Scut. The short tail of a hare or rabbit. WY. cwtl, a little
piece ; cwlla, bobtailed ; ewttogi, to curtail. Sc. cutty, short,
anything shorter than usual. Gael. cut, a piece, a bobtail ;
catag, anything short, a dumpy female ; culaicit, dock, cur-

scurf;

ruff,

scteifte)

Scurvygrass,

tail.

Prov. E. scully, short in stature ;

scatty-wren

or

cutty-wren, the wren, the smallest of our birds. Gael. sgudl,
lop, prune.
To Scutch. To cleanse flax. Scuiched, whipped.-Pegge.
Gad. sguids, switch, lash, dress flax. A form analogous to
E. s'witcoh, from the sound of a thin rod moving rapidly
through the air.
Scutcheon.
Fr. escusson, a scutcheon, small target or
shield.-Cot. Dim. of escu, a shield, coat of arms, from Lat.
Scutum.
Scuttle. 1. Sp. escotilla, Fr. Jscoulilles, the scuttles or
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hatches of a ship, the trap doors [properly.openings] by which
things are let down into the hold.-Cot. Sp. escotar, to
hollow a garment about the neck; escote, the hollow of the
neck; escotado, a dress cut low in the bosom. From 011G.
scot, G. schooss, bosom.-iDiez. See Sheet.
2. A hollow basket. AS. scutel, G. schissel, Du. schotel,,
a dish, bowl, Lat. scutella, scutula, dim. of scatun, a
shield.
To Scuttle. To hurry furtively away. Apparently for
scucddle, a dim. of scud. To scaddle, to scud away, to run
away all of a sudden.-B.
Scythe. See Sithe.
Sea. ON. sior, sea, salt-water. Dan. so, 0. see, Goth.
saivs, lake.
Seal. 1. ON. seir, iDan. stel, scelhwnd, a seal.
2. Lat. sigillaim (dim. of signum, a mark), It. sigillo, Prov.
sagel, OFr. sael, seel, Sp. sello, a signet, seal.
Seam. 1. ON. saumr, a sewing, seam; saum thratr,
sewing thread. iDu. zoom, a hem, brim, border; 0. saun,
Sw. son, hem, seam.
2. Fr. saim, seam, the tallow, fat or grease of a

hog.
sagin,

Cot.

Lat. sagina, fattening, fatted animal, fat produced by
feeding ; saginare, Sp. sainar, to fatten beasts. Prov.

Champ. sahin, Sp. sairi, It. saine, grease or fat.
Sean. Lat. sagena, Gr. o-ayjv-, a drag-net.
Sear, To Sear.

Du. zoor, Pl. D.

searian, to dry, dry up.

smoke;

Gr.

6rjpos',

soor, dry ;

sooren, AS.

Fr. sorer, to dry herrings in the

withered, dry.

Sear leaves, leaves withered or dead as at the fall of the
leaf ; sear wood, dead

boughs.-B.

To Search. It. cercare, Prov. cercar, sercar, Fr. cherelier,
Norm. sercher (Pat. de Bray), Bret. ivere' ho at.
The origin, as IDiez has well shown, is Gr. KIJK0S~, a circle,
from the idea of going round through every corner of the
space which has to be searched. When Ahab and Obadiah
made their, anxious search for any springs of water remaining
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undried, it is said in the Vulgate,"diviseruntque sibi regiones ut circuirent eas." Propertius uses circare in the
same sense.
Fontis egens erro, circoque sonantia lymphis.

The monk or nun whose business was to make a round of
examination was called in Mid. Lat. circa, Fr. chercie. "Ordounons qu'il y aura deux cherches lesquelles on prendra pour
,un an, lesquelles iront par sepmaines circuir les officines du
monastere pour voir si on ne trouvera point aucunes caquetant
ou faisant autre chose illicite."-Carp. Albanian kerkoig signifies both I go throughout, and I search. Kerkoig dynjame,
I travel round the world. In the same way from Gr. yvpos,
a turn, a circle, Mod. Gr. yvpev o, to seek, search, inquire
for; yvpc&o rOv Koo wv, I travel round the world,
To Searce. See Sarce.
Season. Fr. saison, due time, fit opportunity, a term, a
time.-Cot. Sp. sazon, fit time, time of maturity, proper
condition, taste, savour ; sazonar, to ripen, bring to maturity,
or to a proper condition for enjoyment, to season meats. Ptg.
sazao, proper time, time of maturity, season of the year.

Prov. sazo, period, time.
in

a short

En breu de sazo, en pauc de sazo,
or little time ; manta sazo, many times, often.

Sazonar, to ripen, to come to maturity, to satisfy. No fui
sazonacda de, I was never surfeited with, satisfied with.~Rayn. Dessazonar, to trouble, derange,. disconcert. Mid.
Lat saisonare, sadonare,assaxonare, to bring to a proper condition. "Quod pelles quoe, ex dorsis scuroliorum erant confectae non bene saisonata'." " Item furnarii debent coquere
bene et sadonare panes in furno."-Con

suet. Perpin. in Carp.

"ccTeneatur (furnarius) panem bona fide coquere et asaxonare."
-- Stat. Vercel. ibid.
Two derivations are commonly offered,
from Lat.
ratio, sowing, seed-time, extended to other seasons of the

first

year;

the objection to which is that satio does not appear

ever to have been used in the sense of seed-time, much less
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of season in general. The second explanation supposes the
word to be a corruption of It. stagione, a season or time of
year, Sp. estacion, station, a place appointed for a certain end,
season of the year, hour, moment, time. The loss of the t,
which would bring It. stagione to Fr.
is no doubt a
difficult step, but the senses correspond so exactly that I am
inclined to believe that saison has originated in such a manner. It. zocco, Fr. souche, the stock or stump of a tree, have
a like relation with E. stock.
Seat. See Sit.
Sect. AiT. Lat. secta for secuta, It.
a following.
M'Ean of Glenco and that trybe will be separated from the
rest it will be a proper vindication of the public justice to
extirpate that sect of thieves."-Letter of K. W. III.,.Jan.
1692. Secta was also used for a suit or uniformity of dress.
"Quodlibet -artificium simul vestiti in una secta," each guild
dressed in one suit of colour. -KInyghton in Duc.1"Libra
tam magnam panni unius sectee," a copious livery of cloth of
one suit or of uniform colour and quality.-Fortescue, ibid.
iSecta in English Law was also suit or following. Secta
curice, attendance on the court of the Lord; secta adtmolendinum, duty of carrying the tenants' corn to a certain mill.
Secta or sequela, the right of prosecuting an action at law,
the suit or action itself.

saison,

seua,

Sedge.

AS. seeg, carex, gladiolus.

Lingula,

"If

the herb

gladen or seggs.-Fl. Ir. seisg, W. hesg, sedges.
To See. AS. seon, Goth. saihvan, G. sehen.
See. Properly the seat or throne of a Bishop. OFr. se,
siedz, siez. "The archbishop of Canterbury took him be the
rite hand and sette him in the Kyngis se."-Capgrave, 273.
" Quant il fu sacr6 e miz el se."-Yie St Thomas. "E sui
assis al sed real."-Livre des Rois. Lat. sedies.
Seed. AS. seed, G. saat, ON. said. W. lhad, seed. Lat.
sates, sown.
To Seek. Goth. sokjan, ON. saekia, Sw. soka, P1. ID.soken,
sekien, G. suchen.
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The most obvious type of pursuit is an infant sniffing for
the breast, or a dog scenting out his prey or sniffing after
food. On this principle we have Du.
naribus
spirare, odorare, indagare caniumnmore-Kil.; G. schruif/eln,
to search out; Bav. schnurkeln, to snift, also to search about,
ferret out; N. snusa, to snuff, sniff, to search, to pry into;
Du. snicken, to draw breath, to sob, sigh, snitf to scent out;
Prov. E. sneak, snawk, snack, to smell; snook, snoke, Sw.
i hvar vrc,
to search out, to trace a thing out.
to thrust one's nose into every corner.
Now the sound of sharply drawing breath through the
nose as in sobbing or sniffing is often represented by parallel
forms beginning with sn and s respectively. Thus we have
Prov. E. snob, to sob; G. schnauben, to snort, schnobern, to
sniff, to scent out, to be compared with E. sob; and E. snuff;
sniff, to be compared with Sc. souk, to breathe deep in sleep,
AS. seofan, to sigh. In th1e same way Du. snicken, P1. D.
snucken, to sob, correspond to OR.sike, to sigh, and Sw.
sacka, to sigh or sob. The syllable suk is used to represent
the sound of sniffing or snifing in Lap. sukt, a cold in the
snof, in the
head, to be compared with Prov. E. sneke,
would
also exthe
root
same sense. Such an application of

snoffelen,

Snola

snoka,

Du.

plain

W. swcltio [to

sniff out], to search with the snout as a

pig or a dog (Lewis), the origin instead of a derivative of
swclh, Gadl. soc, the snout. Hence Fin. sika, Esthon. sigga, a

hog, W. socyn, a pig, as the rooting animal.

Sw. sa1ca to'

seek, is applied to dogs in the sense of tracing by scent ; soka
somn hundar, to scent out ; soka efter i /orden, to root like a
pig in

the ground.

To Seel. Fr. sitter les yeux, to seel or sew up the eyelids,
(and thence) to hoodwink, keep in darkness.-.Cot. It.
cigio, Fr. cii, an eyelid ; cigliare, to seel a pigeon's eye or any
Seeling (among falconers). is the running of a
bird's.
thread through the eyelids of a hawk when first taken so
that "she may see very little or not at all, to make her better
endure the hood.-B. The process of ensin~g a hawk's eye

-Fl.
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is described in the book of St Albans'. "Take the nedyll
and threde and put it thorough the ouer eyelydde, and so of
that other [and so with the other eye], and make them faste
und the becke, that she se not, and then is she ensiled as she
oughte to be."
We must not confound the word with sealing in the sense
of closing.
To Seem, 1. Seemly, Beseem. To seem was formerly used in
the sense in which we now use beseem, to become, be suitable to.
Honest mirth that seemed her well.-Spenser.

ON. sama, to fit (as a coat), to be fitting or becoming, to adorn;
soma, scema, to be or to deem fitting or becoming. Betr scemdi
thcer : it would better become you. Hann semir thad ecki:
he does not approve of it, does not think it fitting. Scemilegr,
N. sameleg, Dan. svmmelig, decorous, seemly, fitting.
The principle of the foregoing expressions is the unity
resulting from a well-assorted arrangement, giving rise to
the use of the root sam (which indicates unity or identity in
so many languages) in expressing the ideas of fitness, suitability, decorum. See Same.
N. sams, like, of the same kind; sam, agreement, unity;
usam, discordance; scna, to fit one thing to another, to
agree together, to live in unity.
We must not confound the foregoing with G. ziemen,
geziemen, Goth. gatiman, Du. faemen, betaemen, to be fitting
or becoming; G. ziemlic4, Du. taemeligh, taemigh, Sw. temmelig, decent, tolerable, middling, the origin of which is explained under Beteem.
To Seem, 2. There is considerable difficulty in tracing the
Diefenbach
development of the verb seem, to appear.
regards as undoubted that it is a secondary application of
seem, to become. He quotes E. seem as formerly signifying
decere, now videri.-II. p. 192. It is not very obvious how
such a change of meaning could have taken place, although,
if the meaning had originally been to appear, the change to
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that of appearing right or fitting would have been comprehensible enough. It is however a strong confirmation of
Diefenbach's position that Bay. zemen (= G. ziemen), to
become, beseem, behove, is also used in the sense of being
acceptable to one, seeming good to him, and generally of
seeming or appearing to one in a certain light. Mich zimet,
gezimet elnes dinges: I am well pleased with a thing, it seems
good to me. Das zimibt mich : videtur mihi, meseems. Es
tam mi, or an mi, methought, meseemed. Zimis di weit
auf Traunstein: do you think it is far to Traunstein? Comp.
of E. sin, zim, to think.
It is to be remarked that It. sen6rare,Fr. se ler, to seem,
are derived from the same ultimate root from which we have
explained seem, to become or be fitting.
If the foregoing explanation be the tine one there is a
singular:agreement with Dan. synes, to think, to seem, from
syn, sight, view. Aig synes, meseemeth, methinks. Maanen synes os lige stor ser solen: the moon seems to us as
large as the sun. N. han kann icoma naar han synest: he
can come when he thinks fit, when it seems good to him.
ON. mer syndiz, it appeared to me. The change between a
n and m is very frequent, as in Fr. samn, sairn, seam,
grease ; Bay. sunnesehim, sunshine ; ON. sialdan, E. seldom,
Fr. randon, E. random, &c.
Sere. Several, divers.-B.
Befor Persye than seir men brocht war that.--Wallace.
In. seir partis, in several divisions- Ibid. NE. They are
gone seer ways, in different directions.-Jam. Sw. sutr,
&crdeles, singular,
apart. Taga i satr, to take to pieces.
special ; surslcildt, diverse, different, particular.

WT.

final

The origin is ON. se'r, sibi, for or by itself.

HJann var

Hann 'var ser un
S&rlegr, singular,
morose. Serritdr (Dan. selvraadig), self-willed, obstinate;
-sdrvitr (Dan. selvklog), conceited, confident in his own
wisdom.
se'r un mat, he was by himself at meat.

mbdir, he was his mother's only" son.
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The reciprocal pronoun has the same force in Lat. Seorssan, by itself, apart; separare, to place by itself, to separate;
segregare, to take from the flock and place by itself, to break
up the flock into individuals. "Their foro stundum bathir
saamt, stundum ser hvarr (Sw. hvar for sig) :" they went
sometimes both together, sometimes each by
lleim krigla, I. 27.
Swed. sin, suus, is used in an analogous way in the
sense of separate, peculiar, particular. Sin badhafle i hoarn
fiarding, a separate token (baculum nuntiatorium), in each.
division. Leggi a sina hlid mer hear yckar, let each of you
place himself on hisown side of me, on a different side of me.
Sw. sinaledes, quisque suo modo (sin led, his own way),
.whence probably may be explained Sc. seindle, seldom, rare;
originally,peculiar.
To Seethe. ON. sjodac, to cook by boiling; G. sieden, to
:boil. Doubtless from the bubbling noise of boiling water.
ON. s~ccta, hum, buzzing, boiling.
P1. D. suddern, to
boil with a subdued sound; Sc.,setter, to make the
bubbling noise of a thing boiling, to simmer. Gad,.sod,
noise of boiling water, steam, boiled meat. Gr. OnL~tW (of
hot iron plunged into wet), to hiss.
To Seize. Fr. saisir, Prov. sazir, to seize, to take posses-

himself.-

sion of; sazina, sadina, It. sagina, Fr. saisine,_ seisin, pos,session of land.. It. sagire, Mid. Lat, sacire, .to put in possession. IRegarded by iDiez as formed from
saz/an, to

011G.-

set ; bisazjan, to beset, to occupy. Gasazjan, to possess;
sezzi, possession.-Graff. . Mid. Lat. assietare (from Fr.
assiette,_ seat) is used in the sense of giving possession.
Quod fendum castri de Popiano

fuerat-assignatum,

assie-

tatum, et traditum dicto. militi.--.Areist. Parl. Paris, A. D.
1355, in Carp. It may. be doubted, however whether. the
word is. not of Celtic origin. Gael. sds,_ lay hold of, fix, adhere to ; slis, a hold or grasp, an instrument, means.
*Seldom.
selten, ON. sjaldan, seldom ; sjaldsen, seldom
seen, .rare ; Goth. sildalelgs, wonderful... The latter part of

G.
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the word is undoubtedly the participle done, much used in
composition in some dialects, indicating the nature or construction of a thing. Dan. danne, to form, shape, fashion.
Bay. gelan, done, made ; sogetfln, sogtan, sottan, sotten, sottel,
so made, of such a nature; ungetan, of a bad nature, hateful;
woltan, well-natured, tolerable; wietan, how-formed, &c.
Du. soclaenigh, of such a nature; Toedaen, loegedaen, hoedaenigh, of what nature.-Kil.
perThen as singularity- is the highest degree of
haps ON. sjaldatn. may be sjalfdan, of its own nature,
singular, rare.
Self. ON. sjalfr, Goth. silba, G. seib. Possibly from the
reciprocal pronoun, Lat. se, G. sich, and Leib, body, as
ses cors. "Et it ses cors ira avec vous en la terre de Babiloine:" and he himself will go with you, he will go bodily
with you.-Yillehardouin, p. 46.
To Sell. ON. selia, AS. sellan, syllan, ODu. selles, to
transfer, deliver, sell; ON. sala, MIIG. sal, delivery.
Selvage. Du. selfende, selfkant, selfegge'(Kil.), the selvage,
properly self-edge, that which makes an edge of itself without hemming. Do zlfkan ten worden niet gezoomd, the
selvages are not hemmed.-Halma.
To Send. ON. senda; Goth. sandjan; G., Du.. senden.
1IiLat. siniscalcus, famulorum senior, the
Seneschial.
steward. From Goth. sineigs, old, superl. sinista, and skalks,
a servant.-Grimm. The starost or steward of a village, in
IRussia, signifies eldest.
Sentinel, Sentry. It. sentinella, Fr. sentinelle, from whence
E. sentinel is borrowed, are variously explained ; from Sp.
sentar, to seat, as signifying a soldier appointed to. watch a
fixed post in opposition to a patrole ; or from sentire, to

rarity,

O r.

ceive,

per-

as It.scolta, a scout, from ascoltare, to listen ; or from

sentina, the sink of a ship, on the hypothesis that the name
was originally given to a person appointed to watch the state
of water in the hold. But neither sentar nor sentire could
have formed a feminine noun like sentinella in the sens~es
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above understood, nor could the word be a corruption of
sentinatore, which must have been the original form if it sigIified the watcher of a sentina.
The real origin of the designation is the confinement of
the sentinel to a short path or beat along which he paces to
and fro, from OFr. sente, a path, the origin of the modern
sentier, and of the diminutives sentine, sentelle, senteret, cited
by Roquefort. Thus sentinelle (as a secondary dim. from sentine) or senteret would originally signify the sentinel's beat,
and his function would be familiarly known by the phrase
faire la sentinelle, or perhaps battre la sentinelle or senteret, as
in English to keep sentry, whence the name would be compendiously transferred to the functionary himself.
It is a strong confirmation of the foregoing derivation that
it accounts for the origin of both the synonyms sentinel and
sentry, the last of which is commonly assumed to be a corruption of sentinel without further explanation.
Sept. A clan or following; a corruption of the synonymous sect.
Wherein now M'Morgho and his kinsmen, O'Byrne and his septe, and
the Tholesbien inhabited.--State Papers, A. D. 1537.
There are another secte of the Berkes and divers of the Irishry towards
Sligo.-Ibid. A. D. 1536, in N. & Q. May 9, 1857.

The same corruption is found in Prov. cepte. "Vist que lo
dit visconte non era eretge ni de for cepte:" seeing that the
said viscount was not heretic nor of their sect.-Sismondi
Litt. Proven9. 215.
Seraglio. The palace in which the women of a Mahometan
prince are shut up. It. serraglio, a place shut in, locked or
inclosed as a cloister, a park, or a paddock; also used for the
great Turk's chief court or household.-F1. From serrare,to
lock in, to inclose. Probably the application to the sultan's
palace was favoured by the Turkish name saray (from the
Persian), a palace, a mansion. Sarayli, any person, especially
a woman, who has belonged to the sultan's palace. Caravanserai, the place where a caravan is housed, an Eastern inn.
L2
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Sere, Cere. The yellow between the beak and eyes of a
hawk.
Serenade. It. serenata, evening music played before the
of one's mistress by way of compliment. Sereno (of
the weather), open, fair, clear, thence the open air as opposed
to the confinement of a house; giacere-al sereno, serenare, to
lie in the open air. Sereno is also applied to the evening
dew which only falls in clear weather.
Sergeant. It. sergente, a serjeant, beadle, also a servant, a
groom or squire.-Fl. Fr. sergent, Piedm. servient, a beadle,
officer of a court. Li serganz kil servoit, the servant who
served him.--Chanson d'Alexis inIDiez. Mid.-Lat. serviens
ad iegem, a serjeant at law. The i of serviens is converted
into aj and the v lost, as in Fr. abreger from abbreviare.
Serried. Fr. serve, closely pressed; serrer (Lat. sera, a
lock), to shut in, inclose, press.
To Set, To Sit, Seat. AS. settan, G. setzen, ON. setia, to
place, to let down; -G.sitzen, ON. sitia, to sit, to set oneself
down. Lat. sidere, to let oneself down, to alight, to sink,
settle, sit down ; sedere, to sit, to remain sitting ; Gr. Eojat,
to seat oneself, to sit ; Ebos, seat; ICo, to make to sit, to sink

'door

down, settle, sit.
Seton.

Fr. seton, an issue in the

neck where the

skin is

taken up and pierced with a needle, and a skein of silk or
thread passed through the wound. Mid. Lat. It. seta, silk ;
selone, a hair cord. Bret. seizen, a string of silk.
Settle. AS. seti, a seat or setting. To settle in a place is
to make a seat there ; to settle a business, to give it a seat or

resting-place.

The meaning of the word is too general to be

derived from ON. sweti, AS. sahte, agreement, peace ; ON.
scetta,

AS. sehtian, sahtlian, to pacify, reconcile.

Seven. AS. seofon, Goth. sibun, ON. si8, Dan. syv, Or.
e 7ra, Lat. septern, Gael. seachd, W. saith, Sanscr. saptan.
To Sever. Fr. sevrer, to wean ; It. severare, to sever or
sunder, from Lat. separare.
To Sew. Lat. s~uere, Goth. si~/an, AS. siwian, su wan.
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Sew, Sewer. To sew is used in the sense of to make or to
become dry. A cow when her milk is gone is said to go sew
a ship is sewed when she comes to lie on the ground or to lie
dry. To sew a pond is to empty or drain it, to set it
B. To sew (of a hawk), to wipe the
A corresponding form is found in all the Romance languages with the radical sense of sucking up moisture, the
origin of which is shown in Gael. sag, suck, imbibe; sigh,
juice, sap, moisture, and as a verb, drink up, suck in, drain,
dry, become dry; gun sitgh (without moisture), dry. In the
same way Sp. j
It. suco, succo, saqo, sap,'j nuce;Sp.
enjugar, It. asciugare, Prov. eisugar, essugar, echucar, Fr.
essuer, esseawer (Roquef.), essuger (Jaubert), essuyer, to dry,
and thence to wipe. Prov. eiss eh, Fr. essuy (Vocab. de
Berri), Prov. E. assue, a sec, dried. Grisons schig, sehich,
dry; ila a cca schich, a cow that is gone a sew. Sehieliar,
sych, Bret. sec'k,
sGaur, suer, to dry, to wipe. The
sychu, sec'ha, to dry, to wipe, connect the foregoing forms
with Lat. siccus, and show that the latter is (like Gae,.gun
si gA, dry) formed on a negation of suceus.
Sometimes, instead of considering the effect of the suction
in drying the 'subject from whence it is drawn, our attention

dry.-

beak.-Hal.

ago,

dry;

is directed to the bodily presence of the liquid

withdrawn.

In this point of view we have Prov. E. sew or sue, to ooze or
issue as blood from a wound, water from wet land, to exude.
Ta sew out stamminly, it flowed out surprisingly.-Moor.

NE. seugh, Midland sough, suf, a drain.
the

common.

sew."-Nornenclator

" The town sink,

1585, in Hal.

F r.

Grisons

schuar,
i w assayer,
s u e ,eassovar,
s y r tos ewater
u r ,; e s aessiaver,
i r , s uto i flow
r , saw
way
e e;es
leat, drain of
assewiare, to set dry, to drain.
a conduit, mill

a

pond.-Roquef.

Mid. Lat.

"Quod ipsi maniscum prue-

dictum cum pertinentiis assewiare, et secundum leges marisci
vallis includere et in culturam redigere,-et, mariscum sic
ssewiatum, &c."-Chart. Edw. III. The use of sewvare in

the sense of watering is a secondary application, as the
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water drawn off in the process of draining would often be
usefully employed on other land.
"Cum prohibuissem ne
ecclesia Si Bertini pratum suum per terram meam sewaret."
-Chart. Domi de Basenghem, A. D. 1220, in Carp.
Sewer. 2. An officer who comes in before the meat of a
king or nobleman and places it on the table.-B. To sew
was used in the sense of serving up dishes.
Take garlick and stamp it and boil hit and sew it forthe.-Pr.Pm.

The origin may be that suggested by Minsheu, from Fr.
asseoir, to set down. He says that he had heard of an old
French book on the officers of the Court of England, in
which the sewer was called asseour, a designation which
would agree with that of assessor ferculorum found in Fleta
II. c. 16, 1. Asse'eur, a cessor [assessor] in matter of taxes,
&c.-Cot.
On the other hand, the name may be taken from what was
the highest duty of the sewer, viz. to make essay or take say
of each of the dishes set down before his lord, that is, to
taste a small portion as a safeguard against poison. "I sewe
at meate: je taste, and je prends 1'assaye."-Palsgr. "Say
of it: deliba illud, preeliba."-Coles. Say is still used in
Suffolk in the sense of a taste. Of a cow which has broken
into a field of clover it is said that now she has had a say of
it she will not easily be kept out. It. saggio, Sp. ensayo,
Cat. ensaig, Prov. assag, trial, proof. Hence may be formed
W. saig, seigen, a dish or mess of meat; seigio, to serve up;
seigiwr, one who serves up dishes, a sewer.
Somewhat nearer in sound is P1. D. sode, soe, so much as
is boiled at once, a dish; een she fiske, a dish of fish. Sew
seems certainly to be used for boiled meat in the following
passage:
At Ewle we wonten gambole daunce,
To carrole and to sing,
To have gud spiced sewe and roste,
And plum-pies for a king.-Warner, Alb. Eng. V. c. 24.

Sexton.

OE. sekesteyn, Fr. sacristain, the keeper of the
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sacristy or place where the sacred vestments and other implements of a church are stowed.
The Sekesteyn for alle that defense
'yt he have the body ensense.
Manuel des Pecches, 11,100.
Sextry, a vestry.-B.
Shabby. Mean, contemptible. A term expressive of contempt, of like origin and application with scurvy, from the
itching skin and scratching habits of a neglected dirty person. Prov. E. shab (Fris. skab), the itch; shabby, mangy,
itchy.-Hal. Du. schabben, schobben, to scratch, to rub;
schabbe, scab ; schabbigh, scabby-Kil.; schabbig, schabberiq,
shabby.--Bomhoff. Dan. skabe, to scratch ; sabbig, Dan.
skabbed, mangy.-Outzen.
Shack. The shaken grain remaining on the ground when
gleaning is over, the fallen mast.-Forby. Hence to shack,
to turn pigs or poultry into the stubble-field to feed on the
scattered grain; shack, liberty of winter pasturage, when the
cattle are allowed to rove over the tillage land. To go at
,shack, to rove at large, and met. shack, a vagabond ; shaccling, idling, loitering.-Hal.
In the original sense, shackin, the ague ; shachripe, so ripe
that the grain shakes from the husk.-Craven Gloss. Shack,
to shed as over-ripe

corn.-Mrs

Baker.

Manx skah, shake,

shed.
Shackle. Du. schackel, the link of a chain, step of a ladder, mesh of a net ; schakelen, to link together. It is not
easy to see any connection of meaning with Sw. shahil, Dan.
skagic, the shaft of a cart.
Shade.

shadow;

Goth.

over-

skadaus, shade ; r;farskadr an, to
covering ; AS. scado, sceadu,

gaskadiveins,

Du.

schaece, schaeyc, schadawve, schawcc, G. schalteit, shade ; Gael.
sgath, Bret. skeud, shade; W. cysgod, shadow, shelter ;
to shelter, shadow ; ysgodigo, to be affrighted (comp. Fr.

ysgodi,

cheval ombrageux).
OK~aSIELov, o"Kta&iO-K1,

Gr.

o-ica,

a-'screen.

shade ;

o-Ktcco,

to shade ;
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Shaft. Du. schachi, schaft, a stalk, reed, rod, pole, arrow,
quill, the shaft of a mine.
Chaucer seems to use it in the sense of reed.
His slepe, his mete, his drinke was him byraft
That lene he wede and drie as is a shaft.-Knight's Tale.
To Shag, Shog. To jog, move abruptly to and fro. Shoggle,
to shake, to joggle.-Brocket."And the boot in the myddil
of the see was schoggid with waives."-Wiclif. To rock,
shake, shog, wag up and down.-Cot. W. ysgogi, to
parallel form with gog (in gogmire), jog, jag, formed on the
same principle with them from the representation of abrupt
movements by sounds of similar character. Compare Swiss
tschaggen, to tick as a clock; schaggen (stossen), to jog.
Dan. skoggre, to make a loud harsh noise; skoggerlatter,
horselaugh, roar of laughter. See Jag.
Shaggy. Jagged, having long rugged locks. Shag, a
stuff with shaggy nap. ON. skaga, to project, to jog out.
Prov. E. ice shoggle, ice shackle, an icicle, a projecting point
of ice.
To Shail. To walk crookedly. To drag the feet heavily.Craven Gloss. Esgrailler, to shale or straddle with the feet
or legs.-Cot. ON. skjalgr, oblique. Swab. schelk, awry ;

wag.

A

schelken, to go awry.
u. schocken, to
To Shake.- ON. skalca, to shake, to jog
shake, jog, strike against ; Swab. schohicen, sc1hokklen, schukschuldigen schokkt5
ken, to shake, strike against, move.
an
das mantele : the cloak of the guilty trembles.
impulse ; schuckweis, by starts.
Parallel forms with Shag, Shog.
Shall, Should.
Goth. skulan, pres. skal, skulun, pret.
skalda; ON. skal, skuldi; G. sollen, shall. Goth. skula,
a debtor ; Sw. skuld, fault, crime, cause, debt. Skald p~c en
rekning, balance due in an account. Lith. skeleti, skilti, to
be indebted ; skcola, debt.
The sense of liability or indebtedness is explained by
Grimm on the supposition that the original meaning of skal

Dem

Schuck,
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was I have slain, thence, I have become liable for the
weregelt. A more satisfactory explanation may be found in
N. skil, skjel, skyl, separation, difference, distinction. D'm
skil paa (of anything unusual), there is a difference. Hence
skilja, to make a difference, to be of consequence, to produce
an effect, to signify, to concern one. De skil ikje lite, there
is no little difference. Doe skilde meg inkje, that made no
difference to me, did not concern me. In this sense it skills
not was formerly common in our own language.
Now we three have spoken it
It skills not greatly who impugns our doom.-2nd pt. H. VI.
It skilleth very much [it is of great importance] in this matter and
question now in hand to know the nature of the earth, &c.-Holland,

Pliny in R.
In the same way odds, difference, is vulgarly used in the
sense of consequence, tendency to produce an effect. "It's
no odds which you take."
The term signifying difference is then applied to that from
whence the difference proceeds, the reason, cause, grounds of
an action, the sake or that on account of which it is done,
the proper principles of action, equity, justice.
In like manner Joon the apostle for humilnesse in his epistle for the
same skile sette not his name thereto,-Wiclif in R.
Philip herd that chance how the Inglis had done,
And alle how it began, and all the skille why
That thei togidder ran, and we had the maistrie.R. Brunne, 252.

Dan. Han veed intet skiel til det han sager, he has no grounds
for what he says.
ON. skil N. skiel, right, just demand.
Alle ei skiel, one rule for all; ON. gara skil, Dan. gjore ret
og skijel, to do justice, satisfy all legitimate claims upon
one.

A king to kepe his lieges in justice,
Withouten doute that is his office,
All woll he kepe his lordes in hir degree
As it is right and skil that they be
Enhansed and honoured.-Chaucer in R.
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N. gjera skidl, fyr' ein ting, to make satisfaction for a thing,
to earn it. Sw. skal, reason, ground, motive. Hwad skel
foregaf han, what excuse did he give, what pretext did he
make. lafwa skal att, to have ground for. Han har skal
at kiaga, he has reason to complain. Med Att och skcl,
skal for maten,
with right and reason. Han lar
he has deserved his meat. Han har gjordt shal for sig, he
has performed his part. From the foregoing forms we pass
to ON. skal (pl. skulum), AS. sceal (pl. sceolon), I shall, as
fundamentally signifying, I have ground for, I have reason,
I am bound to do so and so, to pay a sum of money, &c.
The derivation of shall from a word signifying difference
is supported by the analogy of ON. munr, difference, and
thence man (infin. munu), I must, Prov. E. I man. Minr er
at mans lidi, there is a difference in one man's aid; one
man's aid produces an effect. Sia fyri mun urneit, to foresee
the consequence of a thing, the difference it will make. N.
mun, difference, change; muana, to change, to produce an
effect, to be of use, to help; mane (auxiliary), must, ought.
Shalloon. Stuff of Chalons.-EB.
Shallop, Sloop. It. scialupa, Fr. chaloape, Pu. sloepe, a
boat.
Swiss sehaib, schelb, slanting,
Shallow, Shelve, Shoal.
shelving. In proportion as the shore shelves or slants the
sea is slow in deepening.. Hence shallow, shoal, undeep.
ON. skialgr, oblique. Sc. schald, shallow, shoal. Swab.

gjordt

schelb, crooked, wry ;

schelk, askew, wry, of the

eyes

or

gait.
Sham. Pretended. To sham one, to put a trick upon
one.-B. Probably a hide-shame, as IDan. slcamskiul (skittle,
to hide, conceal), Sw. skam/ache (tacka, to cover), a false
pretext, cloak for shame. Hans sygdomn var kun skamskial:
his sickness was only a sham. G. sehanddcckel, a sham, a
flam, what one takes for a cloke to cover one's shame

with.-

Kiittn.
On the other hand, an origin equally plausible may be
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found in P1. D. schdme, scheme, shadow, reflection, image; G.
schi me, scheme, a mask, whence Swiss tscha melen, to play
mummers' tricks.
This pretended zeal for natural religion is a mere sham and disguise
to avoid a more odious imputation.Comp. W. ysgod, shadow, mask; Bret. skeud, shadow, image,
appearance, pretext; Gael. sgail, shadow, covering, pretence ; sgdth, shadow, pretence.
Shambles. Lat. scamillas, dim. of scamnum, a bench. It.
scabello, OFr. esliane, eschamel, a stool. AS. sceamol, a
bench. Du. schabelle, schaeinel, a support, trivet, stool.
Shambling. Du. schampelen, to stumble. Swiss lschiimpelen, to go about. in a slack and trailing manner. Sc.
shamble, to rack the limbs by striding too far. "You'll
shamble yourself." Shamble-chafIs, wry mouth, distorted
chaps.-Jam.
Shame. Goth. skaman sikc, to be ashamed. ON. slcorm,
shame, dishonour, abuse; shamma, to dishonour, disfigure,
abuse; skammash, to be ashamed.
Shame is the pain arising from the thought of another
person contemplating something belonging to us with conlight and
tempt, indignation, or disgust. lIt shrinks
instinctively seeks concealment, like Adam when he heard
the voice of God in the garden and knew lie was naked.
Accordingly the word may well originate in the idea of
shade or concealment, and may be illustrated by P1. ID.scheme,
shade, shadow ; aversehesnen, to overshadow ; hevenschemig,
dark, overcast. See Shimmer.
Shamoys. Fr. chamois, a wild goat and the skin thereof
dressed. It. camoccia, camozza, the wild goat ; camoseio, Fr;
sarneau, chameau, shammy or buff leather, leather dressed
soft. G. gemse, chamois ; zemisch, semiseh, Pu. seemen,
seemsch, Pol. zamsz, Sw. samsk, shammy leather. The resemblance to the name of the chamois seems accidental, as it
is not likely that an animal so rare as the chamois must
always have been should give its name to a leather in

Stillingleet.

from the
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general use. Some explain it as Samogitian (G. &imisch),
leather. It must be observed however that the characteristic
of the material is pliantness as opposed to the stiffness of tan
ned leather. Now Pu. sam (applied to leather) is soft, pliant;
snez en sam, sappig en malsch.-O veryssel Almanach, 1836.
Shank. AS. earmscaitca, the arm-bone; P1. D. schake,
schunke, long leg, leg in a'depreciatory sense. Dan. shank,
G. schenleel, the shank ; diehschenkel, the thigh. It. zanca,
leg, shank, shin. Sp. zanca, leg of a bird, long thin leg.
Shape. Goth. gaskapjan, ON. skapa, Pu. schaepen, schep01G. scqf/losa
pen, to form. N. skap, form, shape.
zimber, infornis materia. Probably derived from the notion of carving or shaping by the knife. Lith. skabeti, to
cut; skabus, sharp; skapoti, to shave, to carve; iszkapoti,
to hollow out, cut hollow. Abroza shaploti, to carve an
image in wood or stone.
Shard.
1. A broken piece of a tile or of some earthen
-vessel, a gap in a hedge.-B. Pu. schaerde, scheure, a breach,
notch, crack, piece of broken pottery; schaerdtaiq, gaptoothed, broken-mouthed. P1. P. skaard, G. scharte, ON.
shard, Pan. skaar, a notch, breach, cut. 011G. orskardi,
lidiscardi, injury to the ears or limbs. Dan. skaar, also, as
INE. potscar, a fragment. Fr. escharde, a splinter.
The corresponding verb is seen in the forms Pu. scheuren
schoren, to rend, tear, cut, crack-Kil. ; P1. P. seheren, to
tear away, separate, ORG. skerran, Prov. esquirar, to scratch
or tear, OFr. deschirer, to tear apart; G. scharren, to scrape;
Bret. skarra, to crack, chap ; Gael.

sgar, tear asunder, separ-

ate, divorce ; Fr. escarter, to separate, to disperse. All from
the sound of scraping, scratching, tearing, analogous to Gadl.
rae (which uses the same consonantal sounds in an opposite
order), make a noise as of geese or ducks or of cloth tearing,
tear asunder, rake, harrow. See Scarce.
2. A special application of the notion of separating
(closely allied to that seen in Fr. escharde, a splinter) gives

OE. shardl, a scale.
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She sigh her thought a dragon tho
Whose schercles shynen as the sonne.-Gower.

The sharded beetle.-Cymbeline.
dare, to scale fishes, card wool.
3. Shard, dung.

It. scarda, a scale; scar-

You forget yourself-a squire,
And think so meanly P fall upon a cowskard.
B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, 4, 5.

iSiarde and dung.-Elyot in Hal. It is in this sense that
"the shard-born beetle" is to be understood in Macbeth;
dung born, and not borne aloft on shards or.scales.
The humble bee taketh no scorn to lodge in a cow's foul shard.
So from shamp, dung, the beetle is called sharnbug, sharnuade,
P1. D. scharnbulle, scharnweel.
This sense of the word is to be explained from the notion
of scraping or raking away and casting out as refuse. G.
scharren, to scrape, scratch, rake; Swiss sciarren, to scrape
the dirt of the roads; schoren, to cleanse out the dung from
a- stall; schorete, aussehorete, dung; scltrgraben, gutter that
receives the draining from stables; Bret. slarza (properly to
scrape), to sweep, to cleanse; W. ysgarth, offscouring, excrement ; Sw. skrccda, to cleanse, to pick, to cast out the bad.
ogras, afskrap ifran, to weed, to free from rubbish.It. scardare, to weed, is the same word, although commonly
explained as: if it signified to free from thistles.
Share, Shire. As. s5dm, a share, a shire or territorial divi-

Skrc~da

sion ; sceran, scyran, to shear, shave, cut off;, divide,

share.

part,

P1. D. scheren, to separate, tear away, shear ; Du.

scheuren, schoren, to tear, cut, burst ;

Prov. esqairar, to

scratch or tear;. Fr. desehirer, to tear ; It. scevrare, to sever
or sunder, to tear apart. 011G. scerran, to scrape ; gascer, a,
portion, division ; scara, ON. s/carl, It. schiera, a body of
troops. 011G. scare, G. pflugschar, a ploughshare, the part
of the plough which tears up the ~furrow- slice. Gael. syar,
tear asunder, separate. Bret. skarra, to crack, chap.
The radical image is the harsh sound of scraping, scratch-
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ing, tearing, cracking, all agreeing in the separation of a
portion of the body operated on.
To Shark, Shark. To shark is to clutch greedily after,
thence to make discreditable shifts to obtain; shark, a fish
eminent for its voracity. Du. schrokken, to eat greedily;
schrok, schrokdarm, a greedigut. It. scroccare, scrocchiare,
to shark or shift for, to shark for victuals, to live by wit;
scrocco, any wily shift or sharking for; mangiare a scrocco,
to live well at other people's expense, to shark for victuals.Fl. Grisons scrocc, a rogue. Fr. escroquer, to swindle. Il
escroque son diner ou ii peut: he gets his dinner where he
can. The signification is attained through the figure of
scraping, clutching, getting by hook or by crook. En gierige
sckrok is explained by Halma, vrek die regts en links
schraapt, a wretch who scrapes right and left. And Bret.
skrapa, to scrape, is also rendered by Fr. gripper, enlever, escroquer. iSkraba, to scratch, scrape, steal.-Legon. E. to
scrape acquaintanceis to make shift to get acquainted, to seize
on any indirect means that may occur for attaining that end.
Comp. It. grofolare, to scrape together, to filch or shift for by
hook or crook, to snatch one's meat and feed greedily.-F1.
The sense of scraping or scratching is commonly expressed
by direct representation of the sound. E. screak, to creak or
grate like a door or a cart-wheel; scrauk, to scratch.-Hal.
The same radical form may be recognized in Da. skrukke;
to cluck like a hen, when it is observed that the cries of domestic fowls are often designated by the same forms as the
harsh sounds of scraping or tearing. Thus we have Bret.
graka, to croak, to cluck, to make a noise like scrubbing a
rough body, to scrape; Gael. rdcadh, noise of geese or of
ducks, noise of tearing, act of raking. or of tearing.
The transposition of the liquid and vowel (which often
conceals the imitative character of words) leads to Du.
sch urken, to scratch (schurkepaal, a scratching-post for cattle),
Fris. skurke, skark, a scratch or notch-Outz., corresponding to Du. schurk, G. schurke, a rogue, sharper, knave,
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shark, cheat--IKiitt,. as E. scrauk to It. scrocco and Fr.
escroc.
Sharp. ON. skarpr, G. scharf, sharp. AS. scearfan, to
cut in pieces; scecf , Du. scherf, scherve, a fragment. Bay.
scherpfen, sch'iirfen, to scratch, to cut. &ch scherpfen, summai cutis stringere.
The earliest kind of cutting would be scraping with a
shell or the like. Pu. schraefen, Sp. escarbar, to scrape,
scratch; escarpar, to rasp, rub, cleanse. Lat. scalpere, to
scratch, scrape, also to cut or engrave; scaiprurn, a knife,
lancet, chisel. In the same relation which sharp bears to
scrape, stands Lith. shauIs, sharp, to skalolt, to cut, skapoti,
to scrape, shave, carve.
Sharper. Properly one who resorts to any means of
obtaining money, from Pu. schrpen, to scrape, which-is
specially used in the sense of getting money by hook or by
crook; schraaper, au avaricious, unconscientious man. The
word is thus exactly synonymous with shark or sharker above
explained.
From sharper is formed to sharp one, to trick or chouse
him out of a thing.
To Shatter. A parallel form with Scatter. Pu. sc/tl
teren, to crack, crash, resound, burst, scatter with noise ;
schetteringhe, sonus vibrans, sonus dissolutus, stridor dispersus,

fragor.-Kil.

Swiss tsclu ttern, schattern, to rattle

like a heavy fall of hail or rain. Prov. E. shatter, to
sprinkle, to scatter about ; shatted, bespattered. IHal.
To Shave. Pu. scihrabben, schabben, scitobben, to scrape,
shave ; schaven, to rub, to shave, polish. Sw. shabba, to rub.
Lat. scabere,- G. schaben, to scrape, scratch, shave. Lith.
skaboti, to cut, to' hew.
Shaw. A thicket. ON. shogr, Pan. skov, a wood. Commonly identified with ON. shaggi, Pu. schawe (1Kil.), Sc.
scag, scoug, shade, shelter. It is certain that E. shave was
very generally used for the shade or shelter of
woods.

the
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Welcome, quoth he, and every good felaw;
Whider ridest thou under this grene shaw

?-Frere's Tale.

I rode that ye drawe
Into the wode sciawe,
Your heddes for to hyde.
IKitson, Lybiaus Disconus.

Sc. and NE. seug, to seek shelter. The sctg of a brae, of a
dyke, the shelter it affords. To scug is said of one who is
skulking from the pursuit of the law, and is compared
Jam. with ON. skogar-madr, skoggangr-madr, an outlaw, one
who has taken refuge in the woods.
Shawl. Pers. stel.
Sheaf. Du. schoof, G. schaub, schob, a bundle of straw, a
sheaf. OHG. scoub, a bundle of straw or the like, a mop, a
troop. Gael. sguab, Bret. skub, W. ysgub, a sheaf of corn, a
besom; Sp. escoba, Mod. Gr. o-Kovlra, a besom, scrubbing
brush.
The radical meaning seems to be a bunch of something
used for sweeping or wiping, from Gal. sguab, Bret. s/uba,
W. ysgubo, to sweep. See Sweep.

by

To Sheal.

To shel milk, to separate the parts, to curdle

it. Dan. s/dule, to sever ; s/el/es, to part asunder. Melken
skil/es, the milk is turned. See Skill.
Sheal, Shealing. A
for shepherds, fishers, &c., shed
for sheltering sheep. To sheal the sheep, to -put them under
cover.-Jam. ON. sk joi, shelter, protection ; skyla, shade ;
as a verb, to protect. Gael. sgiail, shade, -shadow, curtain ;
sgfiilean, a little shade, umbrella, arbour, cottage, booth ;
syalan, a hut.
To Shear. P1. D. scijeren, to tear asunder, separate, to
shave. Du. wol/cen 'scheret : the clouds part, it becomes ine.
-Schere hen : shear off, pack off, or in vulgar slang, cut ! Du.
sciteuren, sc/woren, to tear, break asunder, crack, burst ; scheure,

hut

sc/tore, a breach, crack,. cut, opening.

and (as Sc.

ON. s/cera,

to cut,

shear) to reap corn, to- clip hair. . Lith. skiri,
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to separate, distinguish, choose; skirtis, to part asunder;
skyris, difference, distinction.
The radical meaning is probably to tear, from the harsh
sound of rending. Albanian shhyir, I tear asunder.
Shears. An implement for shearing. See Share.
Sheath. G. scheide, ON. skeidir, sheath. Sw. skida, shell,
pod, husk, sheath. The fundamental purpose of the sheath
is undoubtedly the-protection of the sword, and the origin of
the word may perhaps be shown in Gaelsgath, a wing or
pinion, a promontory jutting into the sea; shelter, protection, a shield.
Sheave, Shive. iheave, the circular disc on which the
rope works in a pulley; shive, a slice. Du. schVjce, schff, G.
scheile, a disc, wheel, slice, quoit; fensterscheibe, a pane of
glass; P1. D. schive, anything round and flat, the leaf of a
table. Sw. skifwa, a slice of.bread, meat, &c., sheave of a
pulley. ON. sk fa, Dan. skive, a slice.
From the notion of sh ivering or splitting to pieces: ON.
sk fa, to split, to cleave; G. schiefern, to scale, to separate in
small pieces ; schiefer, a splinter, slate, a kind of stone which
splits in flat layers ; P1. D. scheveisteen, schevel, slate; scheve,
Dan. skicee, Sw. skafwa, splinters of hemp and

flax

stalks

that fly off in dressing. See Shiver.
To Shed. Properly to shake, then to shake off, shake
down, shake out, spill, scatter. P1. ID. schudden, to shake,
also to pour out.- Appel un beren sehuddert, to shake apples
and pears from the tree. Bay. schaittert, to shake, to spill, to
pour. Entschdtten sich eines dinges, to rid oneself of a thing,
to shake it off. Es schiittet, it pours with rain. Gib acht
das d'net schidst, take care, that you do not shed or spill anything. Shedes, pours.-Sir Gawaine in Htal.
Allied with scatter, shatter, shudder, and with Gr. o-KEb'
(o-ibavvvpt, rKEbcw-co), scatter, shatter, sprinkle, shed. IKE-.
baoa t ta,
to shed blood ; -cLXM-7v, to shatter a spear.
Manx shah, shake, shed.

Shed.
VOL. III.

1.

A penthouse

or shelter of
1II

boards..-B.

Du.
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schutien, to ward off, tohedge, defend, hinder, shut. Schzdten
den slag, den wind, to parry a blow, to shelter from the
wind; het water met dyken schultte, to stop the water with
dykes; sehutberd, paling ;schut tegen.'t vunr,
scle tdaclc, an open roof for shelter against the weather, a
shed; Pi. schot, a pigsty; N. skut, a shed made by the projecting roof of a house ; ON. skuti, shelter given by a projecting rock; N. skuta, to project; Sw. skydd, protection,
shelter, rampart; skydda, to protect, shelter. Suffolk, shod,
shod, a shed. The origin appears to be the notion of shoving
forwards, interposing an obstacle between ourselves and the
danger which threatens ns. ON. skjota (skyt, skaut, shutur,
skotit), Pan. skyde, to push forth, shove, shoot. Shyde wand,
to repel water; skyde.skylden paa een, to throw the blame
upon one. Pu. schieten, to push forwards, to shoot. Het
brood in den oven schieten, to put the bread into the oven.
Hence schot, the act of shooting forwards, or the obstacle
pushed forwards. Ecu schott voor schieten, to shove forwards
an obstacle, to prevent a thing. P1. P. schott, the bolt of a
door; Pan. skodde, a shutter.
From schot again and its equivalents are formed the verbs
P1. P. schotten, schutten, schiudclen, to bolt
to repel by
a panel or shutter, and Pu. schutten, Sw. sikydda, above
mentioned.
Another shed is provincially preserved in the sense of
parting, difference, from Goth. shaidan, G. scheiden, AS.
sceadan, to separate, divide, belonging to the same root with
Lat. setudere, Gr. OXtcELY, to cleave.
shed, shead,
shode, the parting of the hair.. "CThe dividing or shedding of
a woman's hair of her head."-Fl. To shead, to distinguish ;
shed, difference between things.-B.
Sheen. Fair, shining.-B.. AS. scyne, scyna, bright, clear,
beautiful. Wif curon scyne and fegere, chose wives beautiful,and fair.-Cadrm. ,Engla scynost, brightest of angels.
G. schon, beautiful. See Shine.
Sheep. Gi. iscaaf, sheep. The name has been referred, to

afire-screen;

a door,

2.-

OE.

SHEEP.
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Pol. shop, Bohem.. shopee, a wether or castrated sheep (whence
skopowina, mutton), from skopiti, to castrate. It should be
observed that the commonlIt, word .for mutton is eastrato,
and the original meaning of Mid. Lat. mullo, Fr. mouton,
seems to have been a wether, derived by Diez from Lat.
mutilus.
Sheer. Altogether,'quite, also (of cloth) thin.-B.
The
fundamental signification seems to be shining, then clear,
bright, pure, clean. Dan. ski wr, gleam,
Sc. s1yrin,
shining. Goth. skeirs, clear; gaskeirjan, to make clear, to
interpret. ON. skirr, clean,
innocent; skira,
to cleanse, thence to baptize. S7irdagr, skirithorsdagr,Sheer
Thursday, was the evening before the Passover, when our
Lord washed the disciples' feet. The sense of clear, transparent, when applied to cloth, passes into that of thin,
flimsy. P1. D. een schier lassgaarn,a wide-meshed salmon-net.
From the same root probably belong Lith.czyras, pure ;
and possibly
Pol. szczery, Russ. shhiruii, clean, true,
the latter element in Lat. sinceruas.
Sheet. An open piece of cloth not made up into a shaped
garment, and thence any flat expanse. AS. sceat, corner,
regions'of
part, region, covering, sheet. Porthan
the earth.--Caedm. Sces sceat, a corner of the sea, a bay.

glimmering;

'bright, clear,

pure,

sceatas,

Undler his sceat, under his

garment.-Bede.

Weofod sceatas,

the covering of the altar. G. schooss, the lap, lappet, skirt,
the loose part of a garment.
The primary meaning is a corner, then the lap of a garment, corner of a sail ; then, in nautical language, the ropes
fastened to the corner of the sail by which it is drawn to
side or the other of the vessel. Lap. skaut, point; aksjo

one

skaut, the point of an

axe;

skautek, angular ; ON. skaut,

corner, lap, corner of a, sail. Suffolk scoot, an angular prolection marring the form of a field.-Forby. Goth. shauts,
the lap of a garment. AS. Pes veli, sceat.--Yocab. 11th
century in Nat. Ant. Gadl. sgod, corner of a garment or of

a sail,, sheet of a sail.
x 2
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Sheld.
Spotted, particoloured, whence sheldapple, the
chaffinch, or pied finch; sieidrale, a particoloured kind of
duck. ON. skioldr, a shield; skioldottr,iDan. skioldel (of
cattle), particoloured; N. skioldet, spotted; skiolda (of snow),
to thaw in patches.
Shelf. AS. scylfe, a board, bench, shelf; Pu. sehef, the
schelfen, upsehelfem,
scaffold on which a mason stands; Pl.
to raise on a scaffold or boarding.-Brem. Wtb.
The primary meaning seems a thin piece formed by splitting. Gael. sgealb, split, dash to pieces; sgealb-chreag, a
splintered or shelvy rock. Sc. shelve, to separate in lamina.
A stone is said to skelve when thin layers fall off from it in
Du.
conseqnence of friction or exposure to the
off,
to
split
a
fish;
schelferen,
of
husk,
scales
schefe, a shell,
to scale; seheffer, a splinter, fragment; schelferachlig,
-Kil. See Shiver.
Shell, Du. schacle, schelle, shell, scale, bark. See Scale.
Shelter. Swab. seheller, guard for a stove. N. sjol,
sijal, cover, shelter; ON. skyla, to cover, protect, shelter.
Gael. sgdil, a 'shade, veil, curtain, covering.
To Shelve. See Shallow.
Sherbet. It. sorhello, any kind of thin supping broth ;
also a kind of drink used in Turkey, made of lemons, sugar,
currants, almonds, musk, and amber, very delicate, called in
England Sherbet.-Fl. There is no doubt that the E. word
is from Arab. sharbat, a drink or sip, a dose of medicine,
sherbet, syrop ; sharbat,a draught of water, from sharb, ski rb,
shurb, drinking, supping, the exact equivalent of ILat. sorbere,
It. sorbire, to sup or suck up liquid ; the Arab. as well as the
Latin root being doubtless, like G. schliirfeit, a direct representation of the sound. Lith. sre'bti, srobti, sraubli, srtcbbl4
sruboti, to sup, sip ; sruba, soup, broth.
,Sheriff. AS. scirgerefa, a shire-reeve, governor of a county.
The origin of the latter element, is unknown.
Sherry. Wine of Xeres in Spain, the Sp. x often reprecheck, seefe, chief,.
senting the sound of ch or sh, as in

D.

air.-Jam.

fissile.

Dan.

xaque,

SHERRY.
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xeque, a sheik, xahbeqe, a kind of vessel called a shebeck.Baretti.

To Shew. AS. sceawian, Du. schouwen, to look, to show.
G. schauen, to look; Sw. s/cada, to behold, to view. Du.
schoude, schouwe, an outlook, high place.
Shide.
And bad shappe him a shup of shides and of bordes.--PP.
ON. skid, a thin piece of wood, splinter for burning; skidgardr, a fence of laths, Du. schtieden, to split wood. G. sc/eit,
a splinter, a fragment, a piece of cleft fire-wood; seheitern,
to split to pieces; OE. shider, a shiver or fragment; to
sitider or s/tinder, to shiver to pieces.
Paste they smote them togedur
That their sperys can to-schyder.--MS. in Hal.The origin of shide and shider seems precisely analogous
to that of shive and sh-iver. In both cases we proceed from
the representation of a broken sound to express the idea of
shivering, shattering, bursting asunder. In the original
sense we have Swiss tschctdern, schidert scitidern, tschudern,
to give a cracked sound; tschaderi, a clapper; E. chatter,
chitter, to chirp as birds ; ID. schetteren, to crash, resound,
burst with laughter, to quaver with the voice, then (as the
equivalent E. scatter, shatter) to burst in pieces, dispergere
cum sonitu,
hkn

diffundere,
s rsre spargere.
nsudr
-Kil.

The
ifrn sense of
lgtyi
quiver-igo

form from shider, while the two senses of trembling and
breaking to pieces are united in shiver. On the same principle Bay. tattern, to shiver for cold, is connected with E.
tatter, a rag or fragment of cloth.
Parallel with E. s/tide, shider, shinder, are Lat. se/tidiwe,
chips, splinters ; scintduda, a shingle or thin piece of cleft

wood ; Gr.

oxt Cr, uo-~r,

a shide or splinter ; and as these

are undoubtedly connected with Lat. scindo, scidi, to cleave,
split, cut, Gr. o-xL~a, to cleave, we must, if we rely on the
principle of derivation above explained, suppose that it also
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gave rise to the last-mentioned verbs, but there is noreason
to suppose that these latter were earlier in the order of
formation than the related substantives.
Shield, G sciilcl, ON. skioldr. Commonly referred to
ON. s4/ol, shelter, protection, skyla, to cover, protect, as ON.
h~f, a shield, lfa, to protect. Gal. sg-til, shade, covering,
curtain.
Shift. The older sense of dividing, distributing, allotting,
is now nearly obsolete. Sifting, in Kent, the partition of
land among coheirs.-B.
God clepeth folk to him in sondry wise
And everich hath of God a propre gift
Som this, som that, as that him liketh sliift.
Chaucer. W. of B. Prol.
ON. skipa, to ordain, arrange; skipta, to distribute, share,

arrange a succession among heirs, booty among captors.
Gud skipti med okkr: let God deal with us two, let him allot
to each what seems good to him. Skipta is then, like E.
to arrange, appoint; skipta,
sk
shift, to change.
k/ifta, Dan. skifte, to partition, shift, change. Ashift or
Richardson explains it, a garment
woman's smock is not,
often shifted, but simply a change of -linen, as a delicate periphrasis which lost its virtue when skift was no longer understood as a special application of the sense of change. The
name then became liable to the same feeling which made
smock obsolete, and has in modern times been widely replaced by the Fr. chemise.
The radical meaning of the. verb seems to be to give shape
or form to. AS. sceopan, seyppan, to form, create, ordain.
Ic hiwige oththe scyppe : I form or create-ifjlfr. Gr., where
it will be observed that the synonymous kiwige is derived in
an analogous manner from 4iw, form, fashion, appearance. P1.
P. sekippen, to give a thing its form and appearance, to arrange. "PDu hest hier niks to sc4/ppenr:" you have nothing
to meddle with here. il issckippen, to deform, misfit ; umn-

N.

ipa,

as

schippen, to alter, change the form of a

thinog -Brem.

Wtb.

SHIFT.
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The same change of ch and f which is seen in Pl. D. achter,
E. after, in Du. schaclt and schaft, a shaft, lucht and luft,
left, P1. D. lucht and h ft, air, identifies shift with G.
schict, a part or division; erbschicht, share of an inheritance.
iSchicht is also a layer, stratum, row, so much of a certain
arrangement as is laid out at one continuance without a
break. Eine rede in drei theilen schichten: to arrange a
discourse in three parts. A special application is to a definite period of work, as (when the day is divided into three
parts) fjilt-, tage-, nachtschicht, the morning, day, and
night-shift. Schicht halten, to take one's turn or shift of
work. In the same sense P1. D. sckqft, schuft-tie.
Das
kann ich in einer schuft thun: I can do that without resting.
-Adelung.
Du. schoft, schqff, the division of the day's work
into four parts; also the meals by which they are broken.
Schoften, schoffen, to rest or to take meals at the stated hours.
-Kil.
G. bierschicht, pause when workmen leave their
work for a draught of beer. Thus schicht, or the equivalent
shift, might be applied to the breaking off of the old strain or
the commencement of a new one, and hence acquires the
.sense of change. A shift of work is properly a bout of work,
the period during which the labourer works at a single
stretch, but is subsequently applied to the change of workmen at the expiration of the proper time. In the same way
a shift of linen would properly be the period during which a
shirt would wear without washing, then the entrance on a
new shift, or the change of shirt when the old one was sufficiently worn.
It is in this sense of a turn of work that the word is used
when we speak of making shift, making a thing serve our
turn. To shift is to do the duty of the hour; a shifty person,
one skilled at turning his hand to various kinds of work.
Shilling. G. schilling, a piece of money, a definite number
of certain things, or a definite quantity of materials. The
most likely suggestion as to the origin is that supported by
Ihre, from Sw. skilia, to divide. The name, according to his
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view, would be originally given to those pieces of'money
which were stamped with an indented cross, so that they
could easily be broken into four, and the quarter of which
was in AS. called feorthlyng, a farthing or ferlyng, or siyea,
a bit.
To Shimmer. G. schimmeru, P1..D. schemern, Sw. shnra,
to glimmer,' flicker, shine unsteadily or obscurely, whence
Du. schemeren, schenmelen, to shade, P1. D. scheme, shade,
shadow.
We have frequently had occasion to observe that ideas
connected with the faculty of sight are expressed by words
applying in the first instance to the phenomena of sound.
Thus Fin. kilimn is rendered tinnitus clams, splendor clarus;
1ilia, clare tinniens, dare lucens; kilistan, tinnitum clarum
moveo, splendorem clarum reflecto ; im isU, acute tinnio
.(comp. E. chime) ; kimaltaa, kiimottaa, to glitter, sparkle;
leomista, to sound deep or hollow; Iomottaa, to shine as the
moon. Esthon. hum, noise, shine, brilliancy; humama, to
glow; hkummama, to roar, hum, tingle, to shine. Du. schateren,
schetteren, to ring, crash, resound; schitteren, to glitter, shine.
The same relation holds good between Pol. szemrad (sz - E.
sh), to murmur, mutter, rustle, or the equivalent E. simmer
(in Suffolk shimmper), to make a gentle hissing or rustling
noise like liquids just beginning to boil, and shimmer, to
shine unsteadily or faintly.
From the frequentative, which in imitative words is
usually the original form, are developed 011G. scirno,
splendour,. brilliancy, ray of light, scimam, to glitter ; ON.
skima, splendour, reflection, and, as a verb, to glance suspiciously round ; AS. sciman, to glitter, to squinny, still preserved in the provincial .sime,a
of light, also to look at

ray

a person in an underband

way;

shim, appearance, white

streak on the face of a horse.-Hal. N. sAjoma, to glance, to
flicker ; P1. ID.scheme, reflection, shade.
Shin. G. schiene, a splint or thin piece of wood, splint for
a broken arm, tire of a wheel or strip of iron with which it

SHIN.

SHINE.
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is bound round. ,Armschiene, beinschiene, a piece of armour
for the arm or thigh; schienbein, the shinbone, so called
from its sharp edge like a splint of wood. The analogous
bone in a horse is called the splintbone.
The original meaning of the word is probably a splinter
or fragment, from a form like Prov. E. shinder, to shiver to
pieces. Adelung mentions an obsolete schinen, to split, and
perhaps Lat. scindere may be referred to the same root if the
primary sense were to burst asunder, then to separate, to cut.
For the ultimate origin, see Shingle.
Shine. Goth. skeinan, ON. skina, G. scheinen, to shine.
Bret. skina, to spread, to scatter; skin, ray, spoke of a wheel,
furrow.
The resemblance of the forms shihne and shine, however
striking, is probably not to be accounted for on the supposition of a confusion between the pronunciation of m and n,
but rather from both the foregoing forms having arisen from
independent representations of somewhat similar sounds.
In designating the phenomena of sight we are necessarily
driven to comparison with sounds which produce an analogous effect upon our sensitive frame. Thus the sudden appearance of a brilliant light is represented by the sound of
an explosion, and a sparkling or broken glitter by the sound
of crackling. Fr. eclat, originally representing a loud smart
sound, is applied to a brilliant light; delat de tonnerre, a clap
of thunder; clat de lumiere, a sudden flash of light. Petiller,
to crackle, also to sparkle, twinkle. Du. schetteren, schateren,
to crash, resound; schitteren, to glitter. At the same time,
the sounds employed as the types of visual conceptions have
their connections also in the realm of mechanical action. A
loud and sudden crash suggests the notion of explosive action,
bursting asunder, shivering to pieces, while a crackling sound
is connected with the idea of vibratory or broken movement. S'eclater, to burst, crash, shiver into splinters; dclat,
a shiver, splinter, small piece of wood broken off with violence.-Cot. Du. schetteren is identical with E. scatter, and
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was formerly used in the same sense ;ififundere, dispergere
cum sonitu.-Kil. In like manneriDan.sp rage, to crackle, corresponds with Lat. spargere and with E. sparkle, which itself
was formerly used in the sense of scatter."I sparkyl abroode,
I sprede thynges asonder."-Palsgr. Hence may be explained
the relation of Bret. slahi, dispersion, as well as
G, schiene
(mentioned under Shin), a shiver, splinter, to E. shine.
When we look for forms representing sound which might,
,on the principle above explained,give rise to the root shin
signifying shine, we meet with IDan. skingre, to ring, clang,
resound, leading to Sw. skingra, to disperse, scatter, and Sc.
,skinkle, to. sparkle.
The gay mantel
Was skiukiand in the sun.-Jam.

of

In Lat. scintilla, a spark, the sound of ki in skinkle is exchanged for tl, in a-manner analogous to the interchange of
gl and dl in E. shingle and G. schindel, or in N.
to
jingle, and ON. sindra, to sparkle.
Shingle, Shindle. 1. A lath or cleft wood to cover houses
It. scacndole, laths or shindells.-Fl. G. schndel,
a shingle, a splint for a broken arm. Lat. seandula,seindlula,
a shingle.
The idea of breaking to pieces is commonly expressed by
reference to the sound of
explosion, as explained under
Shine. Thus OFr. eselat, properly signifying a clap or crack,
used in the sense of a shiver, splinter, also a small and

singra,

'with.-B.

an

,s
,thin
shown

lath or shingle.-Cot. The' origin of shingle, shiindle, is
in Dan. skcingre, to ring, clang, resound, leading to

Sw. skingra, to disperse, scatter. In Proy. E. sliinder, to
shiver to pieces, the sound of ng exchanges for nid as in
shingle and spindle, or in N. singra, to jingle, and ON. sindra,
to sparkle. The dental is also found in Lat. scindere, to split,
~and in It. schiantare, to rap, split, or burst in sunder, whence
schianlolo, a splinter, shiver [shindle] .- Fl.
Shingle. 2. The pebbles on the sea-shore, from the jingling
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noise made by every wave on a shingly beach. N. singla,
sin gra, to jingle, clink; singi, gravel, shingle.
Ship. Goth. skip, G. schift; Fr. esqait;'It. schio, Gr.
o-KaWfl,

Bret. skaf, ship, boat.

Shire. See Share.
To Shirk, Sherk. A modification of shark, signifying, in
the first instance, to obtain by rapacious or unfair proceeding,
then to deal unfairly, and finally to avoid or escape from anything by underhand proceeding. "Certainly he (Land) might
have spent his time much better-in the pulpit than thus
sherking and raking in the tobacco shops."-State Trials in
R. Laud was accused of fraud in contracting for licences to
sell tobacco. "Idle companions that shirke living from
others, but time from yourselves." -Bp. Iainboro in I.
Shirt, Skirt. ON. skyrta, Dan. skiorte, Sw. skfirta, shirt;
Dan. skiort, Sw. skorte, skirt. The original meaning of shirt
seems to have been a short garment, while skirt is the part
shortened or tucked up for the convenience of action. AS.
sceort, short ; sceortian, syrtan, to shorten ;01G. scurz,
short; scurziua kauctti, short garments. Walach. scurtu
short; scurtare, to shorten ;
(togula superior), small upper

seurteic,

a short garment

cloak.

Bibelesworth distinguishes OFr. eschou', a shirt, and escour,
a

skirt.
Prenez, valets en vos esckours [the schirtes]
De go frael hareng roux.

Par devant avet escour [the shirte beforne]
Et de cote "sent gerons

[gores].-Nat. Antiq.

up.-Roquef.

Pu. schorssen, schorten,
Pseourehie, tucked
to tuck up, suspend, be wanting ; schorsse, sekorte, an apron,
upper petticoat. P1. P. -upsckorten., Pan. skiorte, ojpskiorte,
to tuck up one's clothes. G. sckurz, schiirze, an apron ;
schiirzen, to truss or tuck up ; die darmel schiurzen, to tuck up
the sleeves.
Shive. See Sheave.
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To Shiver. Written chiver, chever, by Chaucer. Chyveryng or quakyng for cold. Chymerynge or chyverynge,
or dyderynge, frigutus.--Pr. Pm.
The analogy between sound and movement enables us to
speak of a quivering or tremulous sound and a quivering or
tremulous motion, and thence to designate the motion by
what was originally meant as a representation of the sound.
Thus the word chitter, originally representing confused,
broken sound, as the chirping of birds, is applied to trem..
bling movement. " Chytteryng, quivering or shakyng for
cold."-Huloet in Hal. So Du. quetteren, to chirp, corresponds to Lat. quatere, to shake. Du. schetteren, to crack, to
warble, is also rendered by Kilian by the Lat. tremere, intremere.
Schetteringhe, sonus vibrans, stridor dispersus,
modulatio.
On the same principle, Sp. quiebro, a trill or quaver, leads
to E. quiver, to tremble, Du. kuyveren, kuyven, to shiver,
tremble, parallel forms with Lat. vibrare. The same variation of the initial consonant which is seen in shake as compared with quake, or in Du. schetteren as compared with
quetteren, brings quiver into parallelism with shiver, Lower
Rhine schoeveren, to tremble.
When a body not altogether rigid is violently shaken, the
parts of which it is composed are flung into movement in a
variety of directions, and seem to be flying apart from each
other. Thus the senses of shaking and of breaking to pieces
are frequently united, and we speak of shivering a pane of
glass, breaking a thing to shivers.
The birdes songSo loud ysang that all the wode yrong
Like as it should shiver in pecis small.
Chaucer.

Black Knight.

Du. scheveren, to break to pieces; sceeve, a shive, a fragment; scheversteen, slate, stone that splits up into slices.
ON. sk fa, Dan. skive, a thin slice; skifa, to cleave or split.
In the same way ON. skialfa, Dan. skialve, to tremble, are
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connected with Du. schelfe, schelve, schelfer, a scale, crum,
splinter, fragment; E. quiver, to tremble, with Sp. quiebra,
crack, fracture; quebrar, to break.
Shoal. AS. theofsceol, a gang of thieves; thegnscole, a
train of retainers.
Du. school, a shoal of fishes, flock of
birds. En school vinken, a flock of sparrows. Ir. sgol, a
scull, school or shoal of fishes.
The radical meaning seems to be a clump or mass. Du.
scholle, a clod, mass, lump of ice; scholen, to flock or crowd
together. It. zolla, a clod; zollare, to grow together in
clods; zolle dell' aria, the clouds. "A cloud of witnesses."
Mod. Gr. o-KOVAL, a mass, lock of wool, flax, &c. Compare
flock of wool, flock of sheep, of birds, &c.
Shock. Fr. choquer, Sp. chocar, Du. schokken, to jog, jolt,
knock against.
The word is of analogous formation with cock, kick, cog,
shag, shog, jag, jig,jog, &c., from a form in the first instance
representing an abrupt sound, then used to signify an abrupt
movement, a projection, prominence, bunch or tuft.
Forms closely bordering on the syllable shock are used to
represent broken sound in Sc. chack, to clack or click; Prov.
E. chackle, to chatter; Sp. chacolotear, to rattle like a loose
shoe; Swiss tschaggen, to tick like a clock; Dan. skoggre,
skoggerlee, to roar with laughter. P1. D. suk ! is used to represent the jolt of a rough conveyance. Of a rough horse
they say, Das geit jummer suk! suk! it goes always suk!
suk! Ene olde suksuk, an old rattle-trap, of an old spinning-wheel, or a jogging horse. Hence sukkeln, G. schuckeln,
schaukeln, schokkeln, Fr. sagoter, to shake, jolt, jog.
Then, as a sudden jolt or jog causes the moving point to
trace out a projection in the line of motion, we have jag, a
projecting point; ON. skaga, to project; E. shaggy, shagged,
rugged with tufts of hair; shoggle, a projecting point of ice;
and on the same principle must be explained Swiss tschogg,
the tuft of feathers on a bird's head, the hair on the top of a
man's head; It. ciocca, a tuft or lock, and E. shock, a thick
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tuft of hair, in shook dog, a shaggy dog; shock head, a bushy
head of hair.
The sense of a heap in Du. schokke, a heap, G. schock, a
collection of sixty things of certain kinds, E. shock, a pile
of sheaves, is probably from the notion of a bunch or lump.
Shoe. Goth. skohs, ON. skor, G. schuh.
Swiss
To jog, joggle, or make to
To Shog.
Shag,
See
to
wag.
ysgogi,
W.
schauggen, schaggen, to jog;
:Shock.
To Shoot. ON. sijota, IDu. schieten, G. schiessen, to dart,
shoot, move with impetuosity. A shoot or young branch is
the ;growth shot out in a single season.
Shop, Shippen. Fr. eschope, a stall or little shop; G.
schqppen, P1. D. schupp, a shed; AS. seypen, a stall, stable,
shed; NE. shippen, a cow-house; ON. shtpr, Dan. skab, Sv.
slap, a press or cupboard.
Shore.. 1. The border of the land, or extremity where the
land is broken off. Du. seihore, ruptura, scissura, rina, et
acta, ripa-iKil.; scheuren,-schoren, to burst, split, tear, divide;
P1. ID. schoren, to tear asunder. See Shard.

vacillate.-B.

2. A prop.

N. skora, ON. skorda, a shore or prop, the

shores or stocks by which a ship is supported on dry land.
N. skora, skara, to hew ; skoraspone, chips. The word properly means a piece or length of timber.- Bay. schrot, a
cloth, paper, especially a length of
piece of bread,
timber, abschnitz von holzstammen.-Schmeller. G. stolle,
a piece ; stollen, a support, prop, pedestal. See Shard, Sherd.
.3. A public drain. Erroneously supposed to be a corruption of sewer.' It is really from G. scharren, to scrape ;
Swiss schoren, to cleanse, sweep out stables, whence schorete,
aussehorete, what is scraped or- swept out, dun&~, manure ;
schorgraben, the drain which receives the runnings of the
cattle. So' shoreditch is the ditch which receives the scrapings
of the streets. The scavengers were formerly called rcdiers,
scrapers.. Item quod homines cujuslibet Wardoe habeant

flesh,
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1

7

5.

rustratores suflicientes

ad purgandas Wards do diversis
fimis.-Liber Albus, 258. See Shard.
Short. AS. sceort, 011G. scurz, Walach. scurta, Alban.
shkourte, G. kurz, Lat. curtus, Pol. krotki, short; shrocil, to
shorten.
Shove. Du. schuiven, G. schieben, ON. skufa, N. skuva,
skyve, to shove, push, draw; Du. gan schuiven, to abscond,
steal away. Fr. esquiver, Sp. esquivar, Grisons schivir, to
slip aside, avoid, escape; It. schfare, schivare, to shun,avoid, to loathe, or abhor. It is to be remarked that the
proper meaning of shun is to shove or push, then to avoid.
Shoulder.
OHG. scultara, G. schulter. Connected by
some with ON. skioldr, a shield, a derivation supported by
Prov. E. shield-bones, brade-bone.-lal..But perhaps a
more likely origin is the broad shovel- like shape of the bones.
Prov. E. shall, a shovel; skull-bane, the shoulder-blade. The
G. schufel is applied to any broad flat implement, as the
blade of an oar, fluke of an anchor. Pol. lopata signifies a
shovel, oven-peel, blade of an oar, while the dim. lopatka is a,
shoulder-blade. Lat. scapula may not improbably be identical
with G. sciaufel. In parts of England the shoulder is called

spade-, spaud-, or spaw-bone, from Sc. spald, spauld, spawi, Fr.
espaule, Sp. espalda, Prov. espotla, It. spalla, a shoulder, show-ing the same relation to Lat. sp atha, spatula, a spatula,
spattle or broad slice, and to E. spade, as that which has
been shown above between shoulder and shovel.
Shovel. G. schaufel, Du. sckzi/el, schuyffel, schoepe, schuppe,
a shovel or similar implement. The meaning would seem to
be an implement for digging. Pol. kopacd, to dig, scoop,
hollow ; kopna6 nog t(noga, foot), to kick ; kopystka, a spattle ; Boh. kopali, to dig ; skopati, to dig away; kopyto,

hoof;

kopeysko, a coal-shovel.
iRuss. kopnut', to dig ; hopanie,
digging ; kopanitza, a spade, shovel. Walach. seobire, to
scoop, hollow out, carve in wood, stone, &c. Bret. shrop,
skcob, a scoop, bowl. As digging is a coarser kind of scraping,
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Lat. scalere, G. schaben, and E.-shave, must probablybe
closely allied. N. sheavd, skjevla, a scraper.
To Shout. _Aparallel form with hoot, as Prov. E.siss and
scioare,
hiss, Pl.D. schuddern and. huddern, to shudder.
to cry shool! to frighten birds. Mod. Gr. O-KOVe&, to shout.
Shower. Goth. skura windis, a storm of wind. ON. sk r,
of illness. Dat
a shower of rain. Pl. D. schuur, a passing
madness.
Dat
dulle schuar hebben, to have an attack of
schur is vorbi, the fit is passed. Bi schuren, at recurring
intervals.
The origin is probably shown in G. schauder, schauern, to
shudder, shiver; schauter, a trembling, shivering, especially
that of cold or fever. Then, taking an attack of fever as
the type of a passing fit of illness, the term is applied to
other cases of intermittence wholly unconnected with the
symptom of shivering, and finally to a passing shower of
rain or hail.
Shred. Du. schroode, .schroye, a bit, piece of paper, scrow;
schrooder, a tailor; P1. D. schraden, schrten, to eat, to gnaw
as a mouse; G. sckrot, what is cut up into fragments, corn
coarsely ground, lead cut up for shot;'schrofen, to shred, cut
up. Ober ID. schreissen, to split; Goth. diskreitan, to tear
asunder.
The word differs only in the transposition
the liquid
and vowel from shard, sherd, and the. radical meaning is a
piece rent off, from a representation of the sound of tearing.
Gael. sgread, shriek, cry, harsh grating sound ; .Sc. screed, a
loud shrill sound, the sound made in tearing, the act. itself of
rending, or the piece torn off. Gael. sgraid, sgrait, a shred,
rag.
Shrew. A wicked person. Schrewid generation, prava.-

It.

fit

of

Wiclif, Acts 2.

Shreude folke, improbis.-Chaucer,

Boeth.

6. II.
And the prophete saith, " Flee shrewednesse and do goodnesse, seek
peece and foiwe it."-Chaucer, Melibeus.

To shrew or besitrew seems to be to wish evil to.

Shrewd, in
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the sense of sharp, sagacious, arises from the same feeling
which has applied the term silly, properly signifying innocent,
blessed, to the sense of foolish. The wicked man is regarded
as intelligent and sharp-sighted, the good as simple and
easily taken in.
We have no analogous term in any of the related languages. It possibly may be a special application of G.
schraege, sloping, wry, so as to be synonymous with wrong,
twisted or declining from the right way. The passage in
Luke, where the original has fKoXta, crooked, and the Yulgate prava, is translated by Wiclif, "and schrewed thingis
schulen be into dressid thingis, and scharpe thingis into
pleyne weyes :" and the crooked shall be made straight, and
the rough ways shall be made smooth. Dan. skraa, sloping,
diagonal; P1. D. schraad, awry; schraade, schrae, schraag,
thin, spare. Schrae weide, bare, scarce pasture; ene schrae
tied, a shrewd time, pinching times; schrae hues holen, to
keep a sparing house. The sense of sloping is probably from
the notion of a transverse blow grazing or scraping the surface instead of striking it full. It. cogliere scarso, to strike a
slanting blow. See Scarce.
Shrewmouse.
AS. screawa, mus araneus cujus morsus
occidit. Possibly from shrew, wicked, as the bite of the animal was supposed to be fatal, and it was said to lame cattle
even by running over them. It must not be confounded
with Du. schermuys, G. schormaus, the mole or digging
mouse, from scharren, schoren, to scrape, to dig.
Shriek. See Screech.
Shrift. See Shrive.
Shrill. Used by Spenser as a verb.
At last they heard a horn that shrilled clear
Throughout the wood that echoed again.

Sc. skirl, to cry with a shrill voice; a shriek, a shrill cry.
N. skryla (of children), to cry in a high note; skraala, to
squawl. P1. D. schrell, harsh, sharp in sound or taste, hoarse.
Schrell bier, hard, sour beer; de appel het enen schrellen
VOL. III.
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.smakk, the apple has a sharp taste. Shriek and shrill are related to each other as squeak and squeal.
Shrimp. Anything very small of its kind, a small shellfish.
Such things go for wit as long as they are in Latin, but what dismally shrimped things would they appear if turned into English.Echard in R.

Du. krimpen, to contract, diminish. AS. serymman, to wither
or dry iup. G. schrmnpfen, to shrivel, wrinkle, shrink; Sc.
scrimp, to deal sparingly with one; contracted, scanty, deficient. "He serimps him in his meat." Dan. skrumpe, to
shrivel, shrink ; IDu. schrompelen, to shrivel, become wrinkled
or crumpled. Prov. E. shramnp, to shrug, to shrink; shrunp
shouldered, crump-shouldered, having contracted shoulders.
Gr. Kpapj3os, parched, shrivelled.
The idea of contraction is connected with a vast variety of
forms which may be arranged in two parallel series, rup,
crup, crump, skrup, skrump, and rak, rank, cruk, crank,
skruk, skrunk. iBut whether the foregoing forms have grown
from a common root or have arisen independent of each
other, or whether the connection between the fact of con-

rump,

traction and the sound by which it is

signified

is always of

precisely the same nature, are questions on which it would
be rash to pronounce a decisive opinion.
The general course of development would seem to be from
the analogy between a broken, rugged sound, and a movement, and thence a shape of similar character, and from the
individual contractions of a rugged line or surface to the idea
of contraction in general.
As examples of' the different forms may be cited Lith.
rucpas, rugged ; E. ripple, rimple, the surface of water curled
by a breeze ; rumple ; G. riimpfen, to distort the mouth or
nose ; Gael. crup, crouch, contract, shrink ; E. crump, crimp;
Sw. shrumpen, shrivelled, shrunk ; and for the series with a
terminal k instead of p, N. rukka, Lat. raga, a wrinkle, E.
rugged; Sw. runka, to shake, vacillate ; rynka, wrinkle,
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rumple; E. crook, crouch, crinkle; N. skrukka, a wrinkle;
AS. scrincan, to shrink; Sw. skrynka, wrinkle;
to

skrynla,

G.

crumple, wrinkle. See Rimple, Ring.
Shrine. AS. scrin,
schrein, Fr. escrin, Lat. scriniurn,
a cabinet or place to keep anything in. See Screen.
To Shrink. AS. scrincan, to contract from drought. Sw.
skrynka, wrinkle, pucker; skrynkla, to wrinkle, crumple;
runka, to vacillate, shake; rynka, wrinkle.
It may be considered as a nasalized form of shrug.
I drawe together as lether or other thing that shringeth together.Palsgr.
Raggruzzare, to crinch, shrinic or shrug together.-Fl. See
Shrimp.
To Shrive, Shrift. To shrive is explained by Bayley, to
make confession to a priest, also to hear a confession, and it
is generally understood to include the whole circumstances
of the transaction, the imposition of penance and consequent
absolution. Fromu the latter applications ON. skript is used
in the sense of reprimand and of punishment.
The word has been explained from Lat. scribere, to write,
on different grounds which will hardly bear examination.
According to Skinner, because the names of
confessing were tak~en down in writing ; according to Ibre, be..
cause the penance enjoined was given by the priest in writing.
But the name must have arisen at a period when writing
materials were too dear, and the knowledge of reading too
confined to make it possible that the injunction of penance
should with any generality have been delivered in writing.
The truth appears to be that there is no direct descent from
Lat. scrib~ere, and in order to explain the relation with the

persons

Lat. verb we, must- go back to a meaning which it had an~
tenior to that of writing, viz, the scoring of a line, as shown,
in the compound praescribere, to prescribe or enjoin, literally,

to trace out a line to be followed by the agent in question.
"Cultervocatur prmedensam, priusquam proscindatur, terrain
secans, futurisque suicis vestigia prcescribens incisuris"--
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Pliny; where the latter clause may be translated, and marking out beforehand, by the incisions, a track for the future
furrows.
From the same original source, but doubtless by no direct
descent, is P1. D. schreve, a line, which is used in the same
metaphorical sense as the verbal element in prwscribere.
Na dem schreve hauen: to cut according to the line chalked
out. Aver den selreven gaan: to go beyond the line, to
transgress. Thus we are enabled from the internal resources
of the language to explain AS. scrifan, gescrifan, to trace out
a line of action, to ordain, enjoin, assign. Sylle with his
life swa hwaet swa him man scrife: he shall give as a ransom
for his life whatsoever is laid upon him.-Exod. xxi. 30.
Throwige thaer swa bisceop him strife: patiatur ibi sicut
episcopus ci imponat. Buton swa gescryfen sy: unless it is
in any way enjoined. Edictis, gebennum oththe gescrifum;
abdictis, forscrifenum.-Gl. Cot. in Junius.
To shrive then had reference originally to the injunctions
given by the priest on hearing confession, and was only a
special application of a word which in its general sense has
been lost to the English language.
To Shrivel. Gael. sgreubh, sgrectg, dry, parch, shrivel ;
sgrectgan, anything dry, shrunk, or shrivelled. Prov. E.
shravel, dry faggot wood.. Related to OE. nzel, to wrinkle,
as Du.. schrompelen to E. rumple, or as Sw. shrynka to rynka,
to wrinkle.
The word, like so many others connected with the idea of
a wrinkled, rugged surface, may be from the mere representation of a broken' sound, but in the present case it is probable it has a more specific origin in a form like ON. skr4/a,
N. skraava, to creak or rustle like dry things. ON. skr4thurr, so dry as to make a noise of the foregoing kind. N.

skraaen, dried, shrunk ; skraana, to dry, shrivel, shrink.
Prov. IDan. skrasle, to rustle ; shras, skraasel, very dry. On
the same principle, Lith. skrebeti, to rustle, crackle ; skrebti,
to- become dry.
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To shrowd, to cover, shelter.-B.
Give my nakedness
Some slTrowd to shelter in.-Chapman, Homer.
I -- gan anone so softly as I coude
Among the bushes prively me to skrowde.

Chaucer, Black Knight.
AS. scrud, garment, clothing. ON. 8/rud, ornament, clothing;
skrudbuinn, statelily clothed; loptligskrud, the ornaments of
the sky, the heavenly bodies. Skryda, to adorn, to clothe.
Shrub. A dwarf tree, also a little sorry fellow.-B.
Scrubby, stunted, poor of its kind. Prov. Dan. shrub, bnsh,
brushwood. Egeskrub, bogeskrub, an oak or a beech-that
is stunted in its growth. The scrubs in Australia are growths
of brushwood or stunted trees.
The original meaning would seem to be a roughness, then
a prominence, projection, stump, low tree with stiff brushy
branches, a stunted growth. Dan. shrubbet, rough, rugged.
The E. shrub or scrub and scrog correspond to Du. strobbe
and struik, P1. D. struuk, G. strauch, a shrub or bush. Du.
stobbe, struik, stronk, G. strumpf,-a stump or stalk. Straube,
anything with a rough or uneven surface.
Harte und
straube hande wie cmn reibisen."-Schmeller. Bay. strauben,
struben, strutpen,

to stand up stiff, subrigere, inhorrere ; stro-

bein, to be or to make rough, like disordered hair.

G.

struppig, rugged, standing on end like hair or feathers.

A

shrub or scrub is a bush with stiff projecting branches..
Dui. strobbelen, strompelen, struikelen, stronkelen, to stumble,
are probably not to be understood as striking against a stump,
but as plunging, striking irregularly out with the feet. Bay.
strabein, strappein, to move the hands and feet. See Stumble.
To Shrug. To shudder, to crouch together as a person
shivering, to contract.
The touch of the cold water made a pretty kind of shrugging come
over her body like the twinkling of the fairest among tbe fixed stars.-.
Arcadia in R.
The shadow of eines is one of the thickest and most hurtful-if they
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be let to spread into great arms and boughs at libertie -if the
braunches thereof-be shIriggcd (icostrictue)
I thinke that the shade will
do no harme at all.-Holland, Pliny.

The word may be taken from the cowering action of a
brooding hen, or it may be from the general notion of-shuddering, throwing into unevenness, wrinkling, contracting.
Pan. skrulcke, to cluck like a hen; skrukhdne, a brood hen;
skrikke, sicrugge, to stoop, to go humpbacked; skrukrygget,
humpbacked. At staae i skruk,
i kruk, of people or
animals when they creep into shelter and cower with their
backs crooked. IDu. schrikken, to tremble. N. skrwkka, a
wrinkle; skrukkast, to shrink, to become uneven ; skrok4en,
shrunk, shrivelled, hard, rugged; skrukketroll, a wooddifferent
louse, an animal which draws itself into a ball.
origin is suggested by Pu. schurken, to shrug, rub, scratch.
-Bomhoff.
To shrug, according to this view, would be to rub
oneself in one's clothes by the motion of the shoulders. ly
scharki als of hy't liif vol luizen had, he shrugs as if he was
full of lice.-lalma. Prov. E. sheri, to shrug.-lal.
To Shudder. Pu. schudden, schiuddern, P1. D. tuddern,
Pu. huggeren, huyverem, to shiver; P1. P. schiddeln, to shake;
schuddern, 0-. schaudern, schauern, to shudder, shiver. The
radical figure is a broken sound, the representation of which
is subsequently applied to a broken movement.
Swiss
tschadern, tsckudiern, tschidern, schuadern, to give a cracked
sound ; tsckaderi, a clapper. Prov. E. shider, to break
shivers ; shider, a shiver.
To Shuffe. Bay. schufeln, to go along scraping the ground

krybe

A

to.

with one's feet.

See

Scuffle.

To Shun. Properly to shove (in which sense it is still provincially in use), then to shove on one side, to avoid. A
Sussex peasant said : " He kept shunning me off the path."
"I shonne a danger, I starte asyde whan I so a thynge, Jo me
guenchys. An I had not shonned asyde he had hit me in
the eye."--Palsgr. So from Pu. schuivea, to shove, Fr.
esquiver, to slip aside, shun, avoid.

SHUN.
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From turning aside from arose the sense of forbearing,
sparing.
wuste I what was wrong or right,

What

What to take or what to sczone-Body and Soul, 341.

Hence may be explained G. schonen, to spare, to abstain from.
EFr schonete zu nehmen von semen schafen und rindern:he
spared to take of his own flock.
Synonymous with shun, and probably a mere corruption of
it, is shunt, a word which, having become obsolete in cultivated language, has been brought back again by accidental
use in the terminology of railways. A train is said to shunt
when it turns aside to allow another to pass.
Thea I drew me down into a dale whereat the dumb deer
Did shiver for a shower; hut I shunted from a freyke,
For I would no wight in the world wist who I were.-Hal.

To shunt is also, as G. vcr.schieben (schiehen, to shove), to put
off, delay. Schape us an answer and schunte yow no lengere.
-Morte Arthure in Hal.
To Shut. From Du. schieten, to shoot, cast, drive forwards,
is formed schut, something put forwards, a defence, obstacle,
hindrance, mound, dike.
een gracht, to dig a ditch.
Een sc/tat voor

jets

Schicten

schieten, to place an obstacle before a

thing, to hinder it. Sch at tegen 't vuur, tegen. de wind, a
screen against the fire or wind.
a sluice gate ;
sc/sutdctk, shed ; schutho/e, schuthooi, a pound for cattle.
P1. D. schiott, a bolt, a sliding door by which water can be
kept out. Bay. schiitt, a mound. Schutten mac/ten, aggerem
facere.-Gl. in Schm.
Again from the substantive sc/iutt or schott is -formed a
secondary verb, IDu. schutten, to ward' off, turn back, hinder,
stop, shut up.
den wind, to keep out the wind,

Schutdeur,

So/hutten

whence schutscl, a window shutter.

Slag

schutten, to parry a

blow.
Schut herd, boarding for inclosures.
Schutten de
beesten, to impound beasts. P1. D. schottez, schutten, to keep
or shut out.
Schotte de dore to, bolt the door. JWater
sc/hotten, to repel the water by a dam. In the latter sense,
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the Dan. uses the primary verb skyde, to shoot; skyde nand,
to repel water. Bay. schiitten, to fence round, to protect;
Sw. skyddla, to protect, shelter; G. schitzen, to protect, are
equivalent forms.
Shuttle. Dan. vewerskytte, N. skatal, skiot, skyt, the implement by which the thread is shot to and fro in weaving.
Shy. G. scheu, timorous, shunning ; scleuen, to be afraid
aifright ; scleuche,
of, to shun; scheuchen, to scare away,
vogelscheu, a scarecrow. Du. schouw, timid, wild; schowen,
schuwen, to avoid. It. schlfare, to loathe or abhor, to shun;
schifo, loathsome, also nice, coy. Prov. esqala, wild, frightened; esquivar, to avoid, refuse. Sp. esqaivo, scornful, shy,
cold.
natural origin of the word may be found in the interjection of shuddering, schu ! schuck! (Grimm, 3, 298), leading to ORG. sciuhan, expavescere, perhorrescere, terrere;
.kisciahit, perterritus; liohtskihtig, lucifugus; Pl. P. schack,
horror, fear, avoidance. Ick heffn schack vaor'n anst: I
shudder at the thoughts of harvest. He schuckt sick nao
hus te gaon: he fears to go to the house. Dat part schucki:

to

A

the horse shies.-IDanneil.
G. schiichtrn, shy, timorous.
On the other side we are distracted by
skygg, timid,

SW.

fearful, shy, wild ; skygga, to take fright, to turn aside ;
which seem derived from. skayg, shade, shadow, -making the
original signification, starting at a shadow, a figure very
generally used to express the idea of taking fright. Sw.

fo6r

sin egen skugga, to be afraid of one's own
wazra rcadd
lanmmont rag he
shadow, to be fearful ; Bret. skeucd,

shadow;

skeud, to start at his shadow, to be afraid. So also W.
ysgod, shadow ; ysgodigo, to take fright as a horse-Richards ;
Sp. sombra,

shadow; asombrar, to overshadow, to take fright

as a horse, to terrify, amaze ; Fr. ombrage, shade omnbrageax, jealous, suspicious ;' cheval ombrageux, a shying horse ;
Gr. O-Kt, shadow ; Mod. Gr. fflca~w, to shade, to terrify ;
cTKLaCto/aL, to be afraid.

SIB.
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Sib. Related, of kin; preserved in gossip (God-sib), related in God, i. e. by the ordinance of baptism. Goth. silja,
relationship; 011G. sibba, sippia, affinity, peace; ON. sift,
relation, friend; AS. sib, peace, alliance, kindred, companionship.
Sick. AS. seoc, G. siech, ON. sia/r, Goth. sinks, sick; G.
siechen, to be sickly, to languish. Connected by Diefenbach
with the notion of drying up, fading away. Lett. sukt, to
fade away; Pol. suchy, dry; sue/ota, dryness, leanness ;
suchoty (pl.), consumption. Russ. sochnaty, to fade away,
dry up. Bret. seach, dry; siocean, feeble, delicate, tender.
A more probable derivation may be drawn from the sighing and moaning of a sick person.
Pl. D. sucht signifies
both sigh (and thence longing, strong desire), and also
ness. G. sue/it, an immoderate longing for a thing, sickness.
Ehrs acht, geldsuelt, zan/isue/it, a longing for or devotion to
hononr, money, broils; gelbsueht,jaundice. E. love-sick
and love-longing are equivalent terms. Dn. sue/ten, to sigh,
groan, languish. Gael. acain, sigh, sob, moan; acaineacli,
wailing, sickly. Dan. hive, to pant or gasp, also to languish
in sickness. Han iar lwenge hivet, he has long been ailing.
Side. 1. ON. sida, G. seite, a side.
2. Long, as " my coat is very side."-B.' AS. sid, ample,

sick-

spacious, vast ; ON. sictr, long, loose. -&Sctr

har, flowing

hair ; sicteyrdr, long-eared ; sidd, length of garment.
siege, It. sedia, seggia, a seat or sitting ; asselo,
Siege.

Fr.

Lat. obsidiaum, the

sitting'

down before a town in a hostile

way.
Sieve, Sift. AS. sfe, P1. D. seve, Du. zeef, zijqhe, G. sieb,
a sieve ; si/ten, sic/ten, Du. sag/en, iDan. sigte, to sift. The
name may probably he taken from the implement having
originally been made of sedge or rushes. ON. si,/;,Pan. siv,
sedge, rush. "Sieves were made of flaxstring, but many of
a more common quality were made of thin rushes, and that
they were originally of this simple material is evident from
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the sieve being represented in the hieroglyphics as composed
of rushes."-Wilkinson, Ancient Egyptians.
The probability of the foregoing derivation is supported
by W. ltcsg, sedge; hesgyn, a sieve; Pol. 8i1, a rush; sito, a
sieve. On the other hand, the name might naturally be
derived from Dan. sine, N. sign, to ooze as water, to fall by
its own weight, to sink; Du. zijqen, z /pe, to trickle, drip,
strain; N. sia, sila, to filter, to strain. Boh. prosywati, to
sift, to strain through a sieve; prosywadlo, a sieve. Dan.
.sic, to strain; si, a strainer, filter. See Sue.
Sigh. AS. sican, siccettan, Prov.IE.slie, Sw. sucka, W.
igio, to sigh, sob; AS. seofian, to mourn; Prov. E. to sje,
sif, to sigh; G. seufzen, P1. D. scien, soften, to sigh. Dan.
Sc. souch, swouch, the sound
hige, Lie, hive, to pant, gasp.
of the wind, or of one breathing heavily in sleep, a deep
sigh; souzch, sozuf, to sound as the wind, to breathe deep as
in sleep. All directly imitative.
To Sule, Silt. To site, to drip, to ooze through, sink down,
to fall; siting dish, a milk-strainer; silt, sediment, ooze.
And

then

terys-Morte Arthure.

syghande he saide with sylande
Many bakie gart he site
With the dynt of his spere.-MS. Hal.

Sw. si/a, to strain, filter ; situ sir frcun, to percolate or ooze
through. P1. ID.silen, to drain off water.
The immediate origin is the form exemplified in N. siga,
-Du. zjqn, doorziJqen, Dan. sic, to strain, percolate, sink in ;
G. versiegen, to drain or dry up ; N. sika, to strain or drain
off moisture, whence the frequentatives si/kia, to trickle, also
(as Dan. sagle) to drivel ; sula, to drip, to strain ; silla, to
drip fast; 0-. sic/cern, sic/kern, to trickle, leak, percolate.
As in so many similar cases, a parallel form is found with
a terminal labial instead of guttural in the radical syllable.
IDu. door zi/pen, doorzipelen, to drip or trickle through ; P1.
ID. sipen, sipern, to ooze, drip ; sipeln, sippern, to let tears
trickle.

SILLE.
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The ultimate origin is to be found in the notion of-sucking
or supping up, then sinking into the cracks of the vessel or
walls in which the liquid is contained. See To Sag.
Silk. Lith. szilkai, silk ; silkai, cotton. From Gr. o1puov,
Lat. sericuin, the produce of the Seres, by the conversion of
the r into 1.
The first people of any knowledge and acquaintance be the Seres,
famous for the fine silke that their woods doe yeeld.-Holland, Pliny.

G.

The threshold of a door or window. Pl. D. seil,
schwelle, Fr. seuil, It. soglia, a threshold. Sw. syll, Dan. syld,
base of a framework, building, ground-sill. NE. siles, the
main timbers of a house ; soil, rafter, window-sill.-Hal.
Fr. solive, a beam.
Vole signifies in general.the foundation, or that on which
a thing rests. W. swi, a flat place, ground, soil; Bret. sol,
soil, area, floor of a house; foundation, base, bottom; sole of
a shoe, beam. W. sail, syi, a groundwork, foundation, base;
seildiar (dacar, earth, ground), a foundation, pile, or prop;
seilfaen, syl faen, foundation stone; selddor, door-sill, threshold; gosail, ait underpinning or ground silling, foundation;
goscilio, to underpin, to prop. Gael, sail, a beam ; sailblutnn
(bonn, sole, foundation, base), the sole, lower beam of a partition.
frothy food to be slapped or slubbered up,
Sillabub.
prepared by milking from the cow into a vessel containing
wine or spirits, spice, &c.
And- we will ga to the dawnes and Blubber up a sillibub.-Two Lancashire Lovers in Hal.
The word is a corruption of slap-up or slab-up (like Fr.
salope, from Swab. scklapp, a slut), and is the exact equivalent
Sill.

A

of P1. ID.slabb' ut, Swiss scklabatz, watery food, spoon-meat,
explained by Stalder us schlabb auus, from schlappen, slabben,
to slap, lap or sup up food with a certain noise. Sehiabbele,
schiappele,. weak soup.-Stalder. To slap up, to eat quickly,
to lick up food.-Hal. ON. slapra, Dan. slubre, Pl. ID.
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sltbbern, to sup up soft food with a noise represented by the
sound of the word. On the same principle are formed Prov.
E. slcbber, anything of a gelatinous consistency, the spawn
of toads or frogs; sltb, wet and loose mud.-Hal.

Du. slemp

[sillabub], a certain drink made of milk, sugar, &c. (Bomhoff),
is derived in like manner from slempen, Bay. slampen, to lap,
sup up, junket.
Silly. AS. scelig, G. selig, blessed, happy.
O God (quod she) so worldly selinesse,
Whiche clerkes callen false felicitie,
Ymedled is with many bitternesse.
Chaucer, Tro. and Cress.

It is probably from the union in an infant of the types of
happiness or unalloyed enjoyment, innocence, and inexperience, that we must explain the train of thought in the present word. It is constantly used by the older writers in the
sense of simple, unknowing.
Thus craftily hath she him besette
With her lime roddes, and panter and snare,
The selie soul ycaught hath in her nette
Of her sugred mouth alas ! nothing ware.
Ch., Remedy of Love.

The simplicity of a child carried on into later life implies
deficiency of understanding, and thus simpleton or innocent
become synonyms for an idiot or fool. The French say, que
vous btes bon enfant, what an innocent you are! N. Fris.

salig, half saved, weak in mind.
is seeni in Gr. eviOj,

The same train of thought

good-hearted, simple-minded, then silly,

or in Bohem. blaziti, to bless, to make or pronounce happy,
blazen, an idiot, fool, madman.
The primary origin of the word is probably shown in
IManx shilloo, a herd of cattle; Gael. sealbh, cattle, possessions, good fortune; sealbhmhor, having great possessions;
sealbhach, prosperous, fortunate. In the same way AS. cad,

a possession; eadig, rich, happy, blessed.
Silver. Goth. silubr, Slav. srebro, Lith. sidabras.

SIMONY.

SINCE.18

ISO

Simony. The crime of Simon Magus, selling spiritual
things for money.
To Simmer, Simper. Imitative of the gentle hissing or
murmuring of liquids beginning to boil.
symper as
licours on the fyre byfore it bygynneth to
The cream of simpering milk.-Fl. Du. sissen, to hiss, to
Pol.
fizz as water on hot iron; to simmer.-BomhofiL
szemra6, to murmur, ripple, rustle. Turk. zeinzeme, soft
murmur of voices. In the name of the fountain zemzem at
Mecca the same root represents the purling of water.
To simper or begin to smile is probably from a comparison of
the movement creeping overthe features to that which shows
itself on the surface of water beginning to boil. The metaphor may be compared with the Gr. KV/J7TW arnqptOpov
yEXao-a, the many-twinkling smile of the waves, for the
gentle ruffle of the sea.
Sin. G. siinde, OHG. santa, ON. synd. The radical
meaning is probably breach. N. sand, synd'e, sundered,
injured, broken; i sand, in pieces, asunder ; ei sundt glas,
a broken glass; sande Iwdcee, torn clothes. N. synd is used
not only for sin or guilt towards God, but breach of right
in general. Hava synd
em, to reproach one with his
misconduct ; gjera synd jpaa ein, to deal hardly with one, do
him injustice ; syndapeng, money unjustly extorted. 011G.

"I

boyle."-Palsgr.

fyr'

santa, peccatum, culpa, noxa, macula ; ano santa, sine macula ; suntiga, noxia (corpora), Lat. sons, sonlis, guilty, hurtful ; insons, 011G. unsunlig, innocent.
Since. AS. sith, late, and as an adv. lately, afterwards ;
silkmcesl, silthest, last ; sithtkan, sithl ken, after, after that,
thenceforth, since.
sethlke, silk, silken, sin, sithence, Sc.
syne. -And he axidte his fadir how long is it sithe this hath falle to him ?-

OE.

Wiclif, Mark 9.
For sithen the fadris dieden.-2 Peter 3.
0 mighty

God, if that it be thy will,

in thou art righteous judge, how may it be,

&c.-Man of Laws T.
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From consequence in time since is transferred to consequence
in reasoning and causation. In accordance with, or in dependence on, the fact that thou art righteous judge, how may
it be, &c. ON. sid, siclar, sidast, of late, later, at last; un
sidir (acc. pl.), Dan. omnsider, at last, at length. ON. fyrr
og siler, from beginning to end. P1. D.
sedert, sinter,
sin 1, Pu. sedert, sinds, G. seit, since.
Sincere. Lat. sinceras, apparently a compound of the
same element which gives the sin in simplex, and Pol.
szczery, .pure, unmixed, genuine, sincere, true. AS. sin (in
comp.), ever, always ; G. simgriini, E. sengreem (evergreen), a
plant; 011G. sivielnot, GA. siindjfth, the great
Sinew. AS. sine, Pu. zenaw, G. se/ne, ON. sin, sinew.
To Sing. Goth. siggvan, to sing, to read aloud. Gal.
seinn, ring as a bell, play on an instrument, sing, chant,
proclaim. Sanscr. chij, ring, tingle. N. sangra, to whine,
give a long-drawn whining sound.; singla, singre, to clink;
sangra, to murmur.
To Singe. Pu. senghen, seughelen, to burn superficially;
de gesengde luchtstreek, the torrid zone. Derived by Adelung from a representation of the soand of blazing. ON.

seder,

flood.

ON.

sangra, to murmur ; sangr, having a burnt taste.
To Sink. Goth. siggquan, ON. sbkkva, G. sunken, Sw. sjunka,

to fall to the bottom ; Goth. saggqtan, G. s/In/en, Sw. scc6tka,
to cause to sink. It is not easy to separate the present form
from the series mentioned under Sag, where the. radical notion is the wasting or soaking in of water through. the pores
and interstices of the basin in which it is held, then the
lowering of the surface, the fact of gradually lowering or

to

dry up, drain away,
sinking down. Lith. se/ta, sen/tn,
AS.
sigan, to sink
heavy
;
shallow
;
sankas,
become
fall, set as the sun ; N. siga, to ooze or trickle through, to

down,

sink slowly, become imperceptibly lower, to fall gradually,
down by its own weight.

In accordance with the original meaning, to sink was used
in. the sense of pouring away liquids, and the word is still

SINK.
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used in the sense of a drain or.place where slops are poured
away.
In the lordys cup that levys undrynken
Into the alines dische hit schall be sonken.
Book of Curtasy, Percy Soc. vol. iv.

bailiff

The
that had the charge of the publick sinkes vaulted under the
ground dealt with Scaurus for good security.-Holland, Pliny in R.

In the same way Du. siipen, to trickle, drip, ooze; siipe, a
drain or sink.-Kil.
Sip. A related form with sap, sop, sup, all representing
the sound of a mixture of air and water, as in the act of
sucking up liquids or of agitation in a confined space. Pu.
so, soppe, juice, sauce; sope, suype, a draught of liquid;
sugpen, G. sascfen, to sup up, to drink deep; Du. sippen, to
sip or take small draughts.
A sppet is a small piece of bread sopped in sauce. Skelton
uses it for a sip.
And ye will geve me a nppet
Of your stale ale.-Elinor Rummyng.

Or.

oiwv,

cock.
Sir, Sire.

a reed or tube used to suck or sip wine out of a
It. Ser, Sere, a title given to Poctors, Priests,

Clerks, &c., and to Knights, as we say, Sir ; Ser Buono,
Goodman Sir ; Ser bello, fair Sir. Messere, my Sir ; also a

Fr.

inaster.-Fl.
Sire, Sir or master; a title of honour
which without addition is given only to the King, but with
addition unto merchants or tradesmen (Sire Pierre,

&c,), and

unto knights (Sire chevalier), and unto some few owners of
fiefs or

seigniories.-Cot.

The question has been much disputed whether the word is
a contraction of Signore, Seigneur, or whether it is an adoption of Mod. Gr. Kvp, Sir, master, from

KVpLOS,

Lord.

I be-

lieve the latter to be the case. The It. ser is not like a corruption of signore, and the language of the Eastern empire is

a very likely source from whence a general title of respect
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might be derived. Comp. sire with Mod. Gr. Kvp, the
father.
Sirname. Fr. surmom, It. sopranore, additional name.
Sirreverence. From salva reverentia, save your reverence,
sa' reverence, an introductory excuse made when anything
indecorous has to be mentioned.
Neither would common fame report these horrid things of them, not
to be uttered without a preface of honour to the hearer.-MinuciusFelix
by James, 29.
At which the lawyer taking great offence
Said, Sir, you might have used save reverence.
Harrington.
The beastliest man; why, what a grief must this be
(Sir-reverence of the company) a rank whoremaster.
Massinger in Nares.

Siserara. Corruption of certiorari, the name of a legal
writ by which a proceeding is removed to a higher court.
They cannot so much as pray, but in law, that their sins may be removed with a writ of error, and their souls fetched up to heaven with a
sasarara.-O.Play in N.

Siskin. A small singing bird of a yellowish hue. Pu.
slisken, eiislcen, GA. zeisig, Pol. ezy , a goldfinch, greenfinch ;
Sw. siska, siskin. Du. sissern, to twitter like small birds.
Sister. Goth. swistar, Pol. siostrat, Lith. sessere, Esthon.
sossar, sesszet,

Fin. sisa, Sanscr. swasiri, sodary, Lat. soror, w..

chwaer, Gael. piuthar.
To Sit. See Set.
Site. Fr. cassiette, the seat, site, or situation of a house, a
plot for building. See Size.
Sithe. ON. sigdl, a sickle, a sword ; P1. DP. seged, segd,
seed, seid, a kind of sickle or billhook for cutting turfs. Lat.
securis, Boh. sekera, an axe. From the verbal root exemplified in Eat. seco, Wendish. sseku, sseczu, to cut ;
sekati, to cut, hew, strike with a rod, sword, &c., whence
sekaev, a mower. Pol. siekac, to chop, hack, mince. ON.
sax, a knife, or short sword ; saxa, to chop, to strike.

Bohem.

SIX.

SIZE.

1.93

Six. Lat. sex, Gr. Fe, Goth. saihs, Boh. ssest, W. cliwech,
Ileb. schesch, Sanser. shasha, Gael se.
Size. 1. From Lat. sedere, to sit, descendec It. assidere,
Prov. assezer, assire, assir, Fr. asseoir, to seat, set, place, fix,
and thence It. assisa, Prov. asisa, Fr. assise, a sitting, setting
down, settlement, arrangement. It. assisa, a settled fashion,
the arrangement of a tax, and thence the tax itself. All'
assisa, according to the fashion. Prov. asiza, state, conaition, manner.
"Per mostrar noel asiza, so es noela
maniera :" to show a new assize, that is, a new manner.Raynouard. E. assize, and corruptly size, was the settlement or arrangement of the plan on which anything was to
be done. The assize of bread or of fuel was the ordinance
for the sale of bread or of fuel, laying down price, weight,
length, thickness, &c.
'Tis not in thee
To grudge my pleasures, to cut off my train,
To bandy hasty words, to scant my sizes.-Lear.

-i.

e. to curtail my allowances.

There was a statute for dispersing the standard of the exchequer
throughout England, thereby to size [regulate] weights and measures.Bacon, H. VII.

The term was then applied to the specific dimensions laid
down in the regulation, and finally to dimensions of magnitude in general. The measure described by Rastall as an
act for the assize of fuel is mentioned by Fabyan in the following terms:
Also this year was an act of parliament for wood and coal, to keep the
full sze [the regulated construction of the faggots, &c.] after the Purification of our Lady-that no man shall sell of any other size-upon pain
of forfeiture.

2. A second meaning, apparently very different from the
former one, is a kind of glue used to give coherence to the
coat laid on in colouring walls or to stiffen paper. It. assisa,
sisa, a kind of glue that painters use.-Fl. The original
meaning seems to be a laying on, a coat of plastic material
VOL.

III.

O
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laid on for gilding, then the viscous ingredient used to
give coherence to the coating. Fr. assiette is often used
synonymous with assise, and both forms are used in the
building,
sense of a couch or layer of stones or
while assiette a dorer is gold size.-Cot.
squatina, ON. sicata, perhaps from its
Skate. Lat.
pointed tail. N. skat, top of a tree, properly point ; sata,
to become smaller at the end, to run to point. Dw skata
att, it runs to a point behind. Skaten, narrow at the end.
cainc, ysgainc, a branch; ysgaine
Skein. Fr. escaigne,
a rope of three
o edaf, a skein of thread; rhaf' dai
o for, an arm of
yarns; caine o gerdd, a tune in music;
the sea. Gael. sgeimdidh, flax or hemp, thread, twine; sgeinn,
sgeinidk, a skein.
Skellum.
rogue. Pu. 'schein, a carcase, carrion, dead
animal; a plague, pest, pestilent fellow; schelmshals, a
villain; schelmstah, a piece of wickedness. G. scheim, a
rogue. 01G. seelmo, sealmo, pestilence.
Sketch. Fr. esqaisse, It. schizzo, from schizzare, to squirt
or spirt, to dash or dabble with dirt or mire, to blur or blot,
also to delineate the first rough draught of any work, as of
painting or writing. Schizzata, a spitting, a dashing with
dirt,- blurring with ink, any rough draught.-Fl.
The proper meaning of the word is something dashed
or jotted down upon paper ; a mere blotting of paper. So
from Pu. kiadde, a blot, patch of dirt, kiadden, to blot, to
dirt, also to scribble ; P1. P. kiadde, the rough draught or
sketch of a writing.
Skew. G. schief, Pu. scheef, ON. skeifr, Pan. skiwev,
oblique, wry ; _skiceve, to slant, to swerve or deviate. The
radical meaning seems to ;be something shoved off' thrust out
of the straight line, as wry is what is writhed or twisted
aside. G. schieben, to shove ; sich schielben,
be displaced
or awry, to be removed out of its horizontal situation sideward-iKiittn. ; versehieben, to put out of its place, to dis-

bricks in

squatus,

a

W.

caine,

caine

A

off

to
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order. Eure perriicke ist versehoben, sits quite awry. Ober D.
schiebichi, awry. (Gr.o-KaLos, Lat. sewa, left.
In the same way E. shun, to shove, to turn aside, seems
connected with Du. schuyn, oblique, Prov. E. aswyn, awry.
Skewer. In Devonshire called a
probably identical
with shive or shiver, a splinter of wood. Dan. slcivve, P1.]D.
scheve, a bit of straw or of the stalk of hemp or flax. Prov. E.
skeg, stump of a branch, peg of wood.
Skid.
piece of wood on which heavy weights are made
to slide; a sliding wedge to stop the wheel of a carriage.
To skid the wheel is then applied to any mode of locking the
wheel; skidpan, an iron shoe used for that purpose. The
word signifies a shide or billet of wood. G. seheit, a splinter,
fragment, piece of cleft wood. ON. shidi, a billet of wood, a
snow-shoe, consisting of thin boards fastened to the feet;
skidgardr, a fence of cleft wood. See Shide.

shiver,

A

Skiff.

Fr. esquif, It. sehf'o,

sceffo, Lat. scapha, a boat.

Skill. ' The radical sense is separation, then difference,
distinction, discernment, reason, intellectual or manual
ability. ON. skit, separation, distinction, discrimination.
ESj/ia skil handa sina, to know his right hand from his left.
Kunna skit eines, to know the rights of a thing, to understand it. Gora skit, to do what is right and just. Ski fa, to
separate, distribute, arrange. Vier skilduin ljos frci myricri,
we parted light from darkness. Dan. skille, to sever, put

asunder;

acbhille, to sever, divide, distinguish, discriminate.

Skiel, separation, boundary, discernment.
siciel tit

Han veed intet

det han siger, he has no grounds, no reason for what

he says ; ret og siil, right and justice; skiellig, reasonable.
In like manner

Soon

the apostle for humelnesse in his epistle,

for

tMe

same sile sette not his name thereto [for the same reason].-Wiclif.

See Scale, Shall.
Skillet, Skellet. A small vessel with feet for boiling.-B.
Fr. escuettette, a little dish (Cot.), designates an object of a
02
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somewhat different kind. The skillet is a metal vessel, and
is apparently from the resemblance in shape and material to
a mule-bell.
It. squilla, a little bell, from sqaillare, to
[squeal] ring, clink, squeak, shrill, to sound shrill and clear.
-Fl. G. schellen, to ring; schelle, a small bell. Lang.
esquile, esquileto, a mule-bell. "Si quis skella de caballis
furaverit."-Leg. Sal. in Due."Skeletta, in old Latin records, a little bell for a church steeple, whence our vessels
called skillets, usually made of bell metal."-Philip's New
World of Words, 1706.
To Skim. To take off the scum, thence to move lightly
over the surface of a liquid.
To Skime. To look asquint.-B. ON. skima, to glance
around, to look out furtively; skima, a glimpse, gleam. AS.
sciman, to glitter, to be dazzled, weak-eyed; me scimiath,
lippus sum. Swiss schimer, specious, showy.
From shimmer, to glitter, to shine intermittently or feebly,
and not vice..versa, the frequentative being usually
original form in these imitative words. So we have shine
and shide, a fragment, splinter, from shiver and shider.
Skin. Du. schinde, scheene, skin, bark, peel ; schincen, to
skin. ODu. sehin, scurf. ON. skimn, skin, fur. W. cenn,
skin, peel, scales ; cenn y coed, the moss of trees ; ysgen,
scurf. Bret. kenn (in comp.), skin, leather. Bugenn, neat's
leather ; talgenn, band worn across the forehead. Kenn,
scurf, dross of metals.
Skink. AS. scene, drink, a drinking cnp ; seenean, to
skink or serve with drink. Du. seheneken, to pour out, serve
with wine, give to drink ; seheneker, a skinker or -drawer,
one who serves with drink. G. sehenken, to pour out of a
larger vessel into a smaller ; sekenke, a place where liquids
and even other wares are retailed. Sw. skccnka, to pour out
wine,
slltnksven, Fr. 6chanson, a cup-bearer.
Skip. To leap. W. cip, a sudden snatch or effort ; ysgip,
a quick snatch. Gael. sgiab, start or move suddenly, snatch
at. T o skip is to move with a sudden start.

the

&c.;
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Thanne shal your soule up into heven skippe
Swifter than doth an arow of a bow.-Merchant's Tale.
If one readiss7dppingly and by snatches.-Howel in

R.

See Jib.
Skipper. Du. schipper, a sailor; Gael. sgioba, ship's company, a company associated for any purpose; sgiobair, shipmaster or pilot.
To Skir. To glide or move quickly.-B. To graze, skim.
or touch lightly.-ial.
Send out moe horses, skirre the country round.-Macbeth.
Pl. D. schurren is said of anything that makes a noise by
rubbing along the ground; to slide over the ground with a
rustling noise; especially to shuffle along with the feet. If
the noise is clearer the term is schirren. TVaI schurret da?
whence comes that scraping noise?
schurren, to scuttle
scharren, to scrape
away. Vorbi schurren, to slide by.
with the feet.. To shurl, to slide on the ice.-Grose.
Skirmish. A small'encounter of a few men when they
fight in confusion without observing order.-B. GE. scarmish, Fr. escarmouache, G. scharmiitzel.
The word has no relation to Fr. escrimer, to fence, to
which it is often referred. It properly signifies a row or
uproar, from a representation of the noise of people fighting.

Af
G.

AS. hream, clamour, outcry; Bret. garm, clamour, battlecry ; W. garcon, ysgarm, shout, bawling, outcry; ysgarrnes,
outcry,- also a skirmish, bickering.
Gael. gairm, call, crow like a cock ; sgairn, howling of
dogs or wolves ; sgairneach, crying aloud, shouting, howling.
Skirt. See Shirt.
Skit. An oblique taunt, something cast in one's teeth
like a splash of dirt. Sc. shite, to eject any liquid forcibly,

teeth..

to squirt, to throw the spittle violently through the
to squirt, to dash or dabble with dirt or mire, to

It. schizzare,

blur or blot.
The same metaphor is seen in Prov., E. slant, to splash
with dirt, to taunt by insinuations -Hal. ; ON.. sletta, a_
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splash or spot, a slur; sletta, to dash (properly something
liquid), spargere, projicere; sleta i nasr, to have a skit at
one.
Skittish. HEumoursome, fantastical,
It.
schizzinoso, peevish, self-weening, skittish, froward, from
schizzare,, scliizzinare, to frisk or spirt and leap as wine doth
being poured
a cup, to spin, spirt, gush forth violently.
-Fl. The effervescence of youthful spirits is a common
metaphor.
Sky. Properly a cloud, then the clouds, the vault of
heaven. So G. wolke, a-cloud, compared with E. welkin, the
sky.

frisking.-B.

into

And let a certaine winde go

That blewe so hidously and he
That it ne lefte not a skoe

In all the welkin long and brode.
Chaucer, House of Fame.
In the same way Sw. sky, a cloud; skyn (in the definite
form), the sky, heaven. Om skynf~lle ned, if the sky should
fall. Ropa lil skyn, to call to heaven, to call upon God.
ON. sky, cloud ; skylaus, evident; til skyia, up in the sky.
Probably the word may be connected with Sw. skgyct, AS.

scuwa, scuct, Pu. scaede, scliaeye, Gr. oTKta, shadow, shade.
My fader than lukand furth throw the sky (umbra

Cryis on me fast, Fle son, fle son in hye.-D. V. 63, 12.
Slab, Slabber, Slobber. The sound of dabbling in the wet,
of the movement of air and liquid in a confined space, of

into

the mouth, is represented
supping or drawing up liquid
by the forms slabber, slobber, slobber, or the syllables slab,

slap, slop.
We may cite G. schiabbern, to slabber one's clothes, to
sputter in speaking, schlabberig, schiabbig, sloppy, plashy,
dirty ; Swiss sekiabbete, schlappete, watery drink, broth, &c.
P1. D. slabbern (of ducks), to make a noise with the bill in
seeking their food in water, to slobber, to spill liquid food
in eating ; Du. slabberen, slabber, to slap up liquids, to
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slobber. E. slabber is sometimes used in the sense of splashing only.
Till neare unto the haven where Sandwitch stands
We were enclosed in most dangerous sands,
There were we soused and slabbered, washed and dashed.
Taylor in Hal.

Pl. D. slabben, to lap like a dog, to make a noise in supping
up liquids (Danneil); N. slabba, to dabble, dirty, spill;
Prov. E. slab, a puddle or wet place; slabby, sloppy, dirty;
Gael. slaib, mud, ooze. Prov. E. slub, wet and loose mud
(Hal.), thick mire in which there is danger of sticking
fast.-Forby. Here we see that the same term is used to
express two opposite kinds of consistency, wet and loose, or
stiff and thick. In the one case the mud is compared with
solid ground, and in the other with water, and on this principle it is that slab has sometimes the sense of thick, stiff.
Make the gruel thick and slab.-Macbeth.

The only sense of slab there is any difficulty in explaining is
where it is applied to the thick outside plank of a tree or to
a thick flat piece of stone. Here it seems to signify a lump
or separate piece, being connected with slabber, to splash or
drabble, Du. slobberen, to be loose and flappy, as Prov. E. lob,
a large lump, Fr. loppe, lopin, a lump, with Du. lobberen, to
trample in the wet and mire; labberen, to flap as sails for
want of wind; Swab. loppern, to be loose and shaky. The
notion of a lump or separate piece may arise in two ways,
either from the separation of parts in the act of splashing or
paddling in liquid substances, or from the flapping of a loose
part of anything, and as both these kinds of action are constantly signified by the same term (in consequence doubtless of
a somewhat similar sound being produced in both cases), it is
not always easy to form a decisive opinion as to the precise
mode in which the expression has arisen. Gael. plod, a clod,
seems connected with P1. D. pladdern, to paddle, as E. dab, a
lump, with dabble, while P. D. slodde, a rag or detached
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piece of cloth, belongs to Du. slodderen, Pl. D. sluddern, to
flap or hang loose. See Slag.
Slack, Slake. ON. slak, Flem. slack, G. schlapp, schlkf,
Dan. slap, not tight, flapping, loose; N. slekkja, to make
slack, and figuratively, to slake, to diminish the active force
of anything to still pain or thirst, to quench the fire, to
deaden, to put out. N. slokkjen, extinguished; slokna, to go
out, to faint.
The sound of the flapping of a loose sheet or of dabbling
in liquids is represented equally well by a final b or p as by
g or k, and hence the syllables flab, flap, flag, flak, slab, slap,
slag, slak, with the usual modifications, are found in innumerable instances expressing the idea of a wet or loose condition, the absence of tension or inherent strength. Pl. D.
slakkern (of the weather), to be sloppy, to rain continuously,
to dabble in the wet and dirt, to slobber or slop one's food
about, to vabble or waver; slakkerig, sloppy, wet; slikk,
mud, ooze. Sc. slaukie, slaupie, flaccid, flabby, inactive,
slovenly. Pol. slaby, faint, weak, feeble.
Sc. slack, a depression in the ground or a gap between
hills, may be explained by N. slakkje, slackness, a slack place
in a tissue, where the surface would swag down.
To Slade. To drag along the ground; slade, a sledge or
carriage without wheels for dragging weights along. ON.
slodi, what is sladed or dragged along, a brush harrow.
Gael. slaod, trail along the ground.
The idea of dragging along the ground is probably connected with the figure of a rope which when hanging slack
trails along the ground, while when hauled tight it is
suspended in the air. Thus from Du. slap, slack, is formed
slepen, G. schleppen, to drag, to trail, to carry on a sledge,
and in the same way Gael. slaod, to trail, is to be explained
from Du. slodderen, to flap or hang loose; Du. slodde (what
hangs loose), a rag or tatter; Bay. schlatt, flaccid, slack;
schlatt-oret, having hanging ears; ON. slota, to be relaxed,
to hang down. Swiss logg, slack; das seil lugget, the rope is
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ex-

slack; when consequently it trails along the ground,
plaining E. lug, to drag along.
Slag.
G. seA lacie, Sw. slagg, scoria, dross of metals;
slaggsump, 'the pit into which the slag runs from a furnace.
Vhen minerals are smelted in a furnace the melted metal
sinks to the bottom, and the slag or vitrified dross is allowed
to ruu off from the surface like slaver drivelling from an infant's month. N. slagg, slaver, spittle; slagga, to drivel, to
spill or flow over the sides of a vessel.
The word is connected with many similar forms derived
from a representation of the sound made by the agitation of
liquids or masses of wet. Sw. slagg, slush, a mixture of
snow and water; P1. D. slakk, so much of a slabby material
as one takes up at once in a shovel or large spoon and flings
down anywhere.-Brem. Wtb.
Sc. slag, a quantity of any
soft substance lifted from the rest, as a slag of porridge, a
large spoonful.
Slag, miry and slippery.-Pr. Pm.
To Slam. To shut or to fling down with a bang.
slam, noise; nialme slam, the noise of the mouth, words.
Uksa slamketi, the door was slammed, was shut with violence.
Sw. slanmra, to jingle, clatter, chatter. It. s0/danK, 8ohie-

Lap.

manzo,

uproar, noise.

Slammacking.

To slammae/k, to walk slovenly, to do any-

thing awkwardly ; slammocks, slammerkin, slamkin, an
awkward waddling person, a sloven.
The sound of dabbling in the wet or of the flapping of
loose clothes is represented by the syllables slab or slap, slamp,
slam.

Du. slap, slack, loose,

weak;

slabbaakken, to go slackly

P1.

to work, to loiter ; slabbakke, a loitering woman.
ID.
verslabben, slamip'n, slaynparnap'n, to neglect one's dress, to let
it go into disorder ; slabbsack, slamp, slampamp, a slovenly

woman.-Danneil.

Swiss

sc/dampen, se/tlampLern,

to

be

flappy ; Swab. schlappe, schlamp (Fr. salope), a slut ; sc/dlam-

panwen, to go dawdling about ; seklampere, schlampamp,
Hamburgh s lammetje, a slatternly woman.
weak ; ad slwina tit, to go slackly to work.

ON. s leemr,
See Slattern.
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The meaning seems to vibrate between slackness or laziness
of action, and the expression of neglect by the figure of loose,
trailing, or flapping clothes.
Slander. OE. sclauitder, Fr. esclandre, scandal, discredit,
from Lat. scandalum, a stumbling-block, cause of offence.
"Ce qui tourne au grand eselnde del ntc.-otm
The word, as Menage remarks,
d'Anjou in Diet. Ety.
was first eseandre, then eselandre. Escandale, escande, escandle,
escandre, esclandre, scandal, noise, bad
We find slandre in R. Brunne.

example.-Roquef.

Till Emme, Hardknoutes moder he did a grete outrage,
His brother a foule despite, himself vileyn skandre.-p. 63.

Perhaps the l may have been introduced by the influence of
Dan. sladdre, to tattle.
Slang. 1. N. slengja, to fling, to cast; slengje kiaft'en (to
fling jaw), to give bad words, to make insulting allusions, as
in E. to slang or to jaw one are vulgarly used in the same
sense. N. slengje-or (slang-words), insulting words, also
new words taking rise from a particular occasion without
having wider foundation.-Aasen.
2. A long narrow strip of land. Sw. slang, a stroke;
In the same way stripe sig2 islcslang, a slash with a whip.
nifies both a blow with a lash and a long narrow portion of

Pol. kresa, cut, slash, also a long streak.

surface.
streak itself
Slangam.

is .a close relation of stroke.
An

awkward.

lout-Hal; "one

The word
that

being

sent on an errand is long in returning."-Cot. in v. longis.
N. slengja, slyngja, to dangle, sway to and fro, to saunter idly
about ; slyngjar, a dawdler. G. se/dingel, a sluggard, lazybones, scoundrel, clown.
Slant. It. schianejo, oblique, sloping ; a schicincic, aslant.
The notion of obliquity seems derived from the figure of
sliding or slipping aside. W. ysgientio, Sw. slinta, to slide,
to slip. OFr. en etelenkaund, obliquando (in the next page ho
writes etpines for espines, thorns) - Neckam, Nat. Antiq.
Fr. glisser, glincer, esulinulter, eselinser, to slide or glance.

0
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Escianche, the left

side.-Roquef.

Sc.

203.

s/lent,

to slope, de-

glint, to glance, gleam,
glide, to start aside, to squint. See Glance.
Slap. A blow with the flat hand, from a direct imitation
of the sound. To fall slap down, is to fall suddenly down so
as to make the noise slap! It. schiaffo, a slap. In Dan. slap,
G. schlapp, schlaf, slack, loose, the sound represented is the
flapping of a loose sheet.
To slap is also to slop or spill liquids, to sup up watery
food. G. sc/lappen, P1. D. slabben, to lap or sup up with a
noise like dogs or pigs. Slabb' nick so! said to children who
eat in such an ungainly manner.-Danneil.
dine, move or strike obliquely; glent,

Thy milk slopt up, thy bacon filcht!
Gammer Gurton, ii. 1.

Slash. A representation of the sound of a blow cutting
through the air, or scissors closing sharply.
What's this, a sleeve! 'tis like a demi cannon,
What, up and down, carved like an appletart!
Here's snip and nip, and cut and slish and

slash.-

Taming of the

Shrew.

The same form is used to represent the dashing of liquids,
of loose clothes. Prov. E. slashy, wet and
or the
dirty ; Dan. slaskce, to dabble, paddle, to hang loose as flap-

flapping

ping clothes ;

slas/cet, slovenly.

See Slush.

Sw. slaska, to.

paddle, to be sloppy ; slash, puddle, wash.
To Slat. See Slate.

Slatch.

The slack part of a rope which hangs down.

OE.

See

Slouch.
selat, sciate, fissile stone used for roofing.
Slate.
The puple wenten on the roof and by the sclattis thei letten him doun.
'with the bed into the myddil-Wiclif.
"1Skiator slat stone."-Pr. Pm. From Fr. csclat, a shiver,
splinter, also a small and thin lath or shingle, s'esclater, to
split, burst, crash, shiver into splinters.-Cot. Lang. esciata,
to crack, chap ; esciatos, chaps in the hands. Esciapa, to
split wood ; esclcapo,. a chip.
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The ultimate origin is a representation of the sound of a
blow or of an explosion by the syllable sclat, slat, selap, slap.
OFr. esclat de tonnerre, a clap of thunder. To slat, to slap,
to strike, to throw or cast down violently, to split or crack.Hal.
And withal such maine blows were dealt to and fro with axes that
both headpeeces and habergeons were slat and dashed a-pieces.-Holland,
Ammian in N.
Slattern, Slut. The act of paddling in the wet and the
flapping of loose textures are constantly signified by the
same words, from the similarity in the sound by which the
action is characterized in both cases; and the idea of a
slovenly, dirty person may be expressed either by reference
to his ragged, ill-fitting, neglected dress, or by the wet and
dirt through which he has tramped: The Dan. slaske is to
dabble or paddle, and also (of clothes) to hang flapping about
one, from the last of which senses must probably be explained
slasket, slaskevorn, slovenly. G. schlottern, to flap like loose
clothes, and in Bavaria, to dabble in the mud; schlotterig, loose,
flapping; schlotteriggekleidet gehen, to be slovenly or carelessly
clad. Du. slodderen, to hang and flap; slodderkleed, loose
flapping clothes; slodderig, slovenly, negligent; slodder,
slodderer, a slattern, sloven. P1. D. slodderig, loose, wabbling,
lazy, slow, lifeless. Devonsh. sloudring, clumsy, loutish.Hal. Swiss schlodig, negligent in dress. From the figure
of flapping is derived Pl.D. slodde, a rag, then a ragged dirty
man; Fris. slet, a rag or clout, a ragged slovenly womanEpkema; Du. slodde, sordida et inculta mulier (Kil.), a slut.
Dan. slat, slattet, loose, flabby; slatte, a slut or slattern.
But probably in many of these cases the idea of flapping or
flagging is used in a figurative sense to express a dull, spiritless, inactive disposition, and not the actual flapping of loose
and ragged clothing. P1. D. sluddern, to flag, to hang loose,
to be slow, to deal negligently with.
SOn the other hand, from the same original imitation of
sound with the foregoing, are Bay. schlott, schlutt, mud, dirt,
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sloppy weather; sehliilt, a puddle, a dirty person, a slut;
Swab. schiettern, to slatter or spill liquids, schiult, a slut or
dirty woman; Prov. E. sled, sludge, mud, dirt; siuiiy, dirty.
Bay. sclilotzen, to dabble in the mud, to be negligent and
slow; scklotz, dirt, mud; sciloizen, schlulzen, an uncleanly
woman. See Sleet, Slouch.
Slave. Fr. eselave, It. schiavo, G. sciace. Commonly supposed to be taken from the name of the Sclavonian race, the
source from which the German slaves would be almost exclusively derived, and it is in favour of this derivation that
the ODu. had slauven as well as slave, a slave. But possibly
the word may be formed on the-same principle with the
synonymous drudge, a name derived from dragging heavy
weights and doing such like laborious work. Pan. siwbe, to
drag, trail, toil, drudge; slwlbe en swk paa rygen, to carry a
sack on one's back; slcebelciole, gown with a train ; slbetoug,
a towing line. Slb, a drudge. Prov. E. slal, a drudge, a
mason's boy.-Forby. Fris. sloblbjen,Pu. slooven, to toil, to
moil, or drudge. N. slaca, to slave or drudge; slave, a drudge,
a slave. G. sehlppen, DPu. sleypen, to drag or trail; sleype,
the train of a gown. Sw. slap, train of a gown, laborious
work.
To Slaver. A variation of stabber, slobber, in the same
way that the G. has

sehlaff as

well as sehlapp, slack.

ON.

slafra, to lick, to chatter, slefa, N. steve, slaver, drivel ; Lat.
saliva.. Prov. E. slavering or slattering weather, a continuance of slight

rain.-Forby.

To Slay, Slaughter. AS. slean, sloh, gestagen, to slay,
smite, strike, cast. Goth. slalhan, to strike ; afslahan, to
slay ; ON. sld, to strike ; sli'dr, slaughter, meat of slaughtered cattle ; slat ra, to slaughter. G. sehlagen, to strike, to
move with violence ; schlacht, battle ; schlacite&, to slay, to
slaughter.
From the sound of a blow represented by the syllable
slag ! as smack, slap, slash, &c., all signifying the act of
striking with a certain noise.
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SSled, Sledge. Du. sledde, slidde, G. schlitten, a sledge or
carriage made to slide along the ground instead of rolling
on wheels. G. schlittern, to slide or slither; schlitten, a
sledge; schlittschuh, a skate or sliding shoe. It. slisciare, to
slide or glide, to go on sleds or trucks; sliscio, a sled.-Fl.
ON. sledi, sledge ; slodi, anything that is dragged over the
ground, as a brush harrow. Gae. slaod, drag, haul, trail
along the ground, a raft or float, a sledge. Prov. E. Slade,
to drag on a sledge-Forby; sled, to drag the feet, to go
slipshod.-Craven Gi. Sladering drag, a small drag sliding
on the ground, drawn by one horse. -Hal.
To slade is to
make to slide, as Dan. slcebe, Du. sleypen, to trail or drag, is
to make to slip, but we must not in either case assume that
the factitive is a derivative form from the neuter verb. See
Slade.
Sledge. AS. slecge, Dan. slwgge, Sw. slagga, a large smith's
hammer, from AS. slean (ppl. geslagen), to strike. See Slay.
Sleek, Slick. Polished, smooth.
Her flesh tender as is a chike,
With bent browes smooth and slike.-R. R. in R.
Who will our paifries slick with wisps of straw.
B. & F., Knight of burning pestle.
Wbich dissolved, and he
Slickt all with sweet oil.-Chapman, Odyssey.

The most natural type of the act of smoothing a surface is a
cow or a cat licking its young or its own skin. ON. sle/ ja,
Dan. slikike, to lick. N. sleikja, also to stroke with the hand ;
slitja, to be sleek, to shine;

sli4/ande, sleek, shining.

Ilesten

ce so fat' at dce slilcje ti haar'a, the horse is so fat that its
coat shines. ON. slilja, to sleek, to polish ; slikjusteinn, a
whetstone._ E. slickstone, a stone for polishing the surface of
paper or cloth. In the same way Gael. saiob-, lick, stroke,
rub gently with the hand, polish ; sllobta, licked, stroked,
polished.
N. sleip, smooth, slippery, polished ; slipa, to
whet ; slipestein, a whetstone. Du. sl~/pen, to grind, whet,
polish.

SLEEP,
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Sleep. Goth. slepan, OHG. sldfan, slafan, G. schiafen, Pu.
sluepen, to sleep. The radical figure is probably the relaxation of all the vital energies in sleep, from 01G. slaf, slaph,
slack, relaxed, weak, slothful; slfen, slcflen, tabescere, torpere, dissolvi ; arsslafen, resolvi, elanguescere. G. einschlafen,
to slacken, become remiss, to fall asleep. ON. slapa, to hang
loose. When one of our limbs is rendered temporarily torpid by pressure, we say that it is asleep.
schlaafei, to go lazily and slow, to drag on; sehlacfer, schlaafsacJc,
a lazybones; schlaccfig, chlaccfrig, dawdling, lazy.
In the same way G. schiuminern,PDu. sluireren, sluimen,
E. to slumber, N.E. sloom, slaum, a gentle sleep or slumber
(Grose); to sleam, to slumber; sloomy, dull, slow, inactive,
dreamy, may be derived from the root slap, slamp, slump
(indicated under Slammack),. signifying flagginess, feebleness, slackness, relaxation.
Pu. slomphose, loose bagging
trowsers; Bay. schiumpen, to slobber, to hang loose and
negligently, to be negligent, especially in dress; schiummerig, loose, flapping. Prov. E. slommakin, slovenly, loose,
untidy. To go slooming along, is to go along in a dreamy, inactive way. ON. sluma, to be dejected; slwmleiki, failure of
strength ; ad slwema tit, opus aliquod leviter et invalide
attrectare (Gudm.), to go to it in a sloomy way. Sw. slwm~ra,

Westerwald

to

slumber ;-ofter, to

slubber a thing over, to pass over it

slightly ; slumrare, a lazybones, indolent, sluggish person ;
slumrig, indolent, lazy, torpid, negligent.
Without the
initial s, Swiss lu/tm, lummn, soft, gentle, then sleepy,
spiritless, yielding. Das wetter luemel, the weather becomes
mild. Pu. lore, slow,
Swiss lummern, to lounge,
slug, lie lazily about.
Sleet, Sludge, Slush. The sound of paddling in the wet
and dirt or of the dashing of water and wet bodies, is represented by the syllables slash, slosh, slush, slatter, slotter,
slutter, sladlder, slodder, sluclder, with such modifications as are
common in the different dialects of the Gothic race ; and
with the image of paddling in the wet is constantly joined

lazy.-Kil.
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that of the flapping of loose textures, and the idea of slackness or looseness, passing into that of inactive, slow, lazy,
slovenly.
We use the words slosh and slush with a distinct consciousness of their effect in representing the sound of dashing
water.
To slosh or slush, to splash about liquid mud. It
sloshes so is often said after a thaw. To slush, to wash with
much water without rubbing. "Slush it in the river."Mrs Baker. Slosh, snow in a melting state.-Craven Gl.
Sc. slash, a great quantity of broth or sorbillaceous food;
slashy, wet and dirty.-Jam. Corresponding forms are Dan.
slaske, to dabble, paddle, to hang flapping as loose clothes;
Sw. slaska, to dabble, splash, slop; slaskwb der, sloppy
weather; snoslask (sloshy snow), sleet. Bay. schlass, schloss,
loose, slack, flaccid. Swiss schlassem, soft damp snow, slack.
With a change of the final sound from s or sh to d or t,
W. yslotian, to dabble, paddle; Prov. E. sladdery, sloddery
(Mrs Baker), slattery, wet, dirty; to slatter, to wash in a
careless manner, throwing the water about; slattering, rainy
weather.-Forby. "It's varra slattery walking." To slat,
to dash water ; slat, a spot of dirt.-Craven Gl. ON. sletta,
to splash; Swab. schlettern, to spill liquids. Prov. E. slotter,
to dirty, to spatter with mud, and as a noun, filth, nastiness;
Bay. schlottern, schlitten, schliitten, schlotzen, to dabble;
schlotter, mud, dirt; schlott, schlutt, mud, dirt, sloppy
weather, thaw. Swiss schludern, to slobber, eat and drink
uncleanly ; schluderig, watery ; geschluder, slops; Swab.
g'schliitten, snowy and rainy weather in winter; schluttig,
sloppy, rainy. Prov. E. sludder, to eat slovenly; slodder,
sluthir (Mrs Baker), stud, sludge, slutch, slush, wet mud.
Dan. stud, sluus, N. sletta, Lap. slatte, rain and snow together,
or sleet; N. slatra, to rain and snow together.
Sw. slagg, sleet, is connected with Pl. D. slakkern (parallel
with the imitative forms above-mentioned), to slop food in
eating, to splash, to be sloppy, G. schlackig, sloppy; while
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G. scilosse, hail, may be compared with Bay. schiatlern, to
rattle.
Sleave. Sleace or sleave silk would seem to be the tangled
refuse of the cocoon which cannot be wound off, but only
spun. It. capitone, the hurds of silk cods, or coarse sleevesilk; floscio, faint, drooping; seta floscia, sleave or ravelling
silk; flosciare, to ravel as sleave silk
Fr. floscke,
faggy, weak, soft; soie flosche, sleave silk.-Cot.
Eight wild men apparelled in green moss made with sieved
ilollinshed.
The question however is left in doubt whether the radical
meaning of the word is ravelled, entangled, or whether it
signifies what has to be unravelled or separated, from AS.
slifan, findere, to cleave or split.
The more subtle and mnore-hard-to-sleave-a-two silken
lock in R.
Tarver translates sleave by paquet de soie, de fil entortill6;
to sleave, demeler de la soie, du fil. To sleave, winden, haspeln, Fr. devider.-Lndwig.
On the other hand, we have Prov.iDan. s1f-garn, tangled,
ravelled thread; slove, a knot or twist in thread; Lap. sleuwo,
confused, disordered. Kautdneh lh sleuwot, the baggage is
in disorder. Sleuwahet, in confusione sive in nubl ordine
esse.
Sleeve. AS. slyf, Fris. slief, a sleeve, what one slips the
arm into, from Bay. schlaiften, to slip (as a bird does its head
under its wing) ; schlazffen, to slip in or
anschlauften, to
slip on an article of dress; Swab. ansehliefen, ausschlie/en, to
slip on or off ; einsehlcu f, the' whole dress ; Swiss. schlauf, a
muff for slipping the hands into.. Prov. E. slice, to put on
hastily. "I'll slive on my gown and gang wi' thee."Craven Gl.
Where her long-hoarded groat oft brings the maid
And secret sdives it in the sybil's fist.-Clare.
I- slyppe or slyde downe, je coule, I slyve downe ; je coule.
--Palsgr.

doth.-Fl.

silk.-

thread.-Whit-

out;

VOL.

III.

P
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On the same principle Dui. sloop, Fris. slope, a pillow-slip,
the washing cover that is slippe[ on and off a pillow; beslopje, to slip a covering.over.-- See Slop.
Sleeveless.
reasonableness, propriety, solidity.Todd. A sleeveless errand, reason, tale. It is probable that
the word should properly be simply sleeve without the
terminal less, which would seem to have grown out of the
negative meaning of a word, the radical sense of which had
become obsolete. ON. sliofr, Dan. slov, dull, inactive, blunt.
Sw. slo, dull, deadened, inert, barren. S1 knit; a blunt
knife; - hafre, barren oats; slott forstand, a dull understanding, barren wit.
A negative particle is added in a somewhat similar way in
P1. D. unmask, synonymous with nask, dirty.
Sleezy. Weak, wanting substance.-J.
I cannot well away with such sleazy stuff, with such cobweb cerpositions.-Howell in Todd.
The radical sense is, apt to fray or tear, from G. schleissen

Wanting

(the equivalent of E. slit), to fray, wear out, tear, slit, split.
-J-Iiittn. Prov. E. sleeze, to separate, come apart, applied
to cloth when the warp and woof readily separate from each
other ; sleezy, disposed to sleeze, badly

woven.-+[Jennings.

Carinthian schleiss'n, to tear or to fall asunder ; schicissik ,
worn out, ready to tear; a' seA leissige pfd t, a threadbare coat.
Cimbr. slaizeg, become thin through wear, worn out. See
Slit.
Slender. OIDu. slender, tennis, exilis.-K. The radical
meaning is pliant, bending to .and fro, thence long and thin,
from a verb signifying to dangle, to sway to and fro, the

some-

evidence of which is preserved in Bay. schleuderling,
dangling ; rotzschlenderling, stiria e naso pendens-

thing

Schm. ; G. schlendern, to stroll, saunter, walk about without
settled purpose ; Du. slidderen, slinderen, to wriggle, to creep
as a serpent.-Kil.

On the same

principle

G. schlank,

pliable, slender, from Bay. scklanken, schlinkseklankcen, to

SLIGHT.
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dangle;

P1. P.

~
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slakkern, si/c/ern, sian/ern, to waggle,

joggle.
To Slew. To turn round.
sleeved round to the other side."

-lal.

Properly to slip.

"It

A rynnand cord they slewyt our his led

Hard to the hawk, and hangyt him to ded. -Wallace.
Sle wyt, slipped.- Jam. It is the same word with E. slie, to
slip. See Sleeve.
Slice. OFr. eseleche, separation, dismemberment, portion;
esciisse, a splinter; esclisier, to separate,
OG.schieissen, to cleave, slit, split. ON. slita, to tear asunder;
sliilr, a piece torn off. See Slit.
Slick. See Sleek.
Slidder, Slither, Slide. Pu. siedderen, slidderen, slibberen,
to slip, slide, fall; slidderen, slinderen, to creep (wriggle)
like a serpent. The radical signification is probably a vacillating unsteady movement, as in Pu. siodderen, siobberen, to
flap, flag, waggle; G. schiottern, to waggle, joggle, swag;
Sw. sliddrig, loose, flagging. From the notion of a vacillating movement arises that of slipping or sliding as opposed
to moving steadily onwards. And from the frequentative
and. earlier form slidder is formed the verb to slide,' to move
smoothly over a surface without leaving it. The root is then
applied to smoothness of surface which causes one to slide.
W
. iilitlsr, a slip, slide ; liithrig, slippery. Lith. slidus,
siddus, slippery, smooth, shining ; sidineti, slysti, Pol
siizga6 sie, to slip, slide ; slisici, It. sliscio, slisso, slippery
slisciare, to slide.
Slight. G. schiechi, originally plain, smooth, straight,
then plain, simple, unqualified, plain as opposed to what is
of superior value, low in value, mean in estimation, bad,
base ; schlieht, sleek, smooth, even'; se/die/den, to straighten,
to make smooth or
Pu. siecht, slicht, planus, aeqnns, et

divide.-Roquef.

flat.

tenuis-

simplex, et ignobilis, communis, vulgaris, vilis,
IIil.; sieciden, siichten, to level to the ground, to demolish.
r2
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In three days they slighted and demolished all the.works.ofthat garrison.-Clarendon in R.

Goth. slaiits, ON. slettr, even, smooth; Sw. slt, smooth,
polished, plain, poor, slight, common, bad. iSlia ord, flattering words. N. sletta, to fling or cast, explains the passage
where Falstaff speaks of being slighted out of the buck-basket
into the river. Skoen slatt utav fot'a, the shoe was cast or
flew from his foot; sletta nae haandaa, to fling with the
hands.
Sleight, Sly. Sleight, dexterity.-B. ON. slcegr, crafty,
cunning; slcgc, contrivance, cunning; slwgdarbragd, artful
trick; N. slog, dexterous, expert, clever, sly, cunning. Sw.slog, dexterous, handy; slogd, mechanical art; handa sligd,
manufacture; slug, G. schilau, P1. D. slou, cunning, sly.
The same connection of ideas is seen in handicraft com
pared with crafty, and in artificer compared with artful.
And on the same principle cunning was formerly used in the
sense of manual skill. Perhaps the ultimate origin may be
found in the root slag, strike, from the use of the hammer
being taken as the type of a handicraft. ON. slwgr (applied
to a horse) signifies apt to strike with his heels. Sw. slogda,
opera fabrilia
of

exercere.-Ihre.

artiflcers.-Jerem.

x. 9.

Shogamens

werkc, the work

Prov. Dan. smid, gripe, hold;

smidden, smedden, adroit, handy.
The radical unity of sly and sleight was formerly more distinctly felt than it is now.
--and, stele upon my enemy,
For to slee him slehliche, sleldtes Ich by thenke.-P. P.
For thei hen sligh in such a wise
Tfhat thei by slyght and by queintise
Of fals witnes bringen inne
That doth hem often for to Winne.-Gower in R.

Slim. Slender, thin, slight, also distorted, worthless, sly,
crafty.-Hal. Du. slem, slim, transverse, oblique, distorted,
worthless, bad. Slim, pravus, perversus, astutus, vwafer.Bigl. Slim~gast, a sly fellow; slimbeen, slimvoct, having a
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distorted leg or foot. Bay. schlimm, wry. Fris. slom,
oblique; aslem (of the door), half open; slemme, to set the
door ajar.-Outzen. Prov. E. slam, the slope of a hill; tall
and lean.--Hal. ON. slemr, vilis, invalidus; ad slcema til,
to set slackly to work. Probably the original meaning of
the word may be flagging, flaccid, then hanging down,
sloping, leading to the idea of obliquity and depravity. See
Slammack, Slope. To slim in Sussex is to do work in a
careless and deceptive manner (Hal.), to be compared with
ON. slcema, above mentioned, and P1. D. slamp, a slovenly
woman. Prov. E. slimmy, of slight texture.-Hal.
Slime. G. schlamm, mire, mud; schleim, ON. slim, Du.
slijm, slime, viscous matter. In the same way, without the
initial sibilant, AS. lam, P1. D. leem, G. lehm, loam, clay,
mud; leim, AS. lime, glutinous matter. Lat. limus, mud.
Probably the fundamental notion may be sloppy mud,
from a representation of the sound of dabbling in wet. Du.
slobberen, slabberen, slabben, to slap up liquid food ; Gael.
slaib, Prov. E. slob, Dua. slibbe, slibber (limus, csenum mollius
-Kil.), mud, ooze. Slip in the Potteries is the name given
to the sloppy mixture of clay ancL water.
The terminal labial is first nasalized, as in Bay. schlampen,
to lap like a dog, to eat greedily and uncleanly, and finally
extinguished, leaving the nasalising liquid into which it
seems to have been converted. Thus we have Du. slempen,
slemmen, G. sch/lemmen, schlemmen, to guzzle, live luxuriously, while in a different application G. schlamm, mud,
corresponds to Gael. slaib, E. slob, above mentioned.
The same connection is seen between G. schlocken, schlicken, Du. slocken, slicken, to guzzle (from the sound of supping up liquids), and Du. slijyck, G. schl/dick, mud.
On the other hand, there are grounds for suspecting that
the name of slime may be derived from the image of licking.
Gael. sliob, to lick, stroke, rub gently with the hand--Macleod; to smooth, polish, besmear-Armstrong; sliom (properly to lick ?), to smooth, gloss, flatter; sliomn, sleek, smooth,
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trout.

slippery, lubricated. Na bricshlon, the sleek (slimy)
Esthon. libbama, limpama, to lick; libbe, smooth, slippery,
flattering ; limma, slime, mud.
Sling. Sw. slnga, to totter, stagger, twist, swing, fling,
hurl. Singa, to twist; slingra, to curl, to roll. Sldnga
sig song en mask, to writhe like a worm. Dan. slingre, to
reel, stagger, roll like a ship. Du. singern, to dangle, stagger, whirl round, hurl; slingen, singeren, to creep as a serpent, to sling; slinger, shanger, spira.-Kil. Slinger, a penG. schlingen, to twist ; sc4hingeln,
dulum, a
to loiter, saunter, ramble. See Slink.
To link. To creep or move secretly, to slip a foal or a
calf, i. e. cast it privily before its time. AS. slincan, to
creep, crawl; sincend, a reptile, creeping thing. G. schleichen, Du. seyken, to sneak, slink, creep; sleynche, a
Das
schleichen einer sc/lange, the wriggling of a serpent. Sw.
slin/a, to dangle. Haret slinker kring ronen, the hair
hangs loose about the ears. Sin/a efter quinfolk, to dangle
after women. Han slank brt,-he slunk away. Tiden stinker
.forbi, time slips by. N. slengja, to dangle, sway to and fro,
saunter, loiter. Bay. chlctnken, se/iuischianken, seliinkensc/ilan/en, to dangle, sway to and fro, loiter about ; schian-

sling.-Bomhoff.

hole.

kein, to

dangle;-

sc/len/emn, - to swing,

to sling.

Swiss

schlenggen, se/lenken, to sway to and fro. Lith. slink/i, to
slip, slide, creep.
slenka, the hair falls off. Sian.
kcioti, to lounge, saunter, dawdle. Slinkas, lazy, slow.
The radical idea in creeping or crawling is wriggling onwards, moving onwards by alternate movements to the right
and left, and the notion of secrecy seems to arise from the
movement not being directed in a continuous right line
to the object sought for. On this principle it is argued,
under Slender, that the primitive meaning of Du. slinderen,
to creep like a serpent, is to wriggle, to move by zigzag
efforts.
Slip, Slippery. It may perhaps not be possible to trace
the derivation of
word slip in all its senses from a single

Plaukal

the
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from Sw. slapp, lax, slack,-we
source. In the first place, SLIP.21
have slctppa, to let loose, let slip. Tapp hunden las, let the
dog loose, let slip the dog. Slappa ngot ur hnderna, to let
slip a thing out of one's hands. Sppa frarnet ord, to slip
out a word. Sltpphand, clumsy-handed, apt to let slip out
of one's hands.
From the foregoing seems to be formed the neuter slippa,
slapp, sluppit (ON. sleppa, skpp, sloppit), to slip, to get off,
get loose from, escape. Et ord slapp fram for honor, a word
slipped out from him, he let fall a word. Somen slipper
the seam rips up, comes apart, separates. In a similar way
we speak of taking a slip from a plant, i. e. separating a
small portion of the plant from the parent stem. When the
foot slips, it loses its hold. When we speak of anything
slipping through an obstacle we imply that it gets loose from
it, is not held by it. To slipinto a chamber implies escape
from something that might have hindered the action. G.
schliipfen, P1. D. slippers, slupen, to slip away, slip or slide
into; Sw. slipprig, G. schlippfrig, ON. sleir, OE. slipper,
slippery.
Swab. schiappig, scilapperig, loose, flagging ;
schlapper, old trodden-down shoes, slippers. To slip on a
garment is to throw it loosely over one. So also we may
compare G. schiaff, loose, with Bay. schlazfln, sehlaoqfen,

ip,

slot fen, to slip in, slip on.

Der spar slaifflt sein haubt under

sein fettig, the sparrow slips its head under its wing. " Anesloz fe, indue." Einsehlaupf, what is slipped on, dress; urslouf,
what is slipped -off, cast clothes, skin, &c. Sehleiften, 011G.
slifan, G. schleifen, to slide, glide.
On the other hand, the signification of slippery seems
sometimes to be connected with the idea of a slimy or semifluid substance like saliva or wet mud, and ultimately to be
taken from the image of licking, supping up, or dabbling
in the wet. IDu slibbe, slibbher, mud, mire ; slibberiglh, muddy,
slippery ; slibberen, to

slide.-Kil.

Gael. sliob, to lick, stroke

with the hand, polish ; Esthon. libbaina, to lick ; libbe,
smooth,. slippery, flattering; liblwdrna, libbisema, to slip,
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Fin. lippoa, lipoa, to sup up liquids; lipua, liippatc, iiwata, to
slide, to slip; ltpia, slippery, false; lipalka, slippery, slimy,
slimy mud.
To Slit. AS. slilan, to tear, to consume ; G. schiissen, to
slit, split, fray, wear out; schleisse, a splint, lint, scraped
linen. Sw. slita, to tear, separate by force. Slita sig los
~Frctn, to shake oneself free from; slita opp ur lorden, to tear
up out of the earth. Slila ut kllader, to wear out clothes;
slita sonder, to tear asunder; slitaondt, to make bad cheer;
sltning, wear and tear.. ON. slita, to tear asunder, separate;
slita flokk, to dismiss an assembly; slita thingi, to close the
court; slitr, slitni, a rag, portion, Dan. slide, to pull, tear,
to wear, to toil, drudge.
Sliver, Slivver. Moor distinguishes between slivver, a
splinter, and sliver, a slice. "I ha' got a slivva in my finger."
"'Tis broke all ta slivvers." The word however would not
be said of the angular pieces of a broken bowl Westerwald
schliewer, a splinter; ilennegan se/iefer, Du. schilfer, a shiver,
splinter. ON. skialfa, to tremble. The connection however with these latter forms is doubtful, and slive or sliver
(Mrs Baker), a large slice, is certainly from AS. slfan,
Craven sleeve, to cleave, to split.
slyve a gylowfloure

"I

from his braunche or

stalke."-Palsgr.

When
frost will not suffer to dike and to hedge
Then get thee a heat with thy

beetle and wedge,
Once hallowmass come and a fire in the hail,,
Such slivers do well for to lie by the wall.-Tusser.
Sloats of a cart. The under-pieces which keep the bottom
of a cart together. The slote of a ladder or a gate, the flat
step or bar.-B. N. slaate, a pole, stem of a tree ; slaate gar,
a railing. G4ael. slat, a rod or yard. See Lath.
Slobber. See Slabber.
Sloe. Du. sleenwe, sleepruyrne, G. schlehe, the small astringent wild plum, so named from what we call setting the
teeth on edge, which in other languages is conceived as
blunting

them.-Adclung.

Du. slee, sleeuw, dull, blunt ;
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(of the, teeth) set on edge; (of fruit) sour, astringent.
Sleauwe scherpte, a blunt edge ; sleeuwe tanden, stupidi dentes,
obtusi.-Ki.
Die pruimen zin soo slee als of Itwilde pruimen waren: these plums are as sour as sloes. Bay. schlei,
blunt, set on edge. ON. sliofr, dull, inactive, blunt; sliofar
tennur, teeth on edge.
Sloop. Du. sloepe, a shallop, light vessel; from sloepen,
sluipen, to slip ? See Shallop.
Slop. .1. Imitative of the sound of dashing water. To
slope, to make a noise when supping liquid.-Teesdale Gl.
Thy milk slop't up, thy bacon

Gammer

filcht.-

Gurton, ii. 1.

Du. slabben, to lap, to slobber. Lap. sltbbot, to sprinkle ;
and soft snow partly
slebbet, to pour, to splash; slappe,
thawed. Fris. door dik, door dun te slobben, to splash
through thick and thin.-Epkema.
2. A loose, outer dress, smock-frock.
His overest sloppe it is not worth a mite.-Chaucer.

wet

With slop-frock suiting to the ploughman's taste.-Clare.

ON. sloppr, a wide outer dress, a surplice, night-dress. Fris.
slupe, a pillow-slip ; beslopje, to slip a covering over. Bay.
schlauffen, to slip in or
anschla2 /Jen,to slip on an article
of dress ; einschlai f, the whole dress. Pu. slobbe, sloefhose,
a pair of slops or loose bagging breeches. The connection of
the latter form with slobberen, to flap or flag, laxum sive
flaccidum esse, corroborates the derivation above given of
slip from slapp, loose, slack. See Sleeve.

out;

To Slope.

To hang obliquely

from Pu. slap, slack. -Skinner.
a

downwards like a slack rope,

But the immediate origin is

verb like ON. slapa, flaccere,

pendere-Haldorsen;

N.

slape, to hang down, to slope or be a little inclined downwards. ON. slapeyrdr, lop-eared, having hanging ears.
.Slot, Sleuth. The slot of a deer is the print of a stag's foot
on the ground. Sc. sleuth, the track of man or beast as known
by the scent, whence sleuth-hound, a bloodhound, dog kept
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for following the track of a fugitive. ON. slod, track, path,
way ; dbggslod, the track left by men or animals in the dew;
mark made by something dragging along when the ground
is covered with dew; slodi, a drag-harrow. Cheshire cartslood, cart-rut.--Wilbraham. Gal. slaod, trail along the
ground; sluoclan, the track or rut of a cart-wheel. Pol. slad,
a trace, track, footprint. See To Slade.
Sloth. See Slow.
Slouch. To slouch is to flag, to hang down for want of
inherent stiffness, to do anything with unstrung muscles, to
walk with a negligent gait. A slouch, a lubberly fellow.-B.
" No weather pleaseth: it is colde, therefore the slouchwill
not plow."-Granger in Todd. The slatcl of a rope is the
slack part of a rope which hangs trailing.
From ON. slakr, slack, we pass to Sw. sloka, to droop;
sloka med oronen, mzed wigarna, to hang the ears, drag the
wings. Sloikatt, a slouch hat, hat with hanging flaps;
slokbjork, a weeping birch. Gc och sloka, to go slouching
about. ON. sl6kr, a slouch or dull inactive person. Dan.
sluk5ret, slouch-eared, having hanging ears.
In the same way without the initial s, W. ilac, slack,
loose ; llacio, to droop, to decline ; O.N. loka, to hang down ;
16/cr, anything hanging ; 16/ubyr, -a light wind that lets the
sails flap ; Fr. locker, to shake like a loose wheel ; loque, a
dangling rag ; Prov. E. louch-eared, having hanging ears ;
G. latschen, to go dragging one's feet, to slouch along.
In another set of parallel forms the final k of slack is exchanged for ss, t, or tz. Bay. schlottern, to hang dangling,
to slouch about (Schmid) ; schlotzen, to dabble in the dirt, to
be negligent and slow ; schlytz, a lazy slow person ; schlass,
schlatt, flaccid,

slack;

schlattoret,

slouch-eared ; schtlatte, a

lazy ill-dressed person ; Swab. schiossig/ceit, inactivity ; ON.
slota, sluta, to be relaxed, to soften, to hang down. Vedrinu
slotar, the weather. becomes mild. Lata hattin slota, to
slouch one's hat, let the flap hang down.
Slough. 1. A- deep muddy place in which one is ingulfed.
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Du. slociwn, to swallow; slock, gula, fauces, et barathrum,
vorago, gurges.--Kil. Gael. sluig, swallow, inguif; slugpholl,
a whirlpool; slugaid, a slough or deep miry place.
2. AS. slog, anything east off as the cast skin of a serpent,
the part that separates from a foul sore. In this sense the
word is from AS. slecn, pret. slog, slob, pple slagen, to cast.
The tubercles and breast sunk, and after the casting forth of some cor-

rupt sloughs the matter became well-scented-Wiseman in R.
Here-never durst the babbling cuckoo spit,
No slough of falling star did ever hit
Upon this bank-B. & F.
The slough of falling stars is a gelatinous growth found in
wet weather, popularly supposed to be cast to the earth by
the falling star. ON. slog, the garbage of fish, what is thrown
away in dressing them.
Sloven. From G. schlcf, slack, flagging, swagging, may
be explained Westerwald schlcfen, schla-fen, schlcifcn, to go
lazily and slow, to drag on; schlaafer, a lazybones, sclaafig,
schlaaferick, lazy, slow. The radical meaning of Pu. sloef
slop, P1. P. slzf, indolent, negligent, dissolute, slow, seems in
like manner to be, flagging, slack, as shown in sloef hose, bagging

hose.-Kil.

Swiss schlt~ffn, to dawdle, to lead an in-

active, thoughtless life ; schlifg, inattentive, lazy ; sctlsi,
a sleepy dawdling person. P1. P. slt fecn, sli~ffrn, to dawdle.
Pitmarsh, aversluften, to throw a garment loosely over one.
N. sli fra, to paddle, dabble.Slow, Sloth. AS. sieaw, slaw, lazy, slow ; slctwian, aslawian,
to be lazy, torpid ; slaewth, slewik, sloth. Pu. siceuw, slee,
blunt,

ineffective;

slceouwc

tanden,. stupidi

dentes ;

Bay.

schiew, schiewig, feeble, flat, faint, slow, insipid, unsalted,
lukewarm, blunt ; 011G. slewe, slewechait, torpor--Schm. ;
sleo, sleauo, dull, faded, lukewarm ; sleauen, to fade, waste, become torpid, indifferent, lukewarm ; sicual, languor, dullness ;
slewiq, slebig, dull ; Swab. schlaib, unsalted, watery, thin,
empty. ON. sliofr, Pan. slov, Sw. s15, blunt, dull, ineffective.
Probably Pol. slaby, faint, weak, feeble, dull of hearing,
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Russ. slabuii, slack, relaxed, weak, faint, feeble, slabkii,
slack, relaxed, belong to the same stock. The radical image
would be the slapping of a slack structure, as a rope or the
sail of a ship. Related forms are Du. slap, G. schlaf, slack,
flaggy, weak, soft, flat. Met slappe handen to werk gaan, to
work slowly.
In like relation stands Du. flaauw, feeble, weak, faint, G.
lau, lukewarm, to E. flabby.
Slowworm. This name may really signify what it appears
to do, as motion is very difficult to the animal on a bare
surface such as a road, where it is frequently found, though
among herbage it is agile enough. But the element slow is
suspiciously like schleich in the G. name blindschleiche,
Carinthian schleich, plintschleich, plintschlauch. In N. it is
called sleva, sloge, sloe, perhaps from its slime; sleve, slaver,
drivel.
To Slubber. A word of like formation with slabber, slobber,
representing the sound of supping up liquids into the mouth,
dabbling in the wet, &c. ON. slupra, Dan. slubre, P1. D.
slubbern, to sup up liquids. Hence in Hamburgh metaphorically, from the notion of hasty and greedy eating, slubbern, to
slubber up, to do a thing carelessly and superficially; slubberer, slubberup, a careless, negligent person.
Bassanio told him he would make some speed
Of his return: he answered, Do not so,

Slubber not business for my sake.-Merch. Venice.
Du. slobberen, to sup up liquids like ducks, pigs, &c., to sup
up in a dirty uncouth manner; over keen slobberen, to pass

lightly over a matter. In like manner Du. slorpen, slorven,
to sup up, serve to explain Sw. slurfwa, to bungle, botch,
slubber.
To slubber is also to slobber or spill liquids in eating, hence

to dirty.
To slubber the gloss of your new fortunes.-Shakesp.

N. slubba, to spill liquids, to dirty.
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Sludge. See Slush.
Slug, Sluggard. Another of the numerous metaphors from
the image of a loose unstrung condition. P1. D. slukkern,
slunkern, Westerw. schiockern, sciuckern (synonymous with
schlappern, schlottern), to wabble, shake to and fro. Pan.
slugoret, slukoret, having flagging ears. To slug is thus to
lie slack and unstrung, to indulge in sloth.
He lay all night slugging under a mantle.-Spenser in Todd.
I slogge, I waxe slowe or drawe behynde.-Palsgr. A slug is
a creature of a soft boneless consistency. ON. siceki, a dull,
inactive person.
In like manner without the initial s, Swiss lugg, luck,
loose, slack; das soil lugget, the rope trails, is slack; E. lug,
the flap or hanging portion of the ear; Du. log, heavy, slow;
E. luggish, dull, heavy, slow ; lug, luggard, a sluggard; Fris.
luggken, to be lazy and slothful; luck, luggerig, slothful.
Lith. slukyti (faullenzen), to slug; slukultis, the creeper,
certhia familiaris; slunkis, a sluggard, a lazy creeper about;
slinkas, lazy, slow.
Sluice. Sw. -sluss, Pu. sluys, G. schleuse, Fr. ecluse, a
Pan. sluse, lock in a canal; sluseport,
sluice or
Mid. Lat. clusa, eclusa, as if for exclusa, from the
notion of shutting off the water, a derivation supported by
Swiss -kluss, a large sluice in a gorge where water is -collected
until it is sufficient to wash down a collection of timber ;
kiusen, verklusen, to stop the flow of water. Das wasser lad
sick geklusel, has stopped running.
But it may be doubted whether the Mid. Lat. form is not
an accommodation, and the word really derived from the
sloshing or slashing sound of the water as it rushes through
the gates. To sluice one with water is to slosh water over
him, to throw a mass of water over him. Sw. slo$sa, to lavish,
squander ; Prov. Pan. sluse, to purl as a brook. Westerw.
schlosen, schlusen, to- become sloshy, to thaw.
On the same principle Pu. sas, a
may be

floodgate.

floodgate.

nected with'

floodgate,

con-

E. souse, representing the sound of dashing
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water. Soss, a slop; as a verb, to pour out, to dabble in the
dirt. From the same origin is the cry sus ! sus ! to pigs to
come to their wash.
To Slumber. See Sleep.
Slump. To fall plum down into any wet or dirty place.B. "In Suffolk we should say, I slumped into the ditch up
to the crotch."--oor. Slump, a dull noise made by anything
falling into a hole.-Jam.
From representing the noise of a thing falling plump upon
the ground the term is applied to chance, accident, what
happens at a single blow or in an unforeseen manner. Pl. D.
slump, a chance; slumpschote, a chance shot; slumps, plump,
thoughtlessly; up'n slump kopen, to buy upon the chance,
without knowing the exact quantity. Sw. af en slump, by
chance; en blott slump, a pure chance; slumpa, to buy
things in block. Dan. slumpe, to light, stumble, chance
upon; slump, a lot. To slump things together, to throw
them together in a single lot.
To Slur, Slurry. To bedaub or dirty, whence met. slur, a
stain or disgrace. Slur, slurry, thin washy mud.-Forby.
To slairg, slerg, slairy, to bedaub.-Jam.
We have frequently had occasion to remark the identity
of forms representing the sound of dabbling in the wet and
the flapping of loose fabrics, giving rise to an intimate relation between words signifying mud or dirt, and a loose
texture, a wabbling, vacillating, slipping or sliding movement, inefficient nerveless action, and the like.
The sound made by the agitation of liquids or of loose
textures is represented by the forms sladder, slodder, sludder,
slidder. Thus we have Dan. sladder, sludder, tattle, idle
talk (an idea constantly expressed by reference to the sound
of dabbling in water); Swiss schlodern, to slobber in eating;
Prov. E. sludder, to eat slovenly; slodder, slud, sludge, wet
mud-Hal.; sluther, liquid mud-Mrs Baker; Bayr. schledern, to move to and fro in the water, to rinse linen;
schluder, mud; schludern, schlodern, to wabble ; schlaudern,
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to work negligently and superficially, to slur a thing over;
Pu. slodderen, to hang loose, to
slodderig, slovenly,
negligent ; P1. D. sludern, sluren, to wabble, to flag or hang
loose, to be lazy, to deal negligently with. Aver ene arbeid
sluren, to slur over a piece of work. Slodderig, sludderig,
sluriq, flagging, lifeless, inactive. De kieder sittet em so
sluderig [or slurig] aim't lief, the clothes hang so loose about
him. Pu. sloore, slorken, sordida ancilla, serva vilis,ignava
-Kil.; slooren, slezuren, to drag, trail, sweep along the
ground as a loose hanging garment, a slack rope; sloorigh,
dirty. Swiss schlarggen, to dabble, to bedaub, to go trailing
or shuffling along; schlargg, a slur or spot of dirt; geseklargg, nastiness, dirt ; schlarggig, dirty; Prov. E. sladderingdrag, a sled for trailing timber along; P1. P. slarren, slarren,
to shuffle, slip the feet along; slarren, slurren, slippers, old
shoes; Pu. slieren, to stagger, to slide on the ice, to drag
Bomhoff; Prov. E. to slither, to slir, to slide, to slip.-Hal.
P1. D. slieren, to lick (to sup up).-Schultze. Bay. schieren,
to bedaub; sliier, mud. ON. slur, uncleanness, slime of
-fish ; slorugr, dirty.
Slush. ,Slodder, slotter, slather, slud, sludge, slutch, slosh,

flag;

provincially

or in familiar language for wet
slush, are used
is a reThe
mud or dirty liquid, melting snow, &c.

origin

presentation of the noise made by dabbling or paddling in
the wet, by forms like Swiss schiodern, to slobber, Prov. E.
sludder, to eat slovenly, Bay. schledern, to rinse linen in
water; schlotzen, to dabble, Sw. slaska, to dash, dabble, slop,
giving rise to Sw. slash, dirty liquid, Bay. schlott, schlutt,
Pan.
mud, slush, thawing weather ; schlotz, mud, dirt.
Bladder, sledder, tattle, idle talk, belong to the same root, on
the same principle that G. waschen signifies both to wash or
to agitate in water and to tattle. See Slur.
Slut. In this word, as in slattern, the idea of dirt is constantly mixed up with that of lazy negligent work, on the
P1. P. slutte, sladde,
principle mentioned under Slur.
that hangs loose and flagging, a rag ; slatje, Pu.

anything
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slacdde, slodde, sletse, slet, Pan. slatte, slutte, a slut, a negligent, slovenly woman; Swab. schlatte, a lazy, slovenly man
schlutt, a slut. P1. D. slatterig, flaccid, flagging; G. schiottern, to flag, dangle, wabble. Pan. slat, slattet, loose,
slattes, to slacken; Bay. schiattaret, having flagging ears.
Bav. schlott, schlott, mud, slosh ; schliitt, a puddle; schlitten,
to dabble in- the wet and dirt; schlitt, an uncleanly person.
Prov - E. slutch, mud-Tim Bobbin; slatch, the slack of a
rope; slatching, untidy-Hal.; slotch, a sloven ; slotclng,
slovenly, untidy. His stockings hang slotchikin about his
heels.-Mrs Baker. Slouch, a lazy fellow; to walk about in
an idle manner.-Hal. Bay. schlotzen, to dabble, meddle
with dirt, to be lazy and negligent; schlotzen, schludzen, a
slut; schlotz, dirt, mud, a lazy person, sluggard.
Sly. See Sleight.
Smack. A syllable directly representing the sound made
by the sudden collision or separation of two soft surfaces, as
a blow with the flat hand, the sudden separation of the lips
in kissing, or of the tongue and palate in tasting. Hence
smack, a slap, a sounding blow, a hit with the open
Hal.
Pu. smak, noise that one makes in eating. Gy moet zoo
niet smakken als gy eet : you must not smack so. in eating.-.
Halma. Smak, noise of a fall, [and thence] smallen, to

flabby;

hand-

throw, cast, fling, to fall

down.-Bomhoff.

Met dobbel-

steenen' smakken : to rattle the dice-Halma ; smackmu ylcn
(mu yl, the chops), maxillas sive labia inter se claro sono collidere, manducando sonum edere ; smacklanden, to strike the
teeth together in

chewing.-Kil. Kussen

dat het smakt, to

give one a smacking kiss. P1. P. smaksen, G. schmatzen,
Dan. smaske, N. smatta, to smack with the tongue and chops
in eating. Schmatzen is also applied, as E. smack, to a loud
kiss. Proy. E. smouch, smoucher, a loud kiss. Pol. smokta(',
cinokad, to smack with the lips, to kiss, to sip or suck.
Smack represents the sound of a blow or of a sudden fall,
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in such expressions as knocking a thing smack down, cutting
it smrack off.

From the smacking of the chops in the enjoyment of food
has arisen the sense of taste in which the root smak is widely
used. Pol. smiak, savour, taste, relish. AS. smcccan,
to taste; Sw. smaka, Du. smaken, G. schmecken, to taste;
gesckmack, sckmackhaft, of agreeable taste. Ueschmaeke speis,
cibus grati saporis.-Schm. ;Pol.
smaczny, savoury welltasted. Lith. smagzcrel, dainties; smagas, good, pleasant,
nice.
In some dialects the initial s of the imitative syllable is
dropped, as in Fris. macke,.to kiss-Outzcn; Fin. make,
taste ; makia, well-tasting, sweet ; maiskia, maskia, to smack
the chops; maiskis, smacking, dainties, also a kiss; maistaa,
to taste, to sip, to be savoury; maisto, the sense of taste,
taste of a thing. Lat. maxilla, a jaw, must be referred to
the same root. In Bohem. an 1 is inserted after the mn;
lask, a smack with the month, a loud kiss; miaskati,
mlasstili, to smack with the mouth; miaskanina, delicacies.
2. P1. D. smakk, Fr. semaque, a light vessel. The m is
probably a corruption from an original n; AS. snakk, ON.
sneckia, Sw. snacka, P1. ID. snikk, a small vessel.
The
original meaning was probably a beaked vessel. 0G. snaggun, snacgun, naves rostratce-Gl. in Schindler, who cites
"holzschuhe mit schnacken," as probably signifying wooden
shoes with beaks. Sette Communi, snacko,. beak. Swiss,
sckneicke, schneugge, snout, from selineicken, sckneuggen, Sw.
snoka, to sniff, search about with the nose like a dog or a pig.
See Snook. Lith. snukckis, snout, beak. Pu. snoeck, a pike,

smec-

gan,

from his beaked snout.

Schindler

has also

"snarcken,

rostratae naves," to be explained by Sw. snork (properly
snout), extremity of anything, from snorka, to snort, snuff,
sniff. Bay. schnorren, prow of a boat ; schnorren, schnurren,
snout, mouth and nose.
It is certain that this principle of nomenclature has taken
place in the case of Pu. sneb, a boat with a beak, from .sneb,
VOL. III.
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beak; and P1. D. snau, snauschip, a snow, a kind of small
seaship, from snau, snout, beak; and probably nazis may be
connected in the same manner with neb, snout, beak, and G.
nacien, Mid. Lat. naca, Fr. nacelle, a skiff, with Fin. nokka,
beak. TVenheen nokka, the prow of a boat.
A longing for: to have a smackering after a
Originally a smacking of the chops at the
thing.-B.
thoughts of food, as Lat. ligurio, to long for, properly to
lick the chops at, from lingere, to lick.
Small: Du. smal, thin, narrow, small; ON. smtr, comp.
srnri, superl. smcestr, Dan. smaa, Fris. sma, smad, smaed,
small; S. Dan. smadsk (kleinlich), small in
ON. smregn., smasandr, fine rain, sand.
Perhaps from Prov. Dan. smadder, E. smatter, a fragment,
Gael. smad, a particle, jot, the smallest portion of a thing.
So in ON. of the golden calf, eg molade hann i smaat, I
stamped it to powder.--Deut. 9. Sc. to smatter, to deal in
small wares, to be busily employed about trivial matters;
to smatter awa', to spend on a variety of articles of little
value.
It may be observed that Pol. malo, little, has a similar connection with Lat. molere, to grind.
Smalt. A colour made from blue enamel. It. smalto, a

Smackering.

size.-Outzen.

name given to

different bodies which

are used as coatings in

a melted or liquefied state, and subsequently harden, as
enamel, plaster of Paris, mortar. G. sehmelz, enamel, metallic glass, from 'sehmelzen, to melt. See Enamel.
Smart. As a noun or verb it signifies sharp pain ; as an
adjective, sharp, brisk ; significations which may be connected on the supposition that the word originally signified a
sharp stroke or cut. G. schmerz, Pu. smart, pain, ache.
Dan. snerte, to lash ; snert, lash of a whip ; Prov. Dan.
at sidde snert (of a garment), to sit close ; snyrt, neat, pretty,
smart (smukt), ON. snirta, to smug, adorn, smarten ; snirtinn, neat, spruce. Fris. snar, quick, smart ; snirre, a stroke
with a

whip.-Outzen.

The notion of smartness of dress is
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connected with that-of briskness of action, as opposed to the
dawdling movements of a slattern.
To Smash. It. smassare, to crush flat. See Mash. Gael.
smuais, smash, break in pieces; smuaisrich, a breaking into
pieces, splinters, fragments. Dan. smaske, to smack with the
lips in eating; Sw. smiska, to smack, slap; smisica &nder, to
smash, break to pieces. It. smaccare, to crush, squash,
bruise.
Smattering, Smatch. Smatch, a taste or small touch of a
quality.
a superficial or slight knowledge;
one who has some smatch or tincture of learning.
-B.
P1. D. smaksen, G. sclmatzen, Swiss scimazern,
sckmatzeln, N. smatta, to smack with the tongue in eating.
Fris. smeijtsen, to taste, to try.-Epkema.

smatterer,

Smattering,

After he had indifferently taught this seollers the Latine tong and
some smackering of the Greek-Primaudayc Fr. Acad., transi. by T. B. C.
A. D. 1689, p. 3.

The word has a totally different meaning in the expression
breaking to smatters, where it must be explained from G.
schmettern, to crash or crack, as a peal of thunder, and
thence like zerschmettern, to break to pieces. Sw. smattra,
to crackle. Taliwed smattrar i elden, deal crackles in the
and as the crackling is the result of the wood splitting
to pieces, it is natural that the term which represents the
crackling should be applied to the splinters. So Fr. eclat
signifies both crack and fragment. Prov. Dan. smadder,
crack, fragment.
gay en smadder saa man kunde hore
det langt borte, it gave a crash so that one could hear it a

fire,

Del

long way off.

Det gik i smadder, it went to smatters.

Han

smaddrede cegget mod steenbroen, he smashed the egg on the
pavement. Gael. smadl, a particle, jot.
To Smear.

'Du.

smeeren, G. schmieren, Bay. schmiren,

schmirben, to smear, daub, grease ; AS. smeru (g. smerwes),
G. schmeer, ON. sn jtr, smiir, fat, grease, butter. Another
OE. form still provincially preserved is smore or smoor. " I
smore one's face with any grease or soute : je barbouylle. "Q 2
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Palsgr. And this probably points to the true origin of the
word as a contraction from smother, which itself is provincially used in the sense of smear or daub.-lal. P1. D.
smudderen, smttddelen, smullent, to dabble, dirty; smudderregen, Prov. E. smur, drizzling rain. Du. smodderen, smeuren,
to daub, smear; smodderig, smorrig, smeerig, Fris. smorig,
dirty; snorig linnen.-Epkema. Gael. smir, Muir, smirach,
a blot, spot, particle of dust, ashes, earth; smr, smiur, bedaub, smear. The radical image would thus be the act of
dabbling in the mud, and the name would be transferred to
grease as the material that daubs in the most effectual manner. On this principle G. schmutz, filth, dirt, is in Swiss
applied to lard, butter, grease; schmutzen, to smear the hair
with grease. Bav. sehmotz, dirt, fat, grease. Pol. maza6,
mazgad, to blot, smear, daub, anoint; maslo, butter. See
Smother.
Smeecl, Smeegy. Prov. E. smeech, a stench, obscurity in
the air, arising from smoke, fog, or dust. To smeech, to make
a stink with the snuff of a candle.-lal. Smeegy, tainted,
ill-smelling .- Moor. Connected with AS. smec, sic, smeoc,
smoke, as G. riechen, to smell, with ranch, smoke. Bay.
sehmecken, to smell, and thence schmecker, the nose ; schrnecke,
selimeehbuseliel, a nosegay. There is however a strong tendency in the Ober Deutsch dialects, as in the English, to use
the word in the sense of a bad smell. Thus the Swiss translation of the Bible, speaking of Lazarus in the tomb, says,
"Er ist vier tage im grabe
gelegep, er schinechet jezt.Smke
Smell.: The original sense of the word would seem to be
dust, smoke, then smell, as G. riechen, to smell, from ranch,
smoke. Pl. ID. smelen, smellen, to burn slow with a strongsmelling smoke. Dat holt smselet weg, the wood smoulders
away. Hier smelet wat, here is a smell of burning ; smelerig,
smelling of burning.-Brem. Wtb.

Du.

smealen, to bnrn or

smoke in a hidden manner.-Bomhoff. P1. D. smol'n, a
verb applied to thick dust, mist, mizzling rain, a smoking
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fire.-Danneil. Lith. smalkas, smoke, vapour; smelkti, to
smoke, to rise in vapour; smilkstdti, to smoulder, burn in a
hidden way; smillcyti, to perfume; smilkimas, perfume. Sw.
dust ; Prov. Dan. smelk, smilk, fine rain. Dan. smul,
dust; smule, to crumble. See Smoulder.
On the same
principle ON. dept, dust, dupta, to throw out dust, N. duft,
clpt, fine dust, dufta, to fly in dust, to smoke, must be
identified with Dan. dft, fragrance, d2 fte, to exhale odour.
G. duft, vapour, mist, evaporation, the fine exhalation of
sweet-smelling bodies, scent. Skinner approaches the mark
when he derives smell from small,1"quia odores in minimas
particulas comminuti nares feriunt."
Smelt. G. schmelzen, Du. smelten, to melt, dissolve, liquefy.
See Melt.
To Smicker. To look amorously upon. Sw. smeka, to
stroke, caress, flatter ; smickra, Dan. smigre, to flatter; ON.
smeykligr, smooth, sweet, flattering. Du. smeecken, smeeclelen,
to speak smoothly, to implore, to flatter; G. schmeicheln, to
coax, caress, fondle, cajole, flatter. See Smile.
To Smile. N. smila, Dan. smile, 011G. smielan, MIIG.
smielen, smieren, Bay. schmieren, 'Max smooir, to smile. AS.
smwere, laugh ; smerciam, to smirk, smile, where smirk is
evidently a diminutive form, in the same way that the Fris.

smolk,

has smilleken (Outzen), smilke (Junge), alongside of

smillen,

smille, smeele.
It is probable that both modifications of the root, smile as
well as smire, are contracted, the one from a form like G.
schmeicheln, to caress, coax, flatter, the other from one like
Sw. sinickra, Dan. smigre, of the same signification, both
these latter forms being derivatives from an equivalent of
Sw. smeka, 011G. smeicken, to caress, cajole ; smeicihan,
assentiri, adulari, blandiri.-Graff.
G. schmeicheln is
actually used in the sense of smile.
"1Sie lachlet, sie
schmnutzt, sic schmeiclet."-Sanders. And conversely Westerwald schmieren~and Sw. smila are used in the sense of
fawn, coax, flatter. Smila or smeka sig in lhos unigon, to
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30 favour with one; smila
SMILE. med munnen (munnen, the
curry
mouth), to smile, to simper. Prov.iDan. smila, to flatter, to
be false. Pol. smear si, Boh. smati se, to laugh.
The ultimate origin of the expression is the caressing of
an infant with the mouth and chin, whence the designation
of the chin seems to be used in expressing the idea of
caressing. Sw. smnekas, to caress one another, to bill and
kiss; smelkunge, a darling.
Gael. smig, smigean, Manx
smeggyl, Lith. smakras, the chin; -al. smig, smigean, also
a smile, mirth. In the same way, from Fin. leuka, the chin;
leukailla, to use the chin, to kiss, sport, smile. So also W.
gwen, a smile, gweniaith, flattery, seem connected with gn,
chin, jaw, mouth. The introduction of the w, at least, need
cause no difficulty, as we have both gweyfa and genfa, a bit,
curb, from gen, jaw.
But, again, a smile may be considered as smothered laughter,
and may be typified by the smoke and ashes which betray
the presence of a smoulderiug fire. Thus Du.
to
smile (Kil.), may be compared with smeulen, to smoke hiddenly, to lurk as fire under the ashes.-Bomhoff. In the
same way we have 00-. snirren, Manx smooir, to smile,
parallel with Du. smeuren, smooren, to smoke (Kil.), Westerw.
schmarren, schmorren, to smoke tobacco, 0-al. smuir, dust ;
and Du. smollen (Kil.), Swab. sckmollert, to smile, G. sehrnollen, to be sulky, to brood over hidden ill will (instead of
hidden mirth), parallel with Dan. smul, dust, smule, smuire,
to moulder, and the E. equivalent to smoulder, with which
must be classed P1. ID. smuddein, smullen, to smudge, daub,
dirty ; Westerw. schmollen, to smoke tobacco. N. smolla,
smolka, to laugh in a suppressed way, are related in the same
way to Sw. smolk, dust, mote, filth, smnolka, to make a dust.
IProv. E. to smudge, to daub, to stifle or smother, to smoulder
or burn in a hidden way, is also used in the sense of smothered
laughter.-Brockett. Thus we are led to the connection between G. schmutzen, to dirty, and schmutzen, schmolzen,
sohmutzeln, sehmutzlaeken, to smile, simper, laugh in one's

smuylen,
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G. schmustern, P1. D. smustern, smasterlaclen,
last-mentioned senses, show a similar connection with Du.
smuysteren, to daub or smear, as P1. I. smuschern, to snigger,
smile, with Swiss smussein, to dabble, dirty, Prov. E. smush,
to smoulder, Craven smush, dust, powder. Smother is itself
provincially used in the sense of smear or daub.-lal.
Sw. smate, N. smaalcgja, to'smile, are wholly unconnected
with any of the foregoing, being analogous to G. klein lachen,
Fr. sourire, from snta, smaa, little, small, and le, lcegja, to
laugh. From these however must be explained NE. smow,
to smile.
To Smirch. Probably from smear, as smirk from smiren,
to smile. But it is possible (as sm and sw often.interchange) that the word may be the equivalent of G.:schwartPol. mrok, darkness; mroczny, dusky,
zen, to blacken.
murky; Serv. mrochiti, to blacken; Bohem. smrkatise, to become dark.
For the interchange of sm and sw comp. Sw. smiska, to
lash, with E. swish; G. schmitz, a lash with a rod, with E.
switch; P1. D. sckmilke, 0G. schwicke, the lash of a whip;
Bay. schmatzen, G. schwitzen, to tattle.
G. schmeissen, to strike, to cast.
To Smite. P1. ID.
IDoubtless from an imitation of the sound of a blow, which is
represented indifferently by the forms smack, schimatz, smat.
N. smatta, to smack with the tongue ; Bay. schimatzen, to
smack with the tongue, to kiss, strike, let a thing fall with a
sudden noise ; schmitzen, to strike, to cast ; G. schmitz, a lash
with a whip. Sw. smiska, to lash, to dash ; Bav. schmaiss,
selhmiss, a blow. " Der fuhrman schmeisst mit der giesel und
gibt cmn schmitzen :" the carter smacks or, cracks his whip .
sleeve.

smiten,

and lashes his

horses.-Schm.

Smith, Smithy.

ON.

smidr, artificer ; smicla, smithy,

workplace ; smid, workmanship, art ; smida, to

smidi, an object of art.
The radical sense. seems to be a worker

one who smites metal into shape.

-with

construct;

the hammer,
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Smock, Smockfrock. ON. smokkr, a shirt without arms,
also a sheath or what one sticks a sword, a knife into. In
Heligoland smock is a woman's shirt. The meaning is a
garment one creeps into or slips over one's head. ON.
smokica, to stick in; smnokka ser in, to creep into; smokka ser
or nete, to slip out of a net; smeygja, to slip into, to slip on;
smiaga, to creep through or into. Lith. smcigti, smeigti, to
stick into, as a pole into the ground; smaigas, a hop-pole.
Smoke. AS. sinec, smeoc, G. sckmauch, Pu. smook, smoke.
Gr. o-vyjo, to burn in a smouldering fire. W.
smoke,
fume; ysmwcian, a little smoke, mist, fog; myg;, to smoke,
smother, stifle. Bret. moug (originally doubtless smoke,
then) fire, family, house ; moged, smoke; mogeden, exhalation,
vapour ; mouga, to suffocate, extinguish. Gal. muig, much,
smzich, suffocate, smother ; miwkan, a chimney; muig, smoke,
mist, gloom; muigeach, smoky, misty, gloomy; Ir. much,
smoke; michaim, to smother, extinguish; michna, dark,
gloomy. Manx moogh, extinguish; smoghan, stink; smogham, a suffocating or smouldering fume.
The ultimate origin is, I believe, to be found in a representation of the nasal sounds made in sniffing an odour or in
gasping for breath. From sniffing an odour we pass, on the
one hand, to the idea of that which is snuffed up, exhalation,
vapour, smoke ; then, from smoke being considered as the
suffocating agent, to the idea of choking, suffocation ; or we
may step at once to the latter conception from the figure of
gasping for breath. P1. P. snikken, to gasp for air, to sob,
in llamburgh, to be suffocated, to choke ; versnikken, to draw
the last gasp, to die. The imitative form preserved in Bay.
pfnechen, to pant, to breathe deep, leads, on the one hand, to
Gr. wTvE(o, to breathe ; 'rvo q, a breathing, an exhalation,
vapour, odour, and, on the other,
7rvtyo, to stifle, choke,
drown, stew ; Eat. necare, to kill ; It. annegare, to drown.
The inarticulate sounds made in muttering, sobbing,
sniffling, were imitated in Gr. by the syllable v, which
must sometimes have been strengthened by a final guttural,

mug,

to
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groaning, JvKnh p, the nose or snout; 1(VKOs,

snivel, the mucus of the nose; VK?'7, snuff of a lamp. The;
same imitation gives rise to G. mucken, 9ucksen, Mag. mukkani, Fin. mukahtaa, to make slight inarticulate sounds with
the mouth closed; Gael. much, mutter,
mugaci, snuffling; smuc, a snivel, snore, nasal sound; smucach, snivelling,
snuffling, snoring.
ience must be explained Bav. schmecken, to sniff, to
smell, to detect by smell, in the same sense as E. smoke, to
find any one out, to discover anything meant to be kept
secret.-Hal. Swiss ersckmekkern, to smell out, to discover.
AS. smeagan, smean, to investigate, consider. Bav. schmeekst
epees [etwas]? do you smell anything? do you smoke? do
you twig?- Sckmeccen, a nosegay; sckmecker, a nosegay, the
nose. In sehmeckende bach, the sulphur springs, we see the
passage from the idea of smelling to that of vapour, smoke.
Devon. smeech, stench, as of a candle blown out; obscurity
in the air arising from smoke, fog, or dust.-Hal. Bav.
schmecken and the equivalent Bernese sckrnke are especially
applied to the disagreeable smell of tainted meat. Das
fleisch schmbkt, Bav. 's fleisch schmeekt, is selmeeked worden,
would in Suffolk be rendered " the meat is smeegy." Bernese, ubel-, wolsehmokig, ill or well smelling. G. schmaucken,
to smoke tobacco, is to be rather understood in the original
sense of snuffing or inhaling than in that of making a
smoke.
Smooth. AS. smethe, smooth, even, soft. The radical
meaning is, pliable, from G. sckmieden, to forge or form by
the hammer, leading to geselimeidig, malleable, ductile, then
soft, pliant, complaisant ; P1. D. smidig, smodig, Du. smedig,
pliant, soft ; P1. D. smoden, smodigen, Du. smijdigen, mulcere,
mollire-Kil.; Pan. smidig, limber, supple.
Smother, Smoor. The radical image seems to be dabbling
in wet and dirt, whence follow the ideas of splashing, slobbering, dirtying, spotting, of a spot, stain, separate particle
of dirt or dust, thickness of air, mist, smoke, and thence suf-

hum;
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focation, choking, extinction. Pl. D. smaddern, to dabble,
meddle with dirty things, make blots in writing-Danneil;
smttdden, smuddern, smuddeln, smullen, Pu. smodderen, Prov.
E. smother, Swiss schmusseln, schmauseln, to dabble, daub,
dirty; Pu. smoddig, smodderig, smodsig, P1.P. smudderig,
smuddelig, smullig, G. schmottrig, schmutzig, E. smudgy, smutty,
smeared, dirty; P1. D. besmuddern, to besmotter, to splash
with dirt; smudderregn (staubregn), smuttregn (Schtze),
Prov. Pan. smudskregn, mizzling rain; P1. D. idt smuddert,
Prov. E..it smithers, it drizzles; P1. P. smudderig, smullig
weder, dirty weather, moist, rainy weather; smuddersweet,
sweat caused by close smothery weather; Bay. schmodig,
schmudig, schmudrig, close, oppressively hot; Pu. smut, smoel
weder, aura tepida, aer languidus, calor flaccidus, close, op.
pressive weather.-Kil. Dan. smuds, Sw. smuts, spot, splash,
dirt, mud; E. smotch, smutch, smut, stain, soot, dirt; smudge,
a thick smoke, and as a verb to stain, or smear, to smoulder
or burn without flame, to stifle-Craven Gl.; smudgy, hot
and close.
As P1. P. smuddein contracts to smullen, so smuddern
melts into Pu. smooren, smeuren, to exhale, smoke, suffocate,
extinguish ; smoor,

vapour,

smoke-Kil. ; Prov. E.

smoor,

smore, to daub, smear, smother ; smur, small misty rain ;
Westerwald schmorren, schmarren, to smoke tobacco.
The same course of development may be traced in Boh.
smud, smoke, vapour, Gael. smod, dirt, dust, smut, mizzling
rain ; smodatn, a little spot or blemish, dirt, dust, drizzling
rain, haze ; smudal, sweepings, trash ; smudan, a particle of
dust, soot, smut, smoke ; smud, smuid, smoke, vapour, mist ;
smuidre, smuidrich,

clouds-of smoke or dust, exhalation, mist ;

smuidir, smuidrich, to smoke. Then in a contracted form
smu~r, smiur, bedaub, smear ; smu~r, smzuir, smiurach, a blot,
spot, blemish, a particle of dust, an atom,

dust, ashes,

dross.

See Smoulder.
Smottered. See Smut.
Sinouch. 1. A kiss. " What bussing, what s~mouching and
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slabbering one another."-Stubbs in Todd. Swiss iiberschmauseln, iiberscltmusseln, to kiss over and over, to beslabber, from
schmauseln, schmusseln, to dabble, dirty. Swab. schmatz,
schmutz, a hearty kiss. G. schmatzen, to smack. P1. D.
smak, smulk, kiss.
2. To snouch, to convey away secretly, to steal.
Swiss maucken, muchein, mautschen, mausehein, to enjoy
delicacies in secret; schmauchen, verschmauchen, to smouch,
or secretly purloin eatables, to conceal; maileken, schmaiicken,
verschmaiicken, G. mausen, to pilfer, steal. Sw. smussla, to
do anything furtively; -bort, to make away with privily;
-in nagot in sin ficka, to slip something into his pocket;
'-undan, to appropriate slily, to smouch; Du. smuigen, to eat
and drink in secret, to do anything secretly. Fr. musser,
nuscer, to conceal, keep close, skulk; mussette, a little hole
to hide things in. Cil que musce les furmens ert escon
menges es gens: qui abscondit frumenta maledicetur in
populis. See Mucker, Mich, Smuggle.
Smoulder. Thick smoke; to smoulder, to burn with a
thick smoke, to burn in a hidden way, to consume away
without showing the fire.
The powder sendes his smoke into the cruddy skies,
The smoulder stops our nose with stench, the fume offends our eyes.
Gascoigne in IR.
the sonne is up your smooder is scattered.-Jewell.
The tone is a light flame sone endid, the tother smowdreth much
lenger.-Sir 'T. Moore.

Now

I smolder as wets wode doth that burneth not

clere.-Palsgr.

"A

Sometimes used in the sense of smother.
great number
of them falling with their horses and armour into a blind
ditch were smouldered and pressed to death."-llollinshed.
We have seen under Smother that Pl. D. smuddein, to
dabble, smear, dirty, passes into smullen, as

Dat

smaddern into

smooren.
weder smullet, it is dirty weather ; snmudderig,
smuddelig, smullig, dirty, smudgy ; dat ligt smullet weg, the
candle gutters away. Hence Dan. smul, dust ; falde hien 2
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smul, to crumble into dust, smule, smuire, smuidre, to crumble,
moulder. P1. D. smelen, smellen, smolen, Du. smeulen, to
burn slowly with a thick smoke. In E. smoulder the burning body is considered as going away in ashes and soot.
In an analogous manner smudge, dirt, is in Craven used for
a thick smoke or suffocating vapour; to smudge, to smoke
without flame, to smear, to stifle; smudgy, hot or close,
smothery. See Smother.
Smug. Spruce, neat; to smug up onesel to trim, to set
oneself off to the best advantage.-B. G. schmuck, pretty,
handsome, fine, neat ; schmitcken, to adorn, set off, deck,
trim, smug up or beautify.-Kiitzn. Pan. smuk, pretty;
del smukke kion, the fair sex. G. sich schmiegen, and in
Bavaria schmuck-en, to shrink, contract, make oneself small;
geschmogen, small, contracted; solmugelicl, neat, pretty,
pleasing. Neat and tight.in dress is the opposite of loose,
delicate.
flapping, slatternly. Lith. smulkus, small,
to
smuggle;
Dan.
G.
schmuggeln,
Smuggle.
To
Pu. smokkelen, to smuggle, sharp at play, pilfer. AS. smugan,
to creep; smygelas, holes, lurking-places; Du. smuigen, to do
anything furtively; ter smuig, ter smuik, Dan. i smug, Sw. i
smyg, i njugg, clandestinely ; snmyga, to slip privily in or out
smyghandel, smuggling trade; smyghal, smygwrat, a
lurking-place ; ON. smeygja, to slip into, to put into.
Smeygia fati yfir hofaJ ser, to slip on a garment over one's
head, to creep into it ; snm/aga, to press oneself through or
forwards with a creeping motion ; smuga, iDan. smoge, a little
hole, narrow passage.
The primitive sense is probably preserved in Lith. smaigli,
smeigti, smegti, to stick into, whence smaigas, a hop-pole.
Isismeigti, to penetrate, stick into, persmeigti, to stick through,
pierce.
Smut, Smother. The senses of paddle, puddle, plash, splash,
spatter, sputter, spot, are closely allied, and similar senses are
signified by P1. P. pladdern, plasken, G. platschen, to dabble,
splash ; platzen, P1. P. plastern, plattern, to sound like a

fine,

smugle,

of;
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heavy shower; Sw. plottra, to blot, to scrawl; Dan. plet, a
spot, stain, &c. In other cases the same class of phenomena
are represented by imitative forms in which the p or pl of the
former class is replaced by an m. Pl. D. maddern, moddern,
to dabble, paddle (Danneil), and thence Du. modder, mud;
bemodderen, to bedaub-Epkema; E. muddle, Swab. motzen,
P1. D. matschen, mantschen, to dabble, plash, daub, and with
the sibilant, P1. D. smudden, smuddern, smuddeln, smullen, to
dabble, dirty; smaddern, to dabble, let wet or dirt fall about
(Dann.), to blot, scribble; Sw. smattra, to crackle, sputter,
Dan. smadder, E. smatter, Prov. E. smither, N. smitter, fragment, atom; E. smotter, to spatter, dirty; Sw. smuts, spot,
splash, dirt, mud ; G. schmutz, E. smut, smudge, smitch, dirt,
smoke, dust ; Du. smetten, Sc. smad, smot, E. smit, to mark
or stain. W. ysmot, a spot ; ysmotio, to spot or dapple. See
Smother.
Snack, Snap, Snatch. A sharp sudden sound like that of
the collision or breaking of hard bodies is represented by
forms like knack, knock, knap, snack, snap, which thence are
applied to signify any sharp sudden action or the quality
of quickness essential for the production of the noise in question.
Sc. snack represents the snapping of a dog's jaws, a sudden
snap, then quick, alert, agile.
The swypper tuskand hound assayis
And neris fast, ay ready hym to hyntWyth hys wyde chaftis at hym makis ane snakD. V, 439, 33.

A snack is familiarly used in the sense of a hasty meal, a
mouthful snatched or snapped up in haste.
Our kind host would not let us go without taking a snatch, as they
called it, which was, in truth, a very good dinner.-Boswell, Journey.
The knack I learned frae an auld auntie
The snackest of a' my kin.-Ramsay.

In vulgar slang snack or snap is booty, share, portion, any
articles out of which money can be made; "looking out for
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snaps,"' waiting for windfalls or odd jobs.-Modern Slang.
Hence to go snacks, to go shares, to participate in the
booty.
The imitative character of the word is shown in P1. D.
Snapps! snupps!
snapps! interj. expressing quickness.
het de katte de muus weg. G. schnapps ! da gieng es los;
snap! there it went off. Bay. in ein'm schnipps, Du. met
eenen snap, Sc. in a snap, in a crack, in a moment; snaply,
quickly; Prov. Dan. snap, Sw. snabb, quick; Du.snapreisje,
a hasty journey. A snap is a spring which closes with the
sharp sound represented by the name. G. schnapps, a dram
of spirits, so much as is tossed off at a swallow.
Snaffle. A bit for a horse, an implement to confine the
snout, on the same principle on which Bay. schnabel is
applied to an iron mask fastened on the faces of abandoned
women, from P1. D. snavel, G. schnabel, the snout.
The designations of the words signifying snout are commonly taken from the sounds made by snuffing through the
nose, snorting, or smacking with the jaws. Thus we have
G. schnauben, schnafen, P1. D. snuven, to snuff; Bay. snaben,
to smack like a pig; Prov. E. snabble, to eat greedily, eat
with a smacking sound; snafe, to speak through the nose,
to chatter, talk nonsensically; and Du.snabbe, snebbe, snavel,
snebel, Bay. schnufel, P1. D. snuffe, a snout, beak.
Snag. A short projection, the projecting stump of a
broken branch, a tooth standing alone (Hal.); snaggle toothed, having the teeth standing out.
The word snag is adopted to signify a short projection, on
the same principle as knag, jag, shag, cog, syllables representing a sound abruptly brought to a conclusion, and thence
applied to a movement suddenly cut short, or to the figure
traced out by such a movement, an abrupt projection. Gael.
snag, .a little audible knock, a hiccough, a wood-pecker;
snaglabhair,stammer in speaking; Manx snog, nod; snig, a
fillip, a smart stroke or blow. Prov. G. schnacke, schnocke,
to jerk the head about; schnicken, to snap, move quick.-
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Deutsch. Mund. III. Prov. E. snug, to strike or push as an
ox with his horn.
When the blow is given with a sharp instrument it
becomes-an act of chopping or hacking. Prov. E. snag, to
cut off the twigs and small branches from a tree or pole;
snugs, branches so lopped off. Sc. sneg, sneck, to cut with a
sudden blow of a sharp instrument.-Jam.
Snail. AS. sncegel, snceg4 sncel; Westerwald scknigel,
schual; G. schuecke, P1. ID. snigge, Prov. E. snag, snig, snake,
ON. snigil, N. snigjel, sniel, ;all apparently from Swiss schnaken, schnaaggen, to creep, go on all fours, crawl; AS. snican,
to creep, as Du. slecke, a snail, from G. schijeen, to creep.
Snake. AS. snaca, ON. snakr, snokr, Dan. snog, Sanser.
AS. snican, to creep.
naga, a snake.
Snap. See Snack.
Snapsack. Originally, perhaps, a beggar's wallet. ON.
snapa, to seek one's living; snap, scanty pasture, begged
scraps. See Knapsack.
To Snape, Sneap. To nip with cold,'to check, rebuke, properly to cut short. A step-mother snapes her step-children
of their food. To snaple, to nip as frost does. Du. snippen,
to nip. De wind snipt in't angezigt, the wind cuts one's face.
Scharp soppis of sleet and of the snyppand sna.-D. V. 200. 55.
Prov. Dan. sneve, snevve, to clip, cut short, to cut one's hair,
to nip or dwarf with cold, to give one a reproof. At snyppe
or snevve een af, to cut one short, set him down. N. snikka,
to cut, also to reprimand, put one to shame. In Suffolk
is snip. "The frost ha' snipt them tahnups." Also
in the sense of checking or rebuking.-Moor.
The sense of cutting short may be attained in two ways :
1. From the sharp snap of a pair of scissors, or the blow by
which the cut is given ; and, 2. from an abrupt movement
leading to the notion of a projection or point, then to that of
removing the point or stump, or reducing to a stump, as

the-

word,

plained under

ex-

Snub.

From B ay. sckznatuppen, snout or ex-
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tremity, is formed g'sc~hnaupet, nipped by the frost, which
seems the true equivalent of E. sneaped or snaped. Bay.
schneppen, schnippen, to make a short sudden movement,
gives schnepp, P1. D. snibbe, snippe, beak or point, so that
even snip may be explained in the sense of cutting off the
point, docking, curtailing.
Snare.. ON. snara, a cord, snare, springe; Du. snare, a
cord, string of a musical instrument; Fris. snar, a noose.
The designation of cord or string may be taken from the
notion of twisting or turning in two ways, viz. either from
the twisting of the fibres in the formation of the string, or
from the notion of its use in twisting round and entangling,
or confining another object. Thus from the verbs to twist, to
twine, the name of twist or twine is given to various kinds of
thin cord. In the same way Sw. sno, to twist, twine, entangle; sno, string, twist; hatsno, hat-string.
The ultimate origin is the whirring sound of an object
rapidly turning through the air, of which different modifications are represented by syllables framed on the vowels a, i,
u, according as the sound is of a sharper or a duller nature.
Pl. D. snarren, to whirr like a spinning-wheel, to grumble,
mutter, to pronounce the r in the throat; G. scnarren, to
make a harsh noise like that of a rattle, or a string jarring;
to cry like a missel-thrush or a corn-crake; OE. to snarre, as
a dogge doth under a door whan he sheweth his teeth.-.
Palsgr. Hence, in a secondary application, ON. snara, to
whirl, hurl, turn, twist. N. snara seg ilop, to snarl or twist
up like thread; snara eit baand, to twist a rope.
With the other vowels we have Pl. D. snirren, to whirr
like a thing whirling round, to lace, to draw a string tight;
snirre, a lace, a noose. Pl. D. snurren, to whirr like a spinning-wheel, buzz like a fly, snore; Sw. snorra, to whirr,
hum, and thence to spin round, to whirl; snorra, a spinningtop. G. schnur, Sw. snore, a string or lace. See next
article.
To Snarl. The final l is merely an element implying con-
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tinuance of action, as in Fr. miauler, to cry rnia ! E. kneel
from knee, whirl from whirr, &c. To snarl like a dog was
formerly snar, as mentioned in the last article. The term is
then applied in the same way as the simpler form, to the
idea of twisting, curling, entangling. To ruffle or snarl as
over-twisted thread.-Cot. " Lay in wait to snarl him in his
sermons."-Becon in Hal. Snarl, a
Sc. snori,
a snare, difficulty, scrape; snarl, to
wrinkle; snurlie,
knotty.

snare-Hal.;

ruffle,

Northern blasts the ocean snurl.-Ramsay.
P1. D. snairk'n, to snarl as thread.-Danneil. On a similar
principle to the above, Dan. kurre, to coo like a dove; iurre,
a knot, twist, tangle in thread.
Snast, Snace, Snat. The snuff of a candle; snasly, cross,
snappish; snaltel, snub-nosed. Parallel forms are seen in
knast or gnast, the snuff or wick of a candle (emunctorium,
Pm.) ; Pol. kno /a, wick or snuff of a candle;
Lith. knatas, wick; P1. D. Dan. knast, a knot in wood. The
radical meaning should be a knot or tuft of fibrous material
used as a wick, then the burnt portion of the wick that is
snuffed off. The same equivalence of an initial sn and gu
or kn is seen in snag and knag, snarl and gnarl.
To. Snatch. See Snack.

lichinus-Pr.

To Snathe, Snaze.

NE. snathe, snare, snedl, to prune trees.

Westerwald schnasen, schnaseln, ausschnaseln, Cimbr. snoazen,
snozen, snoazein, to prnne, to lop trees ; ON. sneis, branch or
twig of tree ; afsneisa, to cut off branches, to prune ; Silesian
sehnat, twigs, branches, lop ; Bay. schnaiten, to prune, lop,
hack ; gesehnallel, gescknailel, Prov. E. snallocics, crums,
fragments, scraps.
Snead, Sneath. The handle of a scythe, not the short projections by which it, is held in the E. form of the implement,
and therefore the AS. snced, a bit, seems hardly' to afford a
satisfactory explanation.
To Sneak. AS. snican, to creep ; snicenadne wyrmn (ace.),
VOL. III.

a
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a creeping worm; Swiss scknaken, sehnaaggen, sehnohgen, to
creep ; schncage, schaagbokne, creeping kidney-bean. Gal.
sndg, sudig, to creep, crawl, sneak ; sngair, one who creeps
along, a lazy fellow; Ir. snaighim, to creep or crawl.
The radical signification seems to be going along like a
dog scenting his way with his nose to the ground, sniffing
for victuals or what can be picked np. Fris. sniicke, snoke,
sniclje, to sniff; Vesterwald seinaucken, to snifi; to seek for
Prov. E. snawk, sneak, to sniff, smell; snook,
victuals.
snoke, to smell or search out, to pry about curiously, to look
closely at anything, to lie hid. See Snook. ON. snikja, to
hanker after, to spunge or seek meanly for entertainment; at
snikfre mutu, to sniff after bribes. The idea of meanness
arises from the dog being deterred by no rebufi' when he is
sniffing after food. N. Han fce 'kje vera tyk4/en so snikje
skal : he must not be sensitive who would spunge, or sniff
after food. The metaphor is distinctly seen in the slang
term of an area sneak, one who pries into areas for what he
can pick up. ON. snakca, to sniff about, then to creep or
move over the surface like fire. Eidr snakadi um kicedi
ieira: the fire crept over their clothes. Dan. snage, to
snuff about, rummage ; snagen, prying, pilfering; snige, to
convey privately ; at snige sine varer mnd, to smuggle in his
wares ; at sntige sig bort, to sneak 'off. Tyven sneg sig mnd i
huset om natten, the thief sneaked into the house at night ;

snqea

a slow, creeping

fever.
snuff, sniff, Westerwald scknaizfer, a sly person ; scknaufen gehen, to go on
secret path ; snigendlef eber,
In the same way from G.

selinatfen, to

the sly, to go a stealing. ON. snafa, to sniff, then (like E.
snook) to go about with the head down, to sneak or skulk
about. Again, ON. sitefa,. to scent, to ferret out, explains
Prov. E. sneving, sneaking ; snevil, a snail. See Snee.
To Sneap. See Snape.
Snob. See Snub.
To Snook. To latch a door ; snecket, the latch. From the
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clicking sound made by the latch in falling to, on which
account it was also called clicket, and in Fr.
To Snee, Snie, Snive, Snew. To snie with lice, to swarm
or abound. "The room was as full as it could
Baker. Sinew is used by Chaucer in the same sense, where
it is commonly explained as a met. from snowing.

loquet.

snive."-Mrs

Withoutin bake meat never was his house
Of fishe and fleshe, and that so pleateouse,
It spewed in his house of mete and drink.

The true explanation is to be found in Ir. snaighim, to
crawl; Prov. E. sneving, sneaking; snevil, a snail.
To Sneer. Properly to snarl, to express ill-temper, to
laugh scornfully. To sneer, to make wry faces; sneering
P1. D. snarren, to mutter,
matck, a grinning match.-Forby.
grumble, snarl. Fr. ricaner, to sneer, is explained by Palsgr.
to snarre as a dogge doth under a door when he showeth his
teeth. By Cotgrave it is understood in the sense of E. snicker,
or snigger, to laugh in a suppressed way, being explained to
giggle, tighy (tee-hee).
There she gave mony a nicker and sneer.
iRise up, quo' the wife, thou lazy lass,
Let in thy master and his mare.

Sniggeren and sneeren, speaking contemptuously of others.Moor.
To Sneeze. Du. niezen, G. niesen, to sneeze ; niesein, to
snuffe, to speak through the nose. ON. kniosa (of cattle), to
sneeze. From a representation of the sound of air driven
through the nose. Pan.
to snuff, sniff; snuas, Gadl.
snaois, Sc. sneeshin, Prov. E. snash, snuff.
Snell. Sc. snell, sharp, severe, piercing ; properly,

snase,

getic inaction,

ener-

rapid.
LBerinus answered snell.-Chaucer.

G. schinell, It. snello, sudden, quick, agile. G. sohinall represents the sound of a snap, whence schnellen, to move with a
snap, to spring or bound. Bar. schnall, a snap with the fin-
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burst.-Schm.

gers, a loud sudden noise; derschnellen, to
it
Swiss schnall, the snap of a spring or a vicious
schnall, in a moment, in a snap; schnellen, to snap. Cariuthian schnalle, a snap or buckle, the latch of a door.
Snick, Snock. The sound of a smart crack or blow is
represented by the syllables knack, knick, knock, snack, snick,
shock, the final k often changing for a g; and when the blow
is given with a sharp implement, the knock becomes a hack
or chop.
WT. cnic, cm/cell, a slight rap, a pecker, anything that
to snip-Sanders;
smacks. G. schnicken, to snap the
Sc. sneck, .sneg, to cut with a sudden stroke of a sharp instrument ; sneck, sneg, a cut, notch. N. snicka, to cut, to work
with a knife. Flem. snoecken, to cut, lop, prune. Prov. E.
to snag, swig, to cut off lateral branches.-Wilbraham. In
Staffordshire snig is the cut herbage of sedges, and a snigbob
is a tussock of growing sedge. Sniddle, long coarse grass,
stubble.-llal. Austrian schnegern, to whittle with a knife.
Gael. snagair, to carve wood. NE. snick, a notch, a cut;
SE. snig, to cut, to chop-Hal. Snock, a knock, a smart
blow.-Jennings. Snotch, a notch. Manx snig, a fillip, a
sharp stroke or blow; sneg, a latch.
To Snicker, Snigger. These forms represent the broken
sound of suppressed laughter, of a mare whinnying to her
foal, of a horse at the approach of his corn. Sc. snocker, to
through the nostrils ; nicker, nicker, to
snort, to breathe

dog;

fingers,

high

neigh, to laugh in a loud and ridiculous

Snickle.
den snap or

manner.-Jam.

A snare for game, a knot that closes with a sud-

spring.'.

G. schnicken, to snap.

Snickup, Sneckup. 1. A representation of the sound of the
hiccup. A charm for the hiccup is "ilickup, snickup, three
sups in a cup are good for the hickup." Then taking the
hickup as the

-type

of the least possible malady, to say of a

man that he has got the snickups, means rather that he
Pu.
fancies himself ill than that he is really
hikken, snikken, to hickup ; snikkcn, also to sob, to gasp. P1.

so.-Forby.
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D. siilgiven, snukvken, to sob; snukkup, slukiup, the hiccup.
Brem. Wtb.
2. Sneckup or snickup is used interjectionally in the sense
of begone ! away with you! (Forby), as by Sir Toby Belch
to Malvolio when he comes lecturing him and his companions
in their drunken orgies: "Give him money, George, and
let him go snickup." " No, Michael, let thy father go
of Burning Pestle, B. and F. in N.
The expression has been unsatisfactorily explained in different ways. It may probably be elucidated by the Bay.
sckmeck's! an interjection used in exactly the same way,
being rendered by Schmeller, I have no answer for you,
find
that is nothing to me. The force of the word is
out for yourself! make out what you can of it! equivalent
to Go look! ask about! from sckneckem, to sniff, to smell.
Du. sicken, E. snucke, to sniff, scent out like a
See Snook. ON. snfa, to sniff, to trace by scent; sncfadu;
heclan, pack off, begone.
To Snip. To nip, snip, clip, are all formed on the same plan
representing the sharp click of a pair of blades coming
gether in the act of snipping. Pu. knippen, to snap the
fingers, to give a fillip, also, as' snippen, to snip or clip.
Bay. in eimn
schnippen, to crackle, to snap the
sehnipps, in a moment ; schnpfen, to snip, to sip, to pilfer.
P1. ID.snappen, to snuff the candle, may belong to a different
stock.
Snipe. Pu. sneppe, snephoen, G. schtnepfe, snipe, a bird. distinguished by the length of its bill. P1. ID. snippe, snibbe,
beak, also snipe. So Fr. bee, beak, becasse, becassine,

snick-

up. "-Knight

sniff!

dog.-Kil.

to-

fingers, fillip.

cock,

G.

wood-

snipe.

Bay. schnepp, sehneppen, the beak, bill, from

schneppen, schnippen, to make a short quick movement ;
peck, to snap ; snabbe,
schnipfen, to pick. Pu. snabben,

snebbe, beak.

to

To Snite, Snot, Snout. The designations of the mucus of
the nose and of the nose itself, the snout or nose and mouth
of animals, are commonly taken from a representation of the
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sound made
air through the nose in
peded by mucus. Thus from Pl.P. snurren, snoren, to snore,
we have snurre, the nose or snout, and Sw. snor, mucus of the
nose. From G. schtnautben, to snuff, Prov.
snob, to sob, we
have snob, snot, and G. schnabel, beak, snout; from Du.
sudyven, snuffen, to snuff or sniff, are derivedsnayve, snof,
rheuma, catarrhus, running at the nose, B. snivel, andDu.
snavel, P1. D. snuff, the nose, snout. From P1. P. snorken,
to snore, Sw. snorka, to snift, Bav. schnurkeln, to draw the
air or mucus'through the nose with a certain sound, to sniff,
snore,
Nuremberg schtorgeln, to speak through the
nose (Brem. Wtb. in snurren), Lith. snargioti, to snift, we
pass to Lith. snarglys, snot ; Sw. snorl (properly snout), extremity. From Pu. snicken, Fris. sa acke, to
snocker,
to breathe high through the nose, to Lith. snukkis, Cimbr.
snacco, Swiss schneicke, snout. From Dan. snuse, to sniff,
Lap. snusotet, to suite or blow the nose, to P1. P. snuss, the
snout.
In the same way we have P1. P. snotteren, to make a noise
in the nose when impeded with mucus, to snifter; Prov. E.
to snotter, to cry, to snivel (Craven Gl.), to breathe hard
through the nose, to snort.

E.

snuffle,

sniff, Sc.

Close by the fire his easy-chair too stands,
In which all day he snotters, nods, and yawns.-Ramsay.

G. schnattern, schnadlern inn kothe, to muddle like ducks in
the nuid, Swab. sckmudern, to dabble in mud ; Bay. schnudern,
schnodeln, to draw breath through the impeded nose. " So
si den atum hart haben un schnudrent durch die nasen."
Schm.

Swiss scbnuadern, to snivel, to snift in

schnauden, to draw breath, snort, pant.
Bay. schniiten, to sniff about, to search.

snuff

crying;

Bav.

ON. snudda, snudra,
Gael. snot, smell,

snuff.

Lap.
the wind, suspect ; snoitean, a pinch of
snodkeset, to snift ; snudtjet, to
out, to trace by scent.

sniff

From these we pass to Bay. schnuder, schnudel, Pu. snoddler
snot,_ snot, P1. P. snotte, Pan. snat, snot, ON. snyta, snot, the
mucus of the nose, and ON. snutdr, Bay. schnudern, schnnud,
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P1. D. snute, Du. snuite, G. scltnaudze, the snout. G. schnaiitzen, Pu. snatten, snulten, Pl. D. sniitten, ON. snyta, to suite,
to blow the nose and cleanse it from mucus, and thence to
snuff a candle, are pretty equally related both to snout and
snot, and perhaps may have been developed simultaneously
with those forms from the same radical image.
From Gael.' snot, snuff the wind, Bay. sndten, N. snutra,
to sniff, search, may be explained (oth. *ufr, AS. snotor,
sagacious, prudent, an exact equivalent of
sagax, keen
at following the scent.
Snivel. Besides the ordinary sense of snting, drawing up
the mucus audibly through the nose, especially in crying,
snivel is used in Northamptonshire in the sense of shrink,
shrivel. Fruit that is over-ripe and withered is said to be
snivel'd up; flannel snivels up in washing.
I'm so cold I
could snivel into a nut-shell."

Lat.

How snivelled and old he looks.-Mrs Baker.
This is one of the numerous cases in which the idea of contraction is expressed by the drawing up the nose and mouth
in the act of grinning, snarling, snifting, sniveling.
A kind of cramp when the lips and nostrils are pulled and drawne
awry like a dog's mouth when he snar'reth.-Nomenclator,

1585,

in N.

Bay. sehnarkeln, to snore ; sehnurkeln, sehniirkeln, to draw
the air or mucus through the nose with a certain noise, to
sniff, snore, snift, pry, shrink ; seknurlcel, a wrinkled old
woman ; G. sehnbrkel, a volute in Architecture. ON. med
snerlcandaneef, with upturned nose ; snerkia, pain that mnakes
one wry the moth ; snorkinn, shrunk, contracted. N. snorka,
to snift, snort, grumble, scold ; snerka, to shrink.
the

With

final guttural exchanged for a labial, B ay. sehnorfezen,

pfen,

to snift, snifter ; sehneifen, sehnaypfen, seksnur
Dan. snerpe, to contract or shrink ; sneype munden sammen,
to purse up the
; Pu. snerpen, to make one smart, to
pinch. NE. to snerple, to shrivel up.-llal. Compare also
sehnurfein,

month

Lat. ringor, to grin, to be in ill humour,

to wrinkle, shrivel.
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Snob. In Suffolk a journeyman shoemaker; in slangish
language used in the sense of a coarse vulgar person. Sc.
snab, a cobbler's boy. The proper meaning of the word is
simply a boy, then, like G. knappe, a journeyman or workman, servant. Prov. E. snap, a lad or servant, generally in
an ironical sense.-Hal. The ultimate meaning of the word
seems to be a lump of a boy. Snap, a small piece of anySee Knave.
thing (frustulum-Coles). -Hal.
To Snook, Snoke. To smell, to search out, pry into-Hal.;
to lie lurking for a thing.--B. "Halener, to vent, snook,
wind, smell, or search out."-Cot. Nicto, to snoke as houndes
dooth.-Ortus in Hal.
The sound of sharply drawing the breath, as in sobbing,
snifting, sniffing, is represented by the syllable snik, snuk;
and from the figure of sniffing the air is very generally expressed the idea of searching about, especially seeking for
delicacies or eatables, prying curiously into things. Pl. D.
snikken, snukken, to sob; Du. snicken, to sob, gasp, sniff,
scent out.-Kil. Prov. E. sneke [a snifting], a cold in the
head. Swiss scitneicken, schneuggen, to sniff like dogs or
pigs ; schneicke, schneugge, Lith. snukkis, the nose or snout.
Prov. Dan. snoke, to trace by scent; at faae en snok af noget,
to get wind of something; snykke, to snuff tobacco. N.
snik, smell; snika, to hanker after. Lap. snuogget, to scent,
trace by scent like a dog, pry into; Sw. snoka, Dan. snage,
Prov. E.
ON. snaka, to snuff about, rummage, search.
snawk, sneak, snuck, to smell. Fris. snitcke, snoke, snickje, to
sniff.
Snoozing,
To Snooze. To slumber, nap.-Worcester.
nestling and dozing, lying snug and warm.-Mrs Baker.
Lith. snuclau, snusu, snusti, to fall asleep, to doze; snausti, to
be sleepy; snudis, a dozer, dreamer.
The word may spring from the same origin in a representation of the sound of breathing, by two different courses, viz.
1st, direct from the deep breathing of a person in sleep, as
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in the case of OE. swough, Sc. souff, signifying, in the first
place, breathing heavily, and then sleep. In the same way
Bav.
to breathe deep through the nose, is used
exactly as E. snooze, in the sense of comfortable sleep.
Als
er einest bey naichtlichem weise in dem warmen federbeth
pfnausti :" as he nightly snoozed in the warm featherbed.
On the other hand, the sense may be taken from the fignre
of an infant sniffing after food, and pressing close to its
mother's breast. Dan. snuse, to snufi, sniff, and, in a secondary sense, to sniff out, to pry; Prov. E. snowze, to pry into,
to ferret abont. "Don't come snowzing after me."-Mrs
Baker. N. snusica, snusla, snutra, to sniff or pry after eatables. ON. snudda, snudra, Bay. snauden, to sniff, scent out;
Prov. E. snuddle, to nestle (Hal.); nuddle, to nestle, to
fondle, as when a child lays its head on the bosom of its
nurse; nuzzle, to creep closely, as an infant in the
its nurse or mother.-IMrs Baker. P1.ID. snussein, to sniff
after, to trace by scent; snusseije, niceties, tit-bits; snuss,
the snout ; herumsnusseln, to pry about. Dat kind snusselt
an dem titte: the child nuzzles or snuggles np to the breast.
Prov. E. snoozilug, nestling.- Hal.
The association of the idea of seeking for food with
those of warmth and sleep is derived from the earliest period
of the infant's life. See Snug.
To Snore, Snort. Snort bears the same relation to snore as

pfnausen,

bosom of

sw/if to sniff, the addition of the final t intimating a separate

continuous

act as distinguished from the
action of snore or
"Inthe snirl of a cat," in a moment.
Swiss schnodern, to snore, sniff,
sehnerre, P1. ID.

sniff.

snort;

snurr'e, the snout, nose ; snurren, to whirr like a spinningwheel, to snore in sleep ;

snoren, snorken, G. schnarchien, Lap.

snorel, snorrel, to snore ; Sw. snor, mucus of the nose ; P1. ID.

snirren, to whirr ;

snarren, to grumble, mntter.

Snot. See Snite.
Snout, See Snite.
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-Snow. 1. G. seinee, ON. snivr (snjova, sijna, to snow),
Goth. snaivs, Pol. sneg, Lith. snegas, Gael. sneacld, Lat. nix,
nivis (ningere, to snow), Gr. L'ja, snow.
2. P1. D. snan, a kind of ship, originally a beaked ship,
from snau, beak, snout.
Snub. Snub is a word analogous to jag, jog, job, snag,
snug, &c., representing, in the first instance, a short abrupt
sound, then applied to a sudden movement abruptly stopped,
then an abrupt projection or stump. To snub is, then, to reduce to a stump, to cut short, as Sw. stympa, to dock or
mutilate, from stump, a snag or. stump.
In the original sense we have E. snob or snub, Swiss
schnupfen, to sob; sehnZE pf, a sob. Then in the sense of a
sudden movement abruptly stopped, Swiss ai f den schnupf,
Dan. i en snub, in a moment, at a blow. Dan. snuble, to
stumble, to make a false step, related to E. snub, snob, to sob,
as Du. sobben, sobbelen, to stumble, to E. sob, or as Pu.
kelen, to stumble, P1. ID. suk, a shock, to Sw. suck, a sob or
sigh.
In the sense of a bodily projection, Sc. snab, the
ing part of a rock or hill, a rough point; E. snub, a jag or
snag.
His dreadful club
All armed with ragged snubs and knotty grain-F. Q.

sue-

project-

ON. snoppa, snout of a horse or sheep ; Bay. sehznauppen,
beak, snout, mouth, spout of a can. Sw. snipp, snibb, tip.
extremity, peak. Then, passing to the idea of cutting
the
end, or perhaps of reducing to a stump or projecting end,
Sw. snqppa, to snuff;, in Sc. to snib, a candle ; Dan. at snubbe
no get af, to curtail, dock, bring prematurely to a conclusion ;
ON. snubba, to cut short, snubbottr, Dan. snubbed, stumpy,
stubbed. A snub-nose is a stumpy nose. Lap. snoppotet,

off

snamnpet, snompostet, to dock, cut short ; snoppoke, snompot,
snamp, docked, curtailed ; snoppo-peak, crop-eared.
The heads and boughs of trees-towards the sea are so snubbed by the
winds as if the boughs had been pared or shaven ofd'.-R~ay in Todd.
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figuratively

To snub or snib then is to cut short, and
to set
down or reprimand, take one up short, cut off his excuses, &c.
Sw. snubba, Prov. Dan. snibbe, Fris. snuble, snobbe, snope,
to set one down, as a too forward child, to give
sharp reproof; shop, snupp, ashamed, east down. It is the
same metaphor when we speak of being completely stumped,
being cut short, reduced to a nonplus.
The foregoing is, I believe, the true explanation of the connection between the verb to snub or snib, and forms like
snabbe, snebbe, Bay. schnauppen, ON. snoppa, the
otherwise there is a close analogy between a sharp reprimand
and a slap in the face, blow in the chops, as shown in It.
nasada, Venet. mustazzada, a rebuff, from naso, and mustazza,
a snout, respectively. Pol. buzia, the mouth; buzowuc', to
snub. Swiss schnautz, a rough reproof;
snout;
mscehnautzen, to speak roughly to one;iDorsetsh. snout, to
snub -ilal.; and we might be inclined to explain a snubbing
as a figurative application of ON. snoppungr, a blow on the
chops; Gloncest. snoup, a blow on the head.-Hal.
To Snudge. To snudge along, to walk looking downward
and poring as though the head
full of business-B.,
marcher d'un air rampant et pensif. -Miege.
To smudge
over the
to keep close to it. To nudge or snudge, to
hang down the head.-Mrs Baker.
The primitive meaning seems to be going along with the
face bent to the earth like a dog tracing out the scent, then
looking closely after, seeking greedily for, leading to the use
of snudge in the sense of a miser. ON. snugga, smucdda,

qfsnope,

a

Du.

snout;

sckmuutze,

was

fire,

snuse,

Dan.

to sniff, snuff, search out ; snugga tlienes, to have

hope of something. N. snuska, snusla, to sniff out,, search
for something to eat.
the latter sense must be explained the familiar E. nuzzle, nuddlle, to creep closely or
snugly, as an infant in the bosom of its mother.

From

She nuzzleth herself ia his bosom.-Stafford's Niobe.

We then pass to the idea of grovelling, going along in a dejected way with the head down.
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He charged through an army of lawyers, sometimes with sword in
hand, at other times nuzzling like an eel in the mud.
Sir Roger shook his ears and nuzzled along, well satisfied that he was
doing a charitable work.-Arbuthnot in Todd.
How he goes nuddling along.-Mrs Baker.

The passage from the idea of sniffing to that of a miser is
shown in Pu. snicken, to sniff; to scent, and Sw. snikas, to
be greedy of gain; sniken, greedy, avaricious, stingy, mean.
To Snuff, Sniff. From a representation of the sound made
snigfen,
by drawing breath through the.nose. Pu.
snl(ffelen, snuyeen, to breathe through the nose, to trace by
scent; snoffen, sn &'en, to sob; snqf, scent, perception by
snig/
cold in
scent; snoeven, snuyven, to take breath ;
the head, running at the nose-Ku.; Fr. reniJ cr, nifler, to
snifter, snuff up, snivel. OE. nevelynge with the nose.-Pr.
Pm. G. schnauben, seknaufen, schnielen, to snuff, snort, huff,
puff and blow. Emungere, snuben, snuuen de
Supp. Schwnffeln, schnisfeln, to snuffle, speak through the
nose; schnupfen, to snuff up, a cold in the head; schnyppe,
the snuff of a candle; sehnuppen, -pen, to be offended at a
thing, to snuff at it ; schnuppern, to snivel. P1. P. Sniff,
sinffe, nose, snout.
Snug, Snuggle. JTo snuggle is to nestle, to lie close, like an
infant pressing itself to its mother's bosom.
Betwixt them two the peeper took his nest
Where snugging well he well appeared content-Sidney.
Hence snug, warm and close, sheltered, concealed. The
ultimate origin is the figure of snooking or sniffing after food.
See Snook. Westerwald schnaucken, to sniff after eatables, to
eat ;' schnaucker, one who pokes his nose everywhere ;
schnuckein, to seek after delicacies, to suck at the breast ;
schnuckler, a person with a lickerish tooth, an infant at the
breast ; schnuckeles waare, lollipops. Bay. schnuckeln, to
suck, lick, cat with pleasure ; absehnuckein einen, to devour
with kisses; schnucices, a darling. Sw. snugga, to play the

snqffen,

snqff,

nasen.-Pief.
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parasite, to sponge; snugga sig til nagot, to get a thing by
fawning. See Snooze.
So. Goth. sva, AS. swa, ON. sa, sco, G. so, Fr. It. 51,
Lat. sic. Gael. so, this, these ; an so, here; gu so, hither, to
this place; mar so, thus, in this manner. So ! here, see
here, take this. Fr. ce, OFr. co, Prov. aisso, so, this. Fin.
se, he, that. Esthon. se, the, this; se1 kombel, sedda wisi (in
this wise), sis, so. In vulgar language, a person says, "I
was that angry " for so angry, angry in that degree.
So, Soa. A tub with two ears to carry on a
N. saa, Fr. seau, tub, pail, bucket.
To Soak. Prov. E. sock, the drainage of a farm-yard;
socky, wet; sog, a quagmire; sogged, soaked with wet. W.
swgio, to soak,
become soaked-Jones; swga, soaked,
slovenly, nasty; sug, a suck, juice, sap; Manx soo, soak, suck
up ; Gael. siug, suck, imbibe; sugh, juice; as a verb, suck in,
drink up, dry up. To soak is used in some counties in the
sense of to dry.-Hal. G. sog, the sink in a ship; sogen, to
drip; siekcern, to leak, trickle, run through drop by drop.
W. sicio, to steep, soak, wet, wash.

stang.-B.

Froni the sound of mingled air and water in the act of

sucking or sopping. A soaker is a toper or hard drinker.
Soap. Du. zeep, 0-. se fc, Lat. sapo(n), We sebon, Gael.
siabunn,

siopunn, soap.

Bret. soav, soa, sua, tallow ; soavon,

scan, soap. Fr. sua f tallow ; savon, soap.
Soap was regarded by the Latins. as a Celtic invention,
and therefore it is reasonable that we should look to the
latter, class of languages for an explanation of the name.
"Prodest et sago. Gallorum hoc inventum, rutilandis capillis, ex sevo et cinere."-Plin. Martial calls it Batavian scum
or foam.
Et mutat Latias spumna Batava comas.

Thus we are led to W. swyf, scum, froth, foam, yeast, also

sut.-Spurrell.

The connection between sago and sebum,

Bret. soavon and soav, may then be accounted for without
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supposing ,that soap was so called from beiug made of tallow,
as it is probable from NW. swyf (obviously identical with
Bret. soav and WV'. suif), that Lat. sebum, tallow, was
originally regarded as scum, being formed by boiling down
fats and taking off the solid scum when cold. Bay. pflaum,
down, foam; P1. D. lom, fat that rises to the surface in
boiling meat.
The designation of froth would probably be taken from the
agitation of liquids signified by forms'like N. sabba, subba,
svabba, to paddle in the wet; Du. sabberen, to dabble, daub;
E. sop, swvab, &c.
To Soar. It. sorare, to soar or hover in the air like a
hawk. Fr. essorer, to air or weather, to expose to the air,
and so to dry, to mount or soar up, also, being mounted, to
down the wind.-Cot. Prov. elsaurar, essaureiar, to lift
into the air, to raise. From aura, air.
To Sob. A representation of the sound.
Sobriquet. Fr. sobriquet, a nickname. Norm. bruchet,
the bole of the throat, breast-bone in birds. Fouler sus
' bracket, to seize by the throat. Hence soubriquet, sobriquet,
[properly a chuck under the chin, then] a quip or cut given, a
mock or
a jest broken on a man, [finally] a nickname.
-Cot. "Percussit super mentonem faciendo dictum le
soubriquet."-Act A. D. 1335 in Archives du Nord de la Fr.
iii. 35. "Donna deux petits coups appeles soubzbriquets des
dois de la main sons le menton."-Act A. D. 1335, ibid. in
ilericher Gloss. Norm. In the same way soubarbe, the part
between the chin and the throat ; a check, twitch, jerk
given to a horse with his bridle ; endurer une soubarbe, to
endure an affront.-Cot.

fly

flout,

Soccage.

See Sock 1.

Sock. 1. A ploughshare.-B.
Fr. soc, the coulter or
share of a plough, the plough itself.-Cot. From Gadl. soc,
snout, beak, chin, fore part of anything, plough-share ; NV.
swvck, snout, point ; swch aradr, swch esgid, snout of a plough
(ploughshare), point of a shoe. IDu. sock, 0-. sog, the wake
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or furrow made by a ship in the sea. G. sech, coulter. The
plough turns up the land like the snout of a pig. For the
ultimate origin of the word see Seek. Soccage, a tenure of
land by inferior services in husbandry [by plough service]
to be performed to the lord of the fee.-B.
2. Lat. soccus, a kind of shoe; Du. socke, a sock, woollen
covering for the feet. Prov. soc, a buskin, wooden shoe;
soquier, a maker of sabots or wooden shoes; Cat. sock, soc,
clog; Pied. sock, soca, socola, a clog or shoe with a wooden
sole; Ptg. socco, a wooden shoe, also, as Fr. socle, the base of
a pedestal; It. zoccolo, a clog. Fr. socque, a sock or sole of
dirt cleaving to the bottom of the foot in a cloggy way.Cot.
The proper meaning of the word seems to be a clog or
block, as in It. zocco, Prov. soc, soca, Fr. souche, a stock or
stump of a tree; Lang. souc, a block of wood, a hack-block.
A clog or wooden shoe is, on the same principle, in Du. called
block, holblock ; G. klotzschuh, from klotz, a log; Gr. rToKapov,
from roKov, a stump of a tree, a log.
The sense of a stump or stock is taken from the idea of a
projection, an abrupt movement suddenly checked. P1. D.
suk, a syllable expressing the idea of a jog or jolt. Of a
rough trotting horse they say, Dat geit jummer suk/! suk! it
goes always jog! jog! Sukkeln, to jog along, to stumble.
A similar resemblance is seen between stump and stumble.
Socket. The base upon which a candle is fixed like a tree
upon its stump. Fr. souchet, souchon, souchette, Lang. soukete,
a little stock or stump of a tree; Fr. soucke, Prov. soc, soca,
stump. See last article.
Sod. P1. D. sode, soe, Du. sode, soede, Fris. satha, a turf.
Gael. sod, a turf, a clumsy person; sodach, a robust or clumsy
man; sodair, a strong-built man; sodag, a clout, a pillion or
pannel.
Sodden. See Seethe.
Sofa. Arab. sofah.
Soft. Du. sacht, sqft, Pl. D. scigt, G. sacht, saft.
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SOIJ. Lat. solar, ground, soil,
Soil.
1. Fr. sol, It. suolo,
foundation, sole of the foot.
2. Fr. soil, sueil de sanglier, the soil of a wild boar, the
mire wherein he wallows; se souiller (of a swine), to take
soil, to wallow in the mire. Dan. sol, mire, mud; Sw. sola,
to wallow. Bay. solen sick (of a stag), to cool himself by
wallowing in the water. To take sod, to run into the water
a dirty
as a deer when close pursued.-B.
See next article.
To Soil, Sully. 1. Fr. souiller, It. sogliare (Fl.), 01G.
solag6n, iJ\HG-. siln, solgen, Swiss sideken, P1. D. solen,
sullen, Du. solowven, seulewen, sile, UN. sbla, Dan. sole, to
daub, dirty. SXiss sulek, a stain of dirt; G. soling, the
wallowing place of swine; It. sugliardo, filthy. ON. sully,,
to paddle, dabble, mess.
The proper meaning of the word is doubtless to dabble in
the wet, and the primitive form is probably similar to that
shown in Sc. suddill, saddle, G. sudeln, suddein, soddeln
(Brem. Wtb.), Du. soetelen, to daub, sully, stain, from an
imitation of the sound of dabbling in water. Bay. suttern,
so fern, to boil a gallop, make a noise in boiling; to guggle
out of a narrow-necked bottle ; suit, a puddle.
The elision of the d is palpably shown in Bav. sudeln,
sul'n, to dirty, to boil (in a contemptible sense), P1. D. smuddein, smullen, to smear, dirty, dabble. In a similar manner
Fr. miouiller, E. moil, maul, to wet, dabble, dirty, must be
regarded as contracted from forms like muddle, muddle,
originally imitating the sound of dabbling in the wet.
For a parallel series of similar origin see Sallow.
It is not improbable that Lat. solumn belongs to the same
stock with the foregoing, having originally signified mud,
then ground, lowest place, foundation.
To Soil, 2. To feed cattle with green food in the stall.
In Suffolk it signifies to fatten completely ; soiling, the last
fattening food given to fowls when they are taken up from

Hal.

Soal,

pond.-
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the barn-door, and cooped.-Forby. In this sense of high-fed,
stalled, it is used by Shakespeare.
The fitchew nor the soiled horse goes to 't
With a more ravenous appetite.-Lear.

Prov. E. soul, to satisfy with food.-Hal. The origin is undoubtedly Fr. saouler, Prov. sadollar, Lat. salullo, to glut,
satiate. Prov. sadol, Fr. soul, It. satollo, Lat. satur, satullus,
sated, full, fatted.
It is singular that even in this last sense the word seems
ultimately to spring from the same physical image of dabbling or wallowing in liquids. When once man had become
acquainted with intoxicating liquors, abundance of drink
would become the normal type of the highest luxury, and
hence probably must be explained the figures of bathing or
swimming in delight noticed under Gala. N. sumla, to paddle, dabble, bathe, swim (Aasen), is in ON. applied to
Pharaoh and his host overwhelmed by the billows of the sea.
Sumladisk konungrinn--i sidvarins bylgium. Hence suml,
sumbl, drink, ale, a drinking bout. AS. symbel, a feast,
banquet, supper; symbelnys, a festival, solemnity.
Tha
symbelnys menssa-sanges, the solemnity of the mass. From
the image, then, of the splashing of liquids we pass, on the
one hand, to the idea of filth and dirt, and, on the other, to
that of flowing bowls, luxurious enjoyment, sated appetite.
Both branches of the metaphor are exhibited in P1. D.
smudden, smuddeln, smullen, to dabble, splash about, dirty,
also to eat and drink copiously, to live luxuriously; Du.
smul, gluttony; smul, smul can dranke, ebrius, obrutus vino,
thoroughly drunk.-Kil. Smullen, to soil oneself; to make
good cheer, to gormandize [and hence to satiate oneself]; Ik
heb er van gesmuld, I have had my belly-full of it.--Bomhoff.
Smullbroer, a boon companion, lickerish fellow. In the
same way from forms like Sw. sudda, P1. D. suddeln, saddeln,
soetelen (Brem. Wtb.), to dabble, we pass to the contracted
solen, used in both senses. Besilen, to bedabble, to dirty,
also to swill oneself with drink; solig, drunken; solbroer
VOL. III.
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companion. With

Du.
smullbroer), slgast, a boon
these
last may be compared E. swilibowi, swilltub, a drunkard; to
swill, to wash or rinse, to drink copiously; swill, hog's wash,
swiller (exactly equivalent to Fr. soullard), a scullion.ial. Sw. sola, to wallow, dabble, bedaub; also to sot, to
.guttle; N. salla, satiated, drunk. It is hard to separate the
;series here given from Fr. saoul, soul, sated, drunk.
comme uZne grive, as drunk as an owl. But if the forms are
truly analogous, we must suppose that the root sat, appearing
in Lat. satar, satiari, satullus, was derived from a form like
satallare,originally (like P1. P. suddein, siddeln, Pu. soelen,
Bay. sottern, suttern) representing the noise made by the
agitation of liquid. From this source also would be explain
ed the contracted form shown in Fr. sale, Gael. sal, dirty,
Fr. salir, to dirty, E. sallow, which it is so difficult to keep
apart from the series connected with Fr. souillir and E.
sally.
To Soil, 3. Sile. To strain liquor.
to strain; to boil,
to simmer.--Hal. Esthon. soggel, st-l, sula, a sieve; soggelma, sogglama, sulonza, to sift; W. siglo, to shake, to rock.
Dan. saald, asieve. Lap. sokiet, to shake (neuter), solletet,
to shake or rock (active).
_(as

Soul

Sile,

Sojourn.

Fr. sejo ~rner; It. soggiornare; OFr. so7jornier.
-Chron. Dues de Norm. 2. 11607. Ed uimeis od mci
To

sur-

}urneras.-L. des iRois.
Soke. The privilege of holding a court which the tenants
of the lordship are bound to attend, or the territory over
which the duty of attending the court extends. The solve of
a mill is the territory over which the tenants are bound to
bring their corn to be ground at a certain mill. The word
is derived from AS. socan, secan., to seek, and is equivalent to
Mid.
.secta,. Fr. suite, E. suit. iSoca molenclini and secta
molendini are both used for the soke of a mill. SSoca placito-.
rat and seeta placitorurn signify the right of holding a
court to which the tenants of the lordship owe sazil. Sw. s~Jca,
to seek, to bring a suit at law.

Lat.
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Solace. Lat. solor, to console, solace, ease;.solatiur, It.
solazzo, Fr. soulas, solace, sport, recreation. In Gad,.the
particles so and do are used like EV and bvs in Gr. Thus
from leir, sight, perception, soilleir, bright,
doilleir,
dim, dark, obscure; 8s1(1, comfort, cheerfulness, joy; dolas,
woe, grief, -mourning.
Solder, Sodder. Fr. soulder, souder, to soulder, consolidate,
close or fasten together. Cot. It. seddo, sodo, solid, firm;
saldare, to fix, fasten, to stanch blood, soulder metals, starch
linen, gum or stiffen silks, close or heal up a wound.-Fl.
Lat. solidus.
Soldier. OFr. soaldart, Norm. soldar, soldier, one who
receives pay. Eo son stao to soldaero.-Barsegap6(Milanese
13th cent.). It. soldo, Fr. solde, pay, hire, from solidus, Fr.
sol, sou, a piece of money.
Sole. The basis of anything, floor of a mine, lower snrface
of the foot, of a shoe, &c. P1. ID. sale, G. sohe, Lat. solea,
It. suola, Sw. sola, stla, sole of the foot or of a shoe. Goth.
sulja, sandal; sujan, to found, to lay a foundation. W. sail,
foundation, groundwork ; seilgaim (came, to step), to tread a
sole away; seiliddor (foundation of door), threshold; seliddar
(dacar, earth, ground), a foundation, pile, a prop, explaining

clear;

P1.

ID. sale,

G. saiile, a column,

pillar.

The radical signification is probably that of Lat. solam,
the ground or earth, from the origin explained under
Soil.
Sollar.

An upper room of a

house.-B.

Properly simply

a flooring, then applied to floors- or stages in different, parts
of the house. It. solaro, sollato, a floor or ceiling; solare, a
story of any building, from solare, to sole, to floor, or ceil.Fl. OFr. solier, sollier, an upper floor, ground floor, loft.
Du. solder, soller, lacunar, tabulatum, contignatio ; solderen,
contignare, contabulare ; et in solario sive horreo condere.J il. Corn. soler, a stage of boards in a
Bret.
s61, base, foundation, beam ; solier, ceiling, floor, loft.
Some. Goth. sums, Swiss soma, sum, Sw. som, somlige, Du.

mine.-Dief.

s2
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s6mmnig, some. Sw. som is.used as a relative particle in the
sense of that, as, so.
Son. Goth., Lith. sunus, Russ. sum, Bohem. syn, Sanser.
siinu, son. Fin. siundua, to be born ; sunmtaa, Esthon.
siinnilama, to beget.
Song. See Sing.
Songle, Songow. A handful of gleaned.eorn.-B. Sc.
single,: s.s.-Jam.
sangh, sanghe, fascioulus spicarum.-'
Kil. Bav. singelin, to glean; slngelbiische4, a bundle of
gleaned corn. Saige, manipulus, gelima.-Gl. in Schmeller.
Swab. sange, a bundle of hemp.
The origin is Dan. sanke, to gather, cull, glean, pick.
ISanke-ax, gleanings of corn, sankebrcnde, bundles of firewood, faggots. Sw. samnka, samla, to collect, gather, from
the particle sam, in composition equivalent to Lat. con, Gr.
-vv ; samman, together. Bay. samen, to collect, gather.
Sam, sccmnat, manipulus.-G1.'in Schm.
Sool, Sowl. Anything eaten with bread.-B. The butter,
cheese,,&c., eaten with the bread that forms the staple of a
poor man's meal, is called sowling in Pembrokeshire. Edulium, Anglic6, sowylle.-Nominale xv. cent., in

Du.

Hal.

*

Karn he nevere horn hand bare,
That he ne broucte bred and sowel.-Havelok,

Maria Egyptiaca eet in thyrty wynter
Bote thre lytel loves, and love was her

767.

souel.-P. P.

ON.. su/1, N. suvi, Sw. sqfwel, Dan. suul, anything eaten with
bread. Sw. sofia, to season.
The origin of the term is shown in Bret. soubinel, the
sowling or sauce eaten. with the brose or porridge that forms
the ,principal part of a peasant's diet. The soubinel consists
of honey, melted butter, &c., and is commonly put in a
hollow. in the middle of the porridge, each spoonful of which,
is dipped in the soubinel as it is eaten. From scuba, to sop
011G. sqft'n, gas qton, to
or dip.-Legonidec. Goth.
season food.

supon,

SOON.

SOOTHE,26

961.

Soon. Goth. suns, immediately, sunsei,
as
; AS.
sona, soon. Du. saen, immediately, soon.
Soot. Condensed smoke. Du. soet, P1. P. sott, sud, Sw.
sot, Dan. sod, Gael. suith, Lith. sodis.
Probably from Pu. soetelen, P1. D. suddeim, Sw. sudda, to
dabble, dirty, in the same way as the nearly synonymous
smut, from P1. D. smudden, smuddeim, in the same sense.
The idea of staining or dirtying is expressed by the-figure of
splashing or daubing with wet, and then the name is given
to soot as the most staining or dirtying material.
Sooth. ON. sannr,sactr, true, in accordance with the fact.
Sanscr. sat (nom. san, acc. santam), being, equivalent to Lat.
sens, sentis in prwesens'; whence asat, nothing; satya, true.
When the Houyhnyms were driven to express the idea of
falsehood, new to them, they called it saying that which is
not.
To Soothe. The radical meaning is doubtless to lull or calm
by a monotonous sound. Goth. sut/jan, to tickle the ears.
AS. gasothian; to flatter. ON. su a, to hum, to buzz. Sc.
south, sowth, to hum a tune, a murmuring

sound.

The soft south of the swyre [gorge of the hills], and sound of the
stremes,
The sweit savour of the swairde, and singing of fowlis,
Might comfort any creature of the kyn of Adam.-iDunbar in Jam.'
G. sausen, Dan. suse, to buzz, whizz, sound as wind

or water ;

einem kinde sause singen, to lull a child asleep, W. suo, to
buzz, to hush, to lull.
On the same principle the word lull is derived from

tonous singing,

mono-

tune;

Jt.
N.
hulla,
asleep.
ninnare, to sing, to lull or dandle children
lulla, sulla, to hum, to lull.
It seems to. be from some hazy feeling of the physical
origin of the word that it is so frequently used in the sense
of calming by sound.
la-la-la.

Dan. nynne, to hum a

There is little doubt but the verse as well as the lyre of David was
able to soothe the troubled spirits to repos.-Knox, Ess. in R.
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Soft-wafted on the zephyr's fancy'd wing,
Steal tuneful soothings on the easy ear.-Thomson.
The godlike man they found
Pleased with the solemn harp's harmonious sound:
With this he soothes his angry soul.-Pope, Iliad.

Probably Lat. sedare may have the same orign. See Seethe.
To Sop. To dip into or soak in broth, &c. Sop, bread
soaked in broth, dripping, wine, or any liquid.-B. N. sabba,
svabba, subba, to paddle, dabble; subben, soaked, wet. Goth.
supon, gasup)on, to season, properly
dip bread in sauce.
Sw. soppa, broth, soup. N. soppa, bread and milk. P1.ID.
sapjpen, to make a sound like water in dabbling. Idt is so
vuul up'r straten dat idt sappet: it is so dirty in the streets
that it splashes audibly. IDe schoe sappet: it squashes in
one's shoe. Sappy, soppy, plashy.
Sorcerer. Fr. sorcier, a wizard, properly one who divines
by casting lot; sortileqe, witchcraft, divination by lot;sort,
Lat. sors, a lot. Alban. short, lot; shortar, soothsayer, sorcerer. Fin. arpa, lot ; arcpamies (mies, man), soothsayer.
Sore, Sorry. ON. scar, wound, sore ; srbeittr, very sharp;
sarlcaldr, very cold, sorely cold, so cold as to be painfully
felt ; sarligr, painful, sore ; sdrliga, s4+la, badly, hardly. N.
saar, wounded, injatred, sore, and in a figurative sense, painful, bitter. Ein saar sulk, a bitter sigh ; emn saar'e graat,
bitter weeping ; saart, painfully, bitterly, with painful effort.
Bay. ser, Swab. seir, seer, painful, sore; 011G. serig, painful,
suffering, sad. Sc. sare, sair, a sore, wound, pain to the
mind, sorrow ; sore, painful, sorrowful, oppressive, severe,
violent, hard ; Sc. sary, sad, sorrowful, pitiable, wretched.Jam. E. sorry has come pretty generally to be felt as if it.
was the adjective of sorrow, with which, in reality, it has no
etymological connection.
Sorrel. 1. Fr. sorel, the herb sorrel or sour dock ; sorel da

to

bois, sour trefoil, wood sour [wood-sorrel]

gras, G. saaueranzpfer, Gr. oeaXcs, from.

vs

.-Cot.

sharp,

N. sure-

SORREL.
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2. A horse of a mixed red colour. It. sauro, a sorrel
colour of a horse. Fr. saur, sorrel of colour; Itrene saur, a
red herring.
Saurir les karenes, to redden herrings, to
lay them on hurdles in a close room and then smoke them
with dried leaves until they have gotten their sorrel hue;
sorer, to reek, to dry or make red as herrings in the smoke.
Cot.
As the sorrel stems are of a brown-red colour, strikingly
conspicuous in a field of mowing-grass, the word may simply
signify of the colour of sorrel. On the other hand, it may
be from P1. D. soor, dry; OHG. sauren, soren, to dry. See
Sear. The name of the colour would then be taken from
that of a dried herring.
Sorrow. Goth. saurgan, to.sorrow; saurga, sorrow; G.
gorge, ON. sorg, care, sorrow, anxiety; syrgja, to mourn.
Fin. sure, grief, sorrow, care; surna, surkua, to grieve,
mourn; surra, to be sorrowful, painful, to take care of.
Sort. Fr. sorte, Du. soorte, G. sorte,
sors, sortis, lot.
Sort was frequently used in the sense of a company, assemblage, as lotnis in vulgar language.

Lat.

There on a day as he pursued the chase,
He chanced to spy a sort of shepherd grooms
Playing .on pipes.-F. Q.
Soss,

Souse.

Soss, a mucky puddle-B. ; anything dirty

or muddy, a heavy, fall ; souse, a thump or blow, a dip in the
is used to represent the sound
water.-Hal. Souse or
either of a dull blow or of dabbling in the water. To souse
or soss down is to sit suddenly down. To souse into the
water, to plunge suddenly in. "Sossing and possing in the
durt."-Gammer Gurton. "Of any one that mixes slops or

sos~s

makes

a place

wet and dirty, we say in Kent, he makes a

soss.''-Kennett in.Hal. Sossed, saturated ; sossle, to mnake
a slop.-Hal. N. susla, to paddle, dabble. Pigs are called
to their wash by the cry of suss ! suss ! To suss, to swill
like a hog. It. sozzare, to defile, sully.
They soused me over head and ears in water when a

boy.-Addison.
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-The rabble sous'd them for't
O'er head and ears in mud and dirt.-Butler in T.

Swiss sotscken, shoes full of water which make a sousing or
squishing noise at every step.
Sot. A drunkard; to sot, to drink to excess. From
drunkenness the meaning seems to have passed to drunken
stupidity, folly, misconduct. Fr. sot, sottish, dull, gross,
absurd, foolish, vain, lascivious. Bret. sdt, sdd, stupid, imbecile, coarse.
The idea of drinking to excess is in many cases expressed
by the figure of paddling or washing, as in E. swill, which
from signifying rinsing or washing with water is applied to
inordinate drinking. Sw. sola, to dabble, wallow; sola och
supa, to sot away one's time.-Widegren. P1. D. solen, to
dabble; besolen, to swill, to drink oneself full; solig, dabbled,
drunk. Again, P1. D. smudden, smuddein, smullen, to dabble,
paddle, daub, also to sot, to gormandise, guttle, tope, and
suddein, soddeln, Sw. sudda, suddla, to daub, blot ; N. sulla,
drunken, full. The noise made by the agitation of water, in
a somewhat different manner, is represented by Pl. D. suddern, to boil with a gentle sound; Prov. E. sotter, to boil
gently.
From forms like the foregoing the radical syllable sod, sot,
is used in the expression of ideas connected with the dashing
of liquids: Gael. sod, noise of boiling water; E. soapsuds,
water and soap beaten up together in washing; sot, to tope,
a drunkard; Lith. sotus, G. satt, full, satiated.
Souce, Souse. Pickle of salt, anything pickled, especially
the ears of pigs, whence souse, the ear. To souse, to steep in
pickle, to season with pickle.
Kill swine and sowse 'em,
And eat 'em when we have bread.-B. & F. in T.
Oil though it stink they drop by drop impart;
But souse the cabbage with a bounteous heart.-Pope.

Fr. saulse, sauce, saucer

SOIJCHY.
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zoo

Souchy.
Pu.
je, P1. P. soodje, water-soodje, watersouchy, perch served up in the water in which it has been
boiled. Zootje, soodje, is the dim. of P1.ID. sode, se, Pu.
zoo, a boiling, so much as is boiled or sodden at once. Pen
sue fislke, a dish of fish.
Soul. Goth. saivala, AS. sawel, sawi, ON. sal, G. seele,
soul. Gael. saoil, think.
Sound. 1. W. son, noise, report, rumour; Bret. son, soon,
sound, tune ; Fr. son, Lat. sonus.
2. A narrow arm of the sea, properly one that can be
swum over. AS. and ON. sund, swimming. He mid sunde
thas ea oferfaran wolde: he would pass the river by swimming. A'in er a sundi: the river must be crossed by swimming. ON. sund, a sound or straits; N. sund, a
ON.
sundfutgl, water-fowl; sundfaerr, what may be swum over. N.
symjna, to swim; samd, symd, capable of swimming.
3. From the same source must be explained cod-sounds (in
Shetland called soums), the swimming bladder of the codfish.
ON. sundmagi (magi, maw or stomach), the swimming
bladder.
4. G. gesund, Pu. zond, gezond, Lat. sanus, sound, whole,
uninjured. The frequency with which opposite significations
are derived from the same root may connect the word with
N. sund, sundered, broken, injured, not whole ; i sund, in
pieces.
To Sound. Fr. sonder, to measure the depth with a plummet. Bret. sounn, stiff, steep, upright, perpendicular. Sounn
gand ar riou, stiff with cold. Sounn eo ar menez, the mountain is steep. Sounder, uprightness, perpendicular. Sounna,
to make or become upright, to stiffen. W. syth, stiff, erect,
upright.
Soup, To Sup. Fr. soupe, It. sopa, broth with bread soaked
in it ; also sops of bread. Mouill6' comme une soupe. NE.
soup, to saturate,- soak ; soupy, wet and swampy. ON. supa
(sy'p, saup, sopit),. to sup up liquids, to drink. 011G. wein-

ferry;
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wine-sop. Swiss satfen, to sup up, eat with a spoon.
G. sairffen, Sw. supa, P1. ID.supen, to drink copiously ; s&pcu,
to give to drink; soopje, a sip, a little drink.
Like scp, sop, sip, from the sound.
Sour. G. sauer, ON. su"nrr, W. ser.
Source. Fr. source, from sourdre, Prov. sorter, It. sorgere,
to rise, spring, bubble up as water. Fr. sourgeon, a young
shoot of a tree, the rising up of water in a spring.-Cot.
Lat. surgere, to rise.
Souter. A cobbler. Immediately from Fr. savetier, It.
ciabattiere,a cobbler, souter or clouter of old shoes.-Fl. Fr.
saCate, It. cicdiatta, an old shoe; Sp. zCpfto, a shoe; zapdto
do tierra, earth or clay which sticks to the shoes. Lang.
sabto, a shoe; sabdtier,'a shoemaker. Fr. sabot, a wooden
shoe.. In the Limousin dialect sabot is contracted to soe
whence soutie, a maker of sabots, which may serve to
trate the passage from savetier to E. souter. The resemblance to Lat. sutor is a curious accident, made more singular
by the fact that we are brought round to the same designation from other quarters. Fin. suutari, Lap. sular, a shoemaker, are supposed by some to be corruptions of G. sc/aster.
sawf,

illus-

They also remind us of ON. sutari, a tanner, from suta, to tan.
The origin of Sp.

zapdta, as well

as of Fr. sabot, appears to

be a representation of the sound of the footfall. Sp. zapaIdzo, clapping noise of a horse's foot, noise attending a fall ;
zapatear, to beat time with the sole of the shoe, to strike the
ground -with the feet, said of rabbits when chased ; zaparrazo, a violent fall attended with great noise. Prov. sabotar,
to shake, to stir.
South. Du. zuid, G. slid, ON. sudr, sunnr, Sw. sunnan,
sbcler, Dan. snden, south. There can be little doubt that
the meaning of the word is, turned to the sun. Bay. sunnen.4alb, sunnhalb, sunderhaib, turned towards the sun, southward ; sunderw)ind, the south wind. Swiss sunnet-iaib (on
the sunny side), southwards ; seltatten-haib (on the shadcr
sidc), northwards.

SOVEREIGN..
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Sovereign. Fr. souverain, It. sovrano, soprano, uppermost,
supreme. Lat. supra, above.
Sow. Du. soawe, sogh, soegi, seghe, P1. D. soge, Sw.
sugga, G. sau. Perhaps from the notion of wallowing in the
mire. W. soegi, to slabber, drivel, steep; soeg, draff, spent
grains; soga, wallowing, slovenly; suga, soaked, slovenly,
nasty; swqio, to soak; Prov. E. soggy, wet, swampy.
Goth. saian, AS. sawan, P1. D. saden, salen,
To Sow.
sccda, s1, Bohem. syti, Lith. seti,
OHG. sahan, G. saen,
Lat. serere (seci, satum, semen), w. haa, to sow; had,
Bret. hada, to sow.
To Sowle, Sole. lZosowle by the ears, to lug one by the
ears.

Sw.

seed;

He'll go, he says, and sole the porter of Rome gates by the
Coriolanus.

ears.-

Pu. sollen (from sol, a ball), to toss to and fro, as a ship upon
the waves, to toss in a blanket; jemand sollen (Fr. houspiller), to towze one, pull him about. Fr. sabouler, to toss,
tumble with, tread under the feet, to tug or scuffle with.
Cot.
The Pu. has also sullen, to drag, to fish with a net trailed
along the ground, to linger, loiter ; suiloor, a flagging ear.
Probably however the former verb is the origin of the E.
sowl.
Spade, Spud, Spattle. G. spcaten, a spade ; Pu. spade,
spadelken, spayk~en, G. spattel, a spattle
spaeye, a spade,
or slice for mixing medicines or spreading plaisters.
is also used in the sense of spud, a. spade with a diminutive
spode, spudu, a small shovel.
blade for digging weeds.
ouraerq, a blade. Lat. sp atha, a short broad sword ;
pcthala, spatuala, a spattle. It. spada, Sp. espada, Fr. epee,
a sword. It. spistola, spatella, spatula, a spattle, trowel,
scummer or broad slice, broad flat shovel, shouldercook's
blade, a broad fiat lath, or splint of wood with a handle to
beat flax with.-Fl. Alb. shpate, sword ; shpatoule, shoulderblade.

hoe;

Spattle

N.

Gr.

flat
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The primitive type of a blade or implement for digging
would be a splinter of flint or piece of cleft wood, as shown
in G. grabsekeit, a spade, properly a slide or piece of cleft
wood for digging. It is probable, then, that spade may be
radically identical with Swab. spa/I, speitel, Bay. speidel,
spaill, a chip, splinter, shingle. The ultimate origin may
perhaps be found in forms like E. spatter, spatie, to scatter
liquid in small drops; Piedm. spa/are, to spatter, scatter,
squander; Du. bespa/ten, to bespatter, bedash. The spattering of liquid by a sudden blow would afford a lively image
of dashing to small fragments.
A similar relation may be observed between It. scaterare,
E. scatter, shatter, and G. scheit, E. slide, skid, splinter or
cleft fragment of wood.
Spall, Spell, Spill, Spoil. Spalls or broken pieces of stone
that come off in hewing.-Nomencl. in Hal. "Shivers,
Sc. spale,
Spawi, a splinter.-Hal.
spals, rivings."-Fl.
speal, a splinter, lath, chip. "A splint or speall of wood or
Spell,
stone."-Fl. Spells, spoils, chips of wood.-lal.
spill, a chip of wood for lighting a candle. Swiss spallen, to

a

apply splints.

Du. spelle (properly a splinter), a pin.

It.

spillo, a pin, prick, spill.-Fl. N. spile, a thin lath, a
shaving ; spilekcorg, a chip basket ; spjeldl, a shive, shelf, float
of a water-wheel ; ON. spjall, spjald, a lath, thin board,
tablet, back of a book ; s/einspjo3ld, the tables of stone on
which the law was written ; Goth. spilda, a tablet ; AS.
speld, a torch, chip for lighting ; E. spelt, a splinter. " Chippes and spelts of wood."-Nomencl. 1585, in Hal. Gael.
spealt, a splinter ; spealt, cleave, split, break with force. Swa
spillra, to shiver to pieces ; spillra, a splinter, shiver.
Wtb. in v. spelje.
Pl. D. spellern, spellen, to
P1. ID.spaller, a thin piece of wood ; spiller, a smaller splinter,
spallrig (Swiss spctllig, spellig),
such as matches are made

split.-Brem.

easily

cleft.-Danneil.

of;

E. spelder, a shiver

Spelder of wood, esclat.-Palsgr.

or

splinter.

SPALL.
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The grete schafte that was longe
Alle to spitdursi hit spronge.-Avowing of Arthur.
Bav.'gespilderter zaun, a fence of laths. OE..Spillers or
spitters, the thin divisions at the top of a deer's horn.-Hal.
There is no doubt that the foregoing forms signifying a
splinter or fragment are of like origin with G. spalten, Gael.
spealt, to cleave; Fris. spjellen, to split (Outzen in Spille),
but it would be rash to say that the noun is derived from
the verb or vice versa.
The sound of a blow or of an explosion is represented by
an articulate form, which is then applied either to the act of
flying to pieces, or to the separate parts which are the result
of the explosion. Ir. spallairn, to beat or strike; spalla,
fragment of stone for walling. Gad. sgealb, the sound of a
blow, a slap; as a verb, to split, dash into fragments; and
again, sgealb, a splinter.
Spalles. Shoulders.-B. Spalde, spawde, a shoulder;
spadebone, spawbone, spautbone, the shoulder-bone. It. spalla,
OFr. espalde, Fr. Jpaule, Ptg. espalda, espldra, Prov. espatla,
Gris. spadla, W. yspawd, shoulder.
The meaning of the word has doubtless reference to the
broad shovel or blade-like shape of the shoulder-bone. Gr.
o-raOj, any broad blade, a flat strip of wood used by weavers,
a spatula for stirring; u-7raOj, r 'rev avOpcoirov, costa, humerus,

armus.-Joannes

de Janua.

'Lat.

spatha, a sword ; spathula,

spatula, a spattle, or slice ; Alban. slzpate, sword ; schpatoale,
shoulder-blade. Mid. Lat. spatula, spadula, schulder, schulASpatalosus, magnas et diffusas
derbein.-Dief. Supp.
habens spatulas.-Joan. de Jan.
The radical meaning of spatula, as shown under Spade, is
a splinter or piece of cleft wood, from a form like spatter,
spattle, to scatter abroad, and a similar contraction to that
from spatula to It. spalla is seen in E. spattle, spawl, to spit
about. It is probable, then, that the contraction may have
taken placc at a very. early stage of language, when the root
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was used in the sense of splashing about, and thus that E.
spall and spill, a splinter, may be true equivalents of It.
spalla. Bay. speidel, a splinter, is pronounced spei'l, spa'l.
Schm. The nasalisation of speidel gives G.
while
the contracted form is seen in the synonymous spille, a
spindle.
It is reasonable, on the same principle, to suppose that Lat.
pala, a shovel, is contracted from a form corresponding to It.
padella, any flat or frying pan-Fl., the root of which is preserved in Pol. padad sie, to chap, crack, burst.
Span. G. spanne, It. spanna, Fr. espan, empan, the length
of the outstretched thumb and fingers. G. spannen, to strain
or stretch, extend, bind, fasten. Binen auf diefolter spannen,
to stretch one on the rack. Tiicler in den rahmen spannen,
to stretch cloth on the tenters.
The radical meaning of the verb to span is probably to
fasten with spans, i. e. chips, splinters, or pegs. Fris. sponne,
a peg or nail. In support of this derivation may be cited
Lap. spanes, a chip; spanestet, to peg a skin out to dry. In
the same way, ON. spita, a splinter or peg spita, to fasten
with pegs, especially to stretch out a skin to dry. N. spila,
spile, a splinter, chip, peg ; spila, P1. P. spilen, to stretch out,
to fix open. De open upspilen, to open wide the eyes. Pu.
spalic, a splint or splinter ; spalken, to support with splints,
to set open. He spalkie zilne oogen 01), he opened wide his
eyes. Fris. spalckjen, to stretch out, to fasten on the cross.

spindel,

-Epkema.

To Span. To wean a child.-B. G. spanferkel, a sucking
pig ; spanen, to wean ; AS. spana, ON. spene, a teat; spendrekker, spenabarn, a sucking-child. Flem. spene, spenne,
sponne, .spunne,mothe~r's milk. P1. P. .spennen, to wean, in
other dialects to suck.-Brem. Wtb. Bay. spinn, spiinn'9
gespu~nn, gespunst, spun yarn, also mother's milk ; gespunne,
the

breast.-Schm.

As we use the word spin to express the springing forth of
a thread of liquid from a small orifice, as blood from a vein,

SPAN.
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or milk from the breast, it is probable that the milk springing from the breast was compared to the thread of yarn
springing from the flax on the distaff, and from the flow of
milk the name of spunn or spin was given to the breast.
Spin, to stream out in a thread or small current.-Todd.
The blood out of their helmets span.-Drayton.

Spangle. The radical meaning seems to be to tingle, then to
glitter, sparkle, on the principle by which words representing importunate sound are transferred to glittering objects.
Lith. spengti, to ring, to sound; spangius, twinkling, squinting.
The twinkling spangles, the ornaments of the upper world.-Glanville
in R.
A vesture--sprinkled here and there
With glittering spangs that did like stars appear.-F. Q.

Gael. spang, anything shining or sparkling, any small thin
plate of metal; spangach, shining, sparkling. Bay. span-

geln, to sparkle or bubble up like wine in a glass, to ornament
with metal plate. To spangle was used in the sense of glitter.

"Lucignolare, to shine, flare, spangle, glitter. Lucignoli,
ribbands, flowers, glittering jewels, spangles, bodkin pendants.
Smogliare, to shiver in pieces, to spangle or glitter as some
precious stones do."-Fl.
In the application to a clasp, perhaps the snapping sound
with which it shuts may also come into play.

Du. spang, a

stud, clasp, spangle; ON. spang, a clasp, a plate of metal.
N. Fris. spungin, to snap.-Johannson, p. 176.
From the sound of a snap also must be explained the Sc.

sense of the word, to leap with elastic force, to spring.

Jam.

The arrowis flaw spangand fra every stryng.-D. V.

See Spank.

Spaniel. Fr. pagneul, OFr. espagneul, espagnol--Sherwood; a Spanish dog.
Spank, Spunk. Spank, a sounding blow with the open
hand; to spank along, to move at a rapid rate; spanking,
sprightly, active, large; spanky, showy, smart.

W. ysponc,
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a smack, a jerk, skip or quick bound; ysponcio, to smack, to
bound sharply. In familiar E. spunk, spirit; spunky, spirited. P1. D. spakkern, spenkern, to run and spring about, to
gallop a horse.-Brem. Wtb. Sc. spunk, a spark, a match
or splinter of wood for lighting.
Spar. 1. The crystallized minerals of a metallic vein.
AS. sparren, spwerstan, gypsum. "Gypsum, sparehaich, gybss,
oder spat."-Yocab. A. D. 1430, in Deutsch. Mundart. G.
spath, a spaad, spat, spalt or spar, a kind of leafy stone
lusspath, fusible spath or spar.-iKttn.
2. A bar of wood. Du. sperre, sparre, a rod, stake, bar,
post, beam. G. sparren, a rafter. It. sbarra, a bar, barrier,
palisade, impediment. Gael. spars, a joist, beam, spar, a
hen-roost.
The radical sense may perhaps be an implement of thrusting. ON. sparri, a pin or stick which holds something
apart from another; gonspcrri, a stick which holds the
mouth open, a gag; sperra, Dan. sparre, a rafter. N. sparre,
a prop, stake set slanting against a door or a wall, a rafter.
See next article.
To Spar. 1. To shut as a door.-B. AS. sparran, to shut.

G. sperren, to set open, force apart ; das maul sperren, aqfsperren, to open wide the mouth ; die thiire azufsperren, to set
the door wide open. Also to shut, stop, block the way, prohibit. Sich sperren, to resist, oppose. Sw. spcrra ipp, to
set open ; sparra igen, to shut, bar, stop.
The radical image is probably exhibited in Lith. spirru,
spirti, to kick, to stamp, to strike or thrust against something.
Spirti i zemi, to stamp, to paw the ground. Spirtis, to rely
upon, to lean upon, to bear up against ; spirdyti, to stamp
or kick ; spardyt'i, to kick like a horse ; alsispirti, to strive
against, to set one's feet against ; isperti, to thrust in, to
thrust away ;
to support, to prop ; uzspirti (uz, behind), to shut up, stop, barricade. ON. sperrask, to make

pasperti,

sistance by

thrusting with hands and feet.

re-

From the same

SPAR..
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source must be explained ON. spor, G. spur, footmark, the
print left in the. ground by the pressure of the foot.
If the foregoing view of the radical meaning of the word
be correct, it will also account for the next signification, viz.
2. To spar, to practise boxing, to box in gloves, to set
oneself in attitude to fight. In this sense the word is a
metaphor from cock-fighting: "when a cock is opposed to
another, both having their spurs covered, to embolden them
to fight."-Todd. To spare a gamecock, to breathe him, to
embolden him to fight; the fighting a cock with another to
breathe him.-B. Sparing, the commencement of a cockfight by rising and striking with the
The immediate origin is Fr. esparer, to fling or yerk out
with the heels, as a horse in high manage.-Cot. S'eparer
(in horsemanship), to rear, to stand on the hind legs and
paw the air with the fore-feet.-P. Mann in v. steigeren.
To Spare. To refrain from using, taking, or doing something. ON. spara, G. sparen, Lat. parcere, It. sparagnare,
sparmiare, Fr. epargner.
Spark, Sparkle. The meaning of these words is developed
on the same plan as that of Fr. esclat, signifying in the first
instance a clap or crack, an explosion, the effects of an explosion, the breaking to bits, scattering in drops or fragments,
sprinkling, speckling, or throwing out rays of light and
glittering.
The radical sense is shown in Lith. sprageti, to crackle as

heels.-Hal.

firwood on the

fire,

-to sprage,

Sw. spraka, to

to rattle ; Dan.

crack, to break to pieces ;
crackle, to explode, spratcka,
Dan. spraglet,. Sw. spracklig, variegated, speckled. The E.
sparkle,} spark, differ from these -last only in inverting the
place of the liquid and vowel. Prov. E. spark, to splash
with dirt ; sparked, variegated ; sparkle, to sprinkle, scatter,
disperse ; sparkled,

spreckled, speckled,

spotted.

I sprede thynges asunder or sparkell them abrode.-IPalsgr.
The chyldys clothes ryche and gode,
He had sparkyldle with that
VOL. II.

T

blode.-MS.

in

TIla1.
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IDu. sparekelen, scintillare et spargere, dispergere.-Kil. Lat.
spargere belongs to the same class.
The exchange of the final k in the radical syllable for a p
produces the parallel form shown in Fr. espcupiller (It. sparpagliare), to scatter, disparkle asundcr, dishevel-Cot., OE.
sparpil, to disperse. Besperplecl with blood.-Mort d'Arthur.
From the same root Lang. parpaliejha, Castrais parpaiheta, to
twinkle as the eyes, to change from object to object, opposed
to a steady look at a given object; paipalhol, It. parpagione,
a butterfly, from its
flight, changing in.direction
at every moment.
Sparrow. Goth. sparva, ON. sporr, Dan. spurre, spurv, G.
sperling.
To Spatter, Sputter, Spot. Du. bespatten, to splash, bespatter or bespattle. The sputtering of a candle represents
the crackling noise caused by moisture in the wick exploding
and spattering the grease about. Small portions of grease or
dirt so thrown about constitute spots. To spattle, or bespattle,
differs only in the sibilant prefix from Fr. petiller, to crackle,
sparkle. La lamiBre petille, the candle sparkles or spits.
Cot. A pen spufttrs when it scatters or spatters about the
ink with a crackling noise instead of moving smoothly over
the paper. Spatter and scatter are analogous forms.
Spattle. See Spade, Spawl.
Spavin. It. spacana, Fr. espavent, esparvain, esprevain,
spavin, a cramp or convulsion of sinews in horses.-Fl. Du.

fluttering

a

spat, a cramp, a

spavin.-Kil.

To Spawl. To spit, to cast spittle about. Contracted from
spattle, as brattle, brawl; sprattle, sprawl, &c. Spatyll, flame
[phlegm], crachat.-Palsgur.

Lith. syjaucditi, to spit ; spjau-

clalas, spattle, spawl.
To Spawil.
To spanyn as fysh.-Pr. Pm.

The spawn of oysters is

called spat, and in the W. of E. to

spit is to lay eggs, when speaking of insects.-Hal. Spaw.n,
then, may possibly be fur 6pawcl, from spattle, by the same
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change between a final l and n as is seen in trail, train, OE.
dowl (feather), and down, Gael. spuill, spUinn, spoil, plunder,
Yenet. sdilare, It.s)inare, to spile a cask. The word may
however originate in the analogy between the spawning of
fish and the spinning of milk from the breast. Bav. span,
sptnn, spinn, Du. spenne, sponne, (Ku.), milk drawn from the
:breast ; Bay. s~aferel, a sucking ig
To Spay, Spave. To castrate a female animal. Gad.
spotik, Bret. spaza,
dyspaddu, Manx spoiy, to castrate;

Wr.

for

spoiyt, Lat-. spado, Gr. o-abwv, an eunuch.

To Speak. AS. spcecan, sprecan, G. sprecken, Fris. sprekc,
to speak. .Bav. spdichten, prickten, to speak, tattle, speechify;
spacht, speech, song of birds; whence probably spec/it, a
woodpecker. "Schwatzen wie einspech;" to chatter like
a woodpecker. "Die vi5gel enphiengen den tag mit suessem
spacltt:" the birds greeted the day with sweet song. -Aspecken, concionari; speckere, concionator, rhetor.-Gl. in
Schm. ON. spekja, speech.
The origin of the word, from P1.ID. spaken, Bav. spachen,
spachten, to crack from drought, may be illustrated by the
analogy of Sc. crack, rumour, noisy talk, familiar conversation; cracky, talkative. A like relation may be observed betion the forms sprecan, sprecken, and
spraka, to crackle ;
spraki, a rumour, report. Fa spraka af cinu, to get wind of
a thing.

ON.

The existence of parallel forms with and without a liquid
after the initial mute is very common, as in cackle and
crackle; G. spand and Sw. sprund, a bung ; E. spout and
Sw. spruta; sprutkval, the spouting whale ; G. spiitzen,
to spit, spriitzen, to spirt, sprinkle ; E. speckled and Sw.
sprecklot, &c.
Speal. A splinter.-B. See Spall.
Spear. G. speer, W. ysper. See Spar.
Speck, Speckle. Lith. spakas, spakelis, a drop, a speck ;
spakas,

a starling, from his speckled coat ; Boh. szpakas, a

starling, a gray horse ; szpakowatg, grizzled, roan, gray.
T2
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The origin lies in the figure of spattering with wet.

,verspecken, to splash with dirt; speckig, dirty.

Swiss

G. spucken,

P u. sJpicken, to spit, to scatter the saliva. It. spicekiare, to
gush or spirt out, as blood out of a vein, wine out of a
spigot-hole. In the same way from P1. P. sputtern, to
.sputter or scatter the saliva in speaking, also to splash or
squirt, Pu. bespqtten, to bedash, to spatter, Sw. spott, spittle,
we pass to E. spot, the mark, as it were, of a drop of saliva or
when the
other wet falling on a body. We call it
rain falls in small drops.
On the same principle Pu. sprenekelen, to sprinkle, also to
speckle, spot; sprenckel, a spot. G. gesprenkelt, sprenklick,
.speckled, dappled. From Sw. spruta, G. sprilizen, E. spirt,
spirtle, to scatter liquid, Flem. sprietelen, to sprinkle (Kil.),
G. spurzen, spiirzeln, to spit (Diefenbach), may be explained
Pu. sproet, sproetel, a freckle ; Sc. spourtlit, sprutillit, speckled;
spratill, a speckle,-.Jam. To sparkle was (as we have seen)
used in the sense of sprinkling, corresponding (with transpo.sition of the r) with Sw. sprd'ckla, a speckle; spracklot, Prov.
E. spreckled, speckled.
Speed. AS. spedan, to succeed, prosper, speed, effect;
spedig, prosperous, abundant, rich ; sped, success, effect,
virtue, means, goods, substance, diligence, haste. Thurh his

spitting

mihta

sped, by dint of his might;, thurh his mildsa sped,
spede us, bring us asthrough virtue of his mercies.
On. thas woriddcspeda, on these worldly goods.
sistance.

Bringe

Spedum miclum, with mnuch zeal. P1. P. spoden, spoden, to
haste. 011G. spuon, spuoan, to succeed; gaspuon, to happen ;
spuat, prosperity, success, quickness ; in spuote, in brevi ternpore ; gaspuat, substantia ; framnspuat, prosperitas.
Bohemn. speck, haste, success, fortune ; spechati, spessiti, to

haste ; Pol. spieszyd,, to hasten; .spieszny, hasty, speedy ;
Russ. speshit, to haste. Lap. sprites, quick, rapid ; spaitet, to
Gr. aor~vbo), to hasten ; o-rovb17, diligence, zeal,
haste.
Spelk. A thin chip frequently used for lighting candles.

hasten.
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To spelk, to apply splints.-Craven Gi. ON. spjalk, spelka,
spilka, a peg. Sw. spitte, spi lke, a splint, splinter, round of
a ladder. Du. spalke, a splint. Spelt and spelk may originally
represent the crack of things splitting. P1.ID. spalk, noise,
racket ; Gael. spealg, spealt, cleave, split, break with violence,
fall into pieces or splinters. Prov. E. speick, split, as
spelched peas.-Pegge. See Spall.
Spell, Spill. The radical meaning of the word, as shown
under Spall, is a splinter or fragment, of which several special
applications may be noted.
1. Spill, a thin slip of wood, and in later times of paper
for lighting candles. From this source may perhaps be explained G. spiel, play, as originally signifying drawing.lots
made of straws or splinters. The word spielen is still used in
this sense in some parts of Germany.-Westerw. Idiot. In
Bavaria it is applied to drawing lots for the
Schm.
2. Spell, a turn, a job; spill, quantity, lot..Hal. To do
a spell of work, to work by turns; to give a spell, to be ready
to work in such a one's room; fresh spell, when the rowers
are relieved with another gang.-B. The sense, like that of
job, is a portion or separate piece. ON. spilda, a piece of
anything, as of meat, of land ; P1. ID. spat, spall, a certain
portion of land.
3. To spell, to tell the letters of a word one by one, pointing them out with a spill or splinter of wood. Lang. toco,
la touche, buchette dont les enfans se servent pour toucher
les
qu'ils 6'pellent.-Dict. Lang. Touche, a fescue.Cot. Festue, to spell with, festeu.-Palsgr.
In Yorkshire
it is called to spelder, from speldler or spilder, a splinter.-

conscription.-

lettres

Hal.

Fris. spjeald, a splinter;

letlerspjealding,

spelling;

Pu. spell, a splinter ; spellen, to spell.
4. Spell in Gospel is an entirely different word. AS.
spell, ON. spialil, discourse, relation, rumour, language. Tha
ongan lhe secgan spell, then he began to' make a speech.
Ealdlra ewenat spell, old wives' fables. He thas boc kwcefo
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Ladclee to Engliseum spell gezwende, he turned this book from
Latin into the English language. ASellan, Goth. spillo?, to
announce, relate, declare.
The words signifying talking are so generally taken from
the sound of the agitation of water, that it is plausible to derive spell, discourse, from the same root with Sw. spola, G.
spalem, to dash or wash, and E. spill, to shed liquid, in the
same way that ON. skol, skvol, tattle, chatter, skola, to tattle,
are from a figurative application of skola, torinse or wash, Sw.
squal, splash, gush. There are many other cases in which
terms signifying in the'first place tattle or babble, are subsequently applied to serious talk.
5. A magic spell is commonly explained as equivalent to
incantation; a form of words by the recitation (AS. spellian,
to recite)
which magical effects were produced. It
by charms of such a nature that Circe worked.

-of

was

.Ccrrniuibus Circe socios mutavit

Ulyssis.-Yirg. Eel.

And Boethius attributes the transformation to " tacta armtne pocula." In the corresponding passage of Alfred's

paraphrase it is said: " Tha ongunnon lease men wyrcan
spell," then began bad men to work spells.
To Spew. AS. spiwvan, Du. spouwen, spugen, to spit, vomit ;
Goth. speiwan, G. speien, Lith. spftauciti, spjaidi, Lat.

Gr.

T V,

Spice.

to spit.
Fr. 4piees,

espece.-Palsgr.

Lat.

it.

spezie, spices.

spuere,

Spyce, a kynde,

species, kinds, was used at a later

period for kinds of goods or produce in general ; species annonariwe, agricultural produce.

"

Equos quoque

ejus, aurum

argentumque, sive species quas meliores Iabebat, pariter auferentes."-Greg. Turon.' in Duc. The term was then applied
to spices as the most valuable kinds of merchandise. " Adde
et aromnaticas species quas mittit

the

Eous."

In
same way Cat. generos, kinds, is applied to kinds of
merchandise, wares ; generos, mercaderias, mercium genera.
- Esteve. IDic. Cat. " Tabaco, cacao y altros generos de
America."
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Spick and Span, Span-new. Du. spelleujew, spikspelderniew,
Sw. spillerstnu, ON. spdnn',r, Dan. splintenty, all, as well as
the E. terms, signify, fresh from the hands of the workman,
fresh cut from the block, chip and splinter new. ON. spann,
sponn, G. span, a chip, splinter, fragment; lobelspibw,
shavings; sagespane, sawdust; leucldspmc, matches. The
Du. spelle and spelder correspond to E. spill, spilder, Sw.
spillra, a splinter. N. spik, a chip, splinter, match. See
Spike.
The same
is used to express absolute nakedness:
Sw. spillernaken, Dan. splitternogen,
D. splinternackend,
naked as a thing comes from the hands of the maker.
Spider. IDu. spinne, .spinnekobbe,
(Xii.), G. spinne,
Sw. spinnel, Prov. E. spinner. "Addercop or
araignee."--Palsgr. When the sound of n and r come together there is a tendency to replace the n by d, as in ON.
madt' for mlannr, man; dudr for danr, clang.
Spiggot, Spiddock. A peg to stop the vent-hole of a cask,
or the pipe of a faucet. It. spigo, a spigot or quill.-Fl.
yspig, a spike, spine; pigo, yspigo, to prick ; yspgod, a
spiggot, spindle; pigoden, a prickle. Bay. spickel, a wedge,
a pointed or tapering portion.
The Prov. E. spiddock, Manx spyttog, is not to be considered as a corrnption of spigot, but as formed in a similar
manner from the parallel root- spid, spit, signifying splinter.
Bay. speidel, a chip, splinter ; also, as speigel, spettel, spittel, a
gore' or pointed strip of cloth ; Swab. speicdel, speigel, a wedge
or wedge-shaped portion of bread, meat, cloth, &c. ; speitel, a
splinter. W. pid, pig, a tapering point. See Spile.

metaphor

P1.

-koppe

spimers web,

_W.

Spike, Spoke.

Sw. spik,, a nail.

N. spik, a splinter, a

match ; leggspik, the shin-bone ; landspik, a handspike, lever.
P1. ID.spike, G. speiche, It. splica, spiga, the spoke of a- wheel.
Manx speck, a peak, a spire ; W. pig, a point, prick ; yspg,
a spike, a spine.
The primitive sense is a splinter, from whence the term is
transferred to anything pointed or tapering, as in Lat. siia,
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The origin.of
the word is a representation of the crack of an explosion.
Pol. pcka6, to crack, crackle, bnrst, split; speka6 8U,, to split;
Russ. pu/cat', to burst with a crack; It. spaccarc, 8paccluare,
to crack or break, to burst, cleave, split in sunder; P1. D.
pakelen, verspaken, Bay. spaclhen, spachten, to crack with
drought, to become leaky; spachen, spachten, chips, shides,
firewood. Swiss spicken, to snap, to fillip; specken, spiggelen,
to split wood, to splinter; spiggel, a splinter.
Spile. The vent-peg of a cask. It. spillo, a pin, prick,
thorn, a spigot or gimlet, also a hole made in a piece of wine
with a gimlet or drawing-quill; spina, a spigot, quill, gimlet,
or tap to broach or pierce a barrel.-Fl. Spinare, Venet.
spilare, to spile a cask, to bore a hole for a peg in order to let
in the air. See Spigot, Spill.
To Spill. To shed liquid, and figuratively, to waste, to
destroy.
an ear of corn; spiculum, a point, a sting.

And gaf them sonde at wille in Inglond for to fare,

Man and beste to spille, non ne suld thei spare.
R. Brunne, p. 114,

P1. D. spillen, to shed, spill, waste, spoil ; N. spilla, to gush,
spill, waste, throw away. Han spille ned, it pours with
rain ; te spilles, to waste. G. spiilen, Sw. spola, to wash or
rinse. %jonspolade 4fwer locket, the sea washed over the
deck.
The word probably represents, in the first instance, the
sound of the dashing of water, from a root parallel with Sw.
squat, noise made by the dash of water, gush, flow ; squata,
skoja, iDan. skylte, to wash, rinse, pour, gush. Compare N.
spittereyn and iDan. slcytregn, Sw. squatregn, a drenching.
shower.

flow,

Spill.

Splinter, chip, fragment of paper used as chips for

lighting candles. " Spits or chips of the tree." " Spils of
broken and shivered bone."-Holland, Pliny. It is used by
Spenser in the sense of a slice of ivory for inlaying.
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Though all the pillars of the one were gilt
And all the others pavement were with ivory spilt.

ON. spjald, spil, a tablet or thin piece of board, applied to
the cedar wainscoting with which Solomon covered the walls
of the temple. Spill in the sense of splinter or fragment
seems to be ultimately identical with spill, to shed liquid, on
the same principle that shed itself is connected with shide, a
splinter of wood. The dashing or spattering of liquids affords
a lively type of the act of scattering in fragments, and Sw.
skblj a, N. skvala, skola, skylja, to sound like water in a flask,
to wash, gush, dash, may thus indicate the origin of It. scagliare, to shiver or splitter, and thence of scaglia, Fr. esquaille,
esqualle, escale, a scale or splinter; esquille, a little scale, a
splint.-Cot. The same relation holds good between splatter,
splutter, to splash, and splitter, splinter, a shiver; between
Fr. flatir, to dash water, and E. flitter, flinder, a shiver, or
E. slatter, to splash, and Fr. esclat, a shiver.
To Spin. ON. spinna, Dan. spinde, G. spinnen. See
Spindle.
Spindle. The pin or thin rod formerly used in spinning
for twisting the fibres drawn from the distaff. The thread
was fastened in a slit at the upper end of the spindle, and at
the other end was a whorl or round weight for keeping up
the circular movement. Hence the application of the name
to any axis of revolution, as the axis of a wheel, of a capstan.
In another point of view it was taken as the type of anything long and slender, as in spindleshanks. To spindle,
among gardeners, to put forth a long and slender stalk.-B.
In G. the name of spindeln is given to the pointed limetwigs of the fowler. In spindel baum, the spindle tree or
prickwood, Euonymus Europeus, a shrub of which skewers
were made, it has the sense of skewer. Pl. D. spindel, a
knitting-needle.
The radical meaning of the word is simply a splinter, and
the act of spinning seems to take its name from being performed by means of a spindle, instead of vice versa. Spindel
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is a nasalized form of Bav. speidel, Swab. speitel, a splinter,
analogous to E. shinder, shide',finderyitter,splinter, splitter,
all in the sense of shiver, fragment. It is a parallel form
with G. schindel, a splint, splinter for a broken limb, shingle
or cleft plate of wood for covering roofs, and is connected
with Lat. spina, a thorn, and G. span, a chip, just as sciindel
is connected with schiene, a splint or thin plate of wood or
metal, E. shin, the sharp-edged bone of the leg.
This constant parallelism between forms beginning with
sp and sk or sh is explained by instances like E. spatter and
scatter, Piedm. spatarJ, to spill, spatter, scatter, spread, It.
scaterare, to scatter; where the endeavour to represent a
rattling sound is equally satisfied with either initial.
Spire. A steeple that tapers by degrees and ends in a
spire, to grow up into an ear as corn does.
sharp point;
'B. Spire was the.sharp seed-leaf of corn that springs from
the ground.

to

Out of this ground must come the spire, that by processe of tyme shall
in greatnesse sprede to have branches and blossomes-Chaucer.
Spyre

of come, barbe du bled.

I spyer as comne dothe whan it begynneth to waxe rype, je
Palsgr.

espie.-

Spire, a stake, a young tree, the sharp leaves of flags. -Hal.
Sw. spira, a rod, lath, sceptre, yard or spar of a vessel, top,
point, spire or pointed steeple ; also bud, shoot, sprout ; Dan.
spire, germ, sprout, to germinate, to sprout ; spireliaal,
sprouts from the old stock of a cabbage ; spur, boom, spar,
spire ; spiirtaarn, a steeple. N. spir, point, top, ray of a

crown, spirt or little stream of liquid shooting forth ; spira,
to shoot up, to spirt, stream, spring forth. Bay. spori, a
pin, leaf of fir. "Sporle, acicula."-Gl. in Schmn.
The radical sense is probably a splinter, which is frequently taken as the 'type of anything thin and pointed.
be a contraction from Sw. spilira, P1. ID. spiller, a
It
splinter, whence spillern, to spindle or spire up, to shoot up

may

SPIRE.

inito slender growth.
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The original sense would then be preserved in P1. ID. spir, spirkn, a cram or shiver (of bread,
cheese, &c.)-Danneil.
In the same way from Pl. D. spaller (indicating a splinter
of greater size-Dann.) might be derived a spar or bar of
considerable size.
Spirt. See Spurt.
Spit. Du. spit, spet, a spit ; spiet, spiesse, spietse, a pike,
spear. ON. spita, a little piece of wood, peg, skewer, &c.
N. spyta, a spit, a thin pointed nail, a knitting-needle; spita,
to become pointed. Sw. speta, a little rod; spets, a point,
extremity. Dan. spid,a spit; spids, point, tip, end; pointed,
peaked; spyd, a lance or spear; spydig, sharp. It. spito,
spedo, spiedo, a spit, a spear. OHG. spiz, a spit, a pike,
point; G. spiess, any slender-pointed object, a spit, a pike.
W. yspyddu, to jut out; yspyddaid, prickly, sharp. A spit
of sand is a tapering point running out into the sea; spitter,
spittart, a young stag with simple pointed horns.
The type from whence the designation was originally
taken seems to have been a splinter of wood, designated on
the principle explained under Spade, an object of finer point
and narrower shape being indicated by the thin vowel in
spit as compared with the broader a in spattle, spade. That
there is no distinct line, however, to be drawn between the
two conceptions is shown by Prov. E. spit, a spade (Hal.),
or spadegraft, the portion of earth taken up by the spade at
once; Du. spitten, to dig. The It. schidone, schidione, a spit,
is the augmentative of a form corresponding to E. s/ide, G.
scheit, a splinter or cleft piece of wood, which constitutes
also the latter element in G. grabscheit (digging shide), a
spade.
It. spezzare, to break, split, shiver in pieces, must not be
considered as formed from dis and pezza, pezzo, a piece, but
as bearing the same relation to G. platzen, to crack or fly in
pieces, which sputter does to splutter, and must be regarded
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as a direct representation of natural sound along with Fr
patatras, crash of falling objects; pitiller, to crackle; peter,
to crack or explode; Piedn. spatare, to scatter, spatter.
Spit, Spittle. OE. spattle, spottle, spittle; AS. spetan, Sw.
spotta, ON. spyta, N. sputta, Dan. spytte, G. spitzen, Lat.
sputare, Gr.
to spit; ID. spuyten, to spit, to
spout.
P1. D. sputtern, N. sputra, to spirt or sputter; Piedm.
spatar4, E. spatter, sputter, or with a formative l instead of
r, spottle, to splash or dirty (Hal.), bespattle, to splash, represent the sound in spitting or scattering drops of liquid.
Spite. The somewhat antiquated equivalent despite leads
us at once to Fr. despit, It. dispetto, Prov. despielt, despieg,
Sp. despecho, displeasure, malice, anger; Lat. despectus, contempt. En deit de, in spite of.
On the other hand, we have Du. split, P1. D. spiet, vexation,
jeering, spite. Dat spijt
it irks me. Di to 'rn spiet, in
spite of you; spiet sines bardes, in spite of his teeth. N.
spit, vexation, annoyance, derision, affront; spiten, spitig,
derisive, irritating; Dan. spydi, sharp, sarcastic, caustic.

*1T7GEP,

my,

Now it is not easy to see how a word of this nature should

have been imported from Latin into the retired Norwegian
dialect, while two plausible derivations occur in native
ground. In the first place, we have seen the
spit used
in the designation of any pointed object, and hence spite may
have the sense of pricking, irritation, analogous to Fr. piquer,
to prick, nettle, sting, provoke, taunt, vex ; pique, vexation,
quarrel, grudge ; or to G. s tiekein, to prick, and figuratively
to jeer, scoff, taunt. G. spitzig, pointed, and figuratively,
sharp, satirical, offensive.
Again, the feelings of disgust, dislike, contempt,
natural expression in the act of spitting, whence Sw. spott,
spittle, signifies also affront, contempt, derision. Gawaine
Douglas, expressing his vexation at the way in which Virgil's
language is spoilt in. Caxton's translation, says :

root

find
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His ornate goldin verses mare than gylt
I spittefor disspite to se thame spylte
By sic ane wicht.-5. 44.
On this principle E. pet, a fit of anger, has been explained

to

from the interjection Dan. pytl! Norman pet! equivalent
E. tut! pish! pshsw ! expressing a contemptuous blurt with
the lips which ultimately represents the act of spitting. And
as It. petto is explained by Florio, a blurt, petteggiare,
pettachiare, to blurt with the mouth or lips, it is quite possible that this may be the figure by which dispetto comes to
signify displeasure, and not from the calmer sense of Lat.
despetlus. Thus spite and despite would ultimately be derived from the same source without supposing any direct
connection between Fr. despit and N. spit, P1. D. spiet.
Splash. The sound of dashing water is represented by the
syllable plad, plat, plash, splash. G. pladdern, Sw. plaska,
Champ. platrouiller, to paddle, dabble; G. platzregn, a dashing shower; Dan. pladse, to shower down; pladse, to dabble,
splash. Prov. E. splotch, a splash of dirt; splitter-splatter,
splashy dirt.-lal.
To Splice. Du. splissen, Sw. splissa, G. splissen, spitzen,
to join together so that the two ends shall interlace or over-.
lap. Probably to join so that the implement shall appear as
if split. G. spleissen, to split, to cleave ; spliss, a cleft, slit.
Splint, Splinter. Splinter, and thence splint, is a nasalised
form of splitter, in
same way that we- have flitters and
finders, pieces, fragments. G. splint, a pin or peg ; splint-,
chen, a little shiver or splitter of wood.--Kiittn. See Split..
Splinter-bar. The bar to which a horse is harnessed in
drawing. Written springtreebar by Serenius; spintree-bar
inWiseman's Surgical Treatises, p. 897, cited in N. & Q.,
March
Doubtless from G. spannen, to fasten; IDu.
(tans
voorspannen, to put the horses to a carriage. Fr.
atteler, to span, yoke or fasten horses to a chariot, plough,
cart, &c.-Cot. The word was then originally. spangtree,
corrupted to spintree, springtree, spintree-bar, splinter-bar.

the,

10, 1860.
pannen,

786.
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To Split, Splitter. 011G. splizen,
splitten, sp4/ten, G.
spleissen, to split; Bav. spleissen, schleissen, a match, splinter
for lighting.
P1. D. spliten, to split, strip; splittern, to
shiver to pieces. The sound made by dashing liquid is represented by the expression splitter-splatter, splashy dirt.Hal. To splatter is to scatter drops about in speaking or in
writing with an ill-made pen. ,platter-cashes or spatterdashes are coverings for the legs to keep off the splashes of
mud. Thus splitter, expresses the idea of scattering abroad,
in the first place, drops of liquid, and then fragments of a
solid object, and thence comes to signify a shiver or
splinter. Sw. splittra to shiver, splinter; splittra sig, to fly
to pieces, explode; splittra, splitter, a shiver, splinter. G.
platzen, to crack, snap, split, break to pieces.
To Spoil. 1. To spoil or despoil, from Fr. despouiller, Lat.
spoliare, to take the spoil or plunder.
2. In the sense of waste, make useless, go to ruin, the
word is a broad pronunciation of spill, to shed liquids, and
thence to waste.
Spoke. See Spike.
Spoon. AS. spon, G. span, Sw. span, a chip; ON. splnn,
spoon, chip, splinter, fragment, also a spoon, originally a
chip of wood for supping up liquid. Du. spaen, a chip, a

spoon;. sehuyinspaen, a scummer.-Kil.
Probably Lat. spina is a parallel form with transference of
the sense from a splinter to a thorn. The final n seems to
stand in the place of an original d or t, first strengthened,
and then supplanted by an intrusive n. From an equivalent
of E. spatter, to scatter, we have derived Du. spadel, G.
spate, a spatula or thin slice of wood ; Bay. speidel speitel,
a splinter,. as well as the nasalised spindle of the same
.original sense.
*The nasalised form is also exhibited in Sw. spcata, to
cleave, to split ; spirit, a splint or snip ; spinta sonder, to
cleave into splinters, to cut to pieces ; It.

spontone (properly

a harge shiver or splinter), a pike, a goad, a hunter's

staff
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tipped with iron, a long bodkin, the prick or sting of a serpent or wasp-Fl.; in Milanese, a needle or spindle-Thez;
G. spund, a bung or thick peg to stop a cask. The growth
of a d after final n is seen in the vulgar pronunciation gownd
for gown, and the passage in the opposite direction from nd
sound
to a simple n is equally easy. The same change
from d to n is also found in the parallel series shide, skidder,
shinder, shindle,- a shiver or splinter, G. schiene, a scale or
thin plate.
or amusement, OFr. desprt, dport,
Sport, Disport.
is properly diversion, which is resorted to in order to divert
the thoughts from the serious business and sorrows of life.

of

Sport

Amors l'avoit fait a ses mains
Por les fins amans conforter
Et po' les maulx miex deporter.-R. R. 1860.

chateux-et

ceo de
Qu'il soit distreint par touz sez biens et
jour en jour, sans nulle disport acere [without having any remission] on nulle mainprise trovere.-Lib. Alb. i. 474.
It. isporto, dtporto, disport, solace.-Fl. On the same
principle OFr. desduire, dedir (from Lat. ceducere), se distraire du travail, to divert, withdraw from work or occupation ; dedait, pastime, recreation.
Spot. E. patter represents the rattling sound of raindrops
or hail ; spatter, sputter, the scattering abroad of .drops of
liquid,,or mud. IDu. spatten, bespatten, to bespatter. or splash
spat, a drop of what is splashed, or the spot or mark which it
leaves.
Spout. N. sputra, to keep spitting, to sputter, to spirt,
squirt, spout ; sputi', a stream of liquid squirted out ; sputta,
to spit ; Du. spayten., to spit, to spout. From signifying a
gush of water, spout is applied to the pipe or mouth from
whence it is ejected.
Sprag,

Sprack.

Quick, lively, active.-llal.

A springy,

elastic way of doing things is typified by the sound of a
crack. iDan. sprwex, to crack, to burst ; Swv. spricico, to
crack, burst, split, spring, sprout. OiN. sprcekr, brisk, fiery ;
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sparkr, brisk, lively. Pol. szpcrlci, quick, lively. A spark
is a brisk young man.
On thesame principle, Prov. E. sprunt, lively, active,
brisk-B., may be compared with sprun, to crack or split.Hal. Td sprunt, to spring. See Spruce.
Sprain. Fr. espreindre, to press, wring, strain, squeeze out,
thrust together. From Lat. exprinere.
Sprat. A small, fish considered as the fry of the herring.
Du. sprot, pullus, germen (a sprout), sarda pisciculus, vel
harengc soboles sive halecis pullus ut quidam putant: Angl.
sprat, sprot.-Kil.
To Sprawl. Fris. sprawle, Dan. sprcelde, spraelle, to toss
about the limbs; at giiire sprwld, to make a fuss, cut a dash.
Somerset, sprawl, motion, movement; Devon. sproil, liveliness.
-Hal.
One of the numerous cases in which a broken confused
sound is used to represent multifarious movement. We
may cite AS. brastlian, to crash, crackle, roar like flame; G.
prassehln, to crackle; Sw. prassla, to rustle, also to be in continual movement, to wag the tail, to flounder like a fish out
sprassla, tocrackle,
of water, to kick like an infant,
to sprawl; 011G.
about,
limbs
the
to
throw
sprattla, sralla,
sprazalon, spratalon, palpitare, mnicare ; NE. sprottle, to
struggle. Then with inversion of the liquid and vowel, as
before in the case of sparkle,.Du. spartelen, to sprawl, frisk,

&c.;

flutter, wag one's legs, sparkle as

wine.-Bomhoff.

ON. sprokia, sprikia, to sprawl or throw about the limbs,
iProv. E. sprackle, to climb (to get on by the action of hands
and feet), are analogous forms from the representation of
crackling sound mentioned under Spark.
Spray. This word i~s used in two senses, viz.: scattered
drops of water dashed into the air, and twigs or shoots of
trees. The idea from whence both significations are developed is that of bursting open, springing forth, scattering
abroad..
The ultimate root is the representation of a crackling noise
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as by Swiss spratzelen, to crackle, Bay. spraizein, to sputter
like a pen in writing, to crack, burst (vor leid zerspratzen,
of the heart, to burst with grief-Schm.); It.
to
shower down as water upon stones, to dash or bespirt, to roar
and rage as the sea; sprizzare, spruzzare, 0. spritzen, to
spirt, spatter, Sw. spratta, to sputter like a pen, to scatter;
spratta upp i laftert, to throw up into the air; spritta, to
crackle like salt in the fire, to spirt, to start; G. sprudeln, to
sputter, to spout or spurt out, to emit moisture by small flying drops; 0110-. auspradern, to sprinkle (Schm.), Prov.
spraid, to spatter, to sprinkle; Dan. sprede, to scatter, to
spread. The final d is softened down in spray in the same
way as in P1. D. spreden, spredn, to spread, or in G. sprudeir,
spriihen, to sputter, to sparkle or cast forth anything in a
flow of small particles, to drizzle.
The close connection between the idea of the springing
forth of waters and the bursting forth of vegetation is shown
by the use of the word spring in both senses. To sprout,
also, as a tree, is the same word with Sw. spruta, to spout,
and with E. spurt. Bav. sprutzen signifies both to sprout
like a shrub, and to spurt or sprinkle. The immediate antecedent of spray in the sense of twig is shown in 01G. sprad,
frutex ; spreid, sarmentum, frutices, frutecta, arbutus ; yespraide, arbusta ; spraioh, sarmenta.-Graff. P1. D. sprate,
spratel, a sprout.
To Spread. Du. spreeden, spreyden, G. spreiten, Sw. sprida,
Dan. sprede, to spread, to scatter. OFr. espardre, espartir,
to scatter,. spread abroad.
The sound of a heavy shower or of the dashing of the

sprazzare,

E.

waves is represented by It. sprazzo (Fl.), while a less

violent

action is signified by spritzzare, to sprinkle, spruzzolare, to
drizzle. In a similar manner are formed Swiss sprdtzeln, to

crackle, spreitzen, spreissen, to spirt, sprinkle water, to rain ;
Bay. spraizein, to sputter like a pen in writing ; zerspratzen,
to burst asunder ; Sw. spratta, to sputter like a pen, to
scatter abroad, spread manure, or the like ; *pritta, to crackle
VOL. III.
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like salt in the fire, to spirt, to start; Swiss spratten, to
spread hay, P1. D. sprei'n (for spreiden), to spread out hay,
flax, &c. to dry (Danneil) ; G. sprudeln, to sputter, to spurt;
OHG. auspradern, to sprinkle; E. spirtle, Prov. E. sprittle
(Mrs Baker), spraid (Forby), to spatter, to sprinkle.
Thus there can be no doubt that spread comes from the
image of spattering liquids; whether it is connected with
G. breiten, to spread abroad, is a different question. It may
be that breit itself takes its rise in a representation of the
sound of spattering or scattering particles abroad.
Spree. See Spry.
Sprig. The representation of a crackling noise gives rise
to two parallel roots, sprat and sprak, from the first of which
has been deduced spray, a twig. From the latter form
spring Sw. spraka, to crack, crackle; spricka, to crack, burst,
split; spricka ut, to burst forth, to spring, bud, shoot;
spracka, to shatter, break to pieces, leading to Swiss spryggen,
spryggelen, to splinter; spryggeli, a match or small splinter;
gespriggelt, speckled; Lith. sprageti, spragseti, to crackle,
sprogti, to crack, burst, split, and thence to shoot, sprout, bud;
sproga, a crack, a sprig or shoot of a tree; sprogalas, a sprout
or shoot. W. brigyn, ysbrigyn, a sprig, twig, shoot of tree.
Spright, Sprite, Sprightly. Corrupted from spirit.
Spring. A sharp sudden movement is typified by a sound
of similar character, such as a crack or snap. Now the use
of a root sprag or sprack, representing the sound of a crack,
is exemplified in Sw. spraka, Dan. sprage, Lith. sprageti, to
crackle; sprogti, Sw. spricka, to crack, burst, split; spracka,
to cause to burst, to shatter. Of these last Sw. springa, to
split, burst, spring forth, and springa, to cause to burst, G.
sprengen, to scatter, to burst open, to cause to spring, are
nasalised forms. Glaset sprang, the glass cracked; springa
lek (to crack to the extent of becoming leaky), to spring a
leak. Springa i stycken, to fly to pieces. To spring a mast
is when a mast is only cracked but not broken.-B.
Springald has two senses, a youth, and an engine for
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throwing large darts. In the former sense it is from the
notion of springing or growing; in the latter from the elastic
force with which the dart is projected, but in both cases the
latter syllable is probably nothing more than a corruption
of the frequentative termination. Halliwell gives an example of springoling in the sense of sparkling.
Toward the lady they come fast rennyng,
And set this whele uppon her hede,
As any hote yren yt was sprynggolyng rede.

Fr. espringaler, to spring, bound, spurt.-Cot. Cheshire,
springow, nimble, active; as stubbo for stubble. In this point
of view the word may be compared with Fr. degringoler, to
come rattling down, to fall down-stairs, from N. skrangla, to
rattle, to go rattling along like a carriage on a rough way.
The final syllable may however, like the al in curtal, Fr.
courtauld, courtaud, be a corruption of ard, so that the word
would be originally a springard,analogous to standard, from
stand. Du. springael, sprinckgael, sprinckhael, springel,
a grasshopper (Kil.), also as Fr. espringalle, espringarde,
espingarde, a balista, and subsequently a small piece of artillery or musketoon.
Springe. A noose to catch birds with, a spring-noose.
Du. spring-net, a net to catch birds with.
To Sprinkle. The representation of a crackling or explosive sound by the syllable sprak (as shown under Spark)
gives rise to Lat. spargere (for spragere), to scatter in fragments, as well as the nasalised Prov. E. sprunk, to crack or
split; G. sprengen, OE. sprenge, to spread, scatter, sprinkle;
Du. sprenkelen, to sprinkle; sprenkel, a spot, a spark; G.
sprenkeln, to mark with scattered spots, to speckle. In the
latter sense we have (without the nasal) Sw. sprcckla, Prov.
E. spreckle, Swiss gespriggelt, speckled, freckled.
Sprit. Examples have been given under Spark, Spring,
Sprinkle, of words derived from a root, sprak, representing a
crack or explosion, and signifying cracking, splitting, bursting asunder, scattering in fragments, spreading abroad, and
u2
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a similar series may be traced to the parallel root sprat. G.
prassei~, spratzen, spratzeln, to crackle; Swiss spratten, to
spread hay; Sw. sprctta, to sputter like a pen, to scatter
abroad, to spread; spritta, to crackle like salt in the fire, to
spirt, spring forth as water; N. spretta, to split, to spring
asunder, to fly abroad like chips of wood or stone under the
axe; to spring or shoot like leaves, to spring up like the sun
at day dawn, and actively, to scatter abroad, to sprinkle.
De spratt fliserne paa alle kantar, the splinters flew on all
sides. Prov. E. sprit, to split, sprout, grow; to sprittle, to
"And thei
sprinkle (Mrs Baker) ; sprotes, fragments.
breken here speres so rudely that the tronchouns flew in
sprotes and peces alle aboute the halle."-Maundeville.
OHG. sprat a crum or atom. Du.sprot, aspotor freckle; sprietelen, to sprinkle; spriet, the cleft or fork of the body; sprietwegh, the parting of two ways; spriet (properly a piece of
cleft wood), a javelin, spear, shepherd's staff, the yard of a
sail, bowsprit. AS. eafor spreot, a boar spear; sprota, a nail
or peg.
Sprite, Spright. Contracted from spirit, analogous to Fr.
esprit, Sw. sprit. Winsprit, spirits of wine. Sprightly,
spirited, lively.
Sprout, Spurt, Spirt. The distinction between spurt as applied to the spouting or projection of liquids, and sprout, to
the springing of vegetable life, appears to be a late refinement, the two forms being used by Cotgrave indifferently in
either sense. "iRejaillir, to spurt or sprout (as water) back
again." "Drageon fourcherain, a shoot that spurteth out
between two branches." In like manner Bay. sprutzen, to
spirt or sprinkle, also to sprout or spring as a plant. Du.
spruiten, to sprout, is identical with Sw. spruta, to spirt,
sprinkle, squirt.
Spurt, sprout, and sputter, are different arrangements of
the same consonantal sounds representing the noise made by
a mixture of air and drops of water. N. sputra, spruta,
spryta, Dan. sprutte, sprude, G. sprudeln, to spurt, spout,
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gush, to bubble up; It. spruzzare, to sprinkle; Prov. E.
spruttled, sprinkled over; Sc. sprutillit, pourtillit, speckled,
spotted.; P1. D. sprutteln, Du. sproetel, sproet, spots, freckles.
A short exertion is familiarly called a spirt or spurt, while
in Sussex the name of sprut is given to a violent jerk or
sudden movement.
Spruce. 1. Neat or fine in garb.-B. The original sense,
as in the case of the nearly synonymous smart, is brisk,
lively in action, then carefully attended to, as opposed to
dull and slovenly. To spruce up, to trim, to dress. Prov. E.
sprack, sprag, quick, lively, active; spark, a gay dashing
fellow.-llal. ON. sparkr, brisk, lively. Prov. E. spurk,
brisk, smart.
Come spurk

up, here's your sweetheart

a-coming-Moor.

To spark up, to spring, shoot, or brisk up.-Ray.
up, to dress

To sprug

neatly.-lal. To perk up again, to recover from

sickness; to perke oneself up, to adorn. The idea of attention
to dress is constantly connected with that of briskness and
life.
The equivalent of E. spurk, sprug, is Sw. spricka, to crack,
snap, spring, shoot, and in the same way it seems that spruce

is to be compared with Bay. spriessen, to spring, to sprout ;

sprutzen, to sprout, to spirt ; spriitzen, a well-grown young
girl ; Swiss spriitzen, to spring with elastic force.
In like manner

sprunt, to spring, and sprunt, lively, active,

brisk, spruce.
See, this sweet simpering babe,
Sweet image of

thyself; see, how it sprunts

With joy at thy approach.-B. Thnson, Devil is an Ass.

How do I look to-day, am I not dressed
Spruntly

?-Ibid.
Spruce-beer, Spruce-fir. A decoction of the young shoots
of spruce and silver fir was. much in use on the shores of the
Baltic as a remedy in scorbutic, gouty, and rheumatic com-

plaints.

The sprouts from which it was made were called
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in Du., and the decoction itself
sprossen in G. and
sprossen-, orjopeubier. From the first of these is E. sprucebeer. -Beke in N.
Q., Aug. 3, 1860. And doubtless the
spruce-fir, G. sprossenficte-Ad., takes its name as the
of
which the sprouts are chiefly used for the foregoing purpose,
and not from being brought from Prussia, as commonly
supposed.
Spry. Nimble, active, alert. A softened pronunciation of
the synonymous sprag, sprack. Spree, a frolic, is probably
from the same root, signifying a spurt, an ebullition of spirits.
G. s})rilken, to spurt.
Spud, Spuddle. W. of E. spudlee, to stir the embers with
a poker; spuddle, to move about, to do any trifling matter
with an air of business -Hal. To puddle iron is to stir a
melted mass in the oven with an iron rod till it coheres in a
viscous lump. Spud, a pointed staff.
Sw. spode, spo, a staff, a rod; N. spode, spuda, a stick for
turning cakes in the oven, a small shovel. W. yspodol, a
slice to spread salve, a staff; yspodoli, to cudgel.
Spunk. Spirit. ,W.ysponcio, to smack, to bound sharply;
ysponc, a jerk, squirt, skip or quick bound. Spunk is also a
spark, and thence apparently a match, tinder, touchwood.
Sc. to spank is to move with quickness and elasticity, and
also to sparkle or

shine.-Jam.

fir

Compare also- Sc. to spang,

to spring, with spangle, to sparkle. See Spank, Spangle.
Du. voncke, a spark, also tinder.
Spur, to Spurn. AS. spura, spora, G. sporn, ON. spori, Sw.
sporre, Gael. spor, W. yspardun, Fr. 4peron, It. sperone,
sprone, a spur ; AS. spurnan, spurnettan, to kick, to spurn ;
sporning, a stumbling-block. Lith. spirti, sperdyti, spardyti,
to kick, stamp, thrust with the foot. Fr. esparer, to kick.
Lat. spernere, to despise, probably signified, first, like E.
spurn, to kick, then to kick away, to despise. ON. spor, iDan.
fodspor, footmark, the indenture made by the pressure of the
foot. See To Spar.
Spurge. A plant, the juice of which is so hot and corrod-
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ing that it is called Devil's Milk, which being dropped upon
warts eats them away.-B. Hence the name, Fr. espurge,
from espurger, to purge, cleanse, rid of.
To Spurn. See Spur.
To Spurt. See Sprout.
To Sputter. P1. D. sputtern, N. spudra, to sputter, spurt.
Formed to represent the sound of a mixture of air and liquid
driven from an orifice.
Spy. Fr. espier, It. spicre, ORG. spiohon, spiehan, spehon,
G. .snaen, Pu. sjieden, spien, Dan. speide, to examine narrowly, to explore. Probably the radical sense of the word
may be to try the depth with a pole. Sw. spjut, OFr. espiet,
espie, espieu, a pike, pole, stake. Lat. percontari, to inquire,
to ascertain by inquiry, seems to be a similar metaphor,
from contus, a pole, a boat-hook.
Squab. Anything thick and soft; a soft stuffed.cushion,
a thick fat man or woman, an unfledged bird or nestling.
From a representation of the sound made by the fall of a
soft lump.

-Cot.

No, truly, Sir, I should he loth to see you
Come fluttering down like a young rook, cry squab,
And take ye up with your brains beaten into your buttocks.-B. & F.
The eagle took the tortoise up into the air, and dropped him down,
squab, upon a rock, that dashed him to pieces.-L'Estrange in T.

In the same way plump, thick and fat, from the sound made
by the fall of a body of such a nature.
Squabble. Words signifying noisy talk are commonly
taken from the dashing of water. Thus we have G. waschen,
ON. thwaetta, to wash, also to tattle ; It. guazzare, to dabble,
plash ; guazzolare, to prattle ; Prov. Dan. squatte, to slop,
also to chatter, tattle. In like manner, IDu. kabbelen, to beat
as waves against the shore ; en kabbelend beetje, a murmuring
brook ; Sw. kabbla, to squabble, wrangle; N. svabba, Prov.
E. squab, swab,, swob, to splash ; swobbie, to talk in a noisy
bullying manner-Forby ; Swiss schwabbeln, to splash ; G.

sckwabbeln, gesckuabbel, chatter.
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Fr. escouade, a
Squad. A group, a company.-Hal.
small body of men. The latter is explained as if for escouadre,
from Sp. escuadra, Fr. escadre, It. squadra, a troop or square
of soldiers, which is also supposed to be the origin of G.
geschwader, Ober D. geschwieter, Du. geswade, geswadder
(Kil.), a squadron. But these latter forms may be satisfactorily explained from an internal source, and if the Fr.
escadre or It. squadra had been adopted in G. they never
would have received the Teutonic prefix ge. The origin of
G. geschwader is shown in Du. swadderen, to splash, slop,
spill, to make a noise, and thence gheswadder, a noise, disturbance, crowd, a troop of men. Sc. swatter, to dabble, also
a large collection, especially of small things: "a swatter of
bairns." In a similar manner we have charm, a hum, or low
murmuring noise; a charm of goldfinches, a flock.
The E. squad, and perhaps Fr. escouade, may be derived
from the same source by a different track. The sense of
breaking up a complex body into separate divisions may
naturally be expressed by the figure of splashing or spilling
liquid. Thus from E. squatter, swatter, to dabble, splash, we
pass to Sw. squaittra, to waste or scatter, and the nasalised E.
squander, provincially used in the sense of disperse, scatter.
N. squetta, to spirt, splash, to spread abroad like a flock of
cattle; squett, a small portion of liquid. The latter form
is the equivalent of Lincolnsh. squad, sloppy dirt, which
seems to signify a lump or dab, an unmoulded mass, when an
awkward boy is called an awkward squad. In the same way,
a swad, a clown or bumpkin-Hal.; a swad of a woman,
obesula.-Coles. The dim. squidlet signifies a small piece of
anything, as of meat or cloth.-Hal. The derivation of Fr.
escouade from E. squad is supported by Rouchi escouater, to
squat or press flat.
To Squall, Squeal. ON. squala,to scream, cry, make a noise;
squaldr, Dan. squalder, noisy talk, clamour; N. skvaldra, to
yelp as dogs, to bawl, make a noise; Sw. squallra, to tattle;
squcla, to squall as an infant. E. squeal, to make a shrill
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cry. It. squillare, to sound shrill and clear, to ring. Prov.
quilar, qaillar, to chirp, chatter, cry, complain.
La regina va gitar un gran quil," the queen makes a great cry.
Fin. kilia, ringing, clear sounding; kilistct, to ring ; klja,
to cry with a shrill voice, to vociferate.
Squall. A sudden storm of wind and rain. Sw. squala,
expresses the sound of gushing water.iRegnet squalade pa
gatorna, the streets were streaming with rain.
Blodet
squalade ur saret, the blood gushed out of the wound. Squatregu, a violent shower of rain ; squalback, a torrent; squalor,
siculor, dish-wash. See Scullery.
To Squander. A nasalised form of squatter, signifying, in
the first place, to splash or spill liquids, then to disperse,
scatter, waste. Dan. squatte, to splash, spirt, and
to dissipate; Sw. squcittra, to squander.
Prov. E. to squat, to
splash; to swatter, to spill or throw about water, also to
scatter, to dissipate.-lal. Squandered is still used in the
sense of dispersed.

fig.

His family are all grown up and squandered about the country.-Hal.

Square. OFr. esquarr4, It. squadro, Lat. quadratas.
To Squash. Prov. E. squasl, to dabble, splash-Moor;
squish-squash, noise made by the feet in walking over a
swampy piece of ground.
If nought was seen, he heard a squish-squash sound,
As when one's shoes the drenching waters fill.-Clare.

iPl. D. quatslcen, quasken, quassen, express the sound of
dabbling in a wet material, walking with water in the shoes,
or dashing a soft material on the ground. G. qualselien, to
make the sound of wet things. JIn drecic treten dass es quatsehet, to plash in the mire. Quetscken, to quash, squash,
crush, bruise.
IDen saft aus den trauben quetschen, to
squeeze the juice out of grapes. Ndisse quetsellen, to crack
nuts. It. guazzare, to dabble, splash ; squazzo d'acqua, a
plash of water ; squaceiare, squasciare, Fr. esquacher, to
squash, crush something soft.
To Squat. To bruise or make flat by letting fall, to sit or
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cower down-B.; to throw anything against the groundBaret; to splash, to make flat, to quiet.-Hal.
Saieng that though laws were squatted in warre, yet they ought to be
revived in peace.-Hollinshed.

As radical syllable of the imitative squatter, squat represents the sound of a drop of liquid falling to the ground,
and is then figuratively used to signify lying flat and close
to the ground like a liquid mass. Prov. Dan. squatte, to
slop, spill; squat, a slop, blot, drop; Derbysh. squot, to spot
with dirt. It. quattare, quattire, to squat or cowre down, to
lie close and hushed.-Fl.
The same transition from the idea of spilling liquid to that
of lying close to the ground is seen in Prov. Dan. blat, blatte,
a drop, a blot, koblat, a cow-plat or flat cake of cow-dung,
compared with Fr. blotir, to squat, skowke or lie close to the
ground, to hide or keep close.-Cot.
To Squatter, Squitter. To squatter is a word not generally
recognized in our dictionaries, though fully understood by
every one. It is a parallel form with spatter, representing
the sound of dashing about a liquid in scattered drops, and
is used by Cotgrave in explaining Fr. escarter, to scatter, to
sheed, squatter, throw about or abroad. The parallel forms
spatter and squatter are also found in Piedm. spatare, to spill,
scatter, spread, and It. scattarare, to scatter.-Fl.
Sc.
squatter, swatter, to go splashing along; Prov. E. swatter, to
spill or throw about water as geese and ducks do in drinking.
Bay. schwadern, schwidern, to splash, to spill. Sw. squattra
preserves the secondary sense of chatter, tattle, constantly
expressed by reference to the sound of dashing water. It.
squaccherato, squattered, plashy.-Fl.
The thinner vowel in squitter indicates an action of more
confined nature than squatter. N. skvittra, Grisons squittrar,
squittar, to squirt, spirt; squittir (of cattle), to be loose in
the bowels.
To Squeak, Squeal. The momentary sound of the terminal
k in squeak, as compared with the continuous sound of 1 in
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squeal, adapts the former word to represent a short acute cry,
the latter a prolonged note of similar character. G. quicken,
quicksen, to squeak like a pig, &c. Prov. quilar, to cry,
chirp, &c.
Squeamish. Sickish at stomach, and met. nice, scrupulous.
It was shown under Qualm that the image of choking is
used to express every degree of oppression, from simple sickness of the stomach to death itself. Dan. qucle, to choke, to
oppress, plague, torment; Sw. qualja, to make sick. Maten
qualjer mig : the meat lies heavy on my stomach, makes me
qualmish.
The derivative qualm signifies what causes
choking. Sw. qualm, oppressive, suffocating weather; qualm
or qual i magen, sickness at stomach; qualmig, qualmish,
sickish; Dan. qualm, a choking feeling, thick oppressive air,
also as G. qualm, and Du. walm, steam, vapour, smoke. Prov.
Dan. swalm, oppressively hot, smoke, choking vapour. Prov.
E. swalm, swame, pestilence, sickness.
That yere litulle shal be of wyne,
And swalme among fatte swyne.-MS. in Hal.

Hence it is probable that swearish, weamist, squeamish,
modest, must be explained as easily turned sick or morally
disgusted.
To Squeeze. AS. cwysan, to squeeze, crush, bruise. Pl. D.
quetsen, quosen, G. quetschen, quedcden, quetten, to squeeze.
Squelch, Squolsh. The sound produced by the fall of soft
bodies.-Wright. Hence squelch, a fall.
Squib. A child's squirt-Mrs Baker; also' a firework,
spouting fire like a squirt does water. A modification of
Prov. E. squab (Mrs Baker), swab, N. svabba, to splash.
From the notion of splashing or dashing about liquids we
pass to that of driving it out in a thin stream, as in spatter,
sputter, spurt or spirt ; squatter, squitter, squirt.
To Squint. Fr. guigner, to wink or aim with one eye, to
blink, to wink and look askew.-Cot. To squinny, to look
with eyes half shut, to squint. To squine, to squint.-Mrs
Baker. To squink, to wink or squint.-Moor. See Wink.
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To Squir. To cast away with a jerk [to hurl], to whirl
round.-Hal. To skir, to graze or touch lightly, to scour a
country; to scar, to move hastily.-Wright. From a representation of the whirring noise of a body hurled through
the air, with a prefixed s. Sw. hurra, to whirl. Pl. D.
swiren, to fly about, to riot, to swing from side to side.
It. sguirrare is quoted by Adelung as equivalent to G.
schwirren, to chirp, warble, whirr. ON. svarra, to whizz,
roar, rush; N. svirla, Prov. E. swir, to whirl; to swirk, to
fly with velocity, to swirl, to whirl.-Jam. An initial sw
frequently interchanges with squ. Comp. quirlwind for
whirlwind.- Hal.
Squire. See Esquire.
To Squirm. To wriggle like an eel. The sound of a whizzing movement, as shown under Squir, is represented by the
syllables whirr, swirr, squir. The roots so formed are modified by terminal elements adapted by their nature to represent a continuous or a momentary movement. Thus swirk
signifies a jerk or rapid sudden movement; swirl, a continuous movement, analogous to the relation between squeak and
squeal. The final m, though not so common as 1, has a similar effect in the construction of words, giving to squirm the
signification of a whirling, twisting movement. G. schwarmen imitates the confused noise which things make in their
motion, the humming or buzzing of bees, of a crowd of people. See Swarm.
Squirrel. Fr. Jcureuil, Aragonese esquirol, escurol, from a
dim. of Lat. sciurus, Gr. o KLovpos, a squirrel, properly signifying bushy-tail; from -~Kta,
shade, and ovpa, tail.
Squirt. As we have spatter, sputter, spurt, N. sputra,
spruta, by different arrangements of the consonantal sounds,
so we are led from squatter, squitter, to squirt; from swatter
to P1. D. swirtjen, Prov. E. swirt, to squirt. Esthon. wirtsuma, to sprinkle, spirt, splash. N. squetta, squittra, to spirt,
spout, squirt, splash.
To Stab. To give a sharp abrupt thrust. Gael. stob, stab,
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thrust, drive into the ground, and as a noun, a projecting
stump, a pole, stake, prickle; ON. stappa, stoppa, to pound,
to stamp; N. stappa also, as Lat. stipare, to stuff, to cram;
P1. D. stappen, to step, to go slowly; N. stabba, stabla, to go
slowly, to stagger; Gr. o-rELP/3 , to stamp, to tread.
It has been shown, under Falter, Halt, Hamper, that the
senses of stammering or stuttering, and staggering, limping,
stumbling, are often expressed by the same or slightly modified forms, signifying a series of abrupt efforts made in the
one case with the voice in the attempt to speak, in the other
with the legs and body in the attempt to walk. To stammer
is used in the N. of E. and Scotland in the sense of stumble
or stagger. Fr. chanceler, to stagger, also to stammer.-Cot.
Sw. stappla, to stammer, stutter, also to stumble. In this
latter example the frequentative 1 signifies repetition or continuation of action, while the radical syllable stap corresponds
to a single element of which the action is composed, viz.: an
abrupt effort with the voice or with the limbs, a thrust, stamp,
or stab.
The same train of thought may be traced through two
similar series in which the final labial of stab, stamp, stammer,
is exchanged for a corresponding guttural and dental.
Thus in the guttural series, Swiss staggeln, Rhenish
staggsen, to stammer ; Sc. stacker, stacker, stocker, to stagger;
ON. stakra, to totter. Then passing to the elementary form,
Sc. stug, to stab; stuggy, said of stubble when cut unevenly;
to stock, to thrust; stok, stog-sword, Fr. estoc, a thrusting
sword.
For so Eneas stokkis his stiff brand,
Throw out the youngkere hard up tyl his hand.D. V. 349, 14.

G. stock, a stick, staff, stock of a tree; Bret. steki (for stoki),
to knock, jolt; stok, a shock or knock.
With a dental termination, G. stottern, and provincially
stattern, statzen, stotzen, statzeln, to stutter; Sc. stoit, stot,
stoiter, to walk in a staggering way, to stumble.
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Sho stottis at straes, syne stumbilles not at stanis.-Montgomery in
Jam.

Du. stooten, to push, thrust, thump, hit; stootsteen, a stumbling block.
Stack. From forms like Sc. stacker, to stagger, ON. stakra,
to totter (as explained in the last article), the syllable stak
comes to express the sense of jog or project sharply. ON.
stakka, a stump; staksteinar, projecting stones; stakkr, a
stack or projecting heap.

Gael. stac, a precipice; a steep

and high cliff; stacach, rugged, uneven.

A stack is a pre-

cipitous rock standing separate from a line of cliffs.

See

Stagger.
Staddle. A young tree left standing when underwood is
felled; a support. AS. stcethel, stcethol, a foundation, that on
which a structure stands. ON. stada, standing; Dan. stade,
stand, station. See Stead.
Staff. ON. stafr, G. stab, Alban. stapi, a staff. The
meaning of the word is an implement of stabbing or thrusting, as shown in Gael. stob, push, stab, thrust; stob, a stake,

pointed iron or stick, prickle, stump; Lat. stipo, to cram,
stuff, pack; stipes, a stake, stock. In like manner G. stock,
a stick, may be compared with Sc. stug, to stab; stock, to
thrust. The E. stick is used as a noun in the sense of staff,
and as a verb in that of stab or thrust into.
Stag. The name of stag is given to very different animals,
chiefly however to the male. ON. steggr, steggi, a gander or
drake. Sc. stag, staig, a stallion or young horse. Prov. E.
stag, a castrated bull, a gander, a turkey-cock fatted in its
second year.-Hal. Staggard, a hart in its fourth year.--B.
Swiss stagel, a hart.
Stage. Fr. estage, a story, stage, loft, or height of a house;
also a lodging, dwelling-house, or place of abiding. Estager,
a vassal, dweller within such or such a liberty or manor.Cot. Prov. estatge, residence, delay, rank, manner, state.
"Tornara en aquel estatge on el era premeiramen :" will return to that state of life where he was first. "Pueys s'en
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torna la mars suau en son estatge:" then the sea returns
quickly to its bed.-Rayn. A stage is a framework of
timber on which anything is made to stand. "The great
toure stode but on stages of tymbre."-Berners, Froissart.
From Lat. stare; Prov. estar, to remain, to be.
The sense of stage on a journey may be either a metaphor
from the floors successively attained in going to the top of a
house, or it may be used in the original sense of restingplace.
To Stagger. Sc. stacker, stocker, OE. staker (Chaucer),
Prov. Dan. staggre, staggle, stagge, to stagger; ON. stakra, to
totter; staka, to stumble; Du. staggelen, to paw the ground.
Swiss staggein, Rhenish staggsen, N. Fris. staggin (Johann.
sen, p. 52), to stammer, stutter. Fr. saggoter, to jolt, rudely
to shog or shake.-Cot.
A staggering gait is when one moves by a series of abrupt movements, swaying from side to side, while in stammering or stuttering the broken efforts are made with the
voice instead of the legs. The syllables dag, jag, jog, shag,
shog, stag, are all used to represent movement abruptly
checked. See Stab.
Staid. Grave, sober, stayed or supported, not vacillating.
See Stay.
To Stain, Distain. Fr. desteindre, to distaine, to dead or
take away the colour of; desteinct, distained, pale, wan,
bleak, whose die is decayed or colour lost.-Cot. I stayne
a thyng, I marre the colour: je destains.-Palsgr. Lat.
tingere, to dye.
Stairs. AS. steeger, a ladder, steps; Du. steiger, waterside stairs, a mason's scaffold; Sw. steg, a step; stege, a
ladder; NE. stee, steye, a ladder.
From Goth. steigan, AS. stigan, OE. steye, to mount, to
step up.
There ne is cable in no land maked that might stretche to me to drawe
me into blisse, ne steyers to steye on is none.-Chaucer, Test. Love.

N. stigafiram, to step forwards; -u pp, to lift the foot; - ned,
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to set down the foot, to tread; -- uppyve, to tread over shoetops in mud or water; stig, a step, footprint, step of a ladder
or stairs. Gr. O(rTXEW , to step, to mount; Lett. staigat, to
go, to walk; stigt (tief eintreten), to stump.
The ultimate origin is the figure of an impulse abruptly
stopped, which is represented by the parallel roots stag and
stab, as shown under Stab. From the former we have Gael.
stac, a hobbling step, and E. stagger, and from the latter
ON. stappa, to stamp, Du. stappen, stippen, to step. In
stamping or stepping the movement of the foot is abruptly
stopped by the solid ground.
Staith, Stathe. A landing-place for merchandise, place
where coals are shipped, properly a place where ships strike
the shore, when they come up to land. ON. stoc, N. stad,
a landing-place, shore; G. gestade, shore. Du. staede, statio
navium.-Kil.
Sw. stota, Dan. stode, to knock, strike
against. Stota infran land, to quit the shore. Stota til, to
come on, to join company. En feber stotte til, a fever came
on.

Stake. Essentially the same word with stack, a syllable
representing, in the first instance, effort abruptly checked,
then the idea of sticking up or sticking in, what is prominent
or projecting, what fastens or is firm. Gael. stac, stumble
(make a false step-Armstr.), a hobbling step, halt, a stake
or post driven into the ground, a pillar, column, eminence,
rock, stack, thorn; stacanach, knolly, rugged, full of impediments. E. stacker, staker, to stagger; ON. staka, to stumble.
OFr. estac, estache, a stake, tie; Lang. estdco, a tie, strap,
fastening; estaca, to fasten. Sp. estaca, G. staken, Du. staeck,
a stake, stick, post. Lap. staikes, stable, steady, firm.
Stale. 1. Stale was formerly used in slightly varying
senses, derived from Du. stelle, position, place; G. stellen, to
place, post, set in a certain place. Die garne, eine falle
stellen: to pitch nets, to set a trap. Hence stale, a bait laid
to entrap, a decoy, a snare.
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stales did lay
Still as he went he crafty
Q.
With cunning trains to entrap him
So Fabius thought that putting these fellows out for a prey to Hannibal as a stale to draw him from those quarters.-North. Plutarch.

unawares.-F.

-. stell-vogel, a decoy bird. "Stale for foules takyng."Palsgr. Das gestell derfscker, nets, &c., laid by fishermen.
Closely allied is the sense of an ambush, a laying in wait.
" Laie in stale :" lay in wait.-Stanihurst. Descrn. Ireland.
" Stale of horsemen in a felde, gecters."-Palsgr. OFr.
prendre estal, to take position, to stand. G. Bine schrft
stellen: to draw up a writing. Sich stellen, to make as
though, to behave purposely, to counterfeit.
This easy fool must he my stale, set up
To catch the people's eyes.-Dryden.
Was this your drift, to use Ferneses
Was he your fittest stale ?-B. 3.

name:

2. Another application is, when stale is used in the sense
of old, past its season, overkept. Du. stel, vetus, vetustus,
This sense may be explained from
reses, quietus.-Kil.
OFr. tenir estal, to keep yonr place, to remain.-Roquef.
Sp. estalago, sojourn, stay. Piedm. stali, of a horse, kept
long in the stable; of bread, 'stale. On a similar plan It.
stantio,, slantivo, what has long been standing, tainted, stale.
Stale, Steal. A handle, as of a besom, axe, plough. P1. ID.
steel, 0-. stiel, handle, stalk, pillar, prop. Probably a contraction from a form like staddle, or Swiss stiegel, stigel, a

staff or pole ;

stagel, a prop, support.

His weak steps governing
And aged limbs on cypress stadle stout.-F. Q.
To Stale. It. stallare, OFr. estaler, Du. stallen, a decorous
expression for the urining of horses. Probably not as commonly taking place when the animal returns to the stall or
stables, bnt, as Schmeller explains it, from stopping the
horse to let him stale. IDas pferd stallt, the horse stops.
Stallen den lauf des krieges : to stop the course of. the war.
X
VOL. III.
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Sw. stalla en hest, to stop a horse.
stanch.

Piedm. stalk, to stop, to

Their [mares] staling is no hindrance to their pace in running their
carriere, as it doth the horse, who must needs then stand still.-Holland,

Pliny.

To Stalk. AS. stcelcan, to step; Dan. stalke, to go with
high uplifted feet, with long steps. N. stauka, to go slowly,
to stump along like an old man with a stick. "A stalker or
goer upon stilts or crutches, grallator."-Withal, 1608.
The proper meaning is to set down the foot with marked
effort, so as to throw the weight of the body on that leg.
Gael. stalc, dash your foot against-M'Alpine; walk with
halting gait-Macleod; stailc, strike, knock against, stamp,
set down the foot suddenly; Ir. stailc, stop or impediment;
Prov. E. stalk, to poach the ground, the horse's feet to sink
deep into it.
It stalks so as horses can't come on the land; us were forced to dibble
it.-Mrs Baker.

Stolky, miry.-Hal.
The origin is probably a representation of the sound of
setting down the foot, as by Bret. stlak, clap, crack. In a
similar manner, from the parallel root stlap, clap, crack, we
have Bret. stlapa, to dash, to throw with violence; Du. stalpen, to paw the ground (ungul& ferire), stelpen, stulpen,
to stop (properly to strike against)-Kil. ; Sc. stilp, to halt,
to go on crutches. So also from Bret. strak, crack, loud
noise, we pass to G. straucheln, Du. struikeln, to stumble;
Bay. storkeln, starkeln, to strut, stagger; Dorsetsh. stark, to
walk slowly; N. Fris. staurke, to strut.
Stalk. ON. stilkr, N. stalk, stelk, stylk, stalk; Dan. stilk,
stalk, stem, handle; Suffolk stawk, the handle of a whip.
Gr. o-EXeXos, stalk, stem, stump.
The equivalence of G. stielchen, from stiele, a stalk, handle,
column, would lead us to regard the final k of stalk as a
diminutival ending, were it not for the occurrence of parallel
forms stilp and stilt, in which the k of stalk is exchanged for
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a p and t respectively, and sterk, in which the 1 is exchanged
for an r. Sc. stilp, to stump, to go on stilts or crutches;
Walach. stilpu, a column; stilpare, a shoot, twig; Sw.
stolpe, a stake, support, leg, pillar; Prov. E. stulp, stump,
post; Swiss stelz, a stalk-Adelung; E. stilt, a support;
Bav. sterken, Prov. E. strig, a stalk; OHG. stercha, a rod;
G. strauch, Du. struik, a bush, shrub, plant composed of
twigs or stalks.
The radical signification seems to be that explained under
To Stalk, viz. striking with the foot, throwing the weight of
the body upon one leg as in staggering or stumbling or
stepping with deliberation, whence the name is transferred
to anything used as a leg in bearing up a weight, a prop,
support, stalk.
Stall. ON. stallr, that on which anything stands or is
placed, bench, foot, basis; AS. steal, a stall, place, stead,
seat, room. Horsa steal, a place for horses, or stable. Gehalgode on his stealle, consecrated in his stead. 01G. stall
G. stelle, place; stal geban, to give place; kernstal, the place
which holds kernels, the core of fruit. Bay. kerzenstall, a
candlestick; burgstall, place where a castle stands or has
stood. It. stallo, OFr. estal, place, seat, residence, whence
estaller, to install, to place in seat. Prendre estal, to take
position.
De haut estal en has escame
Pueent bien 1or siege cangier :
-from high stall to lowly bench can well change their seat.-Roquef.

In this sense we speak of the stalls of a cathedral. In a
somewhat different application, Fr. estail, estal, the stall of a
shop or booth, anything whereon wares are laid and showed
to be sold.-Cot. Lith. stalas, Pol. stol, a table. Bay. stellen,
what is set for objects to stand on; buche'stellen, G. bitchergestell, a book-stand or book-stall.
We may suspect that stall is a corruption of a form like
stadl, equivalent to AS. stathel, stathol, foundation, situation,
station, position, state. In a similar manner from Lat.
x2
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stabulum we have OFr. estaule, Walach. staalu, stable; Fr.
estauher, to establish.
Stallion. Fr. estalon, etalon, It.stallone, stallione, a horse
long kept in the stable without being used, also a
A stallion is called equas ad stallum in Leg. Wisig.
according to Diez.
To Stammer. Goth. stamms, 01G. stamm, ON. stamr,
AS. stomnm, stainer, stomer, stammering; ON. stama, Sw.
stamma, OHG. stamen, stammen, stammaldn, stambilon, G.
stamnmein, stammern, stummern, AS. stommettan, to stammer,

stallion.

Fl.

stutter.

Sc. stammer, to stagger.

"The

horse stammers."

The broken efforts made by the voice in stammering, as contrasted with the uniform flow of ordinary speech, are represented by varying forms, of which perhaps Sw. stappla, to
stammer or stagger, may be taken as the original type. The
final p of the root is first nasalised and afterwards absorbed,
leaving the nasal as its sole representative, as shown in the
forms OHG. stainmbilon,
stamber (Hal.), E. stumble, stammer. A similar series is exhibited in Sw. happla, Sc. habble,
habber, to stammer; E. hobble, to limp; Sc. hamp, to stammer, to halt in walking; Du. hompelen, to limp, E. hambyr

OE.

(Pr. Pm.), hammer, to stammer, to give repeated blows, to

do a thing by repeated efforts.
To Stamp. See Step.
To Stanch. Fr. estancher, to stanch or stop the flow of
liquid, to quench. Sp. estancar, to stop, to prohibit, to stop
a leak ; estanco, stanch, water-tight. A stanch vessel is one
that will hold the water in or out, whence fig. stanch,
reliable. Bret. stanka, to stop the flow of liquid, to stop a
hole, to obstruct ; Prov. estancar, restancar, to stanch, to
stable. Lat. extinguere, restinguere, to
stop ; estane,
quench, put out a fire, in which sense E. stanch also was
formerly used.

firm,

firm,

citie-whiche fyre was

The foresayde erie sette fyre upon a syde cf the
scantly stenchyd in seven day es after.-Fabyan, Chron.

In Lat. stagnum, a standing water, It. stagnare, to stanch,
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to stagnate, the g and n are transposed, which are again found
in proper order in OFr. estanche, estang, Gael. stang, a pond.
The sense of stoppage or hindrance of action is expressed
by forms springing from two parallel roots, stab, stap, stamp,
and stag, stak, stank, signifying, in the first instance, jog,
thrust, impulse abruptly checked by an obstacle, which may
either oppose an absolute resistance to motion, or may be
penetrated to some extent, allowing the implement of force
to stick fast in the substance of the impediment. To the
former class belong E. stab, to strike with a sudden thrust;
stamp, to strike the ground with the foot; stappa, to pound,
to stuff or thrust into; Sc. stap, to stop; Prov. estampir, to
stop, to close: to the latter, Du. staggelen, to strike the
ground with the foot, to paw like a horse, E. stagger, staker,
to make abrupt movements right and left instead of moving
steadily onwards; Swiss staggeln,
to stutter, to
speak by a series of broken efforts; Bret. stok, a shock or
knock; ON. staka, to stumble, to strike against an impediment; Sc. stock, to thrust; G. stocken, to stop, to cease from
motion, to stick or stop short in speech; Langued. s'estacd,
to stick at, hesitate, boggle; estang, to stop, shut, fasten;
Devonsh. stagged, stuck in the mire; Bret. staga, Castrais
estaca, to fasten; G. stang, It. stanga, a stake, bar, or implement for thrusting; ON. stanga, to stick, thrust, strike
with the horns; Sw. stanga, Lap. stagget, to shut.
Stanchion. Supporters in buildings; (in ships) pieces of
Fr. estanson, a
timber that support the wast-trees.--B.
prop, stay, trestle; estancer, to prop, to stay.-Cot. Prov.
estanc, firm, stable. W. ystanc, a hold-fast, bracket; ystancio,
to prop. The office of a stanchion is to thrust against an
object and prevent it from giving way. See Stanch.
To Stand. Goth. standan, pret. stoth; ON. standa, stod,
stadctit. Stadcta, standing, standing still; solstadcta, solstice;
vedrstada, the standing or direction of the wind. Stadcta, as
Dan. stade, stand, station, stall; also as Dan. sted, stead,
place; Goth. staths, place.
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The root of the word is stad, which is nasalised, on the one
hand, in stand, while, on the other, the d is softened down and
lost in 0G.stehen, Lat. stare, Gr. ca T?- c, Sanser. sthd, Bol.
std-ti. The final t will be observed in Lat. status, standing,
posture, station. The primary meaning is probably to strike
against, to meet with an impediment, to come to a stop, from
the representation of an abrupt sound by the syllable
stat, in a way analogous to the course of development illustrated under Stanch. Gael. stad, impediment, stop, cessation; stadach, stopping, hesitating, stammering; Devon.
stat, stopped-Hal.; E. stotter, stutter, stut, to speak in
broken tones; Sc. stot, stoit, stoiter, to totter, stagger,
stumble.
Sho stottis at straes, syne stumbillis not at stanes.

stad,

To slot, to stop.-Jam. Goth. stautan, Sw. stota, Dan. stode,
Du. stooten, to strike against, to jolt, jog, thrust.
Stang. ON. stng, 011G. stanga, It. stanga, a bar, stafi;
poie, properly an instrument of thrusting, from ON. stanga,
to thrust, stick, strike with the horns. Sw. st nga, to shut,
to fence; stngel, a bar, also, as G. stengel, a stalk, the part
of a plant that shoots up and supports the flowering branches.
Lap. stagget, to shut ; staggo, a stake or pole.
Stanza. It. stanza, Fr. stance, a staff or stave of verses at
the close of which there is a pause in the versification. Sp.
estancia, stay, continuance in a place, residence, stanza.
From estar, to stand. Walach. stare, a pause, a stanza in
verse.
Staple. 1. AS. stapel, a prop, support, trestle.
Under ech stapel of his bed,
That he niste, four thai

hid.-Seven

Sages.

Du. stapel, stalk, stem, support, heap, steeple, foot, basis on
which anything

rests.-Kil.

Sw. stapel, stocks on which a

ship is built, a heap, pile ; OFr. estappe, IRouchi estape, a
stake, pole, pile. G-ael. stapul, bolt, bar, staple. Fr. estam peau, a trestle ; estam~per, to support, to

under-prop.--Cot..
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The origin of the word is the root stab or stap, signifying
abrupt thrust, from whence we pass to the notion of a prominence or projection, as in Prov. Dan. stap, N. stabbe, stump
of a tree, ON. stabbi, a heap, a stack. The application of
the name to a prop or support arises from regarding the
prop as thrusting upwards against the weight imposed upon
it. The staple of a door is the iron loop stuck into the doorpost in order to hold the bolt of the lock. Sc. stapalis, fastenings.-Jam.
2. In a derivative sense staple is used for a market or
emporium, the merchandise brought to be sold at such a
market, the principal merchandise of a country, the materials
of manufacture, raw material, substance of a thing.
The origin of these significations is Du. and Sw. stapel, a
heap, and thence a place where goods are stored up or exposed for sale. Rouchi estapler, to expose goods for sale in
public market; Champ. estape, estaple, shop, market; estapler
une voiture, to stop a conveyance for the purpose of offering
the goods for sale. Fr. estape, estaple, a public storehouse
wherein merchant strangers lodge their commodities which
they mean to vent; also a certain place whereto the country
is enjoined to bring in provisions for a marching army; also
the pecuniary contribution allowed by those towns or persons that bring in none.-Cot. Hence 4tape, resting-place,
or soldier's allowance on march.
In the N. of France, and Germany, the term was applied
to a privilege accorded to certain towns, by which they were
entitled to stop all imported goods brought within their
limits until they had been exposed to public sale for a definite
period, and the name was also given to the towns possessed
of such a privilege. Rouchi estaple, public exposure to sale.
"Le temps de l'estaple au lieu de deux heures devra durer
toute la journee." E. staple, a city or town where merchants
jointly lay up their commodities for the better vending of
them by the great; a public storehouse.-B.
Star.

Gr. ao'rp, aorpov, Lat. astrum, Goth. stairno, Bret.
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steren, WV.seren, a star; ser, stars. Bret. stereden, a star;
stercd or ster'dennou, stars; sterdenni, to twinkle, glitter.
In a similar manner appear to be formed W. serenu, to
glitter, dazzle, sparkle; Pu. sterren, to twinkle-fil., ON.
stirna, to glitter. But, on the other hand, nothing is more
probable than that the stars should take their name from
sparkling or glittering, and a root ser or ster having that
signification appears in Lat. serenus, bright, clear, shining;
(ao-Tpoinj), ao'rparcq (analogous to Champ.
Gr. oErpo7Tr
glitter.
ablancer for balancer), a flash of lightning,
See Stare.
Lat. stella may perhaps be for sterula, but it may be direct
infrom a root stel, parallel with ster, signifying, in the
stance, crack, then burst, scatter, sparkle, according to the
place, the
analogy of Fr. eclat, which signifies, in the
Sp.
estallar,
glitter.
then
fragment,
of
an
explosion,
crack
to crack, to burst with a loud sound; estallo, crackling,
crashing, sound of anything bursting or falling; OFr. estoile,
estelle, eclat de bois, chip, splint, to be compared with estoile,
a star; esteler, to flash like lightning.iRoqnef. Another
instance of the name of a star heing taken from the sense of
sparkling is seen in Magy. Isillag, a star, compared' with
Isillogni, tsilltrnlani, to sparkle, glitter ; G. schillern, to
glance, play with different colours.
Starboard. The right side of the vessel. ON. stjornbordti,
Dan. styrbord; from stjorn, the rudder, Pan. styre, to steer,
because the rudder consisted of an oar on the right side of
the ship, where the steersman stood.
Starch. See Stark.
To Stare. 1. To glitter, shine. " Staryng or schynyng
or schynyn aiid glyderyns,
as gay thyngys, rutilans.
niteo."-Pr. Pm. Pu. sterren, to twinkle.
As ai stremande sternes staredalle thaire wedes.

flashing,

first

first

Staryn

1K. Alex. p. 129.
Her fiery eyes, with furious sparks did stare.-F. Q.

See Star.
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2. ON. stara, Sw. stirra, Du. staren, staroogen, to stare,
gaze, look fixedly. N. stara, stira, are also used in the
sense of simply looking, turning the eyes towards. Star,
eyes, look, sight; brunt star, brown eyes.
As the act of looking consists only in opening the eyes for
the reception of light, the senses of looking or gazing and of
shining are often expressed by the same word, as in G. blick,
a flash of light, a glance or look, and fig. the eye, looks.
Swiss glare, to stare, is identical with E. glare, glow; OE.
glore, glowr, to stare, with N. glora, to glitter, to stare. Tb
stare then, in the sense of looking fixedly, may be a secondary
application of stare, to shine. " I stare, as a man's eyes
stare for anger, mes yeulx s'alument."-Palsgr.
On the other hand, we have G. starr, stiff, rigid; ein starrer blick, a fixed look; starren, to be stiff; starren, anstarren,
starr ansehen, to stare at. And certainly the verb to stare is
used in this latter sense, when we speak of an ill-fed horse
having a rough and staring coat. "Aggricciamenti, astonHolstein sturr,
ishments, starings of one's hairs."-Fl.
stiff; sturre haar, rigid hair. ON. stargresi, Dan. stergrces,
steer, sedge, rigid grass, growing by the sea or on moors, in
E. provincially starr or bent. It. stora, a mat or hassock
made of bents or sedge. Sw. stirra ut fingren, to spread one's
fingers; stirra med gonen, to look wildly, to stare. Bay.
storren, to project; der storren, the stump of a tree; Gael.
sturr, rugged point of a hill; sturrag, turret or pinnacle;
sturrach, rugged, surly in temper.
Stark, Starch. ON. sterkr, styrkr, 011OG. starah, stark, G.
stark, rigid, stiff, strong. Goth. gastaurkan, to dry up; ON.
storkna, Du. storkelen, Swiss storchelen, to congeal, coagulate,
thicken; Sw. storkna, provincially strogna, to choke. Prov.
E. stark, starky, stiff, dry.-Mrs B.
The original sense is probably rugged, uneven in surface,
an idea commonly expressed from the figure of a harsh,
broken sound. Bret. straka, strakla, to crack, clap, crackle,
rattle; strakel, stragel, the clapper of a mill; Bohem. sster-
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kati, sstrkati, sstrokotati, to rattle; Russ. strogat', strugat', to
rake, scrape, plane; strog', rigid, hard, austere; Lith. stregti,
to stiffen, to freeze.
As the sense commonly passes through the idea of a broken
movement before that of a broken surface, we must in all
probability refer to the foregoing root such forms as E.
straggle, struggle, and G. straucheln, Du. struikelen, to stumble; Bay. storkeln, starkeln, to stagger; Prov. E. stark, to
walk slowly, stump.
Starch for stiffening linen is G. stcrke, strength, stiffness,
starch. Sw. starkelse, Du. stijfsel, starch.
The r is exchanged for 1 in Bret. stlak, crack, clap; Gael.
stale, stailc, dash the foot against, set down the foot suddenly,
hobble, walk with halting gait; Prov. E. stalk, stalch, stump,
walk with marked effort; Gael. stalc, also stiffen, make stiff;
stale, stalcair, starch.
To Start, Startle. To start, to do anything with a sudden
spring. At a stert, in a moment.-Chaucer. G. sturz, a
fall, tumble, start, spurt.-Kiittn. Sein pferd that einen
sturz, his horse started; sturzkarren, a tumbril or cart that
tilts up. Sturz is also what projects abruptly, the stump of
a tree, dock of a horse's tail, handle of a plough. Das pferd
stiirzt die ohren, the horse pricks his ears. Pol. storczyd, to
raise or set up, to bristle; -uszy, to prick up the ears;
sterezec, to stick out, protrude, jut out. G. sturz am pfluge,
pflugstert, plough-handle; Prov. E. stert, tail of a plough,
stalk of fruit; redstart, a bird with a red tail; Bay. starz,
tail of beasts, stalk. G. stiirzen, to dash, to do things with a
quick sudden motion, throw down, fall; Du. storten, to hurl
or throw headlong, to tumble, fall, to shed or spill. Stortregen, a violent shower. G. eine tonne stiirzen, as in E.
nautical language, to start a cask, to spill the contents.
The origin appears to be the clattering sound of dashing
down. Bohem. sturcowati, to clatter, to empty out; Prov.
E. strat, to dash to pieces, to splash with mud; strat, a fall.
-Hal.
Swab. stritzen, to spirt. To startle, to sparkle.-
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Hal. " Frizzare, to spirt, to frisk, to startle as good wine doth
being poured into a glass, also to frisk or skip nimbly."-F1.
To Starve. In the Midland Counties to clem is to perish
from hunger; to starve, to suffer from cold. I am starved, I
am perished with cold. ON. starf, labour, trouble, inconvenience; starfa sik, to exert oneself. N. starva (of a sick
or wearied beast), to go slow and tottering, to shrug like
cattle in the cold, to go off, fall away, perish; starving, a
slow and tottering gait. Du. sterven, G. sterben, to die.
Compare AS. deorfan, to labour, painfully to exert oneself,
to perish. Gedurfon heora scipa, their ships perished. Sw.
strafwa, to endeavour, to strive; strafwan, work, pains. See
Strife.
Stationer. In Mid. Lat. and even in classical times
(according to Muratori, Diss. 25), statio was applied to a
stall or shop. It became appropriated to a seller of books
and paper, &c., as grocer, which formerly signified a wholesale dealer, to a seller of spices. "iDatia (quod dant mercatores de locis in quo vendunt) staytgeld." "Stationarius,
An ordinance of
statzelierer, apotheker."-Dief. Supp.
A. D. 1408 prescribes, " quod nullus libellus sive tractatusamodo legatur in scolis-nisi per Universitatem Oxonii aut
Cantabrigiae primitus examinetur-et universitatis auctoritate
stationariistradatur ut copietur et facta collatione vendatur
justo pretio."-Concil. Britan. Ed. Spelman in N. & Q., Jan.
12, 1861.
Stave. 1. A different pronunciation of staff, appropriated
by custom to certain modifications of the object, as a pole of
some length or one of the bars of which a cask is composed.
ON. stafr, N. stay, a stick, pole, stave of a cask.
2. A stave in psalm-singing is a verse, or so much of the
psalm as is given out at once by the precentor to be repeated
by the congregation. Pl. D. staven, to recite the words of a
formula that is to be repeated by another person, to administer an oath; een staveden eed, an oath solemnly administered.
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In this sense the word is a met. from the construction of a
hooped vessel by putting together the staves of which it is
composed, and as each of these is separately set up, so a
stave is so much of the formula as is separately recited. ON.
stafa einum eid, to administer to one an oath; svt stofud sok,
a matter so constituted, so arranged. N. stava, to set up the
staves in a cask, and thence fig. to set together the letters of
which a written word is composed, to spell; stavelse, a syllable, a separate element of a spoken word. It is obviously
from this metaphor also (and not, as commonly supposed,
from the upright bar forming the body of the letter in the
Runic alphabet) that we must explain ON. stafr, AS. stcef,
bocstcef, G. buchstab, a letter. "Litera," says Elfric, "is steef
on Englisc, and is se lesta duel on bocum, and is untodceledlic: "
letter is steef in English, and is the least element in writings,
and is indivisible. In the same way the stave is the ultimate
elementof a cask or tub, and as the staves are separately useless
until they are set up in the form of a vessel, so the letters
are individually insignificant until set together in a word.
To Staw. To glut, to clog, to be restive, to refuse to draw
(Craven G1.); to stay, to hinder; staud, surfeited, tired.Hal.
Or olio that would staw a sow.-Burns.

Stalled, fixed, set fast in a slough, satiated, cloyed.-Mrs
Baker. Bay. stallen, Sw. stalla, to stop; stlla en hest, to
stop a horse-Ihre; Piedm. stald, to stop, to stanch. Boh.
staly, stable, firm.
There can be little doubt that the foregoing stall and staw
are radically the same, and the common course of Northern
pronunciation would lead us to suppose that staw was a mere
corruption of stall. But we are led in the opposite direction
by G. stauchen, stauen, to jog, thrust, stick into a receptacle,
stow or cram into a cask or vessel, stick in the mud, stop the
course of water; Pl. D. stauen, to pack, to stop, to dam;
stau, stauung, the dclamming of waters; Devonsh. stogged,
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stuck in the mud; to stodge, to stuff, to fill, to squeeze
tightly together; stodge-full, cram-full; stodgy, deep and
miry; It. stuccare, to stanch, stop, close up, glut, satiate,
cloy, stiffen; stufare, stuvare, stuare, to glut or satiate.
As it was shown under Stanch that the notion of stopping
is expressed by the representation of an effort abruptly
checked, perhaps a common origin of both the foregoing
types may be found in a form like Gael. stailc, strike, knock
against, put down the foot suddenly; Ir. stailc, stop, impediment; Prov. E. stalk, stalch, to set down the foot, to step
slowly.
The horse went stalching along over the stones down the street.

To stalk, to stoach, to poach the ground or dig the feet into it
like cattle in wet weather; to studge, to walk with short
heavy steps. "He goes studging along :" of an old labourer;
studgy, short, thickset.--Mrs Baker.
Stay. 1. ON., Da., Du., stag, Fr. estaye, the stay or strong
rope that fastens the top of the mast to the bow of the vessel.
ON. staga, to bind, to fasten. Bret. stag, a tie, fastening;
staga, to fasten. See Stanch.
2. Stay, Staid. Stay, a prop, a support, also a stop, let, or
hindrance; to stay, to support, to bear up, to stop, to continue in a place.-B.
The radical sense is that shown in ON. stod, N. stad, styd,
Sw. st6d, stake, prop, support; ON. stoda, to support, to
help; Du. staede, staeye (Kil.), Fr. estaye, a prop or supporter..
My stay, my pillar, and defenee.-Wyatt.

Hence staid, stayed, supported, steadied, kept firm.
The abbot who to all posterity did leave
The fruits of his stay'd faith, delivered by his pen.-Drayton.

Du. staeden, stabilire-Kil.; Sw. stda, stdja, to prop or
support; stdja sig, to rest, repose on; N. std, st, steady,
continuous; stie se, to be steady. To stay, in the sense of
hinder, prevent, stop, as when one speaks of staying one's
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hand, is a metaphor of the same kind as when we use help in
the sense of abstain from, prevent. "It cannot be helped."
In the same way from G. steuer, which properly signifies a
stake, prop, support, is formed steuern, to stop, hinder, stay,
keep back, avert.-Kittn.
Probably stay, in the sense of continue, remain unmoved,
has also come to us through the Romance. Lang. estaia,
residence. "Estaia farem ab lui:" mansionem apud eum
faciemus. Prov. estar, to stand, to cease or abstain from
action; OFr. ester, esteir, to stand, remain, be; Walach.
stare, to stand, to rest upon, to support.
The notion of a support or prop essentially consists of any
rigid structure by means of which a thrust is made upwards,
counteracting the weight of a falling body. The ultimate
image is an effort abruptly stopped, exemplified, in the first
instance, in an effort of the voice only, then of the external
members. Thus from stutter, to speak in broken efforts, in
an impeded manner, we pass to NE. stoter, Sc. stot, stoit,
stoiter, to stumble, stagger; stot, to stop, to cease; Sw.
stota, Dan. stde, to jolt, jog, thrust, strike end-ways, to
stamp, to pound; sti'de i ordene, to stutter, stammer; Sw.
stota emot, to stop short.
We must doubtless suppose that stad, the root of Lat.
stare and E. stand, has been formed in a similar manner.
Stead, Steady, Stedfast. Goth. staths, ON. stadr, stad, Du.
stede, place; ON. stada, standing, station; stedja, to place,
to stop, to settle, confirm; staddr, settled, fixed in a place.
Illa staddr, ill off, ill bestead. Sw. stadd, situated, placed.
WVara stadd ifara, to be placed in danger. Icke wara stadd
widpenningar, to be hard bestead for money. Du. staeden,
stabilire; staede, support, prop, assistance. To staede kommen, venire auxilio ; staede doen, in staede staen, to stand in
good stead.-Kil. Sw. stod, prop, support, pillar; stoda,
stocja, to support. ON. adstod, assistance; stoda, to avail.
N. stode, standing, place to stand on; stud, sto, steady, stedfast, certain; stode, to steady; stodleikje, stokeit, steadiness.
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Sw. stadig, fixed, solid, stable; Du. stadig, gestadig, constant,
unremitting. ON. stadfastr, stedfast. See Stand.
Steak. Slices of meat to fry or broil.-B. ON. steikja,
Dan. stege, to roast, broil, fry; ON. steikari, a cook. N.
Fris. stajcken, to roast in the ashes.
As roast seems
originally to signify the rod on which the meat was stuck by
way of a spit, so it is probable that steak is a modification of
stick or stake. OHG. stekko, pole, stake, stick, peg. Dan.
steg, a stake, pole, also a roast; at vende steg, to turn the
spit. Sw. stek, roast meat.
To Steal. Goth. stilan, ON. stela.
Steam. AS. stem, vapour, smoke, smell. Du. stoom, dom,
domp, damp (Kil.), steam, vapour. Boh. dym, smoke. Bay.
daum, vapour, smoke; doamwint, moist warm wind. See
Damp, Stew.
Steed. AS. steda, a horse or stallion. Gael. steud, to run,
to race; a race, a wave; steudshruth, a rapid stream; steudeach, steud, a swift horse, race horse, war horse; steudach,
swift, billowy.
Steel. OHG. stahal, Ober D. stahel, stachel, G. stahl, steel.
Probably Wachter and Adelung are right in connecting it
with stechen, to stick, and stachel, prick, point; analogous to
It. acciaro, Fr. acier, steel, from acies, point, edge. When
steel was first introduced it would be too valuable to be used
for more than the edge of the weapon, and would be known
as edge metal. Du. staelcivan het mes, the edge of a knife.Kil. A similar contraction is seen in OHG. stechal, Bay.
stickel, G. steil, steep. Boh. staly, firm, stable, is unconnected.
To Steep, Steep, to Stoop. In different branches of the
Gothic stock the syllables stap, stip, stup, convey the sense of
striking end foremost, stabbing, sticking into, stamping,
setting down the foot, throwing down, lowering, dipping or
sinking into a liquid, soaking.
We may cite ON. stappa, to stamp, to pound; N. Fris.
stuppin, to strike against (stossen, Johans. p. 50); Du. stap-
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pen, stippen, to step, to set down the foot; stippen, to fix, to
stick into, to embroider; G. stupftn, to goad, to prick; P1.
ID. stuppen, stippen, to strike the ground with a stick in
walking; stipstock, a walking-stick; stippen, also to dip;
to dip
instippen, to dip the pen in ink. N. Fris.
candles, Sw. stopa, to dip candles, to cast metals, to steep
seed or the like in water, to soak into, as ink into paper.
The sense of soaking is incidental to that of dipping into
liquid. ON. steypa, to cast or throw down, to pour out, to
cast in metal; steypask, to cast oneself down or out of, to
fall. N. stoypa, to cast down, stupa, to fall. Sw. stupa, to
incline, to lower, to fall. Stupa en tunna, to tilt a cask; s.
onkull, to drop down. Han stupade i slagtningen, he fell
in battle. From the idea of tumbling to that of steepness or
abrupt inclination is an easy step. The Lat. praceps, headlong, signifies also sloping, steep. Sw. sttpad, inclined, leaning downwards; stupning, declivity. N. stop, a steep
t
stupebratt, so abrupt that one may fall down. The s oop of
a hawk is when he falls from a height upon his prey.
Steeple. AS. stypel, a tower; Sw. stapel, stocks on which
a ship is built, a heap, a pile; klockstapel, a steeple or belfry;
N. stupel, clock-tower, P1. ID. sltpel, stiper, a prop, support,
pillar. A pair of thick legs are called ecu paar gode stipels,
to be compared with G. stapein, to come striding along. See
Staple. ON. stbipidl, support, pillar, tower, steeple.
Steer, Stirk. A young bull, ox, or heifer. Bay. ster, steren,
sterch, sterchen, the male sheep or hog. ORG. stero, a ram.
Swiss sterchi, a bull for breeding ; stier, an ox calf. Gael.

stiepen,

cliff;

stair,

a male calf.

G. stier, stierchen, a bull ; stieren, to

copulate, of the bull and the ram. AS. styric, styrc, Pu.
sticrick, heifer. Gris. stierl, sterl, yearling bull.
To Steer, Stir. AS. styran, astyrian, to move, stir, steer,
govern. Hit ne mihte thcet hus astyrian: it could not move
that house.-Luke vi. 48. He styreth thone roder: he moves
the sky. Osrie thwet rice xi gear styrde : ruled the realm
eleven years. Eall thcet the styrath and icofath : all that
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moves and lives. ON. styra, to guide, steer, govern, control. OHG. stiuran, stiurjan, to direct, move, govern, control, also to prop, support, lean on. Du. slieren, stueren, to
drive forwards, impel, propel.-Bigl. Z ne rede naar jerand
stieren: to address one's speech to some
Kilian renders
it, agere, adigere, agere navigium, subigere navem conto,
promovere naven. Stierboom, contus nauticus, trudes, pertica nautica. The sense here indicated, of poling a boat or
pushing it along with the help of poles would seem to be the
original meaning of the word, as it reconciles several applications, apparently unconnected.
We have 01G. stiura,
baculus, stipes, remus-Graff; Bav. steuer, a prop, support,
aid, contribution. ON. staurr, Sw. star, a stake or pole;
Prov. E. stour, stover, a stake, a boathook. 01G.sturle,
starlen,fiseherstorl, a fisher's pole for stirring the water, or
fishing-rod. -Dief. Supp. in v. contus. Gr. o-ravpos, a stake,
pole, pale, afterwards the cross or stake on which a criminal
was crucified.
The use of a pole for a somewhat different purpose gives
Du. stooren, to stir up the mud or shallows, to disturb, impede, to stir up, irritate, excite-1il.; G. sturen, to poke,
rake into, stir up, disturb; Sw. stra,to trouble, interrupt,
hinder, molest ; also to place stakes, to support ; Bay. stiiren,
to poke, as with a stick in the mud, with a finger in the

one.

nose,

&c.; zanclstiirer, a toothpick.

Stem.
tree.

1. AS. sternn, G. stamnm, the stem or trunk of a

Prov. E. steims, stembles, shoots that grow from an

old stock ; staurns,

stalks.-lrs B.

Lith. stambas, the stock

or stem of a cabbage or the like ; stambras, stalk of grass.
OlDu. stapel, stalk. Lat. stipes, any piece of wood standing
in the ground, a pale, stake, trunk of a tree ; stipula, a stem,
stalk, straw ; Bohem. stopka, the stalk of a leaf, fruit, &c.
Fr. estampean, a prop, stay, trestle. IRouchi s'e'tarnper, to
keep upright, to support. G. stammen, to sustain, prop, stay
or bear up ; sich statmmen, to lean or rest against something.
The stem is the part of the plant which thrusts or shoots
VOL. III.
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upwards and supports the boughs and whole produce of the
plant. From the root stab, signifying thrust.
2. The stem of a ship is that great pile of timber which is
wrought compassing from the keel below, and serves to guide
the ship's rake.-B. The parts of this timber that turn upwards before and behind are in Sw. called framstam and
bakstam, the prow and poop respectively. In E. the name
of stem has been retained only in the case of the former.
" From stem to stern." N. stemm, the stem or prow of a
vessel. ODu. steve, a staff; the handle of a plough; steve,
veursteve, the stem or prow of a ship; achtersteve, stern.
To Stem. 1. To stop, to put a stop to.-B. To resist, as
when we speak of stemming the flood. ON. stemma, to stop,
close, bar, dam. At 6si skal a stemna : a river must be
dammed at its source. Stemma stigu j irir einum: to bar
the way before one.
From a modification of the root stap, signifying thrust,
endlong blow, the final p of which is first nasalised and then
absorbed: stap, stamp, stam. ON. stappa, to stamp, to pound;
Sc. slap, to stop, obstruct, to cram, to stuff. Prov. destapar,
to unstop. "Lo bondonel destapa," he draws the cork. Sp.
destapar, to unstop, uncover. Lith. stabdyti, to stop.
The nasalised form is seen in E. stamp, to strike an endlong
blow; Rouchi etamper, to support. Etampe-te' cont' l' mur:
support yourself against the wall. S'dtamper, to stand upright. When the thrust is sufficiently violent, the implement is stuck into the obstacle by which it is met, and the
act assumes the aspect of striking or fixing, fastening, stopping. Prov. estampir, tampir, to shut, to stop. "lUna porta-que fon barrada et estampida dedins:" a door that was
barred and shut within. The terminal p is finally absorbed
in G. stammen, stemimen, to plant, to stick something on or
against an object with sudden thrust, as a stick upon the
ground, the elbow on a table, the feet against a wall, the foot
or knee upon an adversary's breast-Sanders; to stem, resist, bear up against, to sustain, support, prop.-Ktittn.
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"Sich gegen etwas stemmen:" to bear up against it. "Sich
empor stemmnen: " to raise oneself up by leaning on one's
elbow, &c. (to be compared with Rouchi s'tarper). "Sass
ich aufgestenmt in meinem bette:" I sat supported in my
bed. Sw. stamna, to stop, stanch, to hem or border.
only in the
A parallel series of similar forms,
want of an initial s, may be found under Dam. Lang. tapa,
tampa, to stop, shut, inclose, surround; ON. teppa, to stop,
to close; Pol. tamowa6, to stop, to dam, to check, restrain.
sense derived
2. To stem is sometimes used in
from ON. stefna or stemna, to turn the stem towards, to move
in a certain direction. Hafa cit fyrir st fai, to have an object before the stem, to stem towards it, to move in that
direction. Their ste/n-du inn i fjordin: they steered in towards the firth.
They on the trading
Ply stemming nightly towards the

differing

a different

flood-

pole.-Milton.

Sw. staf wa, to direct one's course towards a point. N.
stemna, course, direction, appointment, a number of ships
coming at an appointed time. A colliery is said to have a
large ster on when there are a number of ships waiting for

cargo.

NE. steven, an appointed time ; to set the Steven, to

agree upon a time and place of meeting. In Cornwall, stem,
stemmin, an appointed task, a day's work.
Stent. An allotted portion, a right of pasturage [for a

part.-

Stent, portion,
definite number of cattle]-llal.
Stente or certeyne of value ordrede and other lyke,

Palsgr.

taxatio.-MS. in IHal. The day's work of a collier is called
his stent in Staffordshire. Mid. Lat. extendere, OFr. estendre,
to

estimate-Roquef.

"Ilac

est extenta terrarum do terris

valeant."-Mo-

et tenementis Prioris doeIDerhuste quantum
mesmes les jourours soient los terres esAug.

nast.

"Par

tendues a la very value."-IDnc.
Step, Stamp. Du. stap, baculum, gradus, passus ; stappen,
to step, to set down the foot. ON. staeppa, to stamp, to
thrust with a pole or the like. Their atojyuctu ssnjainn met
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spjoskbptum sinurn: they beat down the snow with their
spearshafts. StaJJt
2
fwtinuit
jdrctirta, to stamp with their
feet on the earth. N. stanpa, to stamp, to tramp in wet or
mud; stappa, to pound, to stuff in, cram full; stapp, pounded
or mashed food. G. stapfen, to step, to tread hard. Gr.
TEL/30w,
to stamp, tread, ram down. Pol. stcpac, to step,
stride; stopa, sole of the foot. See Stab.
Step-father, Step-son. The original application of the term
is to a step-child, signifying an orphan, a child deprived of
one at least of its parents, and is thence extended to a person
marrying a widow or widower with children, coming in the
ie bearnhis
place of father or mother to orphan children.
his
astepte, in another version, syn bear his steopcilcl,
steopcild,
lwte
ic
cow
9.
Ne
cviii.
be
orphans.-Ps.
children
ego non vos orbos relinquam.-Joh. xiv. 18. Q/hreow him
11G.
thcel cstepede wif, miserabat eum orbatee mulieris.
stiuf, steof, step (-father, -child, &c.); stiufan, orbare; arstiafarn, viduare ; bestiuftiu, orphani.-Graff.
The origin may perhaps be shown in ON. stufr, a stump,
whence styfa, to cut short; styfdr, cropped, cut short. OSw.
stuf, stubbe, a stump; stublba, st fwa, to cut short.
Sterling. Originally a name of the English penny, the
standard coin in which it was commonly stipulated that pay-.

may

ments

should be made ; it was subsequently applied to the

coinage of England in general, and metaphorically came to
signify, of standard value, gennine, sound.
" Denarius Angliae qui vocatur Sterlingus."-Stat. Edw.
I. in iDuc. " Moneta nostra, videlicet sterlingi, non deferatur
extra regnum. "-Stat. David II. Scot. "In this year (1351)

'William Edginton-made the kyng to make a new coynedistroying alle the dlde sterlynges which were of gretter

"In

centum marcis bonorum
wight."--Capgr. Chron. 214.
novorum et legalium sterlingorum tredecim solid. et 4 sterling.
pro qualibet march comptetis."-Chart. 11. III. in Due.
The origin of the name is unknown. Some suppose it to
be from the coin having had a star on the obverse, the

ob-.
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jection to which is that there is no evidence of any coin in
which the star occupied a place sufficiently marked to give a
name to the coin. There are indeed pennies of King John
on which there is a star or sun in the hollow of a crescent
with other emblems, but it is a very inconspicuous object.
Others suppose that the name was given to coins struck at
Stirling in Scotland. But the hypothesis most generally
approved is that the coin is named from the Easterlings or
North Germans, who were the first moneyers in England.
Walter de Pinchbeck, a monk of Bury in the time of Ed. I.,
says, "Sed moneta Anglice fertur dicta fuisse a nominibus
opificum, ut Floreni a nominibus Florentiorum, ita Sterlingi
a nominibus Esterlingorum nomina sua contraxerunt, qui
hujusmodi monetam in Anglia primitus componebant."
The assertion however merits as little credit in the case of
the Sterling as of the Florin. We do not even know when
the name originated.
Stern. 1. Sc. stourne, stern.
Ac wile Hunger was here mayster wolde non chide,
Ne stryve agens the statute, he loked so sturne.-P. P.

ON. stuira, sorrow, disturbance ; stirinn, N. sturen, sturall,
sorrowful, cast down, disturbed; Du. stuer, torvus, austerus,
ferox; stooren, to disturb, trouble; Sc. stour, disturbance,
battle, conflict.
2. Stern, the steerage or afterpart of a ship. From ON.
styra, to steer, direct, rule; styri, the rudder; stiorn, governance, rule, rudder; stjorna, to steer, to govern. 01G. stiura,
Du. stuur, rudder.
Himself as skippare hynt the stere on hand.-D. V.

See Steer.
Stew. 1. Sc. stew, vapour, smoke, dust.
All thair flesche of swait was wate,
And sic a stew raiss owt off thaim then,
Of aneding [aynding, breathing) bath of horss and men
And off powdyr, that sic myrknes
Intill the ayr abowyne thaim wes.-Barbour.
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dust of a mill. Stew, when the
MJillstew, G. muihlstaub, the STEW;.
air is full of dust, smoke, or steam.-Grose; dust, pother,
Figuratively, a
disturbance, "What a stew you are
stew."state of vexation and perplexity, "I was in a
Mrs Baker. Goth. stubjus, P1. D. staf, G. staub, dust, 01G.
stoupon, turbare ; stubbi, Bay. stubb, stupp, dust, powder.
It would seem that dust, smoke, vapour, is originally conceived as the suffocating agent, and is named from stopping
the breath, and, in the first instance, from sticking or thrusting into. Thus we have Lat. stipare, to cram, press,
It. stipare, stivare, to pack, ram in hard, to stop chinks;
Pu. stuwen, to ram, to stow; Prov. E. stive, to push with
poles, to stuff, to choke. A road is said to be stivven up when
it is so full of snow as to be impassable; to be stived up, to be
stifled np in a warm place; stiving, close, stifling. "Sweep
Baker.
gently or you will stive us." ilence stove,
For the identity of stive and stew, compare skewer and
skiver;
dive and Pu. duwen, douwen."The room was
so warm I was qnite stewed."-Mrs B. Stives, stews or
brothels.-Hal.
series of parallel forms without the initial s is seen in
Pu. douwen, diuwen, to push, stick into ; It. tuffare, to dip,
duck, plunge in water, to smother ; Sp. tifo, choking vapour,

making."

fine

stuff;

dust.-Mrs

E.

A

Lang. toifo,

oppressive heat ; tubds, fog, mist ;

Gr.

TVcJos,

smoke, mist, cloud ; ON. dapt, dust ; Dan. daft, fragrance ;
Grisons

2.

toffar, tuffar, to

Stew,

stink.

a place to keep fish in alive for present use.

"They take a milter ont of their steeves or pooles where they
nse to keep them."-Holland, Plinie in IR. P1. P. stauen,
to stop, to dam ; stain, a dam ; Pol. staw, a pond ; stawidlo, a

floodgate.

To Stew, Stove, Stews. It. stuva, sfrqfa, stua, Prov. estaba,
ON. stofa, Sw. stufwva, 011G. stupa, G. stube, P1. D. stove,
stave, E. stove, a heated confined space, heated room, hot-bath ;
the notion of heat being incidental merely, on the same
principle on which we speak of a room being close when we
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mean that it is too hot. Piedm. stua, a stove or hot closet,
also the wadding of a gun, what is rammed down to keep the
powder tight. Pl. D. veile stoven, venal chambers, a bagnio
or stews, a brothel.
From the noun is formed the verb Fr. estuver, to stew,
soak, bathe; It. stqfare, stuvare, stuare, to bathe and sweat
in a stove or hothouse, to stew meat in a close covered pot or
pan-F1.; Sw. stufwa, P1l. D. staven, stoven, to stew. G.
stauchen, to jog, thrust, stick into, stop the flow of water, is
also used in the sense of stewing meat; to cram it into a
confined space. Stauchen einen, to poke one in the ribs;
sick aufs bett kinstauchen, to lean on the bed.-Schmeller.
It. stuzfare, to glut or satiate, is also from the original sense
of st/ ing or thrusting.into.
Steward. ON. stivardcr, the person whose business it is to
look to the daily work of an establishment, from stjd, N. sti,
domestic occupation, especially the foddering the cattle; stia,
to be busy about the house, especially in taking care of cattle,
to bring the cattle to the house. ON. stia, sheephouse.
To Stick. The radical image is a shock or sharp blow, a
thrust with a pointed implement, which is driven into, and
remains fixed in, a solid obstacle. Hence the idea of stoppage, cessation. When the action is considered with reference to the source from which it proceeds, rather than the
end to which it is directed, we are led to the notion of
projection, of something sticking sharply out of the surrounding surface.
The radical sense is seen in Pol. stuk, noise made by
striking with something hard; stukad, to make such a noise,
to knock; Bret. stok, a knock or shock; steki, to knock;
Sc. stock, to thrust. We have then Du. steken, G. stecken, to
stick into, to put a ring on one's finger or money into one's
hand, to stick a sword in the sheath, to stab one with a
sword, to stick fast, to come to a stand. Im kothe stecken, to
stick in the mud. Die sac/e steckt, the thing is stopped.
Sich stecken, of water, to be stopped, to cease to flow; steck-
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Austen, a choking

cough. In Scotland a stickit minister is
one who has failed to pass his examination. To stick or
steke, to stab, to stitch, to fix or fasten, and thence to close,
to shut. To steek the door, to shut it. "He steeked his
eyne, his neive :" shut his eyes, his fist. To steek is also to
stop, to choke.
And Bannokburn betwix the braes
Off men, off horss swa stekyt wais.-Barbour.

ON. stika, to dam. Prov. E. stagged, stogged, stuck in the
mire. It. stuccare, to stanch, stop or close up, to glut or cloy
(Fl.), also to stop masonry with a composition of lime, to
parget. Dan. stikke, to prick, stick, stab, stitch.
Alongside the verb we have G. stock, stecken, a staff or
stick, an implement for thrusting; It. stocco, a thrusting
sword, also a short truncheon or cudgel, stecco, stecca, a stick,
lath, splinter; N. stikka, a stick, pin, point, prick.
Stickler, to Stickle. Sticklers were persons appointed on
behalf of each of the parties in a combat to see that their
party had fair play, and to part the combatants when occasion required. Hence to stickle for, to maintain one's rights
to a thing. "I styckyll between wrastellers or any folkes
that prove mastries to se that none do other wronge, or I
part folke that be redy to fight: je me mets entre deux."Palsgr. "Advanced in court, to try his fortune with your
prizer, so he have fair play shown him, and the liberty to
chuse his stickler."-B. Jon., Cinthia's Revels.
The proper reading of the word should be stightlers, as
signifying those who have the arrangement or disposition of
the field, from AS. stihtian, OE. sti3tle, to govern or dispose.
" Thas the Willelm weolde and stihte Englelond :" from the
time that W. wielded and ruled E.
Tha;e he be a sturn knape
To sti3 tel and stad with stave,
Full well con dry 3tyn schape
His servaunte3 for to save.
Sir Gawaine and the Green Knight, 2136.
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When Gawaine goes to keep his appointment with the
green knight in the chapel of the wood, he asks, Who s113 ties
here?2 who rules, who is the master here?
If we leven the layk of owre layth synnes,
And stylle steppen in the sty;e he sty3 tles hym selven,
He will wende of his wodschip and his wrath leve:
if we step in the path he himself appoints.-Morris,
terative Poems.
In accordance with the above the word is written stiteler
in the Coventry Mysteries, p. 23.
This is the watyre abowte the place, if any dyche may be
ther it
schal be played: or ellys that it be strongly barryd al abowte, and lete
nowth over many stitelerys be withinne the plase.
Stiff. G. stef, Dan. stiv. From the same source with

Alli-

made,

stab, saft,

stub, Lat.

stipes,

&c.;

what projects, stands

abruptly out, unbending, unyielding. Swiss staben, gestaben,
to be stiff with cold ; gestabet, stiff; met. uncultivated; stabi,
a clown. P1. D. stacig, stiff, staff-like. Lith. stipti, to become stiff with cold, or in death; stipras, strong. Let.
staibus, strong, brave. In like manner Esthon. hang, a bar,
lever, pole ; kange, hard, stiff, strong, great.
The sense of stifiness may however be attained from the
notion of stzuffng or thrusting in. Gr.
orrqp-apos', strong, stiff, thick ; GTV4 EXos,

07TE/3 , to
cTTv4AOS',

stamp,;
orv~bpos,

rTvcos', close, solid, rugged, harsh ; frv4orl, thickness,
o-rvc, to make stiff'; oTL~poS, pressed close, compact, solid, strong ; ort bos, anything pressed firm. Lat.
stipare, to cram, stuff, pack close ; It. stipare, stivare, to ram
in hard ; Du. sttjcen, to stiffen. Dat sttjft de bears, that fills
the purse. E. steeve, to stow cotton by forcing it in with
com.dseeve,
screws, to stiffen, to dry.-llal. Sc. sti
pact, trusty.
To Stifle. To stop the breath. ON. sti/la, to stop, to
dam; stifia, a stoppage, as of the nose, of water. Fr.
estouper, to stop, to close ; estotgjer, to stifle, smother, choke.

firmness ;

firm,

E.

stuff, to ram, to thrust in.

G.

stop/fen, to

stuff, to stop.

C-)v) A
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Bret. sto fa, stouva, stefia, stevia, to cork, stop a bottle. Gr.
frTV~, to draw together, to compress.
Prov. E. st fe, a
suffocating vapour; st fi, stifling.
Stile. AS. stigel, gradus, scala, from stigan, to climb, to
mount. A stile is a contrivance for stepping over a fence.
P1. D. stegel, stiegsel, steps in a wall for getting over; Bay.
stigel, a stile.
Still. Du. stil, calm, quiet, peaceable, silent. Pen stille
geruisch, a soft noise.
'til! seg ik: Peace! I say.
tylus, quiet, still; tilti, to be silent; tildyti, to quiet; tyla,
silence; Pol. tuli(, utuli6, to calm, quiet, soothe. See Dilling.
Stilt. G. steizen, Pu. stilten, stilts; stilte, a wooden leg.
Sw. stylta, to halt, to limp; stulta, to totter; stylta, a stay,
support, pillar. Sc. stilt, to halt, to cripple, to go on
crutches; stilt of a plough, the plough-handle. Swiss stelz,
a stalk.-Adelung.
The radical image is the exertion of thrusting through a
rigid stem either in bearing up the weight of a superincumbent body or otherwise, and the connection with the sense of
limping or staggering is that in those modes of progression
the weight of the body is thrown from one leg to the other
in a succession of jolts. INow the idea of a jolt or sudden
thrust is commonly expressed by the representation of an
abrupt sound such as those uttered in the broken efforts of
stammering or stuttering. Starting then from a form like
stoif/er or s/utler, we pass to Sc. sfoiter, stoi/, .scot, sleet, Craven
stauter, to stagger, stumble ; ON. steyta, to dash against ;
Sc. stut, steet, Pu. stut, G. stiitze, a support.
Then, with an intrusive l introduced from the broad sound
of the vowel in forms like s/au/er or stoiter, Bay. stalzeln,
to stutter; stelzer, a stumper on stilts or crutches ; stelzen,
a prop or stilt. Prov. E. stalch, to stalk or stump ; stalek,
intrusive l of similar chasteleh, a crutch, stilt, post.
racter 'is seen in G. holpern, to jog, to stumble, compared
with Pu. haperen, to stammer, to knock against something,
to stick fast ; in G. stolperit, to stumble or statgger, compared

Lith.

An
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with Sw. stappla, to stammer or stumble; in P1.ID. taltern,
tatters, and in E. halt, falter, palter. See Stalk.
Sting. ON. stanga, stinga, 11G. stugan, stingan, to
butt, stick, thrust, prick.
rasalised
the same root
with stick.
Stingy. "Pinching, sordid, narrow-spirited. I doubt
whether it be of ancient use or original, and rather think it
to be a newly-coined word."-Sir Thos. Brown. It is explained in the New Dict. of the terms ancient and modern of
the Canting Crew, by B. E. Gent (1710), as "covetous,
close-fisted, sneaking."
The word is probably a corruption of skin gb, used in Linc.
in the same sense, also in Suffolk in that of cold, nipping.
To s/cinch, to give scant measure, to nip and squeeze, and
pinch and pare.-llal. Schinch, a small hit. "Just give
me a schinch of your cake."
nipping, niggardly,
parsimonious.-Mrs B. Lincoln. iinch, a small bit;
chinche, Fr. chiche, pinching, niggardly, sparing; chic, a
small piece. Die chic chic, from little to little. Cot. It.
cica, any little jot.
Stink, Stench. 011G. stincham, to smell sweet, or the converse.
stinchet sutozo :t" he smells sweet. AS. stenc,

A

form-of

Schinching,

OE

a

"Er

smell,

grance.

fragrance.

"Blostman

stences

:"

Stencian, to scatter, sprinkle.
spring or cause to spring, to sprinkle.

nbsunorn :" blood sprang from his nose.
spring ;

stinkgc-der, a steel

blossoms

of

fra-

ON. stbhhva, to

"Blod

spring; stinka,

stohh or

Sw. stinka, to
also

-to

stink ;

stnka, to sprinkle. N. stekka, to crack, to chip.
Smell seems to be considered as arising from the exhalation of odoriferous particles springing from the odorous
hody and spreading abroad in the air.
To Stint. To stop. ON. stuttr, short ; stytta, to shorten ;
stytta upp, to stop raining. OSw. stunt, short ; stunta, to
shorten.

G.

stutz,

stutze, anything cropped or docked, or

short of its kind ; stutzen, to crop, dock, curtail.
The radical meaning of stutz seems to be a jog or sudden
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movement; stutzen, to butt at, to hit, to knock, to start;
auf den stutz, on a sudden. From the notion of a jog we
pass to that of a projection or stump, then of something
stumpy or short.
Stirrup. AS. stigerap, G. steigreif, a rope or strap for
mounting on horseback; stigan, G. steigen, to mount, and
rap, rope, G. ref, a ring or hoop, as well as cord or rope.
Stitch. A modification of stick, signifying a prick, a
sharp pain. G. sticken, to embroider.
Stithe. AS. stith, stithelic, hard, severe, rigid; stithferhth, firm-minded. Apparently connected with N. styd, a
pole, prop, support, on the same principle on which stf is
connected with staff, or Fin. kankia, rigid, with kanki, a
stake or bar. Du. stedigh, steegh, firm, fixed, steady, obstinate, restive.
Stithy. ODu. stiete--Kil.; ON. stedi, Sw. stad, an anvil.
Stoat. A stallion horse-B.; also a weasel, from a supposed analogy. Du. stuyte, equus admissarius, vulgo stuotus.-Kil. Dan. stodhingst, a stallion; AS. stodhors, stotarius.

Stock. The ultimate origin 'of the word in a representation of the sound of striking with something hard, by the
syllable stok, stuk, has been explained under Stick. Hence
arose a verb signifying to thrust, stab, strike endways, drive
into, fasten; and a noun signifying the implement of thrusting or stabbing, for which is required something long,
straight, and rigid, as a stick, the stem of a tree, the part
that shoots or thrusts upwards.
The course of development may be traced through Bret.
to knock;
stok, jog, shock, knock, blow; Rouchi
Hereford stock, to peck; Sc. stock, to thrust ; Yorksh. stoche,
to stab; stoach, stolch, to poach, tread into wet land as cattle
in winter; Fr. estoquer, to thrust or stab into; Rouchi
estoguer, to stick into a soft material; E. stoke, to poke the
fire; G. stocker, a poker, picker; Rouchi stiquter, to poke, to
stick. I stique toudi au feu: he is always poking the fire.

e'toquer,

STOCK.
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We have then Fr. estoc, a thrust or thrusting sword, the
stock of a tree; It. stoccata, a thrust in fencing; G. stock, a
stick, staff, stem of a plant or tree, stump of a felled tree, a
short thick piece or block; almosenstock, a trunk in churches
in which alms were put. From this last must be explained
the Stocks or public funds, receptacles opened by the state
authorities, into which the contributions of the public might
be poured as into the charity trunk in churches. Stocks or
gilliflowers are to be explained by Du.stock violiere, leucoion,
viola lutea et muraria, q. d. viola lignescens sive in baculum
crescens-Kil., stem- or stalk-violets (violet being taken as
the type of a sweet-smelling plant), as contrasted with the
humble growth of the true violet.
The stockdove is the
wild kind, the stock or stem from whence the tame pigeon is
supposed to be derived.
In the same way, Sc. stockduck, G.
stockente, wild duck; stockerbse, wild peas.
The stocks is a wooden frame in which a prisoner is stocked
or set fast.
Rather die I would, and determine
As thinketh me now, stocked in prisoun.-Chaucer.

Sw. stockhus, prison; G. stocken, to stick, stagnate, stop.
Das blut, die milch stockt: curdles, congeals. Gael. stocaich,
grow stiff or numb; Lincoln. stockened, stopped in growth.
Rouchi etoquer, to choke. A ship is stoaked when the water
cannot come to the pump.-B.
Stocking. The clothing of the legs and lower part of the
body formerly consisted of a single garment, called Hose, in
Fr. chausses. It was afterwards cut in two at the knees,
leaving two pieces of dress, viz.: knee-breeches, or, as they
were then called, upperstocks, or in Fr. haut de chausses, and
the netherstocks or stockings, in Fr. bas de chausses, and then
simply bas. In these terms the element stock is to be understood in the sense of stump or trunk, the part of a body
left when the limbs are cut off. In the same way G. strumnpf,
a stocking, properly signifies a stump. " Mit strump und
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wurzel :" with stump and root.
Strup, strumpfang, a
short length cut off a strip of land.-Sanders. An r is inserted or left out in many of these forms without change of
meaning, as in the foregoing strump and E. stump; P1.ID.
strttmn}eln and the synonymous E. stumble; Pu. strobbe, a
shrub or bush, and
stub; the P1. P. dim. struddik and E.
stud, G. stauude, a shrub; G. strampfen and E. stamp.
Stone. AS. stan, ON. sten, G. stein.
Stook. A shock of corn of 12 sheaves. From G. stauchen,
to jog, is formed stanch, P1. P. stoke (properly a projection),
a heap or bunch. Stauchem einem, to poke one in the ribs.
Emn stauch flacks, a bundle of flax; ene stakeistoif, a heap of
turfs set out to dry. Rouchi stoc, estoque, a shock or stook.
Bohem. stok, a heap, a hay-cock.
Stool. 1. Goth. stols, 011G. stool, Gal. stol, W. ystol, a
stool, seat. 011G. stool, stol, also a support ; eT.stolen,'
prop, foot, post; P1. P. stale, foot of table,
Pu. voetstat, It. piedestale, a pedestal. Russ. stul, a stool, a block;
Lith. stalas, Pol. stol, a table. Pol. stolek,
stolec, a
seat, throne, bench; Serv. stola, seat, throne, table. See

E.

a

&c.;

a

Boh.

Stall.

2. Stool, a cluster of stems rising from one root ; to stool,
to ramify as corn. Au old stool is a stump that sends up fresh
suckers. Manx stool, sprout or branch forth, grow in many
stalks from one root.
To Stoop. See To Steep.
Stoop. A drinking vessel. See Stoup.
To Stop. The radical idea is stabbing, striking endways,
thrusting a lengthened 'implement into an orifice which it
up, or into the substance of a body in which it sticks
fast. N. stappa, to stamp, pound, stuff, cram ; stappa,

fills

full;

cram-

Sc. stap, to stuff:, to. obstruct or stop.

" The mealkist

was bienly stappit." Stcapalis, fastenings ; stappil, a stopper ;
Pu. stoppen, to stuff, to bring to a stand ; G. stopfen, to
cram, close a hole ; Fr. estouper, to stop, close, shut ; estoa-

stuff,
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pillon, a stopper ; estoupe, tow, the material for stopping or
stuffing, showing the origin of Lat. stupa, Gr. o-rvn, Du.
stoppe, stopsel, tow. Mod. Gr. o VfWo to squeeze ; O--vrt s,
astringency, alum; o-av~rmqpc, a press; o-rovrovw, to stop up;
o-rov7rt, tow; o-ovpIrrovc, to pound, force in or
Store. Fr. estorer, to erect, build, store, garnish, furnish.
-- Cot. Estor, marriage provision; estorement, provisions,
furniture; Norm. torer, to provide. There is no doubt that
it is the same word with Lat. instaurare, to repair, renew,
provide, by which it is rendered in Mid. Lat.: "Lt reddat
haeredi cum ad plenam aetatem venerit terrai suam totam
instauratan de carucis et omnibus aliis rebus :" provided or
stored with.-Magna Charta. It may be doubted however
whether the word is not immediately derived from a Teutonic
source. ON. staurr, Sw. stor, a stake, pole, pillar; 01G.
stiara, a stake, pole, prop, and thence aid, assistance, contribution. Bausteur, lbransteur, contribution towards building a house, towards loss by fire; wegsteur, viaticum, pro01G. Ieristiura,
vision for a journey.-Schmeller.
expeditio, may be compared with OFr. estoree, fleet, naval
expedition; G. aussteuer, marriage portion, with Fr. estor
above-mentioned. On the same principle may be explained

fix.

Lat. instauro, from Gr.

owTavpos',

a stake.

Stork. A bird remarkable for its stalking gait and long
the stork stalks in the
legs. iDan. storken stalker i
fen. N. Fris. siqurke, to strut; Dorset. stark, to walk slowly ;
Bay. storkein, to stalk, walk with long legs ; storkel, man
with long legs or long thin body ; a fishing rod ; sterkcen, a
stalk. "PDer truncken starekelt auf den flissen : ebrius titubat pedibus."-Gl. in Schm. The ultimate origin is seen in
~strak,a crack ; strakia, to crackle ; whence we pass to
Briet.
B. strike on the one side, and G. straucmel, Pu. struikelen,
to stumble, staggcr, on the other, and thence by inversion
of the r to the foregoing forms. See Stalk.
Storm. Du. storm, rumor, strepitus, tumultus vehemens ;

mose:
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impetus, procella, nimbus; stormen, tumultuare, strepere,
oppugnare, impetum facere. It. stormo, a storm, a rumbling
noise, a blustering uproar, a confused rout or
Stormare, to storm, rumble, rumour, noise,
troop together
tumultuously, to make an uproar.
Story. 1. Fr. histoire, Lat. kistoria, a relation.
2. The height of one floor in a building. Probably from
Fr. estorer, to construct, build, although I cannot find that
estoree was used in the sense of E. story.

to

crue.-Fl.

Hii bygonne her heye tounes strengthy vaste aboute,
Her castles and storys that lii my 3t be ynne in doute.

R. G. p. 181.
Stound. Hour, time, season, also misfortune.-B. Properly a blow. AS. stutnian, to dash, strike; 05w., OE. dunt,
blow.
So tyl hys hart stoundis the pryk of deith.-D. V.
Sc. stound (a stab), a sharp pain affecting one at intervals.
When I was hurte thus, in stounde [at the moment]
I fell doune plat upon the grounde.-R.iR. 1733.
01G. stulnt, a moment; Du. terstond, immediately, upon the

spot. Pl. D. upstuud, at preseut. OE. stoundrnele, at intervals, from one moment to another. In G. stand, an hour,
the word has acquired the sense of a definite interval of time.
Stoup. AS. stoppa, IDu. stoop, N. stau~p, a flagon or drinking vessel.

N.

staup also, as well as stava, Sw. stafwa, is a

milking-pail or wooden vessel with one stave prolonged in the
shape of the handle, a peculiarity from which the vessel probably takes its name. NE. stap, staup, the stave of a tub.-

Hal.

In the same way stouk, the handle of a pail, also a

drinking-cup with a handle.-Hal. Suffolk stawk, the handle

of a whip.
Stout. OFr. estout, Du. stout, bold, proud ; stoutisertigh,
stout-hearted ; G. Stolz, proud, stately, flue.

To Stow..

1. Dan. stave, Du. stouwen, stawen, G. stauen,

stauchen, to push, to stow or thrust wares together in pack-

STOW.
ing.

Gr.

oT-rE13ELV,
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Lat. stipare,

to pack together, cram, stufi, make close; It. stipare, stivare,
to stop chinks, to store or pile up close as they do packs in
ships ; Mod. G r. ai-t3a, heaping together ; o-m,3a TOv Kapct/ov,
the stowing of a ship; o-r-L3aco, to heap together, stow, pack.
2. To lop or top trees. Stowd, cropt, as a horse's ears;
stowings, loppings; stowlin, a lump of meat. The meaning
is, to reduce to a stump. ON. strfr, a
Sw. stif, P1.ID.
stuw (Danneil), a remnant. - ON. stp a, a female slave whose
ears have been stowd or cropt for theft; P1.ID. stuf, blunt,
stumpy, cut short; hime stucen, to lop or cut off the head
of trees.
As the verb to stow, to thrust or pack tight, is a variety of
stab, stop, stamp, so stuf, stuw, above-mentioned, are modifications of stub, stump.
Du. strijden, G.
To Straddle, Stride., P1. D. striden,
streiten, ON. strica, Dan. stride, to contend, oppose, struggle
with. P1. D. striden-is also to stride; bestriden, to bestride;
strede, AS. strcede, a stride; P1..D. striedschoe, G. schrittsckuh,
sclittschuh, skaits.
There seems so little connection between the two senses of
P1. D. striden, and the interchange of ser and str is so easy
(E. scraggle, straggle, scruggle, struggle; It. scrosciare, strosciare, to crack, clatter ; E. scrub, IDu. strobbe, shrub), that we
are inclined to regard E. stride as a corruption of the
form still retained in Somerset. scride, and in IDu. schr f/den,
G. schreiten, to stride, straddle, deriving it with IDiefenbach

stump;

strien,

from Goth.

shreitan, to tear, OSax. scritan, scindere, lacerare ;

from the notion of separating the legs. This view is strengthened by the double form
by Kil., schr f/den and
scherden, sehrijdbeenen, scherdebeenen, to straddle ; schrf/dlinck, sciterdelinck (G. schrittlings), straddling, astride ; schtrede,
selierde, a stride, as if from schaerde, a gap, breach, opening. E. share, the fork or division between the legs. But
this appearance is probably deceptive, as G. schritt, a step, can
hardly be distinct from Sw. skridt, pace, rate of going, Dan.

-adduced
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skridt, pace, step, from ON. skrida, Sw. skrida, Dan. skride,
to slide, glide, advance, OHG. skritan, gaskritan, labi, delabi, collabi, significations which appear to belong to a radical
image of a totally different nature.
It appears to me that the word straddle (with its derivative
stride) is a kindred form with scrabble, scraggle, straggle,
struggle, representing, in the first instance, confused noise,
then signifying tumultuous movement, throwing about the
arms and legs, thrusting in different directions, standing on
end, contending with, spreading out the legs in the exertion
of force. The development of these significations may be
traced through Lat. stridere, to hum, whizz, creak, &c., G.
strudeln, to move tumultuously like gushing water; Bay.
strodeln, ORG. stredan, to boil; AS. stredan, to sprinkle,
scatter; Bay. strodeln, also to kick or struggle. The infant
strodelt himself out of his swaddlings; the child strodelt off
the bed-clothes. Prov. Dan. strutte, to stand on end, stick
out, like the staring coat of a horse; Pl. D. strutt, Dan.
strid, stiff, rough, hard; Bay. strut, P1. D. strudden, struddik,
a bush or shrub, a growth consisting of stems striking out in
all directions. N. strat, a stalk, stump of small trees or
bushes, obstinate person; stratta, stritta,Sw. streta, to resist,
oppose; streta emot strommen, to swim against the stream.
Bay. verstreten, Devoush. to strat, to stop, hinder. Prov.
Dan. strede, to set the feet apart for the purpose of resistance.
At strede med benene. Stred, Sw. streta, a shore, support,
strut. At staae til stred,to stand leaning against; stredfast,
firm, solid. P1. D. stridde, a trivet; Dan. stritte,to straddle.
A closely similar series of forms may be traced in which
the d of straddle is exchanged for b, v, or f. OHG. stropalon,
crepitare, strepitum edere; Bay. strabeln, strapeln, to scrabble,
struggle, sprawl; strobeln, strauben, to stand on end; strobelkopf, a person with tangled staring hair; Du. strobbe, strubbe,
a bush, shrub; Bay. straub, P1. D. struuf, bristling, rough,
upstaring; struben, striiven, to stand on end, to set oneself
against, to oppose; G. sich straiiben, to resist, make head
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against; P1. D. streven, to set oneself against, to strive, also
to stride, to make wide steps;
what resists, strong,
stiff; streve, a slanting support, also a stride ; to streve staan
(as Dan. at staae til sired), to support, to thrust in opposite
directions with hands and feet. Sk to streve setten, to
struggle against. Streveledder, a step-ladder, a ladder with
a straddling support.
Fr. escarquiller,to straddle, seems identical with E. scraggle,
in Du. schrede,
with inversion) of the liquid and vowel,
schercle.
To Straggle. To move irregularly, in varying directions,
to separate from the regular line of march. From the figure
of a broken rattling noise. Bret. straka, strakia, to crackle;
stralcel, stragel, a clapper of a mill, rattle to frighten birds.
A similar relation seems to hold good between Sw. skramla,
to rattle, clash, and E. scramble, to get on by broken efforts,
to move irregularly, confusedly. See Struggle.
Straight.
ODu. strack, straight; stracks, stracksweghs,
straightways, directly, at once.-Kil. Bay. strack, gestraki,
outstretched, direct, immediate. "Stracks, recto modo, sine
medio ; strackait, rectitndo."--l. in Schm. G. strecken, to
stretch. See Stretch.
To Strain. Fr. estraindre, estreindre, from Lat. stringere,
to squeeze, wring, strain.
Strain. Breed, race, hereditary disposition, inborn character, turn, tendency, manner of speech or action, style or
air of music. In Scotch the word strynct or strain is
used for the resemblance of the features of the body. As we
say, ' he has a strynd or strain of his grandfather,' i.e. resembles him.-Rudd. in Jam.
AS. streonan, strynan, to acquire, get, beget, procreate ;

strevf,

as

G.,

met.'

strynd, stock, race, generation.

Prov.

E. strene,

shoot of

a'

tree ; strene, strinde, progeny, child.-Hal.
Strait. OFr. estro it, Bret. striz, It. stretto, strait, narrow.
Lat. stringere, stricturn, to strain.
Strain. WEh. strain, a loud sudden noise ; to beat, to clash
z2
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down; strambang, violently; strammer, a great falsehood;
stramming, huge, great. P1. P. stramm, G. straytight,
stretched. Violence of action is expressed by reference to
the noise which accompanies it. See Strapping.
Strand. 1. ON. strond, border, edge, coast, shore; N.
strind, a row, stripe, line; Sw. rand, border, margin, stripe,
edge; Fin. rantu, a stripe; ranta, shore.
2. 011G. streno, G. strdhn, strafne, strhe, the strand of a
rope, one of the strings of which it is twisted, a skein, tress.
Strange. OFr. estrange, It. strano, Lat. extraneus, from
extra, without.
Strap. Du. strop, a noose, knot, rope, halter; Sw. stropp,
tie, fastening, strap; Bay. strap/en, a strap, noose; einstrupfen, to draw together, to shrink; "Stroper, strangulare."
Gl. in Schm. Eat. struppus, a thong, tie. It. stroppo, a
withy, osier to bind faggots. Bret. stroba, to tie or join
several things together, to envelop, surround ; strb, whatever serves to envelop, surround, or tie together; strobinel, a
whirlwind, whirlpool. Gr. o-po/3os, a whirling round, a
cord, rope;
a twisted baud, cord, rope; o pO/ 3 Ew,
oTpobo, to spin, whirl round.
Strapping. Huge, lusty, bouncing.-B. The idea of large
size
expressed by the figure of violent action, such as is
accompanied by noise. Thus a large object of its kind is
called bouncing or thumping, whacking, strapping, the last
of which is to he explained hy Bret. strap, clash, racket,

o-poos,

is-

noise, disorder ; strapa, to make a noise.

It. strappare, to

tear away with violence, to break or snap asunder.-Fl.
We speak of a tearing passion, a tearing, slapping, strapping
pace.
Straw. AS. streow, streaw, stre, G. stroh, Pu. stroo, ON.
strd, G. strew, streustroh, straw, litter, what is strewed to lie
on. HKehi he him streowne gegarwian, he ordered to prepare a
bed for him. So Lat. stranmentum, what is strewed or spread
under' anything, straw, from steriiere, stratum, to strew.
Stray. A beast taken wandering from its pasture.-B.
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Mid. Lat. extrarias, OFr. estrayer, estrayer, a stranger, foreign merchant; a stray or beast that has lost its master.
Cot. Estrayere, estrahere, estrajere, goods left by a stranger
dying without heirs in a foreign country, which were forfeited to the Lord. "Si catallum estraiers inveniatur in
teneamento ecclesix Cameracencis."-A.D. 1302. "Justitia
spavioe, quod Gallice' dicitur.estrahere."-A.D. 1848. The
word seems directly formed from Lat. extra without the
of a second element, and in like manner seems to be formed
the verb: OFr. estreer son fief, to abandon his.flef,;Prov.
estraguar, estracar, to exceed, to go out of bounds. Dos estraguat, an extravagant gift; jornada estracada, an:excessive
day's journey.
Streak. P1. D. streke, Dan. streg, a streak, stroke, stripe,
dash, line, trick. See Strike.
Stream. ON. straumr, Du. stroom,
strom, Pol. strumien,
a stream. Ir. sreamk, a stream, a spring; sreamkairn, to
flow.
Street. Pu. straete, G. strasse,
strada, Lat. strata, via
strata, a paved way, then the street.of a town.
Stress. Pressure, compulsion. "I stresse, I strayght one
of his liberty, or thrust his body together; je estroysse. The
man is stressgd to sore, he can nat styrre
l'homme est
trop estroyss."--Palsgr. OFr. estroissir, Fr. etrecir, to
straiten.
To Stretch. OH(JG. .qfrao, strap, rectms, rigichns, strictus;
stracehen, to be tight, stiff; stracchlan, strecehan, AS. strec-.
can, Pu. recken, strecken, to make tight, to stretch ; AS. strac,

aid

G.

it.

him:

strec,

rigid, violent.. Strec man, a powerful man.

niniath, violenti

rapiunt.-Math.

11,

12.

The

Strece
ultimate

origin may be found in Brct. strak;, crack, loud noise, the
accompaniment of violent action, whence the term is applied
to the state of tension into which a structure is thrown when
made the instrument of forcible exertion. See Strain.
Goth.. stray/an, 011G. streunan, strouwen,
To Strew.
AS. streowian, ON. str6i, Lat. sternere,,
straian,
strawen,
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strati, stratum, to strew ; stramem, what is strewed, straw.
Sanscr. stri, to strew, to spread; AS. stredan, stregan, to
sprinkle, scatter. Swab. stritzen, Serv. st tzati, to sprinkle.
Strife, to Strive. OFr. estrf, strife, contention; estriver,
to contend; Bret. strf, striv, quarrel, effort; striva, to quarrel, to strive or endeavour. ON. stricta, to contend, fight
with, molest; strict, contest, war; stridr, rough, contrary,
stubborn, hard, severe, violent.
streben, to strive, make
efforts, exert force against; strebepfahl, a buttress, shorepost,
prop. P1. D. streven, to exert force, to resist.
The radical image seems to be the throwing out the limbs
or other means of resistance in the act of opposition, the
bristling up of an angry dog or other animal. G. strauben,
to stand on end as feathers or hair, to stare up, bristle; sick
strauien, to resist, oppose, or make head against, to go against
the grain. Es straiibet sick, it goes against the grain. Das
straiiben, standing on end, resisting, opposing. P1. D. strtuf,
rough, bristling; sik striven, striben, to bristle up, to set
oneself against, to resist, to strut. See Straddle.
To Strike, Stroke. A loud sharp sound such as that of a
hard blow is represented by two parallel forms, strac and
strap, the first of which is shown in Bret. strake, crack, explosive noise ; straka, to crack, to burst ; Gael. stdtc, a loud
or crashing sound, a blow or stroke, and as a verb, strike,
beat ; E. stroke ; G. streic~h, Du. streke,
strik, stryk, a
stroke, blow, lash, as well as a streak or line, the course of
We have then the verbs, 0-. streichien, IDu. strijken,
to take the course of a stroke, to sweep or move rapidly along
a surface, to graze or touch lightly, P1. ID. striken, to sweep,
move rapidly over a surface, to iron linen, sharpen a tool, to

G.

ON.

a blow.

stroke or flatter ; strakven, strakeln, G.

streicken, streicitein, to

stroke. Die flagge, die segel streiclien, to let the sails sweep or
slip down, to strike sail.
The radical syllable is applied to the sound of tearing in
-ael. srac, tear, rend, rob,
stracciare, to tear.
The parallel root strap is seen in Bret. strap, fracas, crash ;

spoil'; It.
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Lat. seipere, to make a noise; It. strappare, to tear, snap
asunder ; E. strapping, thumping, large. See Strip.
String, Strong. AS. streng, ON. strengr, G. strang, Gal.
sreang, a string, cord, rope; It. stringa, a lace, tie;iDu.
streng, a strand, twist, hank, skein, traces;
strick, a noose,
snare, cord, traces; Pu. strip, a noose, knot. Siring seems
to be originally conceived as the implement of compression,
Gr. orrpayyw, Lat. stringo, sirictun, to draw tight, compress,
squeeze.
To the same root belong AS. strang, sireng,
strangr,
Pu. sireng, strong, rough, rigid, severe, tight, strict.
Strip, Stripe. We have seen under Strike that the parallel
roots sirak, strap, are used to represent various loud noises
such as those of a blow, a rent, &c. In the former of these
applications we have P1. P. strips', blows; strippsen, to
beat, to flog--Danneil; Pu. strippen, to bastinado; E. stipe,
a lash or stroke, and thence the mark of a lash, a streak or
strjpe, G. streit
long narrow line ; P1. P. siripe, Du.
a stripe or line, a strip or long narrow portion. Swiss
strpfeln, to stroke.

G.

OiN.

strepe,

From the application to the sound of tearing we have It.

sirappare,to break or snap asunder, to pluck or tear away
with violence-Fl.; Swiss sirapen,

strap/fen, Bay.

siraif en,

sirzupfen, Pu. stroopen, to strip or pull off, especially something that comes off in a continuous line. A strip is a narrow slip such as is siripped off at a blow.
A stripling seems to signify stripe-shaped, a tall thin
young person, as N. stik, a stripe or streak, also a tall slim
youth.
To Strive. See Strife.
Stroke. See Strike.
To Stroll. Swiss strielen, sirolen, siroichen, to rove about ;
sirolcircolk, beggars.
Lang. estralia, to wander about.
" Knowing that rest, quiet, and sleep, with lesser meat, will
sooner feed any creature than your meat with liberty to run
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and stroyle about."-Blith's Husbandry, 1652. Prov. Dan.
strelle, to stroll; gadestrell', a street-walker.
The term seems to be a met. from the flow of water, as we
speak of people streaming about, wandering about without
definite aim. The sound of milking is represented in P1.ID.
by the syllables stripp-strapp-strull-Danneil,whence strull,
a thin stream of liquid; strullen, to stream out as the milk
from a cow's udder; strull-becken, a chamber-pot; Du. strullen, strulen, streylen, to urine-IKil. ; G. strali, a ray, a
spirt of water; wasserstrahl, a waterspout ; Ba. stralen,
strallen, to urine; stralen, to stroll; Swab. strollen, a gush of
water, struolen, strielen, to stroll.
Struggle, Scruggle.
Tords of analogous formation ard
signification with straggle, scraggle, representing, in the first
instance, a broken sound, then applied to broken confused
movement. "I sirogell, I murmur with words secretly. He
stroggleth at everything I do: il grommelle a tout ce que je
fays. I scruggel with one to get from him. I scruggel with
him : je me estrive a luy. I sprawle
my legs, struggell."
-Palsgr.
Seriggle, scruggle, to writhe or struggle.-Forby.

with

Scriggins, scrogglings, the straggling apples left on a tree
when the crop has
gathered. IDu. struikelen, P1. ID.
striikeln, G. straucheln, to stumble.

been

To Strum. To play badly on an instrument.. Properly to
thump, to make a noise. 0-. strarnpfen, stramnpein, to stamp
or make a clattering motion with one's feet-K. 0110.
stroum, strum, strepitus. Piedm. strun, resonance, ringing ;
struni, perstrepere, reboare, resonare. So Bohemi. ssumeti, to
hum, make a noise ; ssamnar, a strummer or bad player on
; ssumakiti, to strum. It. strimpellare, to scrape, play
badly on an instrument.
Strumpet. OFr. strupre, stzupre, Lat. stzprum, concubinage. Ir. striopachas, fornication ; striobuid, a prostitute.
To Strut. 1. To project, to swell oneself out, to walk in an
ostentatious manner. "Their bellies standing astrutte with

fiddle

the
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stuffing."-Sir T. More. G. strotzen, to be swollen or puffed
out, to strut. Ein gestrotzt volles eater, an udder distended
with milk. Sie strotzt einher, she struts along, she flaunts it.
So in vulgar language a swell is one who makes a show in dress.
Dan. strude, strutte, to stick out; strudbuget, pot-bellied;
strud, extremity, end. P1. D. strutt, Dan. strid, rigid, stiff;
sticking out; Bay. strut, bush, shrub, a growth of stems
sticking out in all directions.
The sense of sticking out seems to come from the image
of kicking, throwing out the limbs, and the word to belong
to the class indicated under Straddle.
Strut. 2. In architecture a piece of timber set slanting as
a support to a beam. Sw. streta, a support, strut, stanchion;
streta, to resist, struggle, strive against; Prov. Dan. stred, a
strut; at strede med benene, stritte imod, to set the legs apart
in resistance, to struggle against; stredig, firm, stiff. G.
streiten, to contend, struggle with, to oppose or be contrary
to. See Straddle.
Stub, Stump. Two forms differing only in the nasal pronunciation of the latter, both signifying a short projecting
end. Du. stobbe, Pl. D. stubbe, stump of a tree; Dan. stub,
stump, stubble; Gael. stob, stump, stake, prickle, thorn;
Du. stompe, P1. D. stump, stumpel, stummel, a stump, end
from which something has been cut off.
The radical image is a sharp abrupt thrust, a conception
represented in E. by slightly varying forms, dab, job, stab,
and by Gael. stob, push, stab, thrust; Du. stompen, to kick,
push, thump; Bay. stupfen, stumpen, to nudge, thrust.
The expression then passes on to signify a body of the
form traced out by a movement of the foregoing description,
an abrupt projection or object sharply standing forth out of
the surrounding surface. In the same way from Bret. stok,
jog, shock, we pass to E. stock, the trunk or stem; from Rouchi
stump of a tree,
choquer, to knock, shock, jog, to
block, and the equivalent It. zocco, stump, snag, log, and Fr.

choque,
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souche, stock, trunk ; from Dan. stode, to jog, strike, push, to
stod, a stub or stump of a tree as well as a shock or jolt.
Sometimes an r is introduced without alteration of the
sense, as in Sc. stramp, G. strampfen, to trample, compared
with E. stamp; Du. strobbe, a shrub or stubby growth, compared with stobbe; G. strumpf synonymous with stumpf, a
stump; and Fr. estrouble, as well as estouble, stubble.
Stubble. Fr. estouble, Prov. estobla, It. stoppia, G. Pu.
stoppel, the stubs of corn.
Stubborn. Like a stub, rigid, obstinate. "Stubbernesse,
contumace; stubbleness or sturdinesse, lourdasse.'-Palsgr.
Stud. 1. A knob or projecting head of a nail or button,
also a bush, shrub, or stumpy growth.
Seest not thilke same hawthorn stud,
How bragly it begins to bud.-Shepherd's Cal.

G. staude, a bush, shrub. Der kohl staudet sick, the cabbage
grows to a head.
The radical image seems to be a sudden shock or jog, from
whence we pass, as in the case of Stub, to the idea of a sharp
projection, a short projecting body. Dan. sad, a shock, jog,
jolt, also a stub or stump of a tree; G. stutzen, to knock, to
start ; stut, anything stumpy ; stutzekr, an animal with

cropped ears ; stu tzschwanz, a bobtail.
2. A stock of breeding mares. Dan. stod, a stud ; stocdkingst, a stallion, stodhoppe, brood-mare. G. stute, a mare;
statcrey, a stud, a collection of breeding horses and mares.
of birds, of sheep, covey of partridges,
Pol. stcado, a
herd of oxen, stud or collection of breeding horses ; stadnik,
a stud horse, stallion, a town bull, herd bull. Lith. stodas, a
herd of cattle, especially of horses.

flock

And as he welke in the wodde
He sawe a full faire stode
Of coltis and of meris gude.
Sir Percival, 325.

To Stuff.

To cram, thrust into a receptacle.

G. stop/en,

STUFF.
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P1. D. stoppert, to stuff, to fill up a cavity, and hence to stop,
to prevent access or egress, to bring to a stand.
emanden
das maul stopen, to stop one's mouth, to silence him. Fr.
estouper, to stop, to close; estofer, to stop the breath, to
stifle, choke.-C ot. That this is the true explanation of
e'toi ffer is shown by P1. D. stoif; which signifies not only
stuff, but dust, the choking material. Goth. stubjus, G.
staub, dust. ON. stybba, thick smoke. "For when they
should draw their breaths this stuffng air and dust came in
at their mouths so fast that they had much ado to bold out
two days."-North, Plutarch. "I stufe one up, I stoppe his
breath. Je suffoque."-Palsgr.
ON. stappa, to pound, stamp; Gr. o-rEC/3o, to stamp, tread;
oTv/xo, Lat. stipo, to cram, stuff, make close, pack together.
Household stuff is the goods with which a house is
to fit it for occupation, and in a more extended sense, Fr.
4toft, G. stqft, E. stft, the contents of a thing, that of which
it is essentially composed, and specially the woven fabric of
which clothes are made.
To Stum, Stummy. Stemnmed up, stummy, close, confined.
.G. stenmmen, to stop, to dam. From a modification of the
same root with stop, stuffJ, signifying, in the
instance,
thrust or stab, then stick into, bring or come to a stand. G.
stupfen, to nudge, to thrust ; Du. stompen, to thrust, push,

filled

first

thump ; Lith. stumli, to thrust ; stumplis, a ramrod ; stumntis,
to crowd, to press against each other. See To Stem.
Stum. Unfermented wine. Du. stom signifies dumb,
and is also explained by P. Manin, du yin muet, wine that
has not worked from being oversulphured, and by Hioltrop,
du vin 6touff6, wine that has been choked by sulphur and
stopped froni working. We have seeni in the last article
that stum has in E. the sense of stuff or stop up, and Du.
stom may be explained from regarding a dumb person as
one whose voice is smothered.
To Stumble. To make a false step, to strike the foot

against an

obstacle in walking..

The derivation from stump,
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as if the word signified to strike against a stump, is supported
by many analogies. It. cespo, cespite, a turf, sod, bush
cespitare, to stumble; G. strauch, a shrub, bush; strauchein,
to stumble; Du. strobbe, stroncle, a stump; strobbelen, stronckelen, to stumble.-iKil. OFr. bronche, a bush, broncher, to
stumble; Galla giffa, a stump, gzfada, to stnmble.
Nevertheless I believe inl the present case that the analogy
would mislead us, and that the primary meaning is simply
to strike with the feet, from the root exhibited in Du. stompen, to kick, thrust, thump, Bay. stumpen, to nudge, strike
with the elbow, or the like, Mod. Gr. oTOVJT&tw, orovpJ ovo.,
to pound, E. stump, to walk with heavy steps, to strike the
ground heavily in walking, N. stumpa, to stumble, totter,
fall, Prov. Dan. stumle, stumre, to strike the ground with
the feet, to stamp, stumble, totter. At gaae og stamre med
en kiep : to stump along with a stick. P1. P. stumpein,
stunkeln, to hobble; Sc. stummer, to stumble.
He slaid and sturnerit on the sliddry ground,
And fell at end grufelingis amid the fen.-D.V.

The resemblance to the word stump arises from the fact
that the latter also is derived from the same root, as explained
under Stub.
Stump. See Stub.
To Stun. To stupefy with noise or with a blow, primarily
with noise. AS. stunian, to .resound, to dash ; stun, gestan,

strepitus.-Ettmiiller.

G. staunen, erstaunen, to lose the

power of action, to be stupefied, astonished. Sc. stonay, to
stupefy, astound. The same connection between a loud noise
and stupefaction is seen in Lat. attonare, to thunder, and
thence to amaze, astonish, depriv~e of the senses ; attonitus,
thunderstruck.
Stunted. Dwarfed, hindered in growth. ON. stuttr, short ;
stytta, to cut short ; OSw. stutt, stunt, docked, short ; stunta,
to

shorten.-Ihre.

G.

stutz,

a stump, anything short of its
The fundamental mean

kind ; stutzen, to dock, to shorten.
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ing of the word is a short projection, from stutzen, to knock,
to strike against, to start.
Sturdy. Provincially, giddy, sulky, and obstinate; also a
disease in sheep in which the animal becomes sturdy or
stupefied.-Craven Gi. Sturdy or stubborn, estourdy.
Palsgr. Gael. stuird, stuirdean, vertigo, a disease in sheep,
drunkenness.
It. stordire, to make dizzy or
giddy in the head.-Fl. Sp. aturdir, to stnpefy, confuse.
The radical meaning is probably, as in the case of stun, to
stupefy with noise.
W. twrdd, noise, stir,
Richards; Dan. torden, thunder; Gal. dirdan, humming
noise. It must be merely an accidental resemblance between
sturdy and Bret. stard, firm, solid, ON. stirdlr, stiffunbending, hard.
To Stutter. The broken efforts of the voice in imperfect
speech and those of the body in imperfect going are commonly represented by the same forms. "To slt or stagger
in speaking or going."-Baret.
I slutte, I can nat speake
my wordes readily, je besgue."-Palsgr. G. stossen, to kick,
knock, hit; anstoss, a stumbling-block, also stammering or
stuttering. Pl. D. stool, a blow; slotern, G. stottern, to

-Macleod.

thunder-

stutter.

Swiss dudern, dodern, to

to palpitate.

Sty.

stammer;

dottern, duttern,

See Stammer, Stagger.

1. N. stigje, stigkoyna (Prow. E. stianeye, stiony),

P1. D. stieg, a pustule at the corner of the eye.
2. ON. st,', sta, Dan. sti, a sty ; faiarsti, a sheep-cote.
B~ohem. stag, stage, a stable, shed, from stogim, steaii, to

stand.

Russ.

stoilo, a stall, place for one beast to stand.

Such. Goth. sealeiks (so like), AS. svilk, 011G. soul, sulilt,
G. soicher, Sw. slik, Westphalian sul.
To Suck. G. saugen, Du. suigen, Lat. sugere, Fr. sucer, It.
suechiare, W. sugno, Boh. cucati (tsutsati). From an imitation of the sound.
Sudden. Fr. soubdain, soudain, Prov. sobtan, Lat. subitus,

subitaneus, sudden.
Suds.

G. sod, the bubbling up of water that simpers or
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seethes; se fensod, soapsuds.-iittn.
G. sottern, P1.ID.
suddernt, Du. zudderen, to boil with a suppressed sound; P1.ID.
suddeln, G. sudein, to dabble in the wet, do dirty

work.'In

the same way Swiss schwadern, of liquids in a cask, to dash

with a certain noise, to paddle, splash; schwaderete, soapsuds. See To Seethe.
To Sue, Suit. From Lat. sequi, to follow, arose It. seguire,
Sp. seguir, OFr. sewir, sievir, Wall. suir, to follow, to prosecute or pursue one at law. OE seuve, sywe.
al and seave me."--P. P. To sue for an office is to follow
after it.
From the participle secutus we have Mid. Lat. secta, It.
seguito, OE. sywete, Fr. suite, a following, a train of followers,
a set of things following in one arrangement. A suit at law,
a suit of clothes.

"Forsake

A thousand knyghtes--clothed in ermyne ech one
Of on sywete.-R. G.

To suit is to agree together, as things made on a common
plan.
Suet. Lat. sebum, OFr. sieu."Miex vult a Dieu obeir
que le sieu del multun offrir."-Livre des ILois. low or
when the termination et was added does not appear.
Sugar. Lat. saceharum, Arab. sukkar, Sanser. sharkara.
Suit. See Sue.
Sullen. Formerly written soleine, i. e. solitary ; of an unsociable morose disposition.
So I, quoth he [the cuckoo], may have my make in

Let each

of hem be soleine all hir

Sulky, to Sulk.
tary, sullen.

peace-

live.-Assembly of Foules.

Probably for sulty, from OFr. soltif; soli-

Achimelech s'emerveillad de co que David vint si soltifs:
si li dist Purquei viens suls, et nuls ne vient od tei.-.-Livre
des IRois.

From sulky is then formed the verb to sulk, to retire

SULKY.
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apart and indulge in his own angry thoughts. A sulky is a
chariot that only holds one.
To Sully. It. sogliare, Fr. souiller, to befoul, dirty; se
souiller (of a swine), to wallow in the mire. P1. D. suddeln,
solen, G. sudeln, properly to dabble in wet and dirt, to do
dirty work, to dirty. G. sudel, It. soglia, Fr. souil, sueil, the
place where a boar wallows in the mire.
All ultimately from a representation of the sound made by
dabbling in the wet. Swiss siidern, to splash, to slobber, eat
untidily; siiderete, fen, mire, also (contemptuously) sauce.
Sultry, Sweltry. Oppressively hot. Du. zwoel, zoel, G.
schwiil, sweltry, swelting, suffocating with heat.-Kilttn.
AS. swelan, to burn; swaloth, estus, cauma, oppressive heat;
OHG. suelen, suilizon, to burn, to dry up; suilizung, cauma,
P1. D. suelen, to burn without flame, to smoke, and thence
(of cut grass) to dry into hay. Prov. E. swale, sweal, to
wither in the sun, to burn, dry up. "And men swaliden
with greet heete."--Wiclif.
Lith. svilti, svelti, to burn.
ON. svcela, thick smoke. P1. D. verswelen, to burn away,
explains another sense of E. sweal, when applied to the
guttering of a candle or burning away without producing
light; to gutter, melt away, met. to grow thin.-Hal. A
similar metaphor is seen in OHG. suilizon, to parch or dry
up; OFlem. swelten, OE. swelt, to faint; iMHG. swelten, to
be suffocated, to perish through heat or hunger; ON. svelta,
Dan. sulte, to hunger, famish; Goth. sviltan, AS. sweltan, to
die. Nearer the original form is perhaps swelter, to suffer
oppressive heat, to faint, or, consequentially, to sweat.
Swalterynge or swownynge, syncopa.-Pr. Pm. From this
form of the verb we pass to sweltry, sultry.
When we seek for the radical image from whence the expression is ultimately derived, we observe that the characteristic of a smothered flame is the fuel wasting imperceptibly
away, an idea which may conveniently be expressed by re-,
ference to the spilling or slopping of a liquid, because in the
latter case the fact is accompanied by a certain noise which
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admits of vocal imitation. Now swelk is used to represent
the sound of milk dashing in a churn; to swilker, to splash
about; to swilker over, to dash over; to swilter, to waste
away slowly; swelking, sultry. To swele, swile, to wash or
rinse. On the same principle, Pl. D. smuddein, smullen, to
dabble in the wet; of a candle, to gutter or sweal; Du. smoel,
sultry ; smoel weder, aer languidulus, calor
Prov. E. swatter, to spill or throw about water, to scatter, to
waste; swattle, to waste away.
Summer. 1. G. sommer, ON. sunar, Gael. samhradk, W.
kaf. As winter and wind are connected so we should
suspect summer and sun to be, but the connection has not
been satisfactorily traced.
2. A beam ; bressomer, breast-summer or front beam of a
house. Erroneously explained as trabe sommaria, a principal
beam.
The true explanation is found in Fr. sommier, a sumpterhorse (and generally any toiling and load-carrying drudge or
groom), also the piece of timber called a summer.-Cot. It.
somaro, a pack-horse, a summer.-Fl. W. swmer, a beam;
swmeru, to support, uphold, prop. See Sunpter.
Summon. Fr. semondre, to invite, warn, summon ; semonneur, a summoner. Lat.

flaccidus.-Kil.

summoneo.

Sumpter-horse.

From Gr. o-arrcoW (o-a~co,

-Eoayyat),

to pack

close, stamp down, to pack or load, was formed o-ay~a, a
pack-saddle, a load. We have then Lat. sagma, salrna
(sagma quae corrupte salma

dicitur-Isid.),

It.

salma, soma,

G. saum, a burden ; It. somnaro, Fr. sommier, a sumpter or
Somaro is now used for a donkey, as Prov.
pack-horse.
saurna, a she-ass.
Sun.

Goth. sunno, ON.

sunna, Sanscr. sunu, syauna, syona.

ON. sundr, asunder, in separate
To Sunder, Sundry.
parts ; sundra, to tear to pieces, separate ; Pu. sonder, without, separated from ; N. sund, i sand, in pieces ; sunde kkcede,
tattered clothes ; sundriven, torn to pieces.
Probably from the same ultimate root with ON. -sand,

SUNDER.
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swimming, from the figure of splashing or dashing water,
represented by a form analogous to E. swatter, squatter, Du.
swadderen, to splash, dabble, spill. The nasal modification
gives E. squander, to scatter, to waste; 0. verselwenden, to
dissipate, scatter, waste. The dashing abroad of a liquid
affords the. most lively image of scattering in fragments.
And the transition is easy through the series squander,
swander, sunler.
To Sup, Sip. To draw up liquids in small quantities into
the mouth with an audible noise, represented by the word
itself. Sp. chu(par,to suck; Gr. o-t4xv, a sucker, a pipe for
sucking wine out of a cask.
Supper. Fr. souper, a meal at which soup formed the
principal dish.
Supple. Fr. souple, supple. Bret. soubla, to bend down,
incline ; Gael. sibailt, flexible, stpple; Pol. szuply, slender,
slight. ON. svipall, svipull, moveable, unsteady.
Surf. The foaming or broken water made by the waves
beating on the shore. Norm etehurfer, to foam.-llricher.
Surfeit. Au excess. "I surfet, I eate to moche meate:

je surfays or, jefais exces."-Palsgr.
Surge. Fr. sourdre (Lat. surgere), to rise, spring, boil or
bubble up ; sourgeon, the spouting up of water in a fountain,
spring of a well.

of' divers

It, is said that-all great rivers are gorged and assemblede
surges and spring es of water."-B erners, Froissart.
A surge of tears-Turberville.

Now applied only to the boiling of the waves.
The rage of the surging waves-North, Plut.

Surgeon. Gr. X~tpovpyos, one who works with the
Lat. chirurgus, Fr. chirurgien, Norm. serugien, OFr.

hand ;

surgien,

surgeon.
Surly.
The meaning has probably been modified iu
modern times in accordance with a supposed derivation from
SOU.
VO.

II

2A
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SWAIJ.

Heo schulen hem sulf grennen-and makien sur semblant for the
muchele angoise ithe pine of helle.-AncreniRiwle, 212.

The original meaning seems however to have been si-lke,
magisterial, arrogant-" iaultain, high-minded, surly, disin v. Oeil
dainfull; a proud, surly, stately, or big
de boeuf.

look."-Cot.

For shepherds, said he, there doen lead,
As lords done otherwhere,
Their sheep han crusts and they the bread,
The chips and they the chearSike sirly shepherds han we none.-Shepherd's Cal. July.
Surmise. OFr. surmise, accusation, from surmettre, tolay
upon, to accuse.-iRoquef.
Surname. Fr. surnom, an additional name. It. sopranome,
a sirname, a nickname.-Fl.
Surprise. Fr. surprise, from surprendre, It. sqprqprendere,
to take unawares, to come upon one suddenly.
Surrender. OFr. surrender, to deliver up. Lat. reddere,
to give back.
Survey. OFr. surveoir (Lat.
to oversee, overlook.
Sutler. G. sudein, to dabble in the wet, to do dirty work,

videre),

to handle a thing in a slovenly

manner;

sudller, a dabbler,

dauber in painting, a scullion ; Pu. soetelen, to do dirty work,
to carry on a petty trade, to huckster ; soetelaar, a
huckster or sutler.
Swab, Swabber. Du. zwabber, Sw. swabb, a swab or kind
of mop made of unravelled rope, used on. board ship for mopping the decks. The radical meaning of the word is to sop
or slop, to splash in water. Pu. zwabberem, to swab, dabble,
paddle ; G. schwabbeln, schwappern, schwappen, schweppen, to
splash, dash to and fro, wabble. "iDann sehwapple die
bis zu den schultern :" the wave splashed up to the shoulders.-Sanders.
N. svabba, sabba, subba, to spill or splash
water, to dabble in wet ; Prov. E. swab, to splash over. See
Squabble, Swamp, Sap.

camp'

woge

Swad, Swaddle.

1
iS
wadl,

a peaseod, a handful of pease-

SWAD.
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straw.--Hal. A swad of a woman, obesula.-Coles. Swat,
to throw down forcibly, a quantity; swatch, a piece of anything, a patch, a sample.
The fundamental meaning of
swad, swat, swath, like that of squad, squab, would seem to
be a lump or bundle of something soft, from Du. swadderen
(Kil.), Bay. schwadern, schwatteln, Prov. E. swatter, swattle,
to splash, dash, or spill liquids. Swiss schwetti, so much of a
fluid or soft matter as is thrown down at once, then a lot or
quantity of things, as of apples. The swath of grass would
then be the bundle of grass cut at each stroke of the scythe, and
the verb to swathe, to make a bundle of, to tie up in bundles.
"Swathed or made into sheaves."-Cot. in v. javel6. It is
certainly in this sense that swatch seems to be used by Tasser :
One spreadeth those bands, so in order to lie,
As barley, in swatches, may fill it thereby.

To swatch, to bind, as to swaddle, &c.-Hal. The forms
swatch and swatchel, a fat slattern, also to daggle, dirty, to
beat, unite swad, swath, swathe, swaddle, with Du. swachtel,
swadel, a swathe or swaddling-band; zwachtelen, to swathe,
to swaddle. In the application of swatchel to a fat woman,
the reference is to the swagging or wabbling movement of
the flesh of a fat person, as in Bay. schwadig, schwattig,
swagging, soft, as boggy ground, and the softer parts of the
body; e schwadige menschin, a full-breasted woman.
To swaddle was also to beat. "Swaddled, cudgelled."-Coles. "He banged, belammed, thumped, swaddled her."Cot. in v. chaperon. And this is in accordance with other
cases in which words expressing the dashing of liquids are
used to signify beating, as to wallop, or G. schwappen, to
splash, compared with E. swap, a blow; Dan. svcbe, a whip,
and as a verb, to wrap, swaddle, swathe.
Perhaps we must regard swachtel and swatch as immediately derived from forms in which the d of swaddle or
labial of swap, swabble, is replaced by a guttural. Prov. E.
swack, to strike, to throw; swack, a large quantity (Jam.), a
blow, a fall; swacking, huge, large.-Hal. See next article.
2A2
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SWAG.

SWALLOW.

To Swag, Swagger. The idea of tremulous motion, swaying backwards and forwards, is commonly expressed by forms
originally representing the sound made by the dashing of
water, swabble, swaddle, swaggle, wabble, waddle, waggle,
where the final consonant may be of any class, labial, dental,
or guttural, and the initial s may be omitted without altering
the force of the word.
Thus we have Swiss schwabbeln, schwabben, to splash, dash
to and fro, wabble, swag like loose flesh, stagger like a
drunken man. With a final g, Prov. E. swiggle, to shake
liquor violently, to rinse linen to and fro in water.
I swagge, as a fatte person's belly swaggeth as he goth.-Palsgr.

Swaggergog, a quaking bog.-Mrs Baker. To swagger in
gait is to walk in an affected manner, swaying from one
side to the other. Swiss schwigeln, to stroll about. To
swagger in talk may be directly taken from the noise made
by the dashing of liquids, as in the case of Bay. schwadern,
to splash, tattle, bluster, swagger.
The nasalisation of the consonant gives G. schwanken, to
splash to and fro, to waver, rock, stagger; Prov. E. swanky,
watery beer, boggy, swaggering, strutting.
Swain. Dan. svend, a bachelor, servant, attendant, journeyman; svendedreng, a male child; ON. sveinn, a boy, young
man, servant. The word has clearly nothing to do with
swine.
To Swale, Sweal. See Sultry.
Swale. NE. windy, bleak, cold. ON. svala, to cool, to
refresh; svali, coolness, cold, hate.
Swallow.
ON. svala, G. schwalbe, Du. zwaluw, P1. D.
schwalke, Ober Du. schwalm.
To Swallow. G. schwelgen, to swill, guzzle, tipple. ON,
svelgia, to swallow. Du. swelgen, to devour, swallow, drink.
From the sound made in swallowing liquid. Bay. schwappeln, to splash, to swag (of loose flesh), to swill, to be addicted to drink. N. skvala, to gurgle.
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Swamp, To Swamp. To swamp a boat is to sink it by the
washing in of the waves. ON. squampa, to splash; Swiss
schwampeln, to splash,.dash to and fro like water. N.
skumcpla, to shake to and fro in a vessel. It is the nasalised
form of Bay. schwappeln, Prov. E. swab, squab, to splash, dash
over.
From the same source is E. swamp, a soft plashy ground;
P1. D. swamp, swaymm, G. schwanmm, a sponge, a strnture
adapted to sop up water; or a fungus, a soft spongy growth.
Swap. 1. Swap and swack represent the sound of a blow,
and thence are applied to any sudden movement, as in falling,
striking, throwing. P1. D. swcps! swps! swops! express the
sound of a smack, and thence signify quick, immediate.
Swaps ! kreeg he enen an de oren: smack! he caught it on
the ears. Schwpp ! schwapp! schlug er mir den kopf ab:
smack! he cut off my head. Swap! quickly, smartly; in
some counties a fall is called a swap.-Hal. W. chwap, a
sudden stroke or blow, and as an adverb, instantly. To swap,
to draw a sword, to cast a stone, to strike.-Jam. Hence
swapping (like strapping, whapping, bouncing, thumping),
large, huge, strong.-Hal. In like manner from the representation of the sound of a blow by the syllable swach ;
swacking, unusually large.-Mrs B.

"He swacked the wood

in his face." Schwapp ! lasst sie ihr schliisselband nach
seinem kopfe fliegen : slap! she let fly her keys at his head.Sanders.
2. The sense of barter or truck seems to come from the
notion of a sudden turn, an exchange of place in the objects
that are swapped. In the same way to chop is to do anything
suddenly, to turn- suddenly round, and to swap or barter.
The wind chops round to the north, a greyhound chops up a
hare. G. stutzcm or stossen, to knock or strike ; waaren verslidzcu, verstossen or umslosscn, to chop, swap, barter.-Kittn..

Sward. ON. svorctr, Du. swacrdc, G. schwarte, P1.,ID.
swaardc, sware, the thick skin of bacon or pork, then applied.'
to the skin of the head, the coating of turf on a grass-field.
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Du. swaerde van den koofde, the skin of the head; P1.ID.
gron swaard, greensward.
The proper meaning of the word would seem to be the
crackling or skin of roast pork. Bohem. sskwariti, Serv.
chwariti, to crackle like melting fat, to fry; sskwar, skin of
pork, sskwarek, Serv. chwarak, greaves, remnants after the
melting of tallow:
swarte, cremium [quod remanet
in patilla de carnibus frixis]-Schm.
Swarm. 1. A multitude of creatures in intricate
ment. The idea of multitudinous movement is expressed by
the representation of a confused sound as in scrall, crawl, and
in
Fr. grouiller, to rumble, also to swarm, abound, break
great numbers. Zulu bubula, to hum, as bees; bubulela, a
swarm of bees, concourse of people. On the same principle
the origin of swarm is the representation of a humming or
buzzing sound. Prov. E. sharm, a confused noise, buzzing,
din.-Moor. G. schwarm, noisy revelry ; schwilrme, to buzz,
to make a confused sound as a multitude in motion, to swarm
as bees, to revel. "Was fur ein liebliches sumsen schwirrt
um mich her:" what a lovely humming resounds around
me. Bay. schwurm, geschtwiirm, confusion in the head,
swarm, throng ; schwirbeln, schwarbeln, to move in a confused
mass, to whirl, to swarm.
To Swarm, Squirm, Swarf. To climb the bole of a tree by
clipping it with the arms and legs, twisting them around it.

OHG.

moveout

He swa7 fed then the mainmast tree,
He swarfed it 'with might and main.
Ballad of Sir Andrew Barton, N. & Q., Fu. 5i9.
Then up the mainmast swerved he.
Ibid., Percy Soc.

To squirm, to wriggle about, to climb trees by embracing
them with the arms and legs.-Webster. Sw. swar/wa, to
turn; Pu. swermen, swerven, to wander about-Kuii.; to
rove, wander, revel.-Bomhoff. The radical image is a mass
in intricate confused movement. See Swarm.
Swart, Swarthy. Goth. svants, ON. svartr,. G. schwarz,
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black; ON. surtr, swarthy. Diefenbach coinects Lat. sordes,
dirt, as if swarthy were dirt-coloured.
Swash. Swish and swash represent the sound made by
the collision of liquids or of divided solids. A horse swishes
his tail; swish-swash, washy liquor. Piedm. svass6, to splash,
to rinse. To swash clown, to fall with a noise. In the same
way soss, a heavy fall, a dirty mess. Sossle, to make a slop.
-Hal.
To swash, also, figuratively to swagger, to talk big.
Sw. swassa, to strut, to swagger, to talk bombast.
Swath. G. schwaden, Du. swade, P1. D. swad, swatt, the
row of grass as it lies on the left of the mower cut by his
scythe, also the bare space from which it is cut. Commonly
explained from AS. swathe, a track, path, footsteps. Nenige
swathe his owhwar atywde: no traces of him anywhere appeared. On swathe, in the way. Dolhswathe, the traces of
a wound, a cicatrice. Thus the swath is understood as
primarily signifying the path cut by the mower in the
standing grass. But the heap of grass seems to have a
stronger claim to attention than the space from which it is
cut, and the original meaning of the word is probably the
mass of grass cut by a single blow of the scythe. Fr. javeler,
to swathe or gavel corn, to make it into sheaves or gavels.Cot. Prov. E. swaf; as much grass as a scythe cuts at one
stroke.-Hal. See Swad.
Sway. Du. zwaayen, to swing, turn, brandish; P1. D.
swajen, to waver in the wind; ON. sveigja, N. svegja, svoia,
Dan. sveie, to bend; N. svaga, Dan. svaie, to swing to and
fro, to roll like a ship; svaierum, room for a ship to swing at
anchor. Sw. swegryggad, swankruggad, swayed in the back;
swaying, a hollow raking of the backbone.-B. For the
ultimate origin see Swag.
To Sweal. To sweal a hog, to singe him; to swea, to melt
wastefully away like bad candles.-B. See Sultry.
To Swear. Goth. svaran, ON. s'cerja, G. schworen, to swear;
ON. svara, to answer.
Sweat. ON. sveiti, AS. swat, sweat, also blood. W.
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sweat;

ehwys, Sanser. scaidas, Lat. sudor,
odor, moisture;
udus, wet.
To Sweep. ON. s6pa, to sweep, to wipe; sopr, a besom;
Sw. soya, to sweep, wipe, brush; also a clout, a duster;
Gael. sguab, sweep ; sguab, sguaib, W. ysgub, a besom, brush,
a sheaf of corn; ysgulbo, to sweep, to whisk; Bret. skula,
sweep ; Lat. scopce, Sp. escoba, a besorn.
The radical image seems to be the rinsing of a vessel with
water, the dashing of water over a surface, or the
of the waves along the surface of water. G. schwappen,
schweppen, to splash or slop. "Die schwappenclen
sen." "Der wein im glise schweppet iber." Schwei/en, to
move a fluid body to and fro, to rinse, to splash, to sweep
along the ground, to rove or range over the country;
sieyven, to vacillate, fluctuate, wander.
Sweet. AS. swet, Du. zoet, ON. swir, G. suss, Sansersoad, Lat. suacis.
To Swell. ON. svella, to swell; sollin skip, a sodden,
water-logged ship. The original sense is probably shown in
Du. swellen .(Kil.), a parallel form with wellen, to boil,
to spring, G. wallen, to boil, wallop, move along in a waving
manner. Das ineer wallet, the sea swells up in waves ; eine

to

coursing

fluthmas-

Du.

hohe welle, a great swelling wave.-Kiittn.

The same rela-

tion is seen in ON. bolginn, Dan. bullen, swollen, and Lat.
bullire, to boil, Du. bolghe, a wave or billow.
To Swelter. The sense of this word in the ordinary expression of sweltering with heat seems to be to faint with
heat. Swalterynge or swownynge, syncopa.-Pr. Pmn. Probably swatter, swalter or swelter, swilker, are analogous forms,
representing, in the first instance, the noise--of dashing liquids,
then signifying the dashing or splashing of liquids, spilling,
squandering, wasting ; then wasting away, fainting. To
swatter, to spill or throw about water as geese or ducks do in
drinking, to scatter, to waste ; to swath.4er,
drink as ducks do water, to waste

to

to faint ; to swattle,

away.-llal.

The inser-

tion of an 1 (as in palter compared with patter, Prov. E.
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swalch for swatch, a patch, stramalkin for stramaking, Sc.
fagald for fagot) gives s walter, swelter, to flounder in the
wet, to drip, trickle.
Slippes in the sloppes oslgnte to the girdylle,
Swalters up swiftly with his swerde drawene.
Morte Arthure.
I feel the drops of sweltering sweat
,Which trickle down my face.-Gascoigne.

To swilter, to waste away slowly.-Hal.
We must however not regard these parallel forms as
actually derived from each other, but rather as arising from
slightly varying efforts to represent the same inarticulate
sounds. With a final k instead of t in the radical syllable
we have swelk, noise made by liquid in a churn; to swilker,
to splash; swelking, sultry. See Sultry.
To Swerve. To wander from.-B. Du. swerven, swermen,
to wander, rove, also to riot, revel.
The radical image is a hum or confused noise, from which
we pass to the notion of noisy revelry, on the one hand, and,
on the other, to that of whirling, turning round, turning
aside, moving to and fro. Sw. hurra,surra, swirra, to whizz,
buzz, whirl; surra, swirra, also to revel; ON. hverfa, to
turn, bend; Dan. surre, to hum, buzz, also as N. svarva, to
lash or twist a rope round with string; Dan. svire, to revel;
to whirl, turn round; Prov. Dan. svirre, to move to and fro;
slceden svirrer, the sledge swerves, swings to one side; svarre,
svarbe, to turn in a lathe.
Swift. The idea of rapidity or momentary duration is
commonly expressed by the figure of a smart blow. Thus in
Scotch they say, I'll be with you in a rap, in a clap, while
swak, which originally represents the sound of a blow, is used
for a little while.
He had slummerit bot an swak.-ID.V.

Swap, which like swack represents the sound of a blow, is
used for any rapid action, for the drawing of a sword, casting
of a stone, or the like. The change of the vowel from a to i
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expresses a finer, smaller motion, as in whip, to strike with
something thin, to do anything quickly, compared with whap,
to strike a heavy blow. On this principle we pass from swap
to ON. svipa, to whip, to move quickly, do anything hastily,
to brandish a sword; svipull, moveable, transitory; svipr,
svif, a sudden movement, a moment, instant; i dvi svifi, at
the same moment; Dan. i et svip, in a trice; ON. svifa, to
move to and fro; to move suddenly; svfr, moveable, yielding. Sc. swipper, quick, nimble, sudden; swif, rotatory
motion, or the sound produced by it; the swif of a mill.Jam. AS. swipa, a whip; swipian, to whip or do something
with a momentary action. Swipte hire thaet heaved: he
whipped off her head. See Swivel.
To Swig. To drink in sounding gulps. Swig or swidge,
water or beer spilt on the floor, table, &c. If the roof or a
barrel leaks, the floor will be "all of a swidge." Swidge, a
puddle; to swiggle, to shake liquor in an inclosed vesselForby; to rinse linen in water.-Moor.
To Swill. To rinse, to wash out with water; swill-tub,
the tub which holds the hogwash-Mrs Baker; swill-bowl, a
drunkard; swiller, a scullion, one who washed the dishes;
AS. swilian, to wash; swiling, a gargle. Doubtless from the
sound of agitated liquid, and perhaps contracted from a form
like swiggle, to shake liquor violently, to rinse in water, to
drink greedily. To swilker, to splash, is a parallel form.
Dan. skylle, to rinse, wash; skyllevand, dishwash, swillings;
skyllebad, a shower-bath. See Scullery. G. spiilen, to wash,
rinse, swill.
To Swim. This word seems originally to apply to the
movement of water in agitation ; to move or flow like water;
to be carried along on the surface of water, to move about on
the surface or in the water. N. svabba, to dabble, paddle,
splash, spill; Swiss schwabbeln, to wabble, splash, fluctuate,
to reel like a drunken man; schwabbelig, overflowing, reeling;
est ist mir so sciwabbelig. Bay. schwaiben, to overflow, to
rinse, to wash. Die wasche schwaiben, to swiggle or rinse
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linen in water; glise schwaiben, to rinse glasses; das ge.schwaibet (geschwemme, gespule), dishwash, swillings. Schwaiben, or sciweben are then used in the sense of moving to and
fro like water, being carried on the snrface of water, reeling,
jactari flucti..
staggering. Auff'm wasser schweben,
the
ship floats
mer,
das da schwebel in dem
bus; das
in the sea. Suebont, natant ; suepen, seAaron, nare.-G. in
Schm. G. schweben, to float, wave, hover, flutter.-Kiittn.
The softening of the final b to m leads from Swiss schwabbeim to ON. svanma, to splash, paddle in water, and from G.
Per vogel sclwaimet in den
schweben to Bay. schzwaimen.
luften, the bird hovers in the air. Hin and wider schwaimen,
to wander to and fro. G. schwemmen, to wash, to bathe in
water; scitwimmen, to swim, to be borne along by or to be
bathed in liquid. ON. sveima, to move to and fro in a confused manner, to wander about, to swarm; svima, svunma, to
swim ; svimra, Dan. svimle, to be dizzy, giddy. The Kestrel
or windhover is called in G. shweimer, schwemmer, schwimmer, sehweberle, from its "schwebenden" flight. The head
swims when the visible scene appears in unsteady movement
around us like the surface of water.
Swindle. G. schwindel, swimming in the head, dizziness,
giddiness. In a figurative sense scihwindel is applied to dealings in which the parties seem to have lost their head, as we
say, to have become dizzy over unfounded or unreasonable

fluctuare,

schiff

prospects of gain. " Als der Assignaten-schwindel (Assignat
mania)

zu wiithen begann."

" Er hat bei dem Alctien-schwvindel

(Share mania) viel geld verdient

"-Genz in Sanders.

The

word may be translated madness, delusion. Then in a
factitive sense schwindeler, one who induces delusions in
others. Binent etwas~ absck windein, to get something from
another by inducing delusion ; to swindle him out' of

some--

thing.
The parallel form ON. sundla, to be dizzy, connects G.
schwindeln through- ON. sand, a swimming, with svima,
svzmma, to swim, svimnra, IDan. evimle, to be dizzy. Pu.
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swjmelen, falsa imaginari instar dormientium, vertigine
laborari.-JKiil. Dan. svingel,'dizziness, darnel (from producing dizziness); sv'ingle, to reel as a drunken man. Bay.
schwenzen, to rinse; schwanzen, to rove about, to swagger;
schwenzete, dizziness.
Swine. Goth. seein, Russ. svinyia,
swinia, swine.
OHG. sri, G. saa, Du. soegh, sogh, soawe, AS. sigu, Sc. suggie,
Sw. sugga, Ober Du. sucke, ON.
sow. Fin. sika, Esthon.
sigga, Lett. cuka, Lat. sus, sow, sucula, Ober Du. suckel, W.
soccyn, a pig.
The cry to call pigs is in Ober D. suck!
Prov. E.
sug !, Lett. cuk ! cuk !
Swing. G. schwingen, N. svinga, to swing, whir, brandish.
The idea of an undulating or to and fro movement is widely
expressed by forms that may be grouped round a root, wag.
E. waggle, wag; G. wackein, to wag, waddle, wabble; Pu.
wigghelen, to shake, to totter, also as G. wickein, to roll in, to
wrap.-TKIil. Lat. vaari, to wander; vacillare, to waver,
totter; Fr. vague, a wave; and with a nasal, Pu. wankelen,
G. wanken, to wag, wabble, reel; AS. wancol, Pu. wankel,
wavering, unsteady; ON. vingsa, to swing, to dangle; E.
wing, from its rapid vibrations in flight.
Then with a sibilant prefix Sc. swag, to swing, move
backwards and forwards, and with the nasal, G. sckiwanken,
Pu. swaucken, swanekelen, to waver, stagger, totter ; sckwacnken (as E. swiggle), to rinse in water ; em fPass seliwanken, to
swing a cask with some water in it in order to wash it
thoroughly.-Kiittn. AS. swaangetlan, to wag, waver, palpitate. Enis. swinge, a wing.
To Swinge. To beat or strike, an act that is done with a
swinging movement. AS. swingan, to do anything with
violent action, to scourge ; sweng, a blow ; Fris. swinge, a
flail.-Japycx.
To Swink. To labour. From a swinging, whirling movement, taken as the type of violent exertion. Pu. swancken,

Pol.

Syr,

suck!,

librare,

vibrare, quatere ; swanck, swinck, vibratio, libratio,
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motus, momentum.-Kil. P1.ID. swunicen, to sway to and
fro, as a tree under the impulse of a violent wind,-Danneil.
Swipe. The crane-like contrivance for drawing water, consisting of a rod unevenly balanced on a post, having a weight
at the short. end and bucket at the long end; in Du. wipe,
wipgalge, from wippen, to vibrate, or swankroede, from swanen,
to vibrate, as E. swipe from ON. svipa, to brandish, to move
rapidly to and fro. Pl. D. swengel, a swipe, from swinging to
and fro.-IDanneil. NE. swape, the handle of a pump.
Swipes. To swipe, to drink off hastily.-Hal. N. skvip,
thin and tasteless drink. G. schwappen, schweppen, to splash,
dash.
Switch. A pliant rod, fromthe swishing noise which it
makes in moving rapidly through the air when a blow is
struck with it. P1. D. zwulesen, to make such a noise, also
to bend to and fro ; 'zwakse, Hanover swatsche, a long thin
rod, a switch. G. zwitscern, to chirp or twitter as birds.
Swivel. A fastening so contrived as to allow the thing
fastened to turn freely round on its axis. ON. svit sudden
movement; N. sviv, swing, force of movement; sviva, to
ON.
turn round; sveiva, the crank or handle of a
svuifia, to swing round, to brandish. See Swift.
Swoon, Swound. A swoon is a failure of the active principle. AS. swindan, to consume, languish, vanish. OHG.
swindan, swintan, tabescere ; suutit, tabescit (anima tua)

wheel;

f arsuindan,

evanere, deficere,

absorbere, transire.

The idea of wasting or consuming is often expressed by
the figure of*spilling liquids, as in squander, which is a
nasalised form of squatter, to splash, dabble. In, the same
way G. verseihwenden, to squander, dissipate, waste, must be
regarded as a nasalised form, from the equivalent E. swatter,
Bay. schwaddern, schwiddern, to splash or spill. The final d
is lost in sehwainen, to spill, consume. " Alles des pluts das
ymmer verswaint und vergossen wirt :" of all the blood that
is ever shed and poured out. '" Blutverswainer Christus :"
Christ prodigal of his

blood. Schindler.

Swab. sehwanen,
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schweinen, schwenden, to waste away, shrink, wither; Bay.
schwancl, scwundcl, decrease, waste. Es geschwindet mir, hat
mir geschwinden: I have lost my strength.
schwindsuchi, the wasting sickness, consumption; Swiss schwinden,
geseliwinden, to swoon or faint.
Swoop. A sweeping movement.
Syrup. It. siroppo, Sp. varope, sweet juice, from Arab.
skarab, wine or any beverage ; sharb, shurb3, shir3, drinking,
sipping ; sharbat, sherbet, syrup. From the same imitation
of the sound of sipping with Lat. sorbeore. See Sherbet.
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